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PREFATORY.

The New York State Conference of Eeligion was organized in

1899 by a large number of persons belonging to eleven different

denominations. Its General Committee now includes members
of fifteen denominations. The practical aim and range of its in-

terest are thought to be sufficiently represented by the subjects

presented in the programme. Its bond of union is not in a com-
mon formula, but in the one spirit which is variously expressed

in different religious forms. Its purpose is to promote the

largest practicable junction of religious forces for the furtherance
of those fundamental religiouS;, moral, and social interests which
are vital to the stability of the Commonwealth.

In issuing this volume the Executive Committee believe that it

contains matter of permanent value both for the religious con-

sciousness and the religious conscience. They gladly acknowl-
edge the generally friendly tone and appreciative judgment of

the religious journals in editorial references to the Conference.
Any exception to this which has been observed can be reasonably

attributed only to a persistent ignoring of the statements offi-

cially made in successive circulars. Such misrepresentations are

so fairly answered by an editorial in the " Christian Work " of

November 29, 1900, that its concluding paragraph deserves to

be quoted here:
" We expect that not a few will be found among the zealous

sectarians to rise up and say that this Conference of Eeligion was
a Christless body, that it was made for the undermining of true

faith rather than the promotion of it. We would say rather

that the true spirit of Christ, which is the spirit of love and
service, was the chief and foremost characteristic of the Con-
ference, and that the faith which finds its highest and noblest

expression in life and deed was the very faith that inspired it

all."

The rules of the Conference provide that no resolution or

motion shall be entertained in the public assemblies and require

all business to be transacted in the meetings of the General or

the Executive Committee. The prescribed time-limit is thirty

minutes for addresses announced on the programme, ten minutes
for speeches opening a discussion, and for other speeches five

minutes.
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE FIRST PUBLIC MEET-

ING OF THE NEW YORK STATE CONFER-
ENCE OF RELIGION.

Pursuant to announcement the Conference convened at the

Church of the Holy Communion, New York City, November 20,

1900, at 7.45 P. M., the Chairman, Rev. J. M. Whiton, Ph. D., of

New York, presiding. In declaring the first meeting of the Con-

ference open, the Chairman announced that the proceedings of

this and the successive sessions would take place according to the

printed programme. The devotional services of the session were

conducted by the Rev. Henry Mottet, D. D.

CHURCH OF THE HOLY COMMUNION, TUESDAY, NO-
VEMBER 20.

I. THE STATE CONFERENCE OF RELIGION, ITS IDEAL,
PROPAGANDA, AND AIMS.

First Paper.

REV. LEIGHTON WILLIAMS, NEW YOEK.

It has fallen to my lot to state, as the representative of the

Executive Committee, something of the nature, constituency,

basis, and aims of this Conference of Religion. As the result of

somewhat extended, but entirely unofficial, correspondence, a cir-

cular letter was "prepared and issued on Christmas Day, 1898,

signed by five men,—each of them representing a different and
important denomination,—inviting suggestions from leading

clergymen and laymen of the State regarding the advisability of

a Conference of Religion. It was suggested in this letter that

something more than toleration in religion should mark the at-

titude of churches toward one another—a spirit of reciproca-

tion in religion and in inter-religious co-operation. This cir-

-cular met with a very large and favorable response from all

•denominations and from all parts of the State. The next step in

the movement was a meeting in this city in May, 1899, at which
over thirty gentlemen were present—members of ten religious
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denominations. After a three-hours' conference it was heartily

and unanimously resolved to hold a State Conference of Religion.

The basis of the Conference was declared to be " Eeligion with

its many theologies; one practical aim, the realization of a higher

righteousness, together with frank and friendly recognition of

admitted differences of thought." An Executive Committee was.

appointed to prepare for such Conference. The Conference was
organized on the model of the Episcopal Church Congress and
the Baptist Congress, with a General Committee of those inter-

ested in actively supporting the movement, and a smaller (the

Executive) committee, elected by them. There are now about
one hundred and seventy persons on our General Committee,
representing fifteen religious denominations, viz.. Episcopalians,

Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Unitarians, Baptists, Method-
ists, Hebrews, Reformed, Universalists, Friends, Disciples of

Christ, French Protestant, Independent, Volunteers of America,
and Salvation Army.
The Committee have framed the programme which is before

you. The character of the topics and the personality of the
speakers require no word of explanation or apology. The pro-

gramme speaks for itself. The Committee have experienced very

little difficulty in framing the programme. The movement has
seemed to commend itself to a large number of the ablest men
in all denominations from the first, and our invitations have met
with favorable response in every instance. Even where men have-

not been able to accept, it has been with strongly expressed re-

gret and for unavoidable reasons.
" All thinking men," says Professor Sanday of Oxford, " are-

coming to be of one religion," and observation fully justifies this

statement. If religion has in it the elements of reality there-

must be eventually, as men grow more open-minded, a growing
consensus of opinion on the basis of the ascertained facts of re-

ligious experience. This growing unity of religious opinion and
practice is manifesting itself in many movements of our time.

Most of these have been in the field of practical endeavor and
philanthropic enterprise, but there is need also for union on the

thought side, and of opportunities for the interchange of thought

and opinion, and for frank and free discussion both of
agreements and disagreements. The Church Congress among
Episcopalians, the Baptist Congress among Baptists, have done a
useful work; and this movement is the extension of the same idea

to a wider field. Religion was once largely a matter of external

forms and ceremonies, and in some measure still is and must
always continue to be so. The religious emotions and aspirations

demand some outward expression, and this expression takes shape

in some ritual or ceremonial. But with growing light men are

moving on from mere ceremonialism to the recognition of a clear

thought-basis for emotion, and as the result we have the creeds^

confessions, and other formal statements of religious belief. But
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these, again, have relied too much on an external authority, and
with the growth of clear religious experience men are coming to

rest on the internal witness of the Divine Spirit in thought and
conscience, rather than on external standards, and as that Spirit is

one, so religious experience is essentially one, and in this essential

unity we find the possibility and the hope for eventual religious

unity among spiritually minded men. Xot an enforced unity

imposed from without, but a voluntary unity inspired from
within.

" The distinction between religion and theolog}" is recognized

in all churches. It is regularly acted on in all churches, and in

none more than those which are equipped with theological creeds.

The Presbyterian Church, for instance, though stringently exact-

ing theological conformity of all its ministers and officers, re-

ceives applicants for membership simply upon the fundamentals

of religion, without any theological conditions. It has long been

a matter of common knowledge and remark that religion unites

those whom theology- divides. Those most seriously divided thus

are now proceeding to get together for the proposed State Con-

ference of Eeligion on such grounds of unity as they find in a

religious spirit of endeavor for moral and social betterment.

They expressly affirm that they do this without compromise of

their admitted differences in theology." *

And now a word before I close, from my own standpoint

—

that of an orthodox Christian. It has been assumed hastily by

some that there are elements in the orthodox view of Christianity

which make it impossible for an orthodox Christian to unite with

those not so classed in any form of religious association. This is

not the opinion of the orthodox supporters of this Conference.

They do not believe it to be the attitude enjoined by the Master

Himself and exemplified in His own example, nor do they believe

it to be the attitude inspired of the Spirit to-day, or justified by

the Christian Scriptures. And if any look for the triumph of

so-called " orthodox " opinions, can they anticipate that triumph

on any other ground than that they are true opinions? And if

they are essentially true opinions, will not their truth vindicate

itself? The ark of God needs no defense. Truth is mighty and

will prevail, and it is only those who are conscious of an inse-

curity in the basis of their faith who have reason to hold aloof and

fear progress of discussion. Said one of the most eminent of

our orthodox leaders, " I am heartily in favor of this Conference,

just because I am so intensely evangelical."

I may be permitted to repeat what I have elsewhere written

regarding the position of so-called orthodox supporters of this

Conference

:

*Dr. Whiton's " Times " letter, June 15, 1899.
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" The Master Himself looked for the hour when, all men
should worship the Father in spirit and in truth, ' for the Father
seeketh such to worship Him.' That one spiritual faith is novr

dawning on the world with rapidly growing brightness, and to

some of us that which seems its greatest hindrance is that which
offered itself as the bitterest foe of our Lord during the days of

His earthly ministry—the separatism and traditionalism of those

who regarded themselves as the orthodox party, and who opposed
the present workings of the Divine Spirit in their day because-

they failed to realize them as proceeding from the same source

whence had come the inspiration of the writings which they re-

garded as the completed revelation of the will of God.
" "We believe in the oneness of true religion, and that the

reality of that religion is everywhere witnessed to by its practical

fruits, but we do not confound true religion with self-styled

orthodoxy. Holding many of us ourselves the views of Christian

doctrine which entitle us to be called orthodox, we yet recognize

the possibility of persons holding those views who have not in

them the reality of religion, and the possibility of others in whom
that reality may exist, and who may yet be unorthodox in many
of their opinions. True religion is the life of God in the soul,

and the Master Himself explicitly said that the presence of that

life would be known by its fruits. Wherever, therefore, we see

the fruits, we do not hesitate to affirm the presence of the life.

" Our Conference is not to be held on the invitation of men
' whose main religious inspiration is hatred of Christianity,' but
on the invitation of well-known Christian men. We do believe in

the value of ' frank and friendly discussion,' and in this belief

we but follow the guidance and practice of the best and greatest

of the leaders of the Christian faith from the time of St. Paul
down. We seek to ' find a cure for the soul's diseases in a renew-

ing of its life,' and in that effort we are glad to welcome the co-

operation of all seeking the same end, nor would we forbid any
because he followeth not with us, remembering the words of the

Master, ' Forbid him not, for he that is not against mo is for

me.' In all this we trust that we are still loyal to Jesus Christ,

and that in all our actions and words and spirit we shall make
evident that we have been with Jesus and learned of Him."

In closing this address I cannot refrain from expressing the

pleasure, in which all will heartily unite, that the first session

of this Conference, bringing together so many devout men in

the unity of the spirit and the bond of peace from various com-
munions, is held in the Church named in honor of the One Holy
Communion of the Holy Spirit, and hallowed by the fragrant

memory of the sainted Dr. Muhlenberg, orthodox in faith and

catholic in sympathy, and who may l)c entitled above others to

be hailed as the chief forerunner of this movement.
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Second Paper.

REV. T. R. SLICER.

It need be a matter of no surprise that so many clergymen and
laymen heartily unite in this State Conference of Religion. The
public mind was made aware of the central interest in religions

by the great World's Congress of Eeligions held in Chicago in

1893. The National Conference of Religion has further empha-
sized the possibility of working together to a common end. Now,
we strive to do for a single State three or four very distinct

things, narrowing our horizon without losing the central power
of our purpose. It is the effort, as I understand it, to produce,

as far as may be, unity, without the slightest effort at uniformity.

Nature provides the archetypal pattern of unity. Nature does

not know the word " uniformity." The forms are manifold; the
essence is one, as in four or five particulars to which I ask you
to attend for a few moments.

In the first place, we believe that there is only one religion.

It is not ours, nor yours; but it is that which yours and ours

strive to attain. The only thing we can know is relation. We can-

not know either of the extremities of any relation. Both sides of

the equation are marked, for a time, at least, by unknown quanti-

ties. We are not sure of the ultimates of thought, but we are

sure of the relations of thought. We who are engaged in the Con-
ference of Religion are not studying the forms of religions as in

the World's Congress of Religions they were studied. We are

concerned with the demonstration, as far as in us lies, that there

is only one religion, and that is the relation of the soul with God.
It is, therefore, an experience, and not a definition. It must in-

evitably have definition. The man who has the experience of

religion desires to convey some statement concerning his experi-

ence to another man, and at once he sets to work to define—that

is to delimit and mark off by boundaries the thing which is ex-

pansive and real and essential in him. The moment we desire

to define the reality that we mean by experience, we fall into a

curious embarrassment. We can understand a permeating es-

sence. We can understand the presence of the essential. But in

definition that which was the very essence is delimited, confined,

and stated in terms of definition. The definition is inevitable.

The definition ought to be. The definition is the means of com-
munication of an intellectual postulate. It is the reality of ex-

perience in terms of thought; but it is not religion. In our think-

ing religion is an experience based in nature, exercised by normal
functions belonging to the man and multiplying itself in expres-

sion, because the man himself is a part of the creative energy

from which the religious essence and reality proceed.

There is but one kind of moral life. There are not two kinds
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of moral life. There is a moral and an immoral life. I doubt if

there is any such thing as a life amoral, or not moral. There is

only one use of the word " good " among the same kinds of crea-

tures. A good horse, and a good house, and a good man, are not
the same kind of good. But a good man, and a good woman, and
a good will, and a good God, are all the same kind of good. There
is, therefore, to our thinking, only one kind of good among
creatures or beings of the same nature; and it is because we
"believe that good can never be evil under any conditions, from
the ultimate reality whom we call God to the least of all that

shares His life, that we believe that we can unite for good ends
in the name of the good God by the union of our good-will.

In the third place, there is only one way to love God and man.
There is no variation in that procedure. There is no way of

loving God and hating your brother. We have a very early and
brutal statement in the New Testament concerning that. The
apostle in writing the epistle that is called John, says, " If a

man say I love God and hateth his brother, he is a liar."

'That is the way it sounds in English, and the Greek is no less

explicit. It is a singularly frank statement, " If a man say he
love God and hateth his brother, he is a liar. For if a man love

not his brother whom he hath seen, he cannot love God whom
he hath not seen." It is the splendid realism of that statement
that leads us to say that there is only one way of loving God and
loving man.

In the fourth place, there is only one way to worship God. The
postures are many, the places are a multitude, the ritual is most
diverse, the statements are as various as the temperaments that

make them. But under all the statements, behind all the postures

in all the places, it is true as from the beginning, " God is a

spirit, and they that worship Him must worship Him in spirit

and in truth; for the Father is seeking such to be His wor-
shipers." This is the divine search for the divinely moved wor-
ship, and away back in the third century one of the least erudite

of the Fathers of the early Church, Tertullian, said, " The soul

divines what is divine." Tertullian said many a foolish thing,

but we know he uttered a truth when he said, " The soul divines

what is divine." So we say there is only one way to worship God,
and the statement from John's gospel that I have just quoted
is paralleled by that splendid, age-old statement, " Thou shalt

love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul

and with all thy mind; and thou shalt love the other as thyself."

When any movement gathers up the forces of human strength

in tides so strong that it pours itself out at the feet of God, the

ebb from that high level finds the needy places of human life;

then is demonstrated the unity of moral passion in terms of

moral performance.
Finally, there is only one way to treat religious differences. The

Tvorld has tried a great many ways and none of them have sue-
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needed. It burned the heretic, and out of the ashes a man went
up to God and took his place in history, radiant with the illumi-

nation of the very fires that consumed him. They tried suppres-
sion of difference of opinion; and the last trial, and the hardest
trial of all to bear, is the trial of toleration; to be permitted to

differ. Nobody wants that now. We have got to the point where
the walls are so low that we can see across and rejoice in the
fertility of the fields on the other side. There are many of us
in this movement who feel that every wall occupies a space that
ought to be cultivated, and that there is really good ground at

the base of the wall where something might be planted and
grow; and perhaps we could delimit the fields as on a tennis-court
the grass is left a little longer on the lines about the courts; but
it is not long enough to trip the players.

This Conference means that there is only one way to treat re-

ligious differences. It is not by toleration; it is not by persecu-
tion; it is not by repudiation; it is not by repression. It is by
spiritual sympathy. I want to see what the other man sees. I

probably shall not like it when I see it; but I want to see it, all

the same. I want to find out why he likes it, what makes it so

interesting, what it is in his temperament and the thing he sees

that come together and make him so much better a man than I

could be under the same conditions, than he could possibly be
under any other conditions. So the great distinction of unity as

diversified from uniformity is that we come to speak of spiritual

sympathy. We do not feel each other's pulse to see if the other
man is quite well; but we look into the other man's eyes to find

which way he is looking, and then try to get the same view; and
so, with wider horizons, we enlarge the scope of our purpose and
of our spiritual endeavor.

II. ETHICAL PROGRESS IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTURY.

First Paper.

REV. JAMES M. WHITON", PH. D.

From the sidewalk by the south wall of Trinity churchyard
the passer-by reads among the graves the name of Alexander
Hamilton, the organizer of our national finances. It may recall

that even fifty years after Hamilton was slain by Burr in a duel
on the ^Yeehawken shore, a Massachusetts representative felt

himself constrained by an influential opinion at Washington to

accept a challenge to mortal combat with his fellow-congressman
irom South Carolina.

In 1818, in a Massachusetts town where I was inducted into

the ministry half a century later, temporary booths, erected near
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the Congregational Church, dispensed ardent spirits for the re-

freshment of the crowd assembled there at the ordination of a

new pastor.

I have had in my possession bills of sale, by which, a few years

before that incident, a minister of the Gospel in New Jersey

conveyed legal title to the ownership of human chattels, negro

men and women.
Such reminiscences suffice to remind us of a fact that we are

all aware of—the standard both of private and public morals is

higher at the end of the century than at its beginning. To-day,

as in the prehistoric days of Greece, of which Homer sang,

" We vaunt ourselves as greatly better than our fathers were."

Yet to-day what the Lord said to Israel, when Canaan was but

half mastered, must be said to us: "There remaineth yet very

much land to be possessed." If we record great progress made,
it is to inspire effort for great progress still required.

In attempting to describe in half an hour the advance that

only a volume could adequately record, we may regard it in two
aspects: 1. Extensively in an enlargement of the field of ethical

conduct, taking in new areas of human life, new subjects of ethi-

cal relations, new classes of persons and actions. 2. Intensively

in a more thorough cultivation of the fields previously tilled,

substituting subsoil plowing for surface plowing, profounder

moral views for shallower.

1. The extensive aspect of ethical progress is the more obvious

to the popular view, as in the temperance reform and the anti-

slavery reform. The most salient advance, however, is in that

renaissance of Christian Missions for which our century is not

less conspicuous than for the new births of science. If the

theological prejudices which adhere to the subject can be put

aside, if the uniform testimony of the diplomatic representatives

of Great Britain and the United States in Oriental lands can be

accepted as better than the snap-judgments of globe-trotters, if

the educational institutions and the medical relief for human
suffering which missionaries have carried can be fairly estimated,

no landmark of ethical progress is more indisputable and im-

pressive than this spontaneous uprising to distribute the best

things of Christendom to uplift and purify and enrich the life

of the lowest and the neediest nations. Yet many among us still

regard it with an apathy that puts them at a lower ethical level

than the poet of pagan Rome. *' I am a man." said he: " nothing

that touches a man fails to touch me."
The world-embracing human interest which thus illustrates

the extensiveness of ethical progress appears also in its embrace
of those formerly regarded as social outcasts. The whole field of

penology has been taken under ethical treatment. So barbarous

was the criminal law of England at the beginning of this century
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that pickpockets and shoplifters were put to death. It was also

a capital offense there for a soldier or a sailor to beg without a

pass from a magistrate or commander. Not only have these

sanguinar}' laws been abolished, but the whole theory of judicial

punishments, whether human or divine, has been ethically bom
anew. Instead of a vindictive a reformatory purpose has been
substituted, regarding the criminal not as an outcast to be
tormented, but as a lost one to be reclaimed. Formerly a hell,

the prison is now, at least in theory, a hospital, with moral and
religious influences as chief among its reformatory appliances.

Yet even now how short our practice is of adopted theory many a

county jail testifies to our shame. Two other notable extensions

of the ethical field in the last quarter-century can here only be
put on record—the Social Settlement and the University Exten-
sion; the former introducing into the ethical relation of neigh-

bors, and the latter into that of pupils, large numbers formerly
outside.

In 1856 the leading nations of Europe agreed to abolish

privateering, our Government declining the compact only be-

cause it did not go to the full and logical extent of granting im-
munities to private property at sea equal with those granted on
the land. The formation of the Bed Cross Society, in 1864,
and the immunities granted to it by civilized states for its mitiga-

tions of the sufferings of war, mark another concession of ethi-

cal rights to the public enemy. The work of the Peace Society,

with its outcome in the progress of international arbitration,

signalized especially by the recent Peace Conference at The
Hague, has brought us seemingly within sight of the coining
transformation of the public enemy into a peaceful litigant in

courts of international law—thus bringing the man across the
sea into the same ethical relationship as the man across the
street. The sinister phenomena that blot this record, the bar-

barities still perpetrated in the name of civilization, must be
confessed with shame, but the backward eddies must not be mis-
taken for the onward current.

Still other clear signs of ethical progress in an extensive view
appear in the transfer of lotteries from the class of respectable
to the class of criminal enterprises, the residt, in this country,
of more than sixty years' struggle, crowned with victory in 1893
over the last enemy in Louisiana. They appear in the lifting of
civil disabilities from classes previously denied civil rights, as

Catholics till 1829. and Jews till 1858, "in Parliament, and, now,
in perhaps half of our States, of atheists in courts of justice.

They appear in a long series of legislative acts in civilized coun-
tries by which the rights of women and children, cruelly invaded
by greedy employers, have been taken under the shield of law.

They appear more conspicuously in the large provisions of public

charity for the indigent sick, for the insane, for helpless children

and other unfortunates. The munificent educational endowments
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for which our country is admired by the world proceed from im-

pulses which are predominantly ethical. The outermost rim of

the ethical field has been reached in the taking even of dumb
animals into an ethical relationship, as claimants of the rights

with which the Father both of men and of sparrows has invested

the humblest of his sentient creatures.

2. "We now turn from the extensive to the intensive aspect

of ethical progress, where the advance consists not in the en-

largement, but the better cultivation of the field, improvement

upon the ideas and achievements of our predecessors. Exten-

sively, ethical progress has appeared mainly in the enlargement

of practical philanthropy. Intensively, it appears to have been

mainly, yet by no means wholly, in the ethicizing of theory in

those opposite hemispheres of thought that are concerned with

theology on one hand and economics and civics on the other.

In theology the ethical advance has been immense, if we reckon

with its leaders, and not with the loitering rear-guard, with

whom, rather than with the van, some scientific men have a

curious preference for battle. The potentate theory and the

potter theory of God are fast yielding to the paternal theory.

That intellectual errors about God are morally guiltj^ a fallacy

that has subjected many a pure soul to cruel ostracism, or worse,

the last quarter-century has dispatched to the company of its

twin, the witchcraft delusion. Schemes of peace with God, so-

called " plans of salvation " based on a forensic and fictitious

righteousness not our own, but legally transferred to us from a

substitute, are giving place to convictions that there is no real

salvation or peace with God but what there is of righteousness in

personal character of Jesus' type. The unethical conception of

the Bible, in which sundry relics of pagan superstition and bar-

barism in the primitive period of religious development were

fancied to be integral parts of a divine revelation, has been super-

seded, except in the cyclone cellars of the Church. Divine In-

spiration has obtained recognition of its true ethical character,

as an enlightening and morally renewing influence, in place of

the unethical estimate of it as a certificate of infallibility of no

practical use except to infallible readers. And last, but not least,

that frightful dogma of an endless punishment hereafter, which,

for the first time in history, was made an article of religion in the

year 544 at the instance of the Greek emperor Justinian, has

given place, except in a few mummified creeds awaiting the un-

dertaker's leisure, to the ethical belief that " whatsoever a man
soweth that shall he also reap." The conception of Divine judg-

ment itself has been eihicized, from a vindictive to a restorative

work, in which judgment becomes a halfway house on the road

of salvation, where the sobered sufl'erer may, if only he will,

change cars from tlie down-grade to the uji-grado. The whole

conception of human life, as related to God, has undergone an

ethical transformation, and the best work for this has been done,
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impartial critics confess, by the theological heretics, whose fruits,

if not their praise, abound throughout the churches, Man, in-

stead of being reduced to that " ethical nonentity " which me-
diaeval theology made him, as a creature naturally incapable of

aught but moral offensiveness to God, the prize of an unearthly

struggle between the powers of divine grace and satanic malig-

nity, has been restored by the ethical progress of this century to

his natural ethical value as the subject of a divine education, a

child of God, to be trained for the knowledge of his Father
through service to his brother men.
With this service the department of economics has much to

do. Here, also, as in the department of theological thought,

the intensive progress of theory is conspicuous. Yet it has not

been so marked in statement as in the wider acceptance of state-

ments long since made. The passionate but silenced claims of

John Ball and Joss Fritz, the slaughtered peasants of Wyclif'i?

and Luther's time, are advanced now from university chairs and
cathedral stalls. The natural-right doctrines of the French phys-

iocrats of the eighteenth century, swept away by the cyclone of

revolution, have inspired since the middle of this century the

now rapidly growing school of Christian Socialists, reckoning

churchmen and economists of the highest eminence among its

leaders. The very definition of economics has been significantly

ethicized: it is no longer the science of mere wealth, which re-

duced man, as Euskin said, to a mere " covetous machine," fit

to sit for the portrait of a lost soul, but, as Professor Ingram
says, in the " Encyclopedia Britannica," of wealth as concerned

with the maintenance and evolution of society. Facts cor-

respond somewhat to this definition, and are destined to a larger

correspondence. By a long series of measures in this century

the privileged classes of England, says Mr. Grant Allen, have

been enfranchising and equipping the unprivileged to compete
with them. The two facts most indicative of the progressive

leavening of economic theories and methods by ethical principles

are these: (1) In a period of unprecedented accumulations of

wealth in a few hands the attention of scientific economists is

now most given to the problems of equitable distribution. (2)

The princely benefactions of many immensely wealthy men indi-

cate the consciousness that such distribution is due, and is better

made by them than for them.
In civics also progress has been made intensively, though prac-

tice is as yet even less conformed to ethical theory than in

economics. The exaggerated assertion of natural rights, in-

herited from centuries of conflict with tyrants for a freedom in

which citizenship was valued more for its worth to the individual

than its worth to society, is being duly balanced by the discovery

that individual rights are not an end, but a means; that citizen-

ship is not a personal asset, but a public trust; that Democracy,
as Professor MacCunn says, has missed its mark if it has nothing
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but rights to insist on. In many a group of promoters of good
citizenship; in the civil service reform, initiated in Great Britain

in 1855, and much more feebly here in 1872; in the stronger re-

gard given by religious teachers to civic obligations as religious

duties, may be seen the slow ripening of the doctrine with which
our fellow-citizen Francis Lieber balanced the extreme individ-

ualism of the Jelfersonian period, by declaring that there are no
rights without duties, and no duties without rights. Yet this

clear trend of nineteenth-century civics toward the primacy of

civic duties, as the end for which civic rights exist, is entitled to

be called progress only so far as it succeeds in marrying the

nineteenth-century extensions of individual freedom to the truth

proclaimed by the philosophers of classic Greece, that the free-

man is free only that he may the better serve the interests of the

Commonwealth.
In view, now, of this necessarily concise and incomplete record,

I dare say that there has been more ethical progress, both exten-

sive and intensive, during the nineteenth century than during all

the eighteen centuries preceding. I have said nothing of the

multiplying books on ethics theoretical and practical, nothing of

the ethical-culture movement, so promising, especially for pro-

voking healthy emulation in religious societies, which have some-

times seemed to forget that ethics must be taught as applied

religion. That there are deplorable gaps to be filled in the line

of progress may be frankly confessed by the most hopeful. Con-
spicuous evils menace the foundation of society in the family.

The home is widely desecrated by the lax treatment of the mar-

riage relation and the vile housing of many poor. There is no
small moral anarchy both in business and in politics. Yet many of

the dark areas are not now so black as formerly. No bank now fails,

as in the time of the " wild cats," with $580,000 in outstanding

notes and $86.40 in specie for their redemption. And the dark-

est areas of to-day confront a growing public rebuke. A public

sentiment spreads, which Dean Hodges has expressed in saying

that " Economics, like theology, is of little use but for charac-

ter." The ethical forces which have effected such progress as

we have recorded are at work with a growing momentum, and
justify an optimistic outlook upon the twentieth century.

Finally, none should fail to note the significance with which
the subject of ethical progress appears on the programme of this

Conference, as a preface to its various topics of practical religious

interest. This is doubly significant. It means: (1) That the

very conception of ethics has been deepened in our time. To
talk now of " mere ethics " is antiquated. Ethics is no longer a

science of mere rules and behavior, but the science of moral

nature. As such, it has to concern itself not merely with the

moral nature found on this speck of a planet, but also with the

moral nature which inhabits the universe, " the Ancient of Days,"

and our relation to him. Thus ethics has become, nay must be,
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religious in order to be complete. (2) It means also that religion

has become ethical. The theosophizing and incense-burning and

€cclesiasticism that have stolen its garb are being reduced to

transparent impostures by the fast-growing conviction that our

knowledge of God, as Canon Fremantle has said, " is no greater

than what is shown of it in our worldly relations."

Aristotle said: " Society begins to be that men may live, it

continues to be that men may live well." The practical ends,

therefore, of ethics as a social science, and of religion as a social

spirit, are identical. Nothing, then, can be of practical value

in religion but what is ethical. This is the amply sufficient

ground of truth upon which all really religious men, however

various their forms of doctrine, polity, or ritual, can unite as

allies for the furtherance of whatever promotes, and the extirpa-

tion of whatever hinders, men's living well; living as man's duty

and man's right is to live. Such a union, exhibited in this present

Conference of Eeligion, is one of the most unmistakable tokens

of ethical progress.

Yet must religion, as the mightiest of those divine inspira-

tions that well up from the subconscious and primal deeps of

our moral nature, furnish the one inexhaustible motor-force of

successful ethical endeavor. This is a truth less open to ques-

tion since that great scientist has set his seal to it who first

coined the word agnostic to describe his position in theology.

Eighteen years ago, in view of menacing evils threatening the

stability of the Eepublic, a distinguished professor of political

economy declared it urgently important to " call out all the

moral reserves." It is as important to-day as then. That they

have not yet all been called out, the flagitious administration of

our chief cities shows. Eeligion only can call them out. Only

in so doing can religion make good against all gainsaying her an-

cient claim to be the keystone of the arch of human life. For, as

Canon Fremantle has said, " When the Church [i. e., as he meant,

Eeligion] is seen to be the constant inspirer of human progress,

there will be no skeptics but those to whom human progress is

indifferent."

Second Paper.

MR. HENRY DEMAEEST LLOYD, CHICAGO, ILL.*

Let us spend half an hour in searching for illustrations of the

ethical progress of our times in a few of the salient facts of the

literature, art, music, industry, and politics of the common life of

the people.

(1) The keynote song of the century.

In an age which thinks itself pre-eminently the buying and

* Copyrighted for Henry Demarest Lloyd, and all rights reserved.
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Helling ago— the Hfic of f'arlyUj'K " caiih nexus "—tho lii^hcst

plactH have been won and the ino-t money han, hern made hy the

artJBtH Wa^ruer, iiunkin, and Millet, who are moHt at varianee

with thih profeHKed principle of the age. They are the repre-

Kentative men of the art world in itH three greatewt diviHionH:

literary exprehhion, muHic, and painting. Very nignificant will

(ieern to a later day the eeonomie apprer.iation whi'h we have
given Hut-kin, Wagner, Millet^

—

t-ycry one of Diciu [jrot<'Htant»

againkt the dominant prinrijde of our noeial life;. We pride our-

helvex particularly uj^on the accuracy with which we gauge thing*

hy their mo/iey value.

KuKkin hati for hiw real Kuhject the ethicK of the common life,

though he profeHKcd to he talking art. " I will put up with thin

Htate of thingH, paHHively, not an hour longer," he Hayn, Hjicaking

of the Hocial injuhtifrc about him ari'l itn rcHultK of Kocial miHery.

Divining that we can have an ideal art and an ideal society only

by having an ideal induHtry, Uut-kin betook himH<;lf to writing

treatincH about production, diHtril^ution, and exchange, luuch to

the amazeme/it of the polite world which cfiuJd not liclf» reading

him, hut haw n(i\<tr un(lerHtood him.

Millet did not get the money bin pietureB made, but his

"AngeluH" reprcKcntH the highcht rpiotation yet eKtabliHhed for

picturcK aH merchandiHC. Wagn<;r— he, too, did nrjt get the

money; but no //lut-ic han; be<;n annwcred by the jingle of more
guinean and dollars and markh and franch than thoHC liirt notcH

Hcnt fjouring into the ()Of;ketH of imjjrcKarioH an'l prima-donmiH

and high tenorn. Wagner, the revolutionint, arrcntcfl and exiled

in 1818! He telln uh it \h only in the people that we can look for

the artititH of the future. He wrote in tone language—which in,

he telln uh, the beginning and end of all language—the rnythH of

the Nibelungen, hh w«; know froffi him, in the hofjc that through

allegory and ill union, the jjatliK by which the [jrioph; mfjHt i-anily

reach the truth, he might awaken uk to ecH,tahi(;H of repentance

iiii(\ a/nendment. He nought thuH to <;nliHt uh in the war which,

in bin wordn, " real human nature in waging agairiHt itn cruel

oppreKHor, modern civili/.ation,"— with "itH diHtillation of itH

HWeet perfumcH out of the people,"—with "itH converMion of the

people into the ill-Kmelling refuKc of Kociety,"— with " itH cruel,

inhuman dorttrincH of the rightn of f>rivate propiTty,"- with " its

childhood driven to health-dr;Hlroying and exccHhive toil,"- with

"itH workingni'-n allowed to be men only to the extent wIimIi

capital pr-rmitH,"- with " itn <f»nHtant labor killing both Itudy and

noul, without joy or love, often al/noHt without aim."

Millet exj»reHHed with bin brunh the narru; Hym[»athy with thft

people. He nought to glorify the common lot of hurmmity and

to bring together the beiirtM ho far dinparted by the extremcK of

went and wealth. Hin nlirewd contenifioraricH naw well what ho

WHH doing, and attjukcd him flerrely an an <;nemy of the eHtftb-

llnhed order—a Hoeialiiit. The mcHWige of the UKfiirationH of
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labor and the brotherhood into which h\bor must weld all men
which Millet brought is identical in its social sii^niticance with
that which Waixner thundered with his pen and his baton.

The nionev and the fame that our day has liiveu Kuskiu's

books and ^lillet's peasants ai\d Waguer's operas are tiie index

of the response which these new masters have awakeueil.

^ever was the courage of the poet and the scholar to deal with
contemporary questions of social wrong and social remedy so

clear as in our times. The universal consciousness of the people
tells them a crisis is at hand. The crisis which the people now
see our literary men saw tirst. and faithfully have they beeu
uttering to us their warniug-s. with a higher than literary inspira-

tion.

Crises of society go iu pairs,—the crisis of thought and the
crisis of action.—not side by side, but one before the other, driven

tandem. First the crisis of Kousseau, then the crisis of Mira-
beau; tirst the crisis of Garrison, then the crisis of Lincoln; tirst

the crisis of Ruskin. Carlyle. Wordsworth. Maurice, Victor Hugo,
Henry licorge, Tennyson, licorge Saml, Harriet Martiuea\i.

Siu^Uey. (leorge Kliot. Wagner. Millet, Ma/.zini, Uyron, Pickens.
Bellamy, Tolstoi, Whitman, Howeils, Kmerson, and Lowell, now
to be the crisis of the martyrs, the saviors, the brothers, perhaps
already born, but as yet unrevealed.

The poet is the creator; and these poets, following the break
of day with their double notes of rebuke and inspiration, have
been singing inio the heart of the nineteenth century a swtvter
life for the twentieth. That these n\en, with this message, are the

great men of the nineteenth ceutury is the tirst and greatest

fact of our ethical progress.

(*<?) The city that is at unity with itself.

We talk of some coiuing reconstruction of society, but it is now
going on. While Ave dream of I'topia. .Mtruria is awakening
under our hands and becoming Actualia. There must be a change
some day. everyone says; tlic change is to-day.

The shan\e Christemhuu feels for its cities is the active side

of the new ideals of social self-interest and social sympathy gen-
erated by the electrical contact of the multitudes concentrated
by modern civilization. **

1 would like to destroy a large part of

Kdiuburgh ami the whole of Mew York." Kuskin says in an
ecstasy of indignation. Hut the people, practical, peace-loving,

and logical, do not wish to destroy, but to create. The new life

stirring in the cities of the world, reaching as far as Jerusalem
and Damascus, is the emergence into action of the highest social

— that is. ethical— ideals at the points of greatest social pressure.
** The battle of Marathon was fought by slaves unchained from

their masters' doorposts," and after the battle was won for the

masters they led their slaves back to the doorposts. But the
modern city is entering upon a new era which will have it that

all shall be free—free from disease, dirt, pauperism, ignorance.
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hunger, fear. If we are to have the poor always with us, the

modern city is resolved that they shall not be paupers, as a pre-

vious age would not let the poor remain serfs, and the age before

that relieved the poor of slavery, and the age before said the poor

captive should not be slaughtered.

When a poor child falls sick in Glasgow of scarlet fever or some
other contagious disease the city takes it up in its great arms
and takes up with it the whole family if need be, puts them
in sunny rooms in its contagious-diseases hospital, and all the

resources of science, all the instrumentalities of organized social

sympathy and self-interest, doctors, nurses, and medicines, are

about the bedside of the child. There, among the flowers and
trees and waters of a beautiful park, the modern battle of Mara-
thon is fought—not by slaves for their masters, but by all for all.

When the victory is won these guests of the city go regretfully

away, actually sorry to leave a pest-house.

The richest property-owner in the city of New York is the

city itself, with its parks, schools, streets, water-works, libraries.

The greatest corporation in the city is the municipality, every

voter and taxpayer a stockholder. Beneath all the evil that chal-

lenges the reformers there is, in the inner spirit and deed of our

modern cities, a well-developed beginning of a life following and

nearing the ideal.

One summer day I saw a man fall in the streets of Chicago

overcome by the heat. An officer paid by the city to watch for

just such mishaps to his brother men gave the alarm to the

nearest police station through a street-corner telephone provided

for that purpose. In a few moments we heard the ambulance

wagon coming as fast as the horses could run. Four policemen

lifted the sufferer upon a stretcher, and in another moment they

were gone to put him under the care of a physician ke})t by the

city to heal the sick. There was no question whether he was a

Chicagoan, whether he was an American, whether he was a voter,

whether he was a taxpayer, whether he was orthodox. Though
poor and a stranger, perhaps even a criminal, Chicago put out

its hand to save him. Here is he that is chief as he that doth

serve. This is the message of religion. The churches preach it

and the cities practice it.

London establishes its own public-works department, puts a

slop to the sweating of the men who work for the city, gives

them the eight-hours day and the living wage, and builds its

sewers cheaper than by the contractor. In this the city fulfills

the parable of the living wage in the story of the lord who paid

those who came in at the eleventh hour as much as those who
went in at the first hour.*

(rlasgow builds laundries for its washerwomen where, in co-

operation, through the medium of the municipality, they can do

in a few hours and for a few cents what would cost, if done indi-

vidually, many times as much.
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A factory in Boston advertised for five hundred men to work
for eighty cents a day. At the time the city of Boston was

employing several thousand men as day laborers in its street-

cleaning department at two dollars a day for a day of nine hours.

As Mayor Quincy told the National Mayors' Convention, " An
individual can get rich by taking the labor of his fellow-men for

eighty cents a day, but Boston could only get poor by making its

citizens poor."

When London displaces the slum landlords with municipal

houses it writes sunshine and sanitation into its leases and uses

part of its ground for a park in which to give its tenants demo-
cratic flowers and music. When Glasgow and Leeds and Plym-
outh took municipal possession of their street railways they

bettered the service, reduced the fares, raised the wages, and
shortened the hours of the men. These public bodies took

cognizance of the public good. Last of all, the latest reports

show that in doing this these cities have made a profit. The
parallel lines of social self-interest and social sympathy have met.

In these things these towns looked to the equalization of wel-

fare in place of the concentration of wealth, luxury, and power.

Under the higher ideals, which the community sees by the mere
fact of its being a community, the street-car business, the gas

business, the tenement-house business, the employment of labor

are lifted above business and become an effort in doing as you
would be done by—an installment of applied Christianity. The
cities have always been the clearing-houses of thought and
liberty, as well as of other commodities, and this movement of

social ethics, logically and naturally, first manifests itself in these

centers.

The argument against all this is that democracy is a failure, that

religion is dying, that government is an evil and the people are

bad. The air is blue with talk of degeneration—degeneration in

religion, democracy, society. To the man in a balloon it is the

earth that seems to move, not he. The pessimist is the man in

the balloon, declaring that the everlasting hills of democracy and
religion are afloat. While pessimists in church and state

talk of the failure of democracy and the decay of religion, the

people are starting toward a new realization of both. The only

men who despair of democracy are those who never understood
it or those who have wronged it. Those who preach the decay
of religion might cure their pessimism by doing more optimism.

There is no pessimism in Tammany about Tammany.
The passion of avarice which would like to pull down all our

mutualities, from the city gas-works of Philadelphia to the Bos-

ion Common and the Lake Front Park of Chicago, from the

Battery of New York to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
can be overcome only by a higher and holier passion, and this

passion is rising among the people whose spokesmen are Euskin,

Wagner, and Emerson. A passion of economic brotherhood, in
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co-operation, social settlements, the labor movement, trades'-

imions, public ownership, village communities, is rising to meet
this passion of acquisition—a passion of all for all against the

passion of a few for themselves. The passion of " diamond-cut-

diamond "—the diamond rule is being overcome by the passion

of doing as you would be done by—the Golden Rule.

Distinguished clergymen shake their heads over the specter

they see of democracy without religion. Democracy is religion.

It is by all for all, and that, we have it on our highest authority,

is " the law and the prophets." We are at our holiest when we
meet in common effort for the common good. Self-government

is the largest and best of the churches, for it provides the only

institution by which the law of love can be made part of the daily

routine of the life of all.

The salient fact of modern life is the gathering momentum of

this municipal ethical movement. Men are in the streets making
campaign speeches for municipal elections from Bible texts, de-

manding that Boston, Chicago, New York, and London, like

Jerusalem, be each built as a city that is at unity with itself, no
longer left divided into warring camps of misery and mag-
nificence.

(3) " An Industrial Realization of our Faith."

Beginning with a few shillings, in Rochdale, in 1844, the co-

operative societies of Great Britain have now done a business

of over five thousand millions of dollars and have added ten

millions a year for forty years to the wages of the working
people. They do an annual business of three hundred and fifty

millions of dollars. Some of the finest buildings in Great I^ritain

are the co-operative wholesale stores of Glasgow, Manchester,

and other cities, (^o-operation has won the right to be counted
the most important social movement of our day, outside of poli-

tics. There are factories and workshops, and there are now com-
ing to be even farms, planned, set up, operated, and managed by
workingmen's brains, money, and morals.

The co-operation of these workingmen is not for themselves

alone. Capital takes its place as a wage-earner along with labor,

and both, after receiving their earnings—interest for the one and
wages for the other—share in th(! profits or losses. Both share

also in the ownership and inanagcmcnt. Even the consunuT is

recognized as one of the constituents, and shares in the profits

he brings, and can share in the control by becoming a stockholder.

There is no woman question. Women can be seen at the work-
ing benches who sit as directors in the board of the factor}' in

which they are wage-earners. Some towns are already almost
wholly co-operative, able practically to vote almost unanimously
anything they desire whenever the day comes in their judgment
for a co-operative y)oliti(s. And the co-operative census is swell-

ing rapidly everywhere. Tliis co-operative movement, after fifty

years of struggles and failures, has now had fifty years of living
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prosperity, and a greater prosperity is coming into plain view.

It lias achieved an economic footing of a hundred millions of

dollars. Among its leaders have been some of the best men and
the best thinkers of our time. At least one-sixth of the popula-

tion of Great Britain is enlisted in its ranks.

Within a few years the continent of Europe has been over-

spread with a network of co-operative banks working among the

poor, inaugurated by the philanthropist Schultze-Delitsch and the

Burgomaster Raffeisen. There are thousands of them, and their

deposits and loans amount to hundreds of millions of dollars.

They are the most successful, the safest, and the best banks in

the world, and their social and moral results are a marvel.

Priests confess that the co-operative bank has done more to

evangelize the people than all their ministrations. Where the

people's banks come in, hovels and mortgages disappear; the

usurers have to leave the country; the tavern-keepers fail; the

illiterate, though a grandfather, learns to write. The Hungarian
Diet sent a deputy, Professor Von Dobransky, to investigate

these banks. " I have seen a new world," he said
—

" a world of

brotherhood and mutual help, where everyone is the protector

and assister of his neighbor."
The programme of co-operation, English and European,

looks forward, and consciously, to nothing short of a thorough-
going social reconstruction. " We must make men as well as

money " and " We must help our brothers " is their daily bread,

and " The helping hand " is their favorite emblem. Every dollar

of profits in the labor-copartnership movement before it is di-

vided must first pay its contribution to the fund for schools,

literature, and lectures, to help spread this gospel of self-help

by each-other help which these simple people do not think them-
selves smart enough to get taught out of endowments made by
pirates. Archbishops do not hesitate to say in public that the
application of the Golden Rule to the affairs of life is impracti-
cable, but here it is being attempted and achieved by working-
men, peasants, shopkeepers, and enthusiasts.

The co-operative movement is an established religion, for it is

not a method of business merely, but an ideal of conduct and a

theory of human relations. Without cathedrals, creed, ritual, or

priests, it has not only openly professed, but has successfully in-

stitutionalized the Golden Rule in Business. The Golden Rule
individualized is much, but civilization comes only from the
Golden Rule institutionalized.

Operating in the world of economics this movement rejects the
** orthodox" principle of individual self-interest; it denies
that " business is business " and preaches that business is

business and politics and religion. " Co-operation," George
Jacob Holyoake has said, " is business saddled with morality."
It is something even finer. With its co-operative festivals, flower

shows, parks, and summer invalid homes, co-operation is business
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democratizing itself, garlanded, dancing, and set to music, to the

Ten Commandments and to the Golden Rule.

In co-operation we see millions oi' men organizing hundreds of

millions of capital into successful business under the ethics and
economics of each-other help and all-the-world help as well as

self-help. Here is applied brotherhood; here a political economy
of the kind that seeks wealth for itself by creating wealth for

others. In this labor copartnership the new conscience has

reached industry, and the people have risen to the capacity of a

new blush—the economic blush.

Imperfect and anything but a religious or ethical fact these co-

operative efforts no doubt would seem to many; yet the lineage

of these efforts carries their origin straight back to the Church
and its religion and to the inspiration of men like Charles Kings-

ley, Tom Hughes, F. D. Maurice, James Martineau, and
Raffeisen. These prosaic stores and factories and mills and peo-

ple's banks are the revelations of religion made a working reality.

Through the health-catching of enthusiasm the temperature of

the people has risen to the temperature of the enthusiast. His
dreams have become their realities, and his pioneer ecstasy has

become the daily experience of the multitude. " It is a real

piece of the kingdom of God actually arrived," an Oxford clergy-

man said, after visiting one of these co-operative towns. The
Bishop of Durham, pointing out that co-operation converts the
factory into a society and creates a spirit of industrial patriotism,

says " Co-operation is the industrial realization of our faith."

(4) The realization which is the most ethical because the most
democratic.

There was a revival of religion in New Zealand in 1890, a re-

vival of that kind of religion we call democracy. It has been the

destiny of New Zealand—the fairest country the sun shines upon,

inhabited by the purest blend of Anglo-Saxon people to be found
anywhere—to illustrate, first, in their intensest forms, the evils

of the modern social system, and second, to illustrate the possi-

bility of social redemption by the peaceful Anglo-Saxon methods
of debate, election, and law.

Though the youngest of nations. New Zealand was by 1890
the oldest in economic iniquity and sin. In the cities there were
soup-kitchens and shelter sheds and relief works and crowds of

unemployed darkening into mobs. In the country the courthouses
were full of foreclosures and the roads were tramped by an
unending succession of able-bodied men seeking work and not
finding it, in a country so new that almost all the work still re-

mained to be done. Through the seaports an exodus of the most
vigorous blood of the colony was streaming forth to find in other

countries the opportunity denied it in its own. The concentra-

tion of land and capital had gone to an incredible extent. The
land system was worse even than that of Ireland, for the land-

lords were not only absentees, but absentee corporations. The
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banks and money-lending companies of the colony were in a

few close hands and co-operated in keeping the garrote of usury
twisting the necks of the helpless people. These lords of land
and money and industry got possession of the government and
made laws to suit themselves. The railroads and other public

works were constructed at the expense of the people to make
the estates of a favored few more valuable. Taxation was de-

liberately contrived so that the poor should pay the cost of
government for themselves and their rich neighbors. In the dis-

tribution of the public lands the people were shut out and the
great land companies grew greater.

In 1890 the people rose at the polls and overthrew this ancien
regime by a political revolution more thorough, more beneficent,

than any other effort at social reconstruction, peaceful or violent,

in ancient or modern times. The system of taxation was re-

modeled and land and income taxes introduced, so that the land
lords and the money lords who got the benefit of government
should give, in the spirit of the Golden Eule and democracy, an
equivalent, and those taxes were made progressive, so that the
more they received the more they should give. These tax re-

forms and other reforms are avowedly meant to abolish both
millionairism and pauperism in the spirit in which we have been
taught to pray with him who said, Give me neither poverty nor
riches. The state abolishes the system of letting out public works,
the fountain of sweating, fraud, and numberless evils, and
builds its railroads, courthouses, and other public works itself.

The people, employing themselves, find a method by which the
self-interest of the employer can coincide with that of the em-
ployee by the simple democratic device of making the employer
and the employee the same person. Here is an employer who
can love his employee-neighbor as himself.

The state teaches the workingmen it hires to organize them-
selves into co-operative groups. The old men and the soft men
and the family men, thrown to one side by the capitalist, are
saved by this system, for each can work in co-operation in a group
of his own kind.

To render forever impossible such cruelties of private property
in land as the evictions of the Scottish Highlands and the depop-
ulation of Ireland, a new system of land tenure was introduced
which is intended ultimately to make the state the sole landlord
of New Zealand—the only one who will never rack-rent nor burn
the roofs of the people over their heads nor have to harrow over
the ground at night to hide the blood shed in evictions. The
people, through their government, buy back the large estates and
divide them into homes and farms for the people. If the owner
will not sell, they take the property by condemnation. They
answer in the affirmative the question asked long ago, " Is not a
man better than a sheep? " In New Zealand the people guarantee
each other a place on the land—the footstool of the divine life.
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The bitterest cry of the modern world, that of the idle men
and women asking to serve and to be served, is a prayer that is

answered in New Zealand. Everyone there is established in that
*' right to work " which is the basis of every other right.

The Ten Commandments do not merely tell us to abstain from
work on the seventh day, but order us on the other six days to
" do all our work " and the only social institutions under which
that commandment can be obeyed, even partially, in any Chris-

tian community of our day are those of New Zealand. New
Zealand has made a practical beginning with an ideal that would
define Democracy as " the social use of all the resources of nature

by all the faculties of man for the good of all the people." The
unemployed are taken from the cities and given work, are taught

to work if they don't know how, are taught co-operation, are

furnished land, seeds, tools, money, homes; and all this is done
with such practical wisdom that there is no touch of charity.

The men pay for everything except the helping hand of the de-

mocracy, and they pay for that because the tramp thus made tax-

payer begins with the first stroke of work he does to create

wealth to be taxed, to do for others what has been done for him.

The wives and children of the men, wherever practicable, are sent

with them, for it is the policy of the New Zealand democracy to

keep the families of the workingmen together.

In the dark continent of labor and capital New Zealand has

adopted and bettered the labor legislation of other countries for

shops and factories, and has made a forward step which will

probably be considered by the next De Tocqueville the most
important advance in the art of government—the life together

—

in our century. It being universally acknowledged by the ethical

sense of the whole world that arbitration is a duty, the New
Zealanders have said that this duty must be observed, and they
have instituted public arbitration—what is commonly called, to

discredit it, compulsory arbitration, but which is no more com-
pulsory than everything done by law is compulsory. Taxation
is compulsory; sanitation is compulsory; education is compulsory;
the use of the courts, instead of the vendetta, is compulsory. In
communities which establish public baths out of the proceeds of

taxation, we wash each other's feet by compulsion.

New Zealand is the only country in the world where, for six

years, there have been no strikes and no lockouts. The old " song
of the shirt " is a " lost chord " in New Zealand. By the substi-

tution of debate for war, vast continents of anger, hatred, and
violence have been sunk beneath the sea forever. It is a country
of extensive manufacturing interests, and during these six years
of peace all tho industries of New Zealand have been prospered
beyond precedent.

The panic of 1893 laid half of Australia in financial ruin.

When the people of New Zealand saw it coming they used their

organized brotherhood, the great mutuality of a democratic state.
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to guarantee to every depositor, borrower, and lender the uninter-

rupted solvency of the credit machinery of the colony, and the

panic of 1893 has not yet reached New Zealand.

They gave woman the suffrage as a matter of course. They

claimed the right to tax her; they must give her the right to tax

them. To the old and worn-out working men and women New
Zealand, first of all peoples, has given a national old-age pension.

For those who have worked for thera from the heyday of their

youth and strength to old age, the people of New Zealand will

now work in their turn, young New Zealand paying its debt to

old New Zealand. The aged tramp disappears from the highway,

and this guarantee to virtuous and industrious old age naturally

strengthens virtue and industry. The old-age pensioner need not

be sinless; even heinous crime is overlooked if more than twenty-

five years old. " The people know how to forgive," one of its

statesmen said.

The New Zealand doctrine is the ethical one, that that govern-

ment is best which governs best, not least. In their reforms they

have not only followed the line of least resistance, but the line of

most assistance. They make the government a partnership of

all the people in many practical ways—in finance, in production,

in the development of new industries. It is the firm of Govern-

ment & Co., Unlimited.

To get capital for farming, for manufacturing, for new enter-

prises, the people borrowed money in London on the security of

government in large sums, millions of pounds, at the low rate at

which governments can borrow, and they are lending it to each

other again in sums to suit, at the London rate, plus only the

cost of the operation. The railroads are run at cost—not for

profit, but for the mutual development of the people's interests.

There are many varieties of wingless birds in New Zealand, but

the most interesting of them all are the capitalists who did not

take flight when these things were done, as they had sworn they

would do, but stayed and shared the wonderful prosperity which

has followed. For this fraternalism has paid for itself many
times over, and New Zealand to-day is the most prosperous coun-

try in the world.

Perfect " realizations in politics of our faith," to adopt the

Bishop of Durham's phrase, these are not, only approximate; but

the religion of our Western energy has escaped from the notions

of " perfection," " Nirvana," " eternal rest," which sprang from
Oriental indolence. Progress is our word, not perfection. Man-
kind prays to the " All-perfect Father," but as it utters the word
the indomitable within whispers that if God should stop at per-

fection man would pass Him by. Not to pray, but to produce;

not to believe, but to will; not to worship, but to create; not to

rule, but to love, are the infinitives of the new conscience.

Faulty and insignificant these co-operations, labor movements,
municipalizations, and democratic installations of political love
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surely are. But, liowever short of perfection their spirit and
performance may be, ethics, religion, are of their very warp and

woof. When you and I are ready to make such translations as

these of our creed into deed, when we are ready for this sacrifice

of becoming commonplace, laborious, practical, and criticizable

by all the professors of perfection, then, and not till then, shall

we know the true joys of " the realization of our faith "—and

till then we shall remain mere dandy ethicals and dilettante

pietists.
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ASSEMBLY HALL, UNITED CHARITIES BUILDING,
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

The Conference re-assembled at 9.45 a. m., under the presi-

dency of Rev. S. T. Carter of Huntington, L. I.

III. RELIGION THE LIFE OF GOD IN THE SOUL OF
MAN.

First Paper.

EEV, W. C. GANNETT, ROCHESTEE, N. Y.

Last night our subjects took us to the world of need and
service. This morning's subject leads us to the cloister. And
this is well. It is not that we forget that we are in New York,
with its East Side, and its Hall, and its Crusade; nor that the

fire around the burning boy in Colorado has sunk to ashes in our

mind; nor that the echoes from the Philippines ring faint; nor
that the spectacle of Christian armies in the East gathering like

eagles to their prey, is a matter of no moment: it is not because

we forget these things, but because it is impossible to forget

'them, that it is well to turn aside into the quiet, even into the

secret place of the Most High within our being, and, for a por-

tion of our time, to think together of the Life of God in the Soul
of Man.

Pass into that thought, if you will, through the thought of the

life of God in the body of man. The fact about our body is not
that we do certain things ourselves, and Nature other things,

but that every least thing we do Nature does with us, and that

her part is the greater part of the deed. We raise our hand—sun-

force does more than we in that hand-lift. We speak a word

—

Nature has more than we to do with that sound-making. We
take a step—sun-force, again, and gravitation contribute more
than we to that pitch forward. Every act is done by the Com-
pany, the Infinite and Finite, and the great Silent Partner, the
great Power-not-ourselves, is the one whose co-operation with
man, the noisy mite of a partner, effects the deed.

Even so it is with the things of the soul. I shall defend no
definition; hardly bring discussion; shall offer little more than
record or report. I assume the soul and God: the soul, a liv-

ing, finite unit, thinking, loving, willing, electing between
motives, choosing acts, endowed with power to increase its

powers, but conditioned always, environed everywhere, permeated
through and through, by the Universal Life from which it is

inseparate.
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If asked;, in place of definition, for illustration of this Life

of God within the soul, I should not dwell first and most on
great personalities, nor on great crises of experience. The sum-
mer force reveals itself in cyclones and in mornings that are all

one heart of June, but best and most in that change which
quietly, hourly greens the grass-blades in a thousand valleys and
lures to bud and blossom all the forests. So best we see and feel

the life of God in common happenings in the soul. Let me
name five of these common happenings, each one an arch-illus-

tration of that life.

(1) The first is the transparently acting oonscience of the child.

Think of the downy-headed cub that is laid in the mother's

thankful bosom at its birth, inchoate and incompact and irre-

sponsive. Meaning what? A soul? If so, how signified? and
when and whence arrived to be companion of this helpless body's

destiny? Three years pass, five years, and that child is now a mira-

cle of meaning, a being visibly compact of budded instincts, all

tendrils, all response! And what is that red spot on its cheek?

The sign that the Father-God is about his sparrow-work. The
little soul has fallen from its nest in the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil—but not without the Father. That red spot

already comes more quickly there than it comes on the parent's

cheek. We may have taught our child something about right

tilings and wrong, but we certainly never taught it the power to

blush at its wrong. We say to it, " You ought " ; who taught it

to understand our word? The Living God has been before us;

3^ea, before its very birth was spending time to weave within

the fibers of its structure the meaning of the august Ought. And
if your child, so sensitive, be also happy in its parentage, your

home is going to know for a few years the most beautiful specta-

cle on earth—a soul transparently lived in by that Power which
makes Christs ready for their cross. Your little Transcendental-

ist will be teaching you more of right and wrong than you feel

able to teach it. The real saint in the house, the holy one,—that

is, the one most responsive to the Ought so far as yet revealed,

—

is often the little maid, or even the little boy, from five to twelve

years old. Stanley Hall is right, I doubt not, with his stages of

child development and his moralities that wait on adolescence;

but so was Jesus right. And many an awed and grateful parent

feels that he understands just what Jesus meant, when he said,

" Of such is the Kingdom of Heaven."

(2) The second illustration of the life of God within the soul

is love. Another roninion happening. And I mean all forms of

love—that of child to mother, and of mother to child; that of

brother and sister; that of the two whose very name is '" lovers ";

and that of the two for whom the name wins ever deepening mean-
ing as the years of blended life go on; the love, also, that spreads

itpelf in widening circles of the neighbor, and in deepening cur-

rents, until those in the world who need love most get most of it
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from us. Love, in all its varieties, a mystic joy. Love the most
expansive, most transfiguring force in soul-growth. Love that,

in every form, is the imselfing force, and, therefore, the most
self-making force. Love that individualizes the soul by universal-

izing it.

(3) The third illustration of the life of God in the soul is sin—
the full drama of it. A drama so common that everyone is

Shakspere for it. In every act of that inward drama I mark the

presence of the other actor—there are never more than two,

—

one's Self and God. First act, the silent entrance, and the recog-

nition, of ideals, God-sent. Next,—it is a street-scene very likely

—the sudden hearing of the Voice, God's " Ought." Next, the

moment of the Fall—the conscious, free-will choice of the lower

instead of the higher course, the two being seen by us as higher

and as lower: God's life being in that fall, because it is in that

power to choose, the very power that makes man man and child

of God. Then what? The ache of shame, the inward pain

worse than the outward swineries; shame, which is the brand
of God upon us, marking us as his, although we make our bed
in hell; shame, which is the Christ of God descending into hell

to save us. Then what? The slow, disciplining journey of re-

pentance, the journey which is wrestle all the way, the journey
back to God. Then what? The peace of the completed self-sur-

render. We call it " God's forgiveness "—it is the eternal law
of welcome for the penitent arriving at the homestead gate.

Then what? Then the most wonderful thing of all—the result

Vv'e dare not name to ourselves till years have tested it as true,

and then can only name with bated breath and humblest grati-

tude—then, an actual cubit added to the stature of our soul

by that experience of sin and its full conquest, God helping us!

We recognize what Browning's potent five words mean, " Sins that
saint, when shriven !

" AVhen shriven—never until then. Nor
then to a man's own consciousness; to him the word is only
" saved," " redeemed; " but he knows well that he is nearer to
the angel. Sin, the full drama, is it not the commonest experience
of the soul? And is it not, throughout, an experience of the life

of God? The story of Jesus' temptation and victory—let us hope
it is a page from your spirit's diary and mine. The story of the
Prodigal—our experience is certainly the real that there is

parabled.

(4) But the fourth illustration of the life of God in the soul

is this very condition

—

saintship. I mean the experience of the
disciplined soul, whose very face reports the chiseling, refining

processes that have gone on within; the experience of the men
and women who have met many temptations, sometimes falling

before them, but growingly their conqueror, until the days be-

come organized victory. A multitude of such souls walks this

earth of ours, although, as just said, not one of them knows that

he, or she, is of the band. They think they are God's little ones;
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and so they are. He dwelleth with them, who '' dwelleth in the

high and holy place," but with them also who are " of a humble
and a contrite heart." They have their struggles still, as new
ideals from God, his messages, dawn on them. They have

learned much through disappointment and failure. Sorrow has

lighted their way. Death has opened the secrets of deathless-

ness to them. The burdens borne for other people have strength-

ened them. They keep daily the outward trysts of service with

men. They are never far from the tryst with God in the cloisters

of a quiet heart.

Here, of course, would be the place to speak of the world's

saviors, the great Emmanuels of history, whose lives have

christened saintship. But to still keep to that which is a com-
mon happening, let me point, rather, to the fact that all saints,

with such Emmanuels in their greater measure, increase the per-

sonality of man. " I am come that they might have life, and that

they might have it more abundantly," said Jesus. So feel,

humbly, all the master-souls. In themselves they reveal the

power of soul-growth; but more than that, they radiate the power
and kindle it in others. It is their function; the life of God
works through them to that end.

[
" Through such souls

God, stooping, shows sufficient of his light

i For us i' the dark to rise by. And I rise."

(5) And this power in the soul to grow, to increase personality,

is our last illustration of the Great Life that worketh hitherto,

making the man-child glorious. Soul-growth is a matter of the

realized ideal. Ever the ideal rises in the soul, as the old is

organized into character. Tireless the climb of aspiration, be-

cause the ideal, the God's Perfect, is unexhausted, inexhaustible;

like space, horizoned only by unseen reaches of itself. But the

method of realizing the ideal is as simple as the ideal itself is

mystic in its nature. The law is simply—loyalty to the seen

Eight of the moment. "Just to be good—that is enough," to

enlarge, and constantly enlarge, the scope of personality. Self-

abandonment to the seen ideal, with self-expenditure for others,

that love already spoken of, forges " self." Unmaking makes.

That is the great paradox of Jesus, you know: " He that loseth

his life doth save it." And whose word more than his reveals the

secret of the life of God in man?
With time to spare, how surely one would be drawn on to speak

of history and of evolution as expressions of this life: history,

that is but individual experience writ largo; and evolution, that,

in turn, is history writ large.

Is all this " mystic " ? C'ortainly it is. Poor is that fact,

nay, impossible the fact within this universe of ours, that is not

bedded in, enfibered with, mystery. Most poor of all. the facts
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of soul-life that could report themselves as without it. These

things, these common happenings in us, pass our logic, pass our

understanding, pass, of course, description; and none the less

are real. As sometimes on the pillow in the night one hears his

heart-beat in his head, so through the reasoning of the mind the

ceaseless pulse of feeling throbs, registering the soul-life in us.

Mystic certainly: "In Him we move and have our being;*' in

us He lives and moves and has his being.

" Draw, if thou canst, the mystic line

Severing rightly his from thine.

Which is human, which divine."

So we have only suggestive symbols, not worthy definitions, of

this all-unifying inner life. Jesus' symbol was the wind: " The
wind bloweth where it listeth " ; and in many languages the

search for finest tissue brings us to the breath, " spirit," to de-

scribe it. The poets compare it to the swelling, freshening main
that visits every little cove of being, and lifts each sea-weed

there, and feeds each lowly hunger on the beach. Science chants

the wondrous psalm of sun-force tiding everywhere, and every-

where correlating itself into new forms of motion—nothing over-

looked, unvisited; a symbol yet to grow familiar. And " doc-

trine " is but symbol trying to be definition: so in Emerson this

of which we speak is the doctrine of the Over-Soul. It is Spen-

cer's doctrine of the Infinite and Eternal Energy from which all

things proceed, the Power manifesting itself in the universe we
call material, and also—the same Power—welling in ourselves

as consciousness. It is the Christian doctrine of the Holy Spirit,

as yet so little fathomed. It is the ancient doctrine of the Incar-

nation, made more true, and, when so made true, one in which
we all are comrades in belief. It is the doctrine of Evolution,

that is, of progressive incarnation. It is the doctrine that to-day

we call God's Immanence:

" Lift the stone, and thou shalt find me;
Cleave the wood, and there am I!

"

If wood and stone be his dwelling-place, what of human thought,

will, purpose? It is the doctrine of the Con-substantiality of man
and God,—man's reason, conscience, love-power constituting his
'•' heredity in God," and making simple prose the statement of

Emerson, "If a man is at heart just, then in so far is he God;

the safety of God, the immortality of God, the majesty of God
do enter into that man with Justice." In this light it grows

apparent that our theology is but our psychology reversed and

read into the Heavens: from our will, God's will known; from our

-conscience, God's right known; from our love, which is ' the

brotherhood, God's love, which is the Fatherhood.
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And religion, religion, is but the consciousness of all this—the

consciousness of the life of God in one's own soul. There are

all degrees and grades of such consciousness. The gro\rth is

from the unconscious to the conscious experience. Religion at

its best is an ever-growing consciousness of God's life in one's

own. I and the Father are one "
is the humblest word a man

can utter, when but another version of the prayer, " Not my
will, but Thine I

" With that prayer meant, the other phrase is

simple fact.

Is the God of whom I speak thus, personal,—is he impersonal?

If " personal.'' we only know this term must cover all imper-

sonality. If • impersonal," that term must cover all implied in

personality. The question is not answered, but is lost.

Let us then, by way of smmnary. recite what we may call the

creed of the Life of God in the Soul of Man. In two articles it

might read: We believe in God, the One, the Eternal, the life and
light and the law and the love indwelling in all things.

We believe in the Soul, and its kinship with God.

If more expanded and explicit, thus—every article blending still

the two great names of God and Soul:

We believe in Evolution, as the life of God unfolding itself

in the universe; through rock, flower, brute, ascending to man,
and to higher man, and to higher than man.
We believe in Conscience, as the voice of "Ought." God's Ought,

in the individual soul; and regard sin, shame, and hell, on the

one hand; repentance, forgiveness, regeneration, salvation, and
heaven, on the other; as successive experiences of the soul that

departs from, and returns to, its law of the inward Ought.

We believe in Inspiration, as the instreaming into the soul of

light and power from God. In genius, in the vision of new
ideals, in the transfiguration of sorrow to peace and of bodily

weakness to spiritual might, we see effects of an inspiration as

fresh and as wide and as certain as morn in the skies. In the

Bibles of man, old Scriptures and new, we see records of such

inspiration.

We believe in Prayer, as the soul's conscious communion with

the indwelling God.
And believing thus in Conscience. Inspiration, Prayer, we be-

lieve in Incarnation—God manifest in the flesh; manifest in all

men, and most in the heroes and prophets and saints of the

race; manifest in Jesus as ** one man true to what is in you and

in me."
We believe in the law of Cause and Effect in this life and in

all lives; that good and evil invariably carry their own recom-

pense within, and finally, without, the soul
—

'' no good thing be-

ing failure, and no evil thing success."

We believe in Vicarious Atonement, as God's nietliod of lifting

the races to nobler and happier life by so interknitting their

members in joy and in pain that nothing can live and nothing
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can die to itself; Jesus' death on the cross being one glorious

type of this universal law.

We believe in Deathlessness,—in the impossibility of extinction

for the soul that partakes in its nature of the nature of God.
We believe that True Living is the working together with God

to further his glorious ends. And we find that such living

wakes in us assurance of God, of the soul, of life everlasting, and
faith that all things work together for the Victory of Good.

Second Paper.

PROFESSOR WALTER EArSCHENBUSCH. ROCHESTER. X. T.

Our theme is the personal religious life. The formula in

which the theme is stated seems to call for a discussion of the

deeper, philosophical aspects of the religious life. And the char-

acter of this audience both permits and demands a frank consid-

eration of those questions concerning the religious life which
weigh most heavily on the faith and thought of our own day.

The scope of our programme seems to me very significant.

Doubtless those who drafted it meant to include within its cir-

cumference the most pressing religious interests of our time.

But of the seven sessions this is the only one devoted to those
questions that used to be the chief and almost exclusive topics

of discussion in religious assemblies. All the other sessions deal

with social salvation. It is another indication how profoundly
the best minds of our generation are absorbed in the salvation of
the common life of our nation and race. This is especially true
of the religious leaders. And justly: for the farther we get
beyond theories and really tr\' to transform the social life, the
more do we realize that the social problem is in the last resort a
religious problem. If we are to climb over the watershed to the
promised land, we need more honesty, a stiffer sense of justice,

and more devotion to the public weal: we need more genuine
moral heroism in the leaders of the attack, and a nobler ethical

Weltanschauung and a livelier warmth of brotherhood in all. But
whence is this increment of moral forces to come? Men do not
become more moral by saving: " Go to. let us be more moral.'^

Instinctively men turn to religion as the generator of moral force.

Even the criticisms about the churches express that conscious-

ness. Xo one whips a dead horse for not pulling the cart out of

the mud. So we are to-day inquiring for a religious ideal large

enough to include social as well as individual salvation, and for

ways and means of making the latent forces of religion opera-
tive in public life.

But with this new and dominant interest in our thought the
personal religious life has been somewhat overshadowed. "With

manv. I fear, the relisrious habits and the intercourse with God
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have waned as the social interest grew. There is less personal

appeal in sermons. Eevivals have declined, not only because

people are less susceptible, but because preachers have lost con-

viction. With others there is, perhaps, no loss in religious life,

but their thought is deflected toward the new problems. This is

in a measure my own case. When I began on the task your com-
mittee assigned to me, I found that while 1 had been busy clear-

ing the forest on the hill, the bottom-lands where my fathers

raised abundant harvests had been lying fallow, and plowed hard

like new-ground.
We must not neglect the personal religious life and the tre-

mendous problems of individual destiny. There are two objects

of salvation, the race and the individual. If we insist that saving

the individual does not necessarily save the common life, let xxb

remember that saving the common life does not save the indi-

vidual either.

Goethe says: "Mankind is always progressing, but man is al-

ways the same." Every new soul presents a new problem of redemp-

tion. The souls filled with the life of God are the fountains from
which all life-giving impulses flow out into the life of society.

But a human soul is of eternal value for its own sake, and not

merely for the effect it may have on society, just as our children

are dear to us apart from any work they may do.

My thoughts have turned mainly to the strength and value of

the religious instinct in man, and to the objective justification

for that instinct in Nature; on the instinct that seeks God and on
the God that satisfies the instinct.

I need not remind you of the strength of the religious instinct

in the past of our race. It has been one of the driving-wheels of

history. And the fact that men still go to church, in spite of the

crudeness of much of the thought furnished to them, in spite of

the monotony of prayer meetings, the meagerness of worship,

and the wealth of attractions elsewhere, goes far to justify the

assertion that man is incurably religious. Even the faintest re-

enforcement of the spiritual life is seized with pathetic eager-

ness; and when some really strong religious soul gives utterance

to original experiences, the general heart-hunger is unmistakable.

Even when men leave the churches they still seek religion. Find
out what really moves them in the philosophy or poetry or sociol-

ogy which now is their highest good, and you will find it is some-

thing at least bordering on religion. Many men are reluctant to

talk of religion, not })ecause they are indilTercnt to it, but be-

cause it takes hold of them so strongly that they are afraid of

violating the urbanity required in our social intercourse.

The happiness felt when the religious instinct is satisfied

proves and i)ring8 to our consciousness the intensity of the desire.

In its supreme moments religious joy is as complete and all-

possessing as the passion of love. And when it has become the

permanent possession of a soul it sheds a quiet radiance over all
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things and gives a relish to life which is comparable, so far as

I have experienced, only to the joy of doing good work, which
comes at times to the intellectual and artistic worker. Other
pleasures charm most in the pursuit and leave us sated soon after

we have taken possession. We are always goaded on by unsatis-

fied desires. Love, money, and honor are fairest in the distance.

It does not seem to be so with religious joy; the less so, the more
purely religious it is. It does contain the desire for new and
larger experiences, but not because the old have palled. There
is no unrest in it. The expression " I have found peace " is, of

course, a stock expression, but it does express what is the over-

whelming personal feeling in first entering into religious joy.

It seems to be the universal testimony of those who have made
personal test of it that the joy of religious satisfaction is beyond
anything else that life holds.

And as the happiness in gaining it is great, so is the pain in

losing it. Doubtless many have shared the feeling of Romanes
in the closing words of his " Candid Examination of Theism "

:

" Forasmuch as I am far from being able to agree with those

who affirm that the twilight doctrine of the ' new faith ' is a de-

sirable substitute for the waning splendor of ' the old,' I am not
ashamed to confess that with this virtual negation of God the

universe to me has lost its soul of loveliness; and although from
henceforth the precept to ' work while it is day ' will doubtless

but gain an intensified force from the terribly intensified mean-
ing of the words that ' the night cometh when no man can work,'

yet when at times I think, as think at times I must, of the

appalling contrast between the hallowed glory of that creed

which once was mine, and the lonely mystery of existence as now
I find it—at such times I shall ever feel it impossible to avoid

the sharpest pang of which my nature is susceptible."

We have probably all felt the poignant sense of want and loss

when our religious life declined and we remembered our first love

from which we had fallen; or when the gray mist of doubt crept

between us and the face of our God, and we feared that our faith

might be lost to us forever. At such times the words of the

Psalmist did not seem overdrawn: " As the heart panteth after

the water brooks, so panteth my soul after thee, God! My
soul thirsteth for God, for the living God."

For those who have never had a vigorous and conscious re-

ligious life, there is no contrast between past and present to

make them realize their loss. Hard work, good health, assthetic

pleasure, and moral enthusiasm do give a large measure of satis-

faction. Yet many non-religious men probably have their hours
of wistful homesickness, especially when they watch others who
have what they lack. This surmise receives confirmation from
the facts observable in nations or classes that have lost their

religious faith. Life there seems to lose its savor; Weltschmerz

increases; there is disgust for mankind, proneness to despair, and
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increasing frequency in the act of suicide and the oontemplation
of it. The resoluteness of life is sapped.

Other powerful cravings leave a sense of degradation after

they are satisfied. In our really religious moments, on the other

hand, we are conscious that now our life is at its best and this

impression holds good in the retrospect. There is a sinister re-

sentment in us against those who minister to our debasing in-

stincts. But for those who have called forth or nourished the
religious life in us we cherish a peculiarly tender gratitude and
devotion. If they were previously bound to us by friendship or
family affection, we were conscious of the infusion of a hallowing
influence that ennobled the old relation.

In the time of his religious chaos Kobertson of Brighton still

held fast to one conviction: "It must be right to do right."

That is the fixed point of modern philosophical discussions too

—

the sacrosanctity of the moral impulse. Whatever threaten
that stands impugned. Now, however much we may lament the
feebleness of the iniiuence of religion on the social morality of

our time and even doubt if there is any influence at all, we are

not in doubt of its influence on our personal life. We remember
that our religious dedication was synonymous with a dedication

to righteousness. It raised and established our moral ideals and
re-enforced our will. And any decline of our spiritual life, if it

lasted long enough, brought in its train a corresponding decline

in our moral vigor. Our ideals paled; our love for men grew chill;

and selfishness and calculation took possession.

The common judgment of mankind indorses that experience.

In sjuto of all disappointments men still believe in religion as a

constitutive element in moral character and as a cause for trust.

Among larger minds we observe a profound concern lest religion

be lost to us. They know that we have no scientific basis for our
ethics, and that if our morality should slip down from its re-

ligious basis to a merely utilitarian basis, it would be a landslide

that would bury many of the most precious possessions of civili-

zation.

So deep-seated and influential is the religious life in man. And
does all this rest on an illusion? There is no other instance in

organic life of a strong and general instinct pointing at nothing.

There must be some objective reality to correspond to these in-

ward motions of the soul. Can our highest joys and our deepest
woes, the aspirations in us which we and others judge to be the

noblest, the infiucnce which strengthens our moral life and lifts

it beyond self-seeking—can all lliis be aderpialely exj)lained as

the flickering recrudescence of aboriginal ancestor-worsliip?

But however deeply we may feel this instinct in ourselves and
in the past and present of the race, it is not easy for the modern
man to believe in the objective reality that would justify the

religious life. You remember, perhaps, that exquisite passage

in the diary of CJeorge Fox: " And T went into the valley of
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Beavor, and as I went I preached repentance to the people. And
one morning, sitting by the fire, a great cloud came over me and
a temptation beset me. And it was said: ' All things come by

Nature.' And the elements and the stars came over me.

And as I sat still and let it alone, a living hope arose in me, and
a true voice, which t^aid: 'There is a living God who made all

things.' And immediately the cloud and the temptation vanished

and Life rose over all, and my heart was glad and I praised the

Living God." That is our condition. Even when we have

preached repentance to the people, the elements and the stars

come over us. And it is a vaster universe and a more relentless

march of the constellations than the great Quaker knew. When
the world was small, and when good and evil came without ap-

parent cause, it was easy to believe in a tribal God, dwelling on
yonder hilltop and blessing harvest and flock of those who paid

Him tribute. But the world has grown so large. Even the great-

ness of our globe would have appalled the savage, but this great

sphere has come to look tiny to us. We look dizzily into the

abyss of the Milky Way and our imagination flutters along the

endless systems of systems like a butterfly over the combers of

the Atlantic. The immensities themselves take up the cry of the

ancient scoffers: "Where is now thy God?" As Vivien buried

Merlin in a charm " of woven paces and of waving hands," so

Science seemed for a time to imprison our spirits with a rhythmic
enchantment of fateful law and an inexorable web of cause and
effect.

But slowly we are winning our way out. Our God has grown
immeasurably larger, but our thoughts are growing great to meet
Him. That universal law of causality which pressed us down,
will yet lift us up. Why should there be any causing at all? In
what common unity are cause and effect imbedded that they can
so act on each other? And why is the law of causality universal?

Whence this uniformity of law and this unity of the world? If

custom had not blunted our feeling for it, we should realize that

as one of the most marvelous facts in the universe. It is one of

the closest approaches that science has made to the idea of God.
The old argument from design has collapsed before the doc-

trine of natural selection. Instead of a great Artificer sitting

down to contrive and create the tiger's teeth for its prey and
the squirrel's teeth for its nut, we have an incessant struggle

for existence, weeding out all forms whose teeth were not well

adapted for their food. The evidences of a designing mind
seemed gone from nature. The grammar of the universe was
without any particles expressing purpose, and only rich in causal

constructions.

But further thought has shown us that the element of design

has only receded and is waiting for us at the beginning of all

things. Nature is a cosmos. But is it by chance that all physi-

cal causes have united in producing a general order of nature?
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If the tiger's and squirrel's teeth were not especially contrived

for them, yet the primitive molecules and cells must have been
so constituted that they finally resulted in the tiger and squirrel.

Now, the persistent force which finally produced these results

has run through an infinite network of physical relations. How,
then, was it guided along the precise channel in which it would
produce just these variations? The teleological argument has
only been shifted to the immensities of nature as a whole; and
though it is much harder to comprehend there, it seems to me to

have tremendous power when it is comprehended.
The world is not a shifting mass of phenomena. It has its

unity and coherence by resting in an ultimate Reality, which is

the cause of all causation, and in that Cause there are direction,

purpose, and immeasurable intelligence.

But is this Cause mind? Is it a personality in any sense like

mine? In observing the fly on my window, the distance between
my eyes is a sufficient base to subtend the parallax; for the moon
the radius of the earth is ample; but when astronomers first tried

to measure the parallax of a fixed star, the whole diameter of the

earth's orbit seemed to give no result. Can our little human
nature give any clew or measurement to determine the nature
of the great Reality that upholds the universe? We are sensible

of the audacity of the idea. Yet the human soul is the only

basis we have for the parallax of God. And we remember that

the attempt to measure the distance and movements of fixed

stars, which failed at first, succeeded at last, and that to-day we
determine even the substances composing them by the identity

of their lines in the spectrum with the lines of earthly substances.

Our only direct knowledge of causation is derived from our own
activity when we are causes. Our senses report only time and
space relations: our mind adds the conception of causality from
its own consciousness. The only energy we really know is will

energy. It is true, our imagination refuses to conceive an infinite

personality, but on the other hand neither can this great Reality,

which is a unity in the midst of change and a source of intelli-

gent activity, be conceived by us except as in some way like our
own minds.

But suppose that God is Mind, yet a new question arises to

lacerate us. The old teleology directed attention to the evidences

of the wisdom and goodness of (iod, and they were many. The
doctrine of the struggle for existence has revealed the accom-
panying awful waste of life, the contrivances for inflicting pain,

the general reign of fear in the sentient world, the precision with
which violations of physical laws are punished as compared with

the hesitating and uncertain retribution for moral transgressions.

And 80 the question arises: is (Jod moral at all, or is he extra-

moral? Ib he an intelligence so transcending ours that what we
reverence as our moral nature is of no more value to him and
no more finds a counterpart in him than the functioning of our
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heart-valves or the transmission of our sense impressions to our
brain? They tell us that our moral instinct has been bred and
developed because it bound men together, and thus made those

who had much of it fitter to survive than those who had little;

that it is merely a protective development like the quills of a

porcupine or the gregarious instinct of herbivorous animals.

Balfour says: "Kant compared the moral law to the starry

Heavens and found them both sublime. It would, on the

naturalistic hypothesis, be more appropriate to compare it to the

protective blotches on the beetle's back and to find them both
ingenious." If that is the origin of ethics, it derives no sanctity

from the character of God. Utility for the race is its only sanc-

tion, and if the individual cares to sell out the welfare of the

race for his private profit, the basis of ethics would be still

further contracted from social utility to private utility.

The argument for the moral nature of God derives a powerful

re-enforcement from our religious instinct. That cannot be
shown to serve such a purpose for the survival of the race. If

that instinct points to an objective reality corresponding in any
sense to the cravings of the religious nature, then God's char-

acter must justify our adoration and love. The imperative of

our moral nature and the ideals of our religious nature, taken
together, are the ground of our faith that there are justice and
goodness, and even love, in the Eternal. It has become a com-
monplace that God is love. Men take the love of God for granted
as something self-evident, in order to combat the belief in the
sterner retributive justice of God. But in the face of Nature
as we know her, it is a tremendous affirmation to assert that God
is not only just, but that he is love. For myself I need all the
assurance contained in the self-consciousness of Jesus Christ to

brace my faith. That popular conviction of the love of God and
of the consequent goodness of the world shows how much human-
ity owes to Jesus. Without the historical contribution he has

made to human thought and feeling, I do not see how, in the
present state of scientific knowledge, that conviction could stand
up against the total impression left by the natural sciences. And
let any man consider what it would mean for his personal

Weltanschauung if he were plunged into the arctic night of a

world without love, and what it would mean for the social life of
men if it were finally and generally understood that the moral
impulse and the moral law have no other reason for their ex-

istence than utility and might be set aside if they failed to be
useful, much as a man grows his beard in winter to keep warm
and shaves it in summer to keep cool.

As the mist of our modern Gotterddmnurung is slowly rising,

we see that the mountains of God still lift their heads on high.

The worst is probably over; the future will see our religious

faith strengthened and not impaired. We realize sadly that there
is still a lack of confidence in our thoughts. It was when Ten-
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^yson faced these facts of the waste of life in nature that he
cried:

" I falter where I firmly trod,

And falling with my weight of cares

Upon the great world's altar-stairs

That slope through darkness up to God,

" I stretch lame hands of faith, and grope,

And gather dust and chaff, and call

To what I feel is Lord of all.

And faintly trust the larger hope."

And when we thus reel under the first shock of new doubts;
when our own spiritual life is low and the inward oracle in our
soul is almost dumb, we do well to realize how much we owe to

social religion. The accumulated deposit of the spiritual life of

the past, the inspired utterances of stronger souls, the institu-

tional edifice and the history of the Church, and the living con-

tact with devoted souls reassure us and carry us safely through
the vulnerable period of our spiritual metamorphosis.
And so we contemplate with profound awe this trembling

compass-needle pointing out into eternity, the religious life in

our souls. It contradicts our worldly common sense, crowds
back our most imperious passions, thwarts our ambitions,

humbles us in the dust, sets us unending tasks aad rewards us

with a crown of thorns. And yet we love it, reverence it, desire

it; and no dearer gift could come to us than absolute certitude

that all it tells us is truth.

It gives unity to our intellectual comprehension of the uni-

verse. It lends grandeur to the scattered and fragmentary pur-

poses of our life by gathering them in a single all-comprehend-
ing aim—the Kingdom of God, which is the hallowing of his name
and the doing of his will. It guarantees that our aspirations are

not idle dreams nor our sacrifices fruitless toil, but that they are of

God and through God and unto God, and shall have their fulfill-

ment and reward. When the vast world numbs us with a sense

of helplessness and ignorance, prayer restores our sense of worth
by the consciousness of kinship with the Lord of all. Even when
our strength is broken, when our hoj)es are frustrated and nature
seems to cast us aside, a brother to the shriveling worm, we can
trust and wait. By holding up the will of the Holy One as the

norm of action and character, religion spurs us on to endless

growth. It deepens the seriousness of our temptations by the

thought that we sin not only against ourselves and our neigh-

bors, but against the Spirit of Love aiul Goodness: "Against
thee, thee only have I sinned." And in turn it nuikes our vic-

tories more glories by the knowledge that in us his saving will

has once more found completer expression.
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The wind that blows, the birds that sing, and the crimson
flood of life and nourishment that throbs in our pulses are all

part of the great cosmic life. The force of God is in the move-
ments of matter and the thrills of organic life. But they all act

as they must.

In the ocean of the universe floats the little bark of human
personality, part of it all, and yet an entity in itself. It knows;
it wills; it is conscious of itself over against the world, and even
over against God. More and more clearly the thoughts of God
are mirrored by the reflecting intellect of man, illuminated by
God's own mind, the light of God in the soul of man.
But to the human personality comes a faint and far call,

sweeter than the rhythm of the spheres, the voice of the Father
of spirits calling to his child. Our souls give answer by eternal

longing and homesickness. The husks of necessity, which we
share with the beasts, drop from our hands, and we long for the

bread of freedom and peace in the eternal habitations of our
Father. And with that conscious turning to God, we leave

slavery and enter sonship. We have realized religion. We live;

yet no longer we; it is now the life of God in the soul of man.

IV. THE POSSIBILITIES OF COMMON WORSHIP.

First Paper.

EEV. E. HEBER NEWTON, D. D., NEW YORK.

The possibilities of common worship are the possibilities of

developed intellectual and spiritual life. No worship in common is

possible between men who are unevolved intellectually and spirit-

ually. Undeveloped men, intellectually and spiritually, must wor-
ship, if they worship at all, within narrow limitations—the limita-

tions of the family, the tribe, the clan, the city, the state, the de-

nomination, the religion. As men evolve intellectually and spirit-

ually they grow out of the limitations which narrow and confine

their worship within social, political, and sectarian bounds—they
grow large enough to commingle their aspirations and reverences
in the recognition of something common below all diversities of

creed and cult. The measure of the possibility of common wor-
ship is, therefore, the measure of the possibility of common life.

It is of supreme importance for man that he should worship
somewhat and somewhere. The final condemnation of a man
before the bar of the soul is the sentence which Emerson passed
upon Gibbon—" The man had no shrine." The man who has no
shrine, no altar of reverence and veneration and aspiration—woe
betide him! That he should worship somewhat and somewhere,
even though within the narrowest limitations of the narrowest
mind—this is the supreme desideratum for life.
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In the beginning, and ajways in the innermost essentials, wor-

ship, as we now understand it,—spiritual reverence, aspiration^

up-look, commnnion with the divine,—this must be an individual

aifair, an experience of the soul within itself. " Thou, Avhen thou

prayest, enter into the secret place of thee, and when thou hast

shut the door upon thee pray to thy Father which is in the secret."

The Hindoos, of whatever sectarian denomination, have a com-

mon recognition of the supreme sanctity of what they call The
Chosen Path. Members of all the varying sects of India share

alike in the recognition of this supreme function of religion. It

means that each man shall, within the silence of his own soul,

meditate upon, adore, and aspire after that ideal of life which

seems to him the truest and the highest.

Therefore, worship must always, in its innermost essentials,

be something peculiar to the individual man. For this highest

worship he needs no temple, no mosque, no synagogue, no church.

But, just because the innermost essential of worship is indi-

vidual, internal, spiritual—therefore, in it there is the possibility

of most immediate and direct and imiversal fellowship. In that

myriads of Hindoos, under different sectarian forms and within

different sectarian fellowships, alike walk, within the soul. The
Chosen Path, they therein declare the fellowship of all who pursue

this way of life. Whatever may separate them in other respects,

they are therein one—one in the spirit.

The man, therefore, who truly worships, in the innermost re-

cesses of his being, worships the innermost reality of all being

—

that man is participating in the common worship, loved by all

spiritual beings who share a common spiritual life. In this

supreme ritual of the soul he must recognize a fellowship which

transcends all time, all space, all boundaries of thought, all limi-

tations of fellowship, ecclesiastical and national and racial—must

know himself one with all who love God—the Infinite and Eternal

Goodness.

Man is, however, a social being. He cannot live apart from all

his fellows. He cannot follow a purely individual life. " The
Chosen Path " he can walk within the innermost recesses of his

own soul. When he comes out therefrom to commingle with his

fellows he must seek some fellowship with them, in matters spir-

itual as in matters political, social, economic, and artistic—as

in all the relations of man with man. He must seek, therefore,

some common worship, out of the necessities of a common life

—

whatever the limitations of that common life, however small and

petty it may be.

Worship, as we first find it, historically, was limited by the

common life of the family, the tribe, the clan, the city, the state.

The members of these ascending social groups had a common
worship. They had a common worship because they had a com-

mon life. There was a blood-bond between the members of the

group. The recognition of this blood-bond made possible the com-
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munal worship. They had the same god. The same ritual was
prescribed for the worship of this god. The same needs were

felt by all the members of the community.
Beyond this social group there was no affiliation, no fellow-

ghip/ because there was no blood-bond. The members of the

little community were aliens to the members of all other com-
munities. Each other community had its own special god, its

own prescribed ritual, its own peculiar needs. The possibilities

of common worship were rigidly confined to the common life.

There was no dream of any fellowship beyond it.

From those ancient historic groupings, up through all the de-

velopments of modern civilization, the possibilities of common
worship have ever been found in the possibilities of common life.

Where common life was recognized, a common worship has been
felt to be possible. Where no common life was recognized, there

has been no recognition of the possibility of any common worship.

Thus, in the manifold religious divisions of our modern world,

the limitations of common worship are precisely the limitations

of the recognized commonalty in religion,—and there has been
fellowship in thought and in spirit, the participation in a com-
mon creed and a common cult, just in so far there has been the

sense of a common brotherhood.

As the sense of a common life grows and expands, the sense

of a possible common worship grows and expands with it.

The little man in the little sect feels that he can worship with
his other little brothers because they are brothers in the one true

faith, in the one true life. He cannot recognize the possibility

of any common worship between his own sect, which holds the

exclusive monopoly of divine truth and divine life, and any other

sect, which is an alien to the household of God. As he grows out
of these swathing bands of religion, and comes to recognize that
truth is held in common by other sects and other religions, that
the life of the soul is shared in common by other sects and by
other religions, he grows to recognize the possibility of common
worship.

In the recognition of the common life, mental and spiritual,,

there is a recognition of the common worship open to all who
share that common life. " Howbeit, that is not first which is^

spiritual, but that which is natural, and afterwards that which is

spiritual." Therefore, in the beginning, he must have his little

sect, his petty denomination—the first social grouping; marked
and bounded by the recognized fraternities of thought and feel-

ing, of temperament and tradition, of education and habit, of
the whole mental and spiritual outlook. The littlest sect, the
pettiest church, the smallest denomination, the feeblest religion,

is an attempt at something bigger than any individual, an effort

for some socializing of the soul. We may look upon its limita-

tions and pity it; upon its narrowness and condemn it. Kelative

to the larger life of the spiritual cosmos, how insignificantly
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small the biggest of these sects of religion seem! None the less,

each is, as already said, an effort toward something bigger than
the mere man himself. It is an aspiration, an effort for some
common worship.

The little man will be content always within the little church.

The provincial soul will need no traveling forth froiii the pro-

vincial sect. But, as the soul grows within the pettiest denomi-
nation, it must reach out to other denominations—that is, to

other souls between whom and itself there is the recognition of

something common in the spiritual life, whatever the separation

of the outer life may be. A man may be measured, always, in his

intellectual and spiritual development, by the possibility of his

reaching out from his own fold and clasping the hands of his

brother souls in other folds. The mere sectarian, the mere de-

nominationlist, the mere churchman will never w^ant to go out-

side of his own pen-fold. But the soul swelling with the life

of God, the recognition of something common between all true

souls, will be ever longing for some expression of the sense of

fellowship which has awakened within him toward his brothers

—

the brothers of the blood-bond of the family of God.

So this growing soul will be glad of the opportunity of wor-

shiping with others, under other forms, in other rituals. As
opportunity comes, he will be thankful to forsake a while his

own conventicle, and take part in the worship of some other

cult. The little man, when he wanders into a strange place of

worship, where other forms are used than those familiar to him-

self, will see only that which is repellent to his thought, his feel-

ing, only that which calls forth his pity or his aversion, only that

which prompts his harsh condemnation. The big man, the man
who has grown in his soul, will find, before the strangest and
most alien shrine, the sense of the Divine Presence awakening
the sense of the commonalty of the soul made in the image of

the Divine, the spiritual fellowship. lie will see, below and
within the forms that are alien and repellent, something to ad-

mire, to revere, to recognize as divine. The cockney on a

specially conducted Cook's tour will stand in St. Peter's, with

his hat upon his head, until the verger knocks it off; stark up-

right while the whole throng is kneeling on the marble floor, con-

temptuously smiling at the idolatry of these Papists, falling on
their knees at the tinkling of the silver bell. The grown soul will

feel and act as Lowell did in Chartres Cathedral:

"T turned and saw a beldame on her knees;

With eyes astray she told mechanic beads

Before some shrine of saintly womanhood.
Bribed intercessor with the far-off .ludge:

Such my first thought, by kindliiT soon rebuked.

Pleading for whatsoever touches life

With upward impulse: be He nowhere else,
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God is in all that liberates and lifts,

In all that humbles, sweetens, and consoles:

Blessed the natures shored on every side

With landmarks of hereditary thought!

Thrice happy they that wander not lifelong

Beyond near succor of the household faith,

The guarded fold that shelters, not confines!

Their steps find patience in familiar paths.

Printed with hope by loved feet gone before

Of parent, child, or lover, glorified

By simple magic of dividing Time.
My lids were moistened as the woman knelt,

And—was it will, or some vibration faint

Of sacred Nature, deeper than the will?

—

My heart occultly felt itself in hers.

Through mutual intercession gently leagued."

Browning teaches the same lesson, in the beautiful parable of

fellowship in religion called " Christmas Eve." He stands in the

vestibule of the little Mount Zion Chapel, as the common folk

from the vicinity crowd into it, of a rainy evening. The hope-

less commonness of these people, as they press by him out of the

dripping rain into the steamy chapel,—how vividly he pictures

it! He tries to take part in the worship, but finds nothing ap-

pealing to him. It is all repellent to his every taste. The dron-

ing of the hymns, the cant of the commonplace sermon, he can
stand them no longer, and so goes forth into the night, to be
alone with nature. The storm has cleared. What wonder that

the starry canopy of the boundless heavens affects his soul in

sharp contrast to the pettiness of the surroundings in which he
has just been! He gives himself up to the communion of his

solitary soul with the Infinite Being revealed in nature. A form
lustrous and lovely he discerns before him, recognizable at once.

" He himself, with his human air,

On the narrow pathway just before.

I saw the back of him no more;
He had left the chapel then, as I."

Jesus had been worshiping with these commonplace folk in

their commonplace ritual. Had he left them, too, in disgust at

the unspirituality of their worship?
The scene changes. Browning finds himself before the great

basilica of St. Peter. He hears and sees the splendors of the

most ornate ritual of earth. The Christ passes within to join

the worship of the Roman Mass, as he had joined the service of

Mount Zion Chapel. Unable to worship in the chapel conventicle,

he had been left by Jesus " outside the door."
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" Yes, I said, that he will go
And sit with these in turn, I know."

Recognizing the blind and selfish limitations which had pre-
vented him from worshiping in Mount Zion Chapel, he aspires
for something better now:

"Do these men praise Him?
He will raise my voice

Up to their point of praise.

I see the error."

Again the scene changes. He finds himself looking in upon
the lecture hall of a German university. An emaciated professor
is lecturing upon the tale of the Christmas-tide. He resolves
away the story into legend and myth. All that which to the
Christian seems most precious, most sacred, disappears in this

crucible of criticism. The Christ who had led him, he does not
find by his side:

" Can it be that he sits inside?

Is the vesture left me to commune with;

Could my soul find aught to sing in tune with.

Even at this lecture if she tried?"

Once more the scene changes. He finds himself back in Mount
Zion Chapel, on the bench, " bolt upright," as if he had never
left it.

The Christmas Eve in that hot, close, steamy chapel had
brought him, in a dream, an experience, which now, that he
found himself awake there, taught him the lesson:

" Better had knelt at the poorest stream
That trickles in pain from the straitest rift,

For the less or the more is all God's gift:

He blocks up or breaks wide the granite seam.
And here is there water, or not, to drink?

" I put up pencil and join chorus
To Hepziiiah Tune, without further apology.

The last five verses of the third section.

Of the seventeenth hymn in Whitefield's Collection,

To conclude with the Doxology."

Are the possibilities of common worsliip to 1)0 limited by such
individual and occasional parti('i])ation in the religious services

of other denominations than our own? Do such individual and
occasional fraternizings express the limits of spiritual brother-

hood? Is there a blood-bond between souls of diflerent types,
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«o real that anything more than this is practicable? If such a

blood-bond of souls exists among those of different names, re-

ligiously, then surely, there are larger possibilities of expressing

this common life in a common worship. Not merely occasionally

as individuals, but at least occasionally as churches, we should

come together in the confession of " our common Christianity,"

to use Dean Stanley's noble phrase: that confession which is

best made by a common worship—a common uplook, a common
reverence, a common adoration, a common aspiration.

This was the firm belief, the noble dream of the great man who
founded the church in which the first session of our Conference

was held.^ Not soon is the memory of Dr. Muhlenburg to pass

from our city. He was one of the greatest men that our modern
Christianity has brought forth—at once saint and seer and
statesman. Belonging to what would be known as the High
Church wing of the Protestant Episcopal Church, so large was
his conception of Catholic Christianity, so genuine was his recog-

nition of the common Christianity of all who " profess and call

themselves Christians," that he was unsatisfied with his own
beautiful forms of worship—he himself having been the first

to introduce the vested choir in our own American branch of the

English Church. So he tried to establish united services on Good
Friday—the day on which Christians commemorate the dying
of their common Lord and Master, He wanted to have the Holy
Communion celebrated regularly on that day, as the expression

of the communion of saints, the common life of all Christians who
are seeking the life of goodness. If we believe in such a "common
Christianity," can we not strive for some such occasional services

of worship, in which all branches of the Church of Christ may
unite in a common expression of their spiritual life?

A " common Christianity "—that is a noble phrase, a noble

thought ! There is, however, something larger and finer than it

—

a " common humanity." God " hath made of one blood all

nations of men for to dwell upon the face of the earth." In that

one blood flows the one life of the one race. The unity of man
carries with it the oneness of the spiritual nature of man. The
spiritual nature of man carries with it the oneness of essential

religion—religion which is at once ethical and spiritual. All

men are the children of the All-Father. All men are, in their

own ways, feeling after God, " if haply they may find him." All

men are, through different forms, expressing this one longing of

their souls to know God, which " is eternal life." All religions,

therefore, are the expressions of the one religious nature of man.
All religions are true, in so far as they hold truths. They are

false, in so far as they are imperfect and undeveloped. Their
unity is found in the inner life of them all—the sap swelling

through bud and blossom upon every different branch toward

' Church of the Holy Communion.
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the one flowering of the tree. He who recognizes this, and knows
that all men are his spiritual brothers in the blood-bond of the

soul, he must see the possibilities of a common worship among
all who call themselves the " friends and lovers of God." As an
expression of this recognition of spiritual unity among men of

different religions, there ought to be at least occasional services

of worship, participated in, as it were formally, by representatives

of our various great religions; thus to testify that below all other

differences there is a common substratum of unity, in the com-
mon aspirations and reverences.

This was the dream of a great man of England, some centuries

ago—a man at once among the leading statesmen of his day, and
among the noblest characters of all days. In a little work which
he wrote, sketching the forms and features of the ideal com-
munity of which he dreamed, unto which he aspired and for

which he labored in old England, he thus drew this vision of the

common worship of " Utopia "
:

" There are several sorts of religion, not only in different parts

of the island, but even in every town. . , Yet the greater and
wiser sort of them worship none of these, but adore one eternal,

invisible, infinite, and incomprehensible Deity. . . Those
among them that have not received our religion, do not fright

any from it, and use none ill that goes over to it. . . He
(Utopus) judged it not fit to determine anything rashly, and
seemed to doubt whether those different forms of religion might
not all come from God, who might inspire men in a different

manner, and be pleased with this variety.
*' Though there are many different forms of religion among

them, yet all these, how various soever, agree in the main point,

which is the worshiping the Divine Essence; and, therefore, there

is nothing to be seen or heard in their temples in which the sev-

eral persuasions among them may not agree; for every sect per-

forms those rites that are peculiar to it in their private houses,

nor is there anything in the public worship that contradicts the
particular ways of those different sects. . . Nor are there any
prayers among them but such as every one of them may use

without prejudice to his own opinion. . . Both priests and
people offer up very solemn prayers to God in a set form of words;

and these are so composed that whatsoever is pronounced by the

whole assembly may be likewise applied by every man in particu-

lar to his own condition." *

The man who thus wrote was a Roman Catholic. Can we not
reach even now into the largeness of his vision?

Once, at least, in our modern world, has the vision of Sir

Thomas More been realized. In the Parliament of Religions,

held in Chicago in connection with tiie World's Fair, there were
representatives of nearly every great form of religion on the

earth. Well-nigh every branch of the Christian Church was rep-

*• Utopia," Sir Thomas More.
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resented—the Roman Church and the Greek Church, and every

variety of Protestantism. The great religions of the East were

represented, too: Mohammedanism, Buddhism, Ilindooism,

and others. It is impossible to conceive of a more hetero-

geneous religious gathering than was this! How wide the

intellectual differences of these representatives of earth's re-

ligions was plainly shown in the statements made upon that plat-

form. Each of these representatives of the great religions of the

earth was in earnest in his convictions—ready to surrender no
one of them. Yet, in the spirit that prevailed on that occasion

—the recognition of the common blood-bond of all souls as the

children of the All-Father—it was found wholly practicable that

all these men of various races and creeds and cults should unite

daily in one form of prayer—" Our Father which art in Heaven."
It was worth all that Parliament cost, of money and of labor,

to see, once upon the earth, the representatives of well-nigh all

the religions of the earth affirm thus the possibilities of a com-
mon worship.

So the New York State Conference of Eeligion, in planning

for its first session, took early into consideration the subject of

the possibility of common Avorship. A special committee was
appointed to consider this subject. That committee reported last

spring, urging the importance of the element of worship in our

sessions. It was felt by that committee that the wider the in-

tellectual differences represented in our Conference the greater

the need of our coming together in the spirit, for worship. That
subcommittee reported a draft for a leaflet of common worship,

embracing selections from the Old and the New Testament, a

few choice passages from the Sacred Books of the East, a dozen

or so of noble collects, and as many catholic-spirited hymns. The
Executive Committee referred the report back to the special com-
mittee, with instructions and power to enlarge considerably this

form for use in our Conference. The summer's work upon this

hint resulted in a Book of Common Worship, prepared by this

special committee, under the authorization of the Executive Com-
mittee—specimen pages of which are used in the sessions of this

Conference. The book itself includes the choicest passages of

the Old and New Testaments, with a number of selections from
Eabbinical Commentaries on the Old Testament, and a considera-

ble anthology of the Sacred Books of the East, representing all

the great extant religions, as well as some of the religions of

antiquity; nearly a hundred collects or short prayers drawn from
the offices of the Greek and Roman Churches, from the " Uses "

of the Church of England, and from the liturgies of other great

Churches, together with prayers of private individuals of all

branches of the Christian Church, orthodox as well as heterodox,

selections from the offices of the Jewish Church, and a represen-

tation of the theistic worship of India; and finally, some seventy-

five hymns drawn from all sources. This book is put forth as
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an object-lesson in the possibilities of common worship. It is

believed that it can be used in our Conference by all who are

represented in it. If it can be used, acceptably, it is a demon-
stration of the possibilities of common worship.

What can be done in one instance can be done in other in-

stances. Other representative gatherings of the varied forms of

religion upon our shores can unite in some such common worship

—thus confessing the common faith underlying all creeds, the

common life breathing through all souls.

Criticisms, of course, will be made upon this book, and upon
the effort of which it is an imperfect expression. The ultra-

conservative will turn to the Christian collects, embodied in this

Book of Common Worship, and point out the fact that the

formula usually concluding Christian prayers is omitted. It is

the wont in Christian churches to conclude prayers with some
such expression as " in the name of Jesus Christ," or " for the

sake of Jesus Christ," or " through Jesus Christ." For obvious

reasons, in a gathering representing Judaism as well as Chris-

tianity, such a form cannot be used. Is this a surrender of any-

thing vital in Christianity? Let it suffice to point out the fact

that this formula was of late growth in Christian liturgies. The
earlier liturgies either did not have it, or only used it occasionally.

There was no standard rule as to its use. Some of the noblest

prayers of the earliest Christian liturgies were wholly without

it—as will be seen in our own Book of Common Worship. We
return to the primitive usage of Christianity. And, if primitive

Christianity be the nearest to original Christianity—the Chris-

tianity of the Christ—then surely we cannot be far wrong in fol-

lowing this example. The Lord and Master of all Christians

taught His disciples to pray thus: "Our Father which art in

Heaven." That prayer concluded without the formula evolved

in later ages. If it is a formula vital to Christ's Christianity,

why did He not teach it? If so unessential to Christ's Chris-

tianity, can it be essential to our Christianity? In reality, the

conception of this Christian formula, as universally necessary,

is a total misconception of one of the great words and thoughts

of Jesus: " Whatsoever ye shall ask in my name it shall be given

you." That does not mean the mere repetition of the name of

Christ. As every pious Jew can toll our Christians, the name is

the symbol of his character. Then do we pray in the name of

Jesus when we pray in the spirit of Jesiis, in the light of the

truth of Jesus. To pray any otherwise than after the pattern

of the spirit of Jesus, according to the mind that was in Jesus,

that is to fail in using the name of Jesus—that and that alone.

Surely the truth of Jesus, the spirit of Jesus, is found in a com-

mon worship among all who are the sons of His Father and our

Father, His God and our God. So we are, in the deepest and

truest sense, praying in the name of Jpsus, when wo look around

among all the children of earth and say: *' Whoso doeth the will
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of my Father which is in. Heaven, the same is my brother and
my sister."

The possibilities of common worship—by a changed emphasis,

we change the light in which we are regarding the topic. A
common worship holds possibilities for the common life of man
of supreme importance. All earnest souls are dreaming of re-

ligious unity. Unity is the great generalization of our age. AU
things are tending toward it. Religion feels the universal trend.

It is becoming synthetic. It is drawing together, from all parts

of the earth. Christians are everywhere praying again that

prayer of their Master " that they all may be one." Men are

everywhere praying that prayer in its largest sense—that they

all, all the children of earth, as they are children of the All-

Father, may be one. How is Christian unity to be achieved?

Surely not by working from without within, in any scheme of

ecclesiastic unification. The lines of hopeful effort toward Chris-

tian union are, in my judgment, three. First, intellectual effort

to discern the reality of that common Christianity underlying all

creeds. Every great liberalizing factor in our modern Chris-

tendom is making thus for unity—as, by winnowing the temporal

from the eternal in all sects, it is driving us all back upon the

essentials of faith.

Second, practical co-operation, wherein the churches come
together as facing the common problems of social life, desiring

in common to establish the Kingdom of God, the Divine Order.

Each church is finding that the problems of intemperance, and
impurity, and dishonesty, and political corruption, and all the

other problems of our organic life which it faces, are faced by
every other church. Each church is finding itself helpless to

grapple with these problems alone. As the churches all come
to realize that in the grappling with these problems is their true

work—the building up of the Kingdom of God upon earth—they

will draw together, as they are now drawing together; waiving

all differences, setting aside all contrarieties of opinion, holding

in the background all that separates them, that they may work
in common for the common need of man. Most practical and
hopeful this line of effort toward Christian unity!

One line of effort toward Christian unity remains. The recog-

nition of the common spiritual life among " all who call them-
selves Christians " will lead increasingly to some form of com-
mon worship. Whatever our differences concerning intellectual

opinions and practical philanthropy, all true souls must feel

that there is but one love of God, and of the Christ hid in God,
within them all. Expression of this in worship is the best con-

fession of the oneness of our spiritual life—the spiritual life out

of which all religions grow. The confession of this is the confes-

sion of essential unity as already existing—established in the

very nature and constitution of the soul. In the very nature of

things, therefore, all Christians find themselves one when they
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can worship together. The things that divide them must be the

things of lesser importance: intellectual opinions, temperamental
tastes, habits of life, etc. Until we can see eye to eye intel-

lectually, and until we can agree enough as to what needs to be

done for the world to pull all together in social reform—we can
at least come together, now and then, in the sublimities of a
common worship, and thus confess that we are one in Christ.

Is this all? Again, back of the common Christianity is the

common humanity. What is true of common worship for Chris-

tianity, is true, in a larger sense, of common worship for human-
ity. Vast though the intellectual differences be between the great

religions of the earth; varied as the temperamental tastes of

different races may be; diverse as the cults and creeds of earth

may thus appear—when we come to worship, we are all one, and
we know ourselves one in that we can worship together. Such
worship together is thus the confession of the common spiritual

life which is the root and fount of all religion, out of which all

religions grow.

As Matthew Arnold said: Worship must unite, not divide

men.
Thus to worship is to answer the Christ's prayer—Even so, are

we one, Jesus, in the life and love of Thy Father and our
Father, Thy God and our God.

Second Paper.

RABBI HENRY BERKOWITZ, D. D., PHILADELPHIA.

The worship in our synagogues mounts to a climax in words of

the liturgy that will, I believe, most fittingly characterize the

spirit and aspiration of this Conference. " We firmly pray that

the day may come when all men shall invoke Thy name, when
corruption and evil shall give way to purity and goodness; when
superstition shall no longer enslave the minds, nor idolatry blind

the eyes; when all created in Thine image shall recognize that

they are brethren, so that, one in spirit and one in fellowship,

they may be forever united before Thee."
A favorite inscription on the entrance of Jewish sanctuaries,

throughout the world, is the inspiring word of the Prophet Isaiah

(Ivi. 7), "My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the

nations." At the dedication of every Jewish house of worship,

it is customary to repeat that sublime universal istic prayer which
was uttered by King Solomon at the dedication of his Temple
(2 Chron. vi).

Jewish life has thus been permeated from most ancient days
with the deathless hope and striving for community of worship

among the children of men. It is, therefore, with a heart-leap
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of joy that I respond to your cordial invitation to consider with
you, in this notable gathering, the possibilities of common wor-

ship. All the inspirations of the mighty history and traditions

of a glorious past lay upon me their mandatory injunctions to

contribute whatever may be in my power toward the realization

of this lofty dream of the prophets and sages of Israel.

At the World's Parliament of Religions in Chicago and kindred

gatherings, the Jew has been most eager and ardent to add
strength to the movement which looks to the fraternization of

all faiths. For ages we have stood, as it were, at the doors of

the councils, synods, and conferences of the conservators of re-

ligion. We knocked and knocked in vain, but we never lost

patience nor gave up hope. As we bend our heads to catch the

tokens that come out of the darkness of the past, we hear the

cries of bleeding martyrs, suffering on the rack of the Inquisi-

tion; we count the tears of myriads of victims of nameless tor-

tures, we see the lurid reflection of the fires that consumed our
holy books and holy men. Even in the present, the air is rent

with sobs and moans of the outcast wanderers and exiles of

Russia and Roumania, fleeing from the rod of the persecutor.

But, thank God! the dawning light of the twentieth century is

in our eyes and the gladsome message of brotherhood, at least in

this Western home of ours, is ringing in our ears. Our hearts

are so full of joy and exultation that to our quickened fancy

everything seems possible, even community of worship, despite

the multiplicity of churches and differences of creeds.

Nor do we come to this task empty-handed. The Jew has

already given much that makes for community of worship. The
object of worship among civilized men is not one of the monstrous
deities of Asia or Eg}'pt, neither the Phoenician Baal, the Greek
Zeus, nor the Roman Jupiter, but Jehovah, who through Israel

was revealed as the Maker of heaven and earth, the Father of all

human kind, the morally Perfect and Holy One, the Eternal God,
who is merciful and compassionate, long-suffering, of boundless

goodness and truth; keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving

iniquity, transgression, and sin (Ex. xxxiv. 6).

The genius of the Jew has created no small share of the

methods of worship by which the human creature seeks to ap-

proach the Creator. The institution of the Sabbath, which is

one of the most blessed possessions of mankind, is the gift of the

Jew as are also the embodiments of the great universal and
fundamental religious convictions of the soul in the sublime

festivals which commemorate the moral accountability of man

—

Pentecost; the doctrine of the freedom of conscience—Passover;

the moral regeneration of the individual and the race—Atonement
Day. In one form or another these have served as the models

for like institutions among other churches.

The Jew has given to the world the Bible. The common text-

book of religion, the necessary basis of all community of worship.
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is thus proffered by the Jew. That Book of Books treats

throughout of the universal source and impulse of worship, the
greatness and bounty of God and the littleness of man.

This is the dual theme on which the voice of Israel has rung
all the changes of the most masterful eloquence in Deuteronomy—" The farewell orations and songs of Moses "—and in the pas-

sionate addresses of the Prophets. On this theme it has sounded
the full gamut of all the tones that swept the Psalmist's lyre.

At times the sense of humility is so deep that the voice sinks to

the mournful wail: " AVhat is man, God, that Thou art mind-
ful of him, or the son of man, that Thou thinkest of him?

"

(Psalms cxliv. 3). Then the exultation at the thought of man's
dignity and divine possibilities is so intense that it rises to the

exclamation: "Thou hast made him but a little less than the

angels; Thou hast crowned him with glory and honor " (Psalms
viii. 56).

Like a bird on the wing, soaring from earth to heaven and de-

scending only to soar again, does the soul flutter between the

highest, the most ecstatic, and the lowest, the most depressing

emotions. Not one phase of all the varying changes of sentiment

but finds its expression through the voice of Israel, speaking
through the living pages of the great literature of the Scrip-

tures. What gives them their undying influence is the fact that

they palpitate with the fullest expression the world possesses of

the reality of God's being. His nearness. His justice and love.

Read the Psalms of trust (cxxi., Ixii.); the hymns of praise (ciii.,

civ.); of thanksgiving (cxxxviii., cxiii., cxviii.); repentance (li.);

and joyous hope (cxxx.), and you will realize that, however their

creeds may differ, Jew, Christian, and Moslem alike rejoice in the

use of the Psalms as their common liturgy, because the common
emotions of the human heart, the common-sense convictions of

the human mind, and the sweet confidences in which the soul

whispers its yearnings, its doubts, and hopes—all these are no-

where else so fully and freely expressed as in the lyrics first

chanted by the lips of Israel's princely bard.

The religious genius of the Jew found expression also in the

creative products of rite and ceremonial, music and song,

majestic symbolism and reverent sanctuary. These gifts are so

important and of so vital a character that they have largely be-

come the common possession of all monotheistic religions and
have been accepted, in more or less modified forms, by cathredral,

mosque, and church, as the best and sincerest expression of the
religious sentiments of the human race.

To measure the value of these gifts, try to think of what the

world would be without God, the Sabbath and festivals, the

Bible, and especially the Psalms. With these community of wor-

ship, in a large measure, already exists, and the possibility of

more and more unison in worship becomes realizable.

On a recent ocean voyage when the excitement attendant on a
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eerious storm had stirred the passengers to a high pitch of

fervor, I was asked to conduct a religious service. The congre-

gation thus spontaneously gathered consisted of Catholics, Jews,

Protestants of various denominations. I was fortunate in being

able to answer the hunger of their hearts with an improvised
service, which gave a glimpse of the possibilities of the future,

in the direction of unison in worship. It was, of course, an ex-

traordinary occasion when common experiences and emotions,

swelling in all hearts, craved utterance so strongly that all

differences were obliterated in the sense of a human kinship in

like danger, distress, anxiety, and hope.

It is the custom of the synagogue over which I preside to unite
in worship annually in the celebration of the national Thanks-
giving Day, with the Unitarian churches of Philadelphia. This
custom is widespread in the United States. In this manner there

comes to all of us a widening of the outlook intellectually, a
strengthening of fraternal bonds, a deepening of the patriotic,

civic, and religious sentiments which nothing else so well affords.

We shall not be justified, however, in drawing from such in-

stances too sweeping a conclusion as to the ultimate obliteration

of all differences in worship. It must be candidly confessed that
the value of such services as I have cited and such as we cele-

brate together here in this Conference lies in their being oc-

casional, exceptional, and devoted to the outpouring of certain

distinct religious sentiments and the emphasizing of definite pre-

cepts such as patriotism, fraternity, thangsgiving, and the like.

We may not deceive ourselves by ignoring the fact that the whole
man and every part of his soul life does not find full and satis-

factory expression in any service wherein all distinctive and char-

acteristic elements of worship are reduced to a colorless uni-

formity. That worship to which all may conform is the full

expression of the inmost soul of none.

The Creator Himself has distinguished human beings by such
traits and endowments as mark them off into strong types of
personality—in races, tribes, families, and individuals. These
characteristics, acted upon by ten thousand varied influences of
environment, heredity, tradition, and history, have worked upon
the universal religious sentiment and given to it its varied forms
of expression in worship. To attempt to destroy these ineradi-

cable differences is to attempt the impossible.

Moreover, it would be a decided loss to level down all

distinctions to a dull uniformity. The most vital force in
history is the force of individuality. It has been some pow-
erful individual always, a man of strong personal religion,

who has moved the world on to a higher state. Abraham, Moses,
Isaiah, Jesus, Paul, Mohammed—these, and a few others, stand
forth as the real energizing forces of the religious life of the
world. A powerful personality is the outcome of strength of
character. Strength of character is the flowering of intense
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moral conviction, rooted in a vivid and all-absorbing love of the

ideal which we name God.
Strong individuality characterizes groups of worshipers as well

as individuals. If among the Christians, the Friends, for in-

stance, were to surrender their well-defined individuality, it would
undoubtedly mean a loss to the total development of Christianity.

Much of the objection to the Jew is, after all, a tribute to the

strong individuality of the people which persists in loyalty to its

principles, despite the cruelest opposition. The Jew in this

blessed land of opportunity eventually puts off the foreign gar-

ments of bad habits, unrefined manners, and degrading supersti-

tions which he acquired in Asiatic, Teutonic, Roumanian, or

Celtic lands. But he stanchly refuses to brand his fathers with
disgrace, or himself with cowardice by the surrender of a single

essential principle or quality of his true character. He resists

the strong enticements which allure him to weakly sacrifice the

distinctive traits and talents which individualize the Jewish
genius.

Personality is an essential factor of sincere worship. Wor-
ship, to be real and soulful, must be an undivided and unqualified

offering of self at the altar of God.
When I commune with my Creator I must come to Him with

my whole heart. Everything that goes into the make-up of my
soul-life must strive to utter itself in the ardor of devout worship.

I cannot undo my past, nor change my personality out of any
consideration of uniformity. I must pray, praise, and sing with

the whole of my being and in such form as is demanded by my
education, my tastes, my degree of refinement and culture, my
artistic capabilities, my aesthetic temperament, my history and
traditions, my experiences and hopes. Those who stand on the

same plane with me, sharing all these things with me and form-
ing thus an individualized community, will worship in common.
Ours is a common heritage, a common hope, its form of utterance

the outgrowth of common joys and sorrows, the outpouring of a

need altogether our own, which is too precious and too sacred to

us to be bartered away at any price.

The same is true of you and your communion. Agreement
and identity of outer form in worship are possible only where
there is agreement in all the elements and forces that enter into

and call for expression.

But true community is far deeper than any formula. It lies

in " the one spirit which is variously expressed in different re-

ligious forms," to borrow the words of the clear and admirable

announcement of this Conference. It requires, in the first place,

a right attitude toward truth. Its primary demand is a surren-

der of the hateful and lioary fallacy of the ages that it is crim-

inal for one man to ay)y)rehond truth in a manner dilferent from
another. Error is no sin, and yet all religious dissensions and
persecutions liave scourged as criminals those who ventured to
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differ from the authorities of ruling Churches in the statement
of religious truth and in its expression through worship. Free-

dom in the search after truth and in the formulation of truth

must precede any consideration of any common elements in

worship.

The second condition prerequisite to any approximation toward
universal worship must be the final and absolute surrender of

that hideous doctrine which still rests like a haunting nightmare
on some of the noblest of the race—the doctrine of exclusive

salvation. There must be a giving up on the part of each religion

of the presumptuous claim that it alone has such a firm and
absolute possession of all truth that it need never change, whereas
all those who differ from it are in error and are hopelessly

doomed to endless tortures. This is the fatal claim which hith-

erto has slain every impulse of fraternity and justified every

form of fratricide among those who claimed to be worshipers of

the same God.
Finally, a true community of worship must be based in the

unqualified freedom of conscience. Higher than ecclesiastical

authority must stand the everlasting rule of right. It is un-
necessary for me in this presence, at this time, to enter into any
demonstration of the fact that there has been too often a woefiil

conflict between the authority of ecclesiasticism and the authority

of conscience. These evils, and all others that have tended to

keep men apart and to divide them into contending factions in

the name of religion, must be eliminated if men are to come into

the realization of their human brotherhood, not as a fine theory,

but as a practical reality. Unless we come together as brothers

in the fellowship of good will, how dare we face the common
Father in common worship?

Our aim should be to labor for this deeper bond of religious

union. What we should strive for is not communism in, but
community of, all religions: not a universal worship of dull uni-

formity, but unity of worship, each seeking in his own way to

cultivate and strengthen the forces of religion (so long at war
with each other), in order to marshal them into one federated

and united service of God by a higher consecration to the service

of man.

DISCUSSION.

SWAMI ABHEDANANDA, NEW YOBK.

I have been allowed only a few minutes to discuss these deep
subjects which have taken ag-es in the East and centuries in the
West. I will simply ask some questions, and leave those questions
with you for correct answer, which should be based upon logic,

science, and philosophy.
The subject is " Relig-ion the Life of God in the Soul of Man."

This suggests two questions. In the first place. What is the nature of
God, and What is the nature of the soul? Is God personal or im-
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personal? Does He dwell in the universe or outside the universe? Is
He extra-cosmic, or intra-cosmic, or both? Does He dwell vpithin us
or not? Then another question arises with regard to the life of God?
Has God life like ours, or is He the source of all life? Is God the
efficient Cause alone, or the efficient and material Cause of the uni-
verse? Then regarding the nature of the soul, the question arises,

Was it created by God? Did God create the soul out of nothing, or
did it exist before the birth of the body? If so, where and how did
it exist? Is it eternal or not? By eternity do we mean an endless
state which has a beginning? If soul had a beginning, how can it be
immortal? Because that which has a beginning must have an end;
this is the law of nature. If soul was created, was it created sinful
or divine? Is the soul divine hj its birthright or sinful? The first

speaker said that he believed in " inspiration." What does it mean?
If God dwells within us how can there be any inspiration? It must
be expiration. As Emerson says, " Inspiration is the disclosure of
the higher soul within us." But if the higher soul dwells already in
us, how can we expect inspiration from outside?
The first speaker said he believed in the deathlessness of the soul.

The question arises, Is deathlessness possible when the soul is sub-
ject to birth? Is it not true that deathlessness presupposes birth-
lessness?
The first speaker believes in the law of cause and effect. The

question arises whether cause is outside of effect or in the effect.

If cause lies in effect, how can the cause of the universe be outside
of it? The cause of our sin is not any evil spirit outside of us, but
it is within us. What does the word " sin " mean? Sin is nothing
but selfishness caused by our ignorance of the true nature or di-

vine spirit within us.

The first speaker believes in vicarious atonement. Can any soul
which is divine by its birthright be saved by some other being?
Was crucifixion of the Son of God necessary for the salvation of
human souls?
Then the speaker says he believes in walking together with God.

If God is all in all, if He is soul of our soul, life of our life, how can
we walk with God, and how can we walk without being constantly
attended by God and constantly in communion with him? Even a
sinner cannot walk without being moved by the will and power of
God, if we live and move and have our being in Him. On the con-
trary, if God does not dwell in us He is no longer infinite; but finite
and limited.
The second speaker has brought up the deep problem whether God

is moral or not. What do we mean by morality? How can we say
God is moral? These questions I am giving to you to discuss.
The second speaker said, " The basis of ethics is either social or

private utility." But if we examine carefully we find that iitilitarian

ethics is no ethics at all. It has a much deeper foundation. The
true basis of ethics is not utility, not simply doing good to society
or humanity, but it lies deep in the soul of our souls. Jesus the
Christ stinick the foundation of ethics when he said, " Love thy
neighbor as thyself." Why shall we love our neighbor as our Self?
The explanation is not in the Bible. The Vedas have explained it by
saying, " Because we are one with our neighbor in Spirit. If we hurt
or injure our neighbor we injure our Self or Spirit." It is the unity
of spirit. There lies the solution of the true basis of ethics, and not
in social or private utility.
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REV. J. M. WHITON. PH. D., NEW TOBK.

What have I to say is historic. Two hundred and fifty years ago
a boy was born in a town on the east coast of Scotland. At the age
of, I thint, twenty-three he became minister of a little parish church
at a place called Auchterless. Two or three years later he became a
Professor of Divinity at Aberdeen University, and died at the age of

twenty-eight. At the age of twenty-seven he published a book. It

is notable for being the earliest, I think, in which the phrase
of our topic occurred in the English language. The title of that book
was, " Eeligion the Life of God in the Soul of Man." I hold in my
hand the biography of that man, Henry Scougal. He was the pupil
of Archbishop Leighton, that saintly soul of the Church of Scotland.
The book fell into the hands of the mother of John and Charles
Wesley. When John Wesley was in doubt about the religious life,

that book was recommended to him. He read it, and the effect

appeared in his life. When Whitefield, Wesley's co-laborer, was like-

wise in the midst of religious doubt, that book was given to him,
and was the means of opening his eyes to the marvelous life of God
as a light shining within his own soul. This I think of sufficient

note to justify these remarks, that so young a man, of so brief ex-
perience, should have originated in the English-speaking world so
powerful an influence as that which appears in the testimony of the
whole Methodist Church to the witness of the indwelling of the Spirit.

PBESIDENT GEOBGE A. GATES, IOWA COLLEGE.

Whether all the one hundred and fifty Protestant denominations
are represented here, I do not know. It is said that there are that
number in existence. There may be one hundred and fifty-one by this

time, for quite likely a fresh one has been hatched out somewhere
while we have been sitting here together. Anyhow such a gathering
as this is surely wise. We cannot know each other better but to

respect each other more. Phillips Brooks has well said that " Famil-
iarity does not breed contempt," except among contemptible people.
From the beginning the tone of this Conference has been deep and

earnest. To hear such discussions of the present subject as we have
just listened to, from such widely different points of view, is inspir-

ing. I notice that several have indicated their interest in this matter
by sending up their names, that they may take part. I shall, there-
fore, perhaps, well meet the Committee's invitation to open the gen-
eral discussion by relating two bits of experience.

I received a letter a little while ago from a man, who is doing some
religious and social work in a rough Western town in the lumber re-

gion, where there are all denominations, but chiefly no denomination.
He is a Congregational minister, Protestant from crown to heel, but
he said: " I have become thoroughly convinced from abundant ex-
perience that, however I may look upon certain doctrines and forms
of the Eoman Catholic Church as superstition—and they must look
so to me with my present views—nevertheless, the mass and con-
fessional do for a large number of people what no intellectual appeal,
no powerful sermon, no aesthetics of worship could possibly do for
them." This is a bit of testimony from out of the heart of a man's
experience, whom I know to be as radical as any radical Protestant
among us. It is noteworthy. One of our professors in Iowa College
is wont to say, " I care very little about what men have asserted,
asseverated, sworn to, and fought for in the past; but if I can get a
bit of testimony from an honest soul, I value that." Such is this
man's testimony.
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It can do us Protestants no harm to think about that, perhaps
study it profoundly, with possible sympathy rather than wholly with
prejudice. Is anj- one of us narrow enoug-h to imag-ine that either
Protestantism or Iloman Catholicism is the ultimate ecclesiastical
embodiment of the Christian spirit? Both are "only transient forma
of Christianity."

In a college I know, where one of the officers must leave pretty
soon, his colleagues came together to present to him that token, as
old as Homer, a loving cup, as typifying the relations that had existed
between this one and his fellow-workers. One said, " Let us not
make it wholly a hilarious occasion, but let us put wine in the cup
and drink of it together." It was agreed, though some thought it

would be almost profane. As the little meeting moved along- and
spontaneously developed its inherent spirit, here is what happened,
A young man who had been until recently an instructor in our
greatest university in America, coming- west with something of
superciliousness in his view of western institutions, who had only
been with us about two months, rose and said, " This cup is verily
become a sacrament. As never before I realize the meaning of the
sacrament of the Holy Communion." And every heart present said
" Amen." My onlj' object in relating this incident is that it illus-
trates this fact: Common worship is both cause and effect.

We perhaps adequately know that common worship produces re-
ligious fellowship. This is true in spite of the fact that the present
disassociated worship, in different ways and in .distinct companies
holding divergent opinions, breeds utterly irrational prejudices and
hostilities. It is easy for frail humanity unconsciously to allow
mere differences of thought and naanner to degenerate into active
oppositions. No one intended to have it so. It is a drift. Neverthe-
less, one chief purpose in worshiping tog-ether, however narrow the
circle, is not only to honor God, but to cultivate religious fellowship.
But do we realize, on the other hand, how easily and naturally any

genuine fellowship rises into worship? Real human fellowship has
at the heart of it a holy principle. Any measure of fellowship de-
mands some degree of outgoing of self into interest in another. The
profoundest human fellowship is verily a holy thing. Is this not the
historic and scientific genesis of the Church's institution of the Holy
Communion? May we not thus think of Jesus laying hold on this
universal fact and spiritually baptizing it into visible and formal
service in that Kingdom of God which he came to promote upon the
earth? This great rite of the Church becomes thus in our thought a
natural and organic part of all hiiman life.

What we are all seeking after here, " commion worship," is an
effect, the cause of which is the actually existing and never-to-be-
crushed-out desire for brotherhood. This elemental human need it

is that has made all sacraments. The heart-hunger for fellowship
has yet other communions to create for itself. These too shall be
no less Holy. In this large confidence we may live and work and
wait.

REV. FRANCIS J. CLAY MORAN, B. D., NEW YORK.

There is a most delightful harmony between the addresses of last

evening on " Ethical I'rogress in the Nineteenth Century," and this

beautiful subject brought before us to-day, " The Life of God in the
Soiil of Man." And there came before my mind's eye a picture of

that wonderful scene on the Mount of Transfiguration, when the
Master, with Moses and Elias representing the ancient past, met
together, and just below the mountain the disciples were struggling,
as many are now struggling with the great and terrible social prob-
lems of the age. There had been brought to the disciples a deaf and
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dumb boy, and they tried to cast out the evil spirit and could not
do it. The Master came down from all the glory to the foot of the
mountain, and when the disciples complained that they had not
been able to do what they expected, just as we are all complaining
about what we have to do in this great City of New York, the Master
said, " This kind cometh not forth, but by prayer and fasting."
Prayer for what? What did He say would be given His disciples when
He left them? " When I go away I will send the Comforter unto you,
and he will lead you into all truth." Is it not one of the reasons to-

day that our works seem so hopeless and our life sometimes so frigid

and cold, because we are not pleading the promise that He will give
that Spirit to all who seek Him wherever they may be, as was beauti-
fully expressed by the Eabbi just now in that wonderful paper. I

may say further that during the last season of the great feast of the
Jewish Church it has been my privilege to visit several of their
synagogues, and I confess I never felt nearer God in my life than
when I heard the prayers offered up in those synagogues. It is

that Spirit of God we have all to pray for,—to ask that He should
manifest His power in greater measure.
One last thought. An old writer, who wrote some hundreds of

years ago, in speaking of conscience says that conscience is of no
use to a man until it is illuminated. He takes the illustration of a
man going out into his stables to get something at night. As he goes
out to the stable he takes down from a nail a lantern, carries it into
the stable, and swings it about, but there is no light. Why? The
glass slides are there, the candle is there, but he has forgotten to
light it. So man's conscience must be illuminated by the Spirit of
God to judge between right and wrong.
Let my last word be, then—whatever your creed, whatever your

church, pray for the power of the Spirit of God on all men.

SWAMI ABHEDANANDA.

I have been requested to say a few words on the Hindoo idea of
unity in worship. The Hindoos believe that there is one God. From
very ancient times the belief has been that God is one, but the means
of attaining God-consciousness or of realizing God are many. In
Rig Veda, the most ancient Scriptures of the world, we find this
expression: "That which exists is One; men call it by various
names." Again in the Bhagavadgita we read: " The Lord says. Higher
than I there is none; all these sects are strung in me as pearls in at

thread. I am like that internal thread which passes through all
the pearls and gems in a garland and holds them together." Again^
He says: " Whosoever comes to me through whatsoever path of re-
ligion I reach him; all people are struggling in different paths which
ultimately lead to Me the Eternal Truth." When I was a boy I
learned a prayer, which is a very common prayer amongst the
Hindoos. It will show how liberal the Hindoos are in their ideas of
worship. " Oh, Lord, as rivers rising from different mountains, run
crooked or straight, toward one ocean, so all these various sects and
creeds and denominations of different religions, rising from different
standpoints, run, crooked or straight, toward Thee, the Infinite Ocean
of Existence, Intelligence, Bliss, and Love."

Question: I would like to ask Dr. Berkowitz what he means by-
using twice, I think, the term, " dull uniformity " for just that kind
of service which, I understand, the Committee has prepared
the book to express. In this book, I take it, there are just such
beautiful prayers as he himself read, as well as beautiful Psalms and
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various other expressions meeting the very vaxied and deepest needs
of human nature. Now it puzzles me a little just to know what he
means by characterizing that kind of service as a service of " dull
uniformity."

DR. BEBKOWITZ.

I desire to be understood in using that phrase simply to refer to the
fact that there exist in the world a multitude of fonns for the
expression of the religious sentiment, because each is the outpouring
of some strong individual apprehension of how God should be ap-
proached. We are gathered together here on a common platform,
and I admire its expression in this work of common worship; it is a
beautiful thing; it satisfies a part of my being, and a part of all our
beings, I think. But I cannot forget that when I come to worship
God there are also other forms which are a part of my religious life,

an outgrowth of my individuality and my history as a Jew, which I
need. While I come hither with a full heart, where there is a
blending of religious sentiments, I must in candor admit that they
do not fully express everything that is in me, and do not, I think,
fully express the need of others, neither of the Catholic, nor the
different sects of Protestantism, nor of the Hindoo. While eager to
blend together on such occasions as this and emphasize the truths
we hold in common, we dare not, in sincerity and truth to ourselves,
ignore that which constitutes the special need of each. I do not wish
to be understood as using the " dull uniformity " term in any sweeping
sense of disapproval. I only wish to make a plea for what I believe
to be so very important in the history of mankind, and that is our
own individuality. We may rise above it, as we do to-day, and be
of and with our fellow-men in that grand communion which fills our
hearts with so much exalted reverence; we may, when occasipn calls,

worship with oxir fellow-men in one form, but we must also not
forget that we are individuals and need the other expression as well.

It has been well said, if one universal monarchy would be a
calamity to the world, one universal religion would be far more so.

The individuality of the faiths and their tolerance towards each
other constitute true liberty.

Union of spirit and fellowship, not mere uniformity of outward ex-
pression, constitutes the true community of worship.

REV. JAMES G. DITUARS, BROOKLYN, N. T.

I am free to say that if I had been able to anticipate the expository
part of the Rabbi's address, this expository speech would not have
been uttered. I desire to emphasize the very thoughts that have been
emphasized in this latter part of the discussion,—individuality, if not
idioeyncrasy of personal worship in the name of the one true God
and Father of us all.

There has, however, come up a thought which emphasizes a state-

ment that I heard made a few nights ago—that the so-called " Lord's
Prayer " was not a Christian prayer at all. In one sense I think this

is in accord with the fact quoted by Dr. Newton, that that prayer
could be uttered in spirit and word at a Congress of Religious. But
I cannot think that it was, as the speaker I have referred to inti-

mated that it was, a Jewish prayer, and not a Christian prayer. I

have not yet consented to that dictum. However, it may be more
true than I have been accustomed to think. Jesus taught that
prayer to His disciples in the early part of llis ministry. At that
time there was no severance between Himself and His co-laborers in
the land of I'alestino. When the separation wjus approaching. He
said, " If ye shall ask anything in my name, that will I do."
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But earlier than this even, and remarkable to relate, to one who
was a Samaritan, Jesus uttered the highest spiritual truth He was
able to utter to any of His disciples even, at that time, when He said

to the woman of Samaria, " The hour cometh when true worshipers
shall worship the Father in spirit and in truth."

It seems to me that this Conference is coming to just that. By
emphasizing that upon which we agree, and allowing others to dis-

agree with us in that which seems to them essential, we may engage
in the worship of the true God. It must be also in the spirit of Jesus,
if not in His name literally.

May the blessings of the common Father rest upon the discussion of
these things in which we agree, also upon the things in which we
differ, to His honor and glory in the saving of the world and bringing
it back to Him and His love.
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ASSEMBLY HALL, UNITED CHARITIES' BUILDING^
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21.

The Conference reassembled at 2.45 p. m., under the presidency

of Rev. Thomas R. Slicer of New York.

V. POLITICAL IDEALS OF THE BIBLE.

I. THE OLD TESTAMENT.

Paper.

PHOFESSOK NATHANIEL SCHMIDT, CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

The political life of a people is only one phase of its general

social development. In distinction from other social conditions

and activities of spontaneous gro\^i^h, it may be regarded as man-
ifesting itself solely in the functions of purposely constituted

society. These functions may terminate within the body politic

itself or extend their action to other similarly constituted organi-

zations. In the former case, politics is concerned with the consti-

tution of the government, the control and direction of social life

by legislative, administrative, and judicial action, the methods of

expressing the will of the people, and the balance of power between
conflicting parties. In the latter case, it deals with the relations

of the state to other states, involving mutual rights and obliga-

tions, alliances and treaties, suzerainty and dependence, diplomacy

and war.

As all political action is purposive rather than spontaneous,

there are, of necessity, not only political aims, but also political

ideals. The practical politician may seek only an immediate end
without looking beyond to its correlation with any higher and
more comprehensive scheme of social and political amelioration.

Yet what he aims at accomplishing must appear to him as desira-

ble. However narrow and selfish, it is a part of his ideal. The
true statesman cherishes lofty ideals and faithfully endeavors to

direct the political forces to their realization, without losing sight

of the importance of even the smallest step in the right direction

and realizing the limitations imposed upon him by the material

at hand. The prophet, on the other hand, may empty his soul

in one piercing cry of despair and denunciation, because the light

of the ideal that shines within him deepens the darkness of the

world without; or he may proclaim the vision he has seen; paint-

ing in glowing colors, against the background of what is. the

better things that are to be. In either case, the intensity of his

faith may render him forgetful of the distance between the ideal"
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and the actual and the many steps that must be taken to reach

the promised good. Even the philosopher, with his keen sense of

the uniformity of nature and his scanty sympathy with enthu-

siasms that only end in disenchantment, cannot do without his

own ideals. It is from the level of these that his criticism of

existing conditions proceeds.

It is evident, however, that these ideals vary greatly with the

personal standpoint of those who entertain them, and that the

variation becomes still more marked if followed through many
centuries of national history.

Now, the Hebrew Bible is a collection of writings composed in

the course of a thousand years, from the eleventh to the first

century before our era. For the period preceding the third

century it represents practically all that has survived of a national

literature; for the subsequent generations it represents what in

the end was deemed by the synagogue most worthy of preserva-

tion. The reason for their survival lies ultimately in the char-

acter of these books. In most instances they are the monuments
of mighty movements in the national life, bringing to the front

new religious and political forces. The political ideals of many
minds and many parties in different ages have left their imprint

upon the sacred writings of ancient Israel. They often go far

apart, one writer ardently longing for what another unsparingly

condemns. Where two prophets, statesmen, or philosophers differ,

it is at times extremely difficult to decide which position is most
justifiable historically and of greatest intrinsic value. But a com-
parative study is ever fruitful of suggestions. In spite of all

changes, the great forces in human life are so persistent, the con-

ditions of society remain so fundamentally the same, and the

problems arising out of them are so similar, that the ideals of

one age touch very closely those of another and continue to have
their importance and to exercise their power.

In the last analysis, progress is due to the proper balancing of

opposite forces. This end is achieved in human society, not so

much by conscious compromise of ideals, as by the natural action

of divergent tendencies as inevitable and necessary as is, in

nature's economy, the interplay of the centripetal and the cen-

trifugal forces. To understand the political life of ancient

Israel, it is therefore desirable to observe the contrasting ideals

of domestic government and foreign policy the Hebrew Bible

reveals.

Already the earliest monument of Hebrew literature, the Song
of Deborah, brings before us a political ideal. It is that of a

confederacy of independent tribes linked together simply by the

bonds of kinship, with its implied obligations of assistance and
revenge. Evidences of kinship are the common cult and the

common descent it indicates. All clans that worship Yah or

Yahwe should come to the aid of Yahwe like heroes. His name,
Israel, " the Fighting El " is upon them, as on the earlier, and
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therefore ancestral, tribe that Mer-n-Ptah smote. Such a politi-

cal organization is in harmony with the tendencies of the time,

as the Hittite, Phoenician, and Philistine confederacies show,
and it is powerfully aided by the geographical position of Syria

and its peculiar conformation. But, in the case of Israel, it re-

mains an ideal merely. Yahwe and Israel do not mean enough to

Eeuben and Gilead, Asher and Dan, to move them to action. Out
of the ten tribes considered by the author as belonging to Israel

only the three hill tribes—Ephraim, Machir, and Benjamin—re-

spond to the call of the immediately threatened tribes of the
plain, Zebulon, Issachar, and Naphtali.

How impossible it was to bring about political unity in this

way is seen in every story from the period of the judges.

Whether the chiefs call themselves " kings " or " judges,"

words of practically the same meaning, they can rally only their

immediate clans, and are impotent against a firmer organization
like that of the Philistines.

It is altogether natural, therefore, that a new political ideal

should arise, and the earlier narratives show very plainly that its

prophet was Samuel. It is the ideal of a national kingdom. The
king would derive his powers from the consent of the tribes.

But he would also be the vicegerent of Yahwe, the executor of

Yahwe's will as revealed by the oracles. And he would bring
deliverance from foreign oppression and national unity. The
day of Gibeali when Saul was made king realized a part of this

ideal, it led to political independence and to the establishment
of an empire. Saul delivered Israel from the Philistines. David
fashioned out of different elements a Juda^an kingdom, and added
to it Israel by compact: Edom, Moab, and Ammon by conquest.

Solomon organized the empire, substituting administrative pre-

cincts and royal officials for the old tribal organization, and
enhanced its glory by the building of temples and palaces. Even
the reaction against the Solomonic regime did not carry with it

the abandonment of the national ideal. Israel and Judah re-

mained kingdoms of the type set by David and Solomon as

long as they were independent states. In spite of the pressure

of the Aramaean kingdom of Damascus and the more dangerous
attack of Assyria, Israel held its own among the nations for

over two hundred years, and this was in a large measure due to

such kings as Jeroboam I., Omri, Ahab, Jehu, and Jeroboam.
In a more inaccessible position, the little tribal kingdom of Judah
was able to maintain itself over three hundred and sixty years,

for which not a little credit belongs to kings like Asa, Jehosha-
phat, Uzziah, Hezekiah, Manasseh, and Josiah.

But as representatives of Yahwe the kings failed to satisfy the
prophets. Their wealth and power alienated them from the peo-

ple of Yahwe, caused them to disregard the right whose
guardians they were, led them into close touch with foreign

nations and made them tolerant of their customs, and fostered
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expensive tastes that could only be gratified by oppressive taxa-

tion. Saul failed to offer Agag as a human sacrifice to Yahwe,
but he did not forget to enrich himself with the best of the booty.

Therefore Samuel looked about for another king better fitting

his ideal, having first himself performed the priestly function of

hewing the Amalekite to pieces before Yahwe in Gilgal. David
robbed a poor man of the only wife he had and then caused the

husband to be murdered. Therefore, he was severely rebuked by
Nathan. Solomon allied himself with Hiram, had a royal temple
built upon Phoenician models by Tyrian workmen, interfered

with the time-honored rights of the tribal chiefs, and made the

burdens of taxation unendurable. Hence prophets like Ahia join

hands with the ultimately successful rebel Jeroboam. Ahab com-
mitted the judicial murder of ISTaboth to secure his vineyard,

built ivory palaces and a Melkart temple for his Tyrian queen,

and opened the country to Phoenician civilization, even to the

detriment of the simpler Yahwe cult. For these reasons Micaiah
denounced him, and Elijah predicted his death and murdered his

Melkart priests. An unknown prophet found sufficient cause

for announcing his overthrow in his lenient treatment of Ben-
hadad. Prophets like Elisha and Jehonadab found in Jehu a

man after their own heart, who did not shrink from the murder of

kings and the assassination of priests. A century later Hosea
expected a Divine judgment upon Israel for these bloody deeds

of Jehu in the plain of Jezreel. He has ceased to look for an
ideal king. The institution itself seems to him a source of evil.

" From the day of Gibeah dates the sin of Israel." The breeches

of the commonwealth are not to be repaired by " the anointing

of kings and princes." What can kings do but " make speeches,

swear oaths that they do not keep, conclude alliances, and turn
the administration of justice into a poison? " To learn right-

eousness and mercy Israel must be brought into different sur-

roundings, into a condition resembling that of their fathers in

the desert and in Goshen; in the absence of those twin promoters
of corruption, royalty and sacrificial cult. Only in such an en-

vironment would Yahwe be able to speak to their heart. The
exile is a divine necessity. In this Amos agrees independently
with Hosea, though he less distinctly attacks the principle than
the man. With splendid scorn Isaiah faces his king, announcing
that the danger from Damascus and Samaria so much feared by
Ahaz will indeed pass in less than a year, but that the removal
of these buffer states will only make the Assyrian blow more ter-

rible—a blow so fierce as to leave but a decimated population,

in reduced circumstances, to learn the distinction between right

and wrong. Micah, too, expects the destruction of the state.

" Jerusalem will be plowed as a field." And Jeremiah denounces
king after king, and proclaims the downfall of dynasty, state,

and cult as an inevitable necessity. So uniform was this pro-

phetic opposition to the kingly rule that the Deuteronomist
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sought with the authority of Moses to check its worst abuses,

and Samuel himself, the great king-maker, was at length repre-

sented (1 Sam, viii.) as having objected to the monarchy he in-

troduced as a real apostasy from Yahwe. This opposition to the
monarchy has been explained as the fruit of a positive nomadic
ideal. Where such an ideal existed there was a total abstinence

from the use of cereals and wine, and a preference for living in

tents, that never characterized the prophets. Peoples deported

to foreign lands, or living as subjects of foreign princes amid the
ruins of their sanctuaries, do not become nomads, but they are

without kings of their own and are unable to carry on a sacri-

ficial cult. Under such circumstances it may be hoped that the
love of Yahwe and Israel that had expressed itself in mistaken
forms will lead to a more adequate knowledge and a readier rec-

ognition of the Divine will, to a true theocracy.

It is this theocratic political ideal that saved the people after

the crushing blow of 586, as the royal ideal had saved it five cen-

turies before. In the ideal of the restored commonwealth that

Ezekiel drew up the prince is scarcely more than a wealthy
parishioner, expected to contribute liberally to the sanctuary.

That a foreign prince can do as well. Deutero-Isaiah looked

upon Cyrus as Yahwe's king, who would build his temple. As
for Israel, was he not Yahwe's prophet, his chosen servant, whose
business it was to teach all parts of the great world-kingdom
the manner in which the one god of all the world should be wor-

shiped? The law for which the islands wait is Israel's possession;

its enforcement makes Israel a priest-state. The theocracy be-

comes a hierarchy, and the high priest the political head of the

state. Aaron is the ideal rather than David; and the son of

Jesse can hold his own only by developing into a hymn-writer
and an organizer of the temple worship. With such a political

ideal there is no cause for fear, though oceans roar, and moun-
tains quake, and an Alexander rolls his chariots over the earth.

Does it matter whether taxes go to Susa or to Alexandria, when
strangers come from distant lands to keep the feast of taber-

nacles, and acceptable sacrifices are offered to the God of Heaven
by his chosen people?

But the royalist sentiment lived side by side with this prevail-

ing priestly ideal. Jeremiah and Ezekiel show in what venera-

tion Jehoiachin was held. His elevation, in 561, by Amil Marduk
from a dungeon to the king's table can scarcely have failed ta

arouse the hopes of his compatriots. It is altogether possible

that when his son Sin-apal-uzur (Sanabassaros, Senassar, Shesh-

bazzar), the later governor of Judaea, was born, he was greeted

by poets as the child upon whose shoulders the government would
once rest and who would establish again the Davidic dynasty,^

1 Ab an ideal king he would be wortliy of being called " Pele-ya's, el-gibbor>

abi-ed, Har-salom," because lie would plan wisely, fight like a god, distribute

generously of the booty and bring prosperity.
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and as " the shoot of the stock of Jesse, the fruitful branch from
his root " who would live as a pious and wise man and reign with

equity and justice. It is certain that Jehoiachin's grandson,

Zerubbabel b. Shealtiel, who was governor in the beginning of

Darius' reign, was the center of ardent hopes. The golden crown
for his coronation day was sent by Babylonian Jews, and kept

for the occasion. In visions Zechariah saw the consecrating oil

on Zerubbabel's head, and the end of the Persian empire. It

was probably when the world shook with the preparations for

the Grogco-Persian war that the author of Jer. xxx., xxxi. ex-

pressed his confidence that the Davidic dynasty would be re-

established, and the national independence and prosperity draw
the exiles home as well as induce a willing obedience to the law.

At times the royalist hope would lay hold of a masterful per-

sonality outside of the Davidic family, as in the case of Nehemiah
in the reign of Artaxerxes ii. But the power of the house of

David, vying with that of the house of Levi, was such as to ren-

der it natural to look for a leader to this noble family. Particu-

larly would this be true after the Seleucid conquest of Palestine,

in the period characterized by the conflicts between Tobiadae and
Oniadae, Hellenists in the city and conservatives in the country. To
this period probably belong some passages appended to Micah,
Zechariah, and Jeremiah, expressing the hope that some member
of the old royal family may be seated upon the throne of his

fathers, and, of course, be victorious, judge wisely, and bring
prosperity.

It was a new political ideal, however, that was destined to

carry the day. This was the ideal of the theocratic sovereign,

the priest-king after the order of Melchizedek. Deliverance

from the persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes came, not through
a patrician of the Davidic family, nor through a high priest of

the old line, but through a simple country priest. Jonathan was
high priest since 153 by the grace of Alexander Balas; Simon
independent prince and high priest since 141 by the people's

consent and the grace of God (1 Mace, xiv., Ps. ex.). Aristo-

bulus assumed the title of king in 103. A glowing eschatological

hope cast its luster over these reigns. A ruler like Simon, who
is at the same time priest and prince, may expect by god-given
victories to conquer the world (Ps. ex.). A John Hyrcanus may
well feel himself divinely called to conquer Shechem and subdue
Edom (Ps. Ix.). If Aristobulus is Yahwe's king—his son, sitting

upon his divinely established throne—why should he not crush

the nations that refuse to recognize the God of Heaven as a

potter does his ill-shapen vessels, and why should not his queen be

decked in Ophir gold and have daughters of kings for her brides-

maids (Pss. ii. and xlv.)? Even in defeat, an Alexander Jannaeus

may certainly plead the promise to David of the perpetuation of

his dynasty for himself (Ixxxix.). For did he not occupy by Yahwe's
grace the thone of David, and was he not called to reign in
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Yahwe's name over the nations of the world (Ps. Ixxii.)? The
conquests of John Hyrcanus and Alexander Jannsus actually

built up a kingdom not less extensive than that of David nine

hundred years before.

Yet, with all its brilliancy, this ideal did not satisfy all. The
hope that had braced the Maccabsean heroes was too vast for

human efforts, and beside it the realization seemed at best but
puny. " Daniel " had seen in a vision the transfer in Heaven of

the world-kingdom to " one like a human being "

—

i. e., an
angel—and had learned that this signified the passing of the
power over the nations from Greece to the people of the " Most
High," i. e., Israel. But whatever victories were won, this ideal

was not realized by the Hasmonasan princes. The kingdom that

Heaven bestows on whomsoever it pleases did not come, the uni-

versal theocracy under Jewish leadership remained a dream.
Eather this kingdom prepared for the holy people remained in

Heaven, because the people was not prepared for it. From this

view-point the Pharisees attacked the Sadokite rulers, as late

psalms show, but also directed their efforts to prepare the people
by obedience to the law for the coming of the kingdom.
Whether Caesar or a native prince receives the taxes becomes a

matter of less concern when such a great transformation of the
world is expected. That is fundamentally the attitude of John
the Baptist and Jesus as well. Jesus, however, saw, not in out-

ward obedience to what was said to men of old, but in an
inner disposition to accept the evident truth and to do the
present duty, the proper preparation for the Kingdom of

Heaven.
But while some said to themselves: " Seeing that this order

of things is doomed to pass away, what manner of men ought we
to be?" others eagerly inquired in what manner the kingdom
was to come. Might not some of those heroes that had mys-
teriously disappeared from earth, like Enoch and Moses, Elijah

and Jeremiah, return with the advent of the celestial kingdom?
Above all, might not the Messiah be kept in some heavenly realm
in readiness for his appearance on earth? Each extraordinary
personality was closely watched with the possibility in view that
he might prove to be an identifiable eschatological magnitude.
A patriotic political leader would almost of necessity find his

actions shaped by, or at least interpreted in the light of, the
national hope. There is no reason to doubt the sincerity of a
Theudas or a Simon bar Koziba. There is something sublime
as well as pathetic in the unequal rivalry of these representatives

of a petty, subject people with the divine Ctesar for the kingdom
of the world. Jesus disavowed Messianic pretensions, because
His ideal was widely different. He proclaimed the coming of the
Kingdom of Heaven. But it is only natural that His disciples,

attracted by His wonderful personality, should proclaim His re-

turn as king Messiah.
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As in regard to royalty different ideals prevailed at different

times and in different circles, so in respect of the aristocracy. A
democratic form of government was apparently never attempted
in ancient Israel. An organized expression of the will of the

people by the suffrages of freemen was unknown. Yet there was
at all times a yeomanry that furnished a necessary check to the

power exercised by kings and nobles. To maintain the strength

of this body of freeholders was one of the political ideas of many
prophets and legislators. If Isaiah hurls his woe at those who
" add house to house and join land to land, that they may be the

only citizens in the land," it is not because he fears that the

acquisition of wealth will drive the poor away from Palestine,

but that he dreads the disfranchisement of a large tenant class.

Various legislative enactments aimed at securing this political

safeguard against aristocratic encroachments, by a system of land
tenure providing for the return of land, after a certain period,

to the original owners. The system was rather impracticable,

and remained a mere political ideal. The laws providing for the

release of Hebrew slaves had the same purpose. Nehemiah was
more of a practical politician than an idealist; but he saw dis-

tinctly the danger of permitting the farming and laboring classes

to be disfranchised through the insatiate greed of a parvenu
aristocracy.

In the pre-exilic period it is not likely that the Judicial func-

tion was differentiated from the administrative. There certainly

was no legislation except by decrees of rulers. The oracles of

priests and prophets dealt with civil and religious questions alike,

and so did the judicial decisions of elders sitting in the gates.

Besides the civil and ecclesiastical rulers appointed by the kings,

there were the princes who exercised authority by hereditary

rights. In such a condition of society, the rejection by some
prophets of the monarchy and the cult naturally carried with it

a condemnation of the aristocracy. There was no place in their

political ideal for persons who " ate the sin of the people," i. c,

secured their living by a sacrificial cult that Yahwe had not or-

dained; " prophesied for money," accepted large fees for making
the crooked appear straight; " scribbled laws " without number
that only made the poor man's burden heavier, and lived in

afl&uence and selfish indulgence on the fruits of other men's toil.

They rather looked upon the true prophetic order as furnishing
the leadership that Israelitish society was in need of.

On the other hand, the author of Jer. xxx., xxxi. looked
forward longingly to the time when not only the king, but also

the other rulers of the nation should proceed from the people
itself and be able to live in sumptuous palaces in the remodeled
and beautified capital. With the growth of priestly power pro-

tected against prophetic attacks by the nimbus of Mosaic author-
ity thrown about the law, and the development of a native

judiciary jealously guarding what might be regarded as canon
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law or common law as distinct from the imperial law imposed
from without, this ideal naturally grew in attractiveness.

In regard to the ideals that vied with each other for recogni-
tion in Israel's foreign policy, they inevitably followed from the
fundamental conceptions of what the nation's own life should be.

The ideal of David was to take possession of all lands that Yahwe
might give him through successful battles, and to rule the subju-
gated peoples with a scepter of iron. He understood as well as the
Assyrian monarchs the art of holding conquered provinces in

check through summary punishment, and of preventing rebellion
through colonization. How attractive this imperialistic ideal was
may be seen from the fact that, five hundred years later, a man
so different from David as Deutero-Isaiah still pictured the
Egyptians and the Sabaeans as doing slave-service for Yahwe's
favorites, and " licking the dust of their feet." It is also evi-

denced by the ardent hope for a world-empire and the utter
contempt for other nations that many Hasmonajan psalms
breathe.

A marked contrast to this is the ideal set forth in Jer. xxx., xxxi.,

a work of the early Persian period. Here self-government as a
people and a peacefully gained prosperity attract the exiles home
and produce a natural growth that, as evidence of Yahwe's love,

creates an inner disposition to obey his law.

But even where there was no dream of conquest, and peace-
ful expansion would have been preferred, the patriotic ideal of

independent statehood was a potent force. For this men would
willingly face the Assyrian hosts and the Roman legions, for this

they would endure the horrors of the siege, the hardships of the

battle, the dangers of exile or extinction. This ideal rendered
the weak strong, particularly when the struggle for liberty was
against a people of alien speech, alien customs, and alien religion.

If, nevertheless, prophets, priests, and statesmen abandoned it

and strenuously opposed every effort to gain national inde-

pendence, the cause was not cowardice or lack of affection for

their native land, but rather a national ideal that placed right-

eousness above freedom, a life in harmony with Yahwe's will

above the pomp and pride and prosperity of sovereign statehood.

A man. like Jeremiah no doubt " weakened the hands of the men
of war," yet he was neither a poltroon nor a traitor. He was
loyal to his people and true to his ideal, though its contrast to

popular ambitions fanned by time-serving prophets cast upon
him the appearance of disloyalty. His attitude was essentially

the same as that of Nehemiah, who indigiuuitly repelled the

insinuation that he was working for national independence.

Great as is the difference between the interests of Nehemiah and
those of the priesthood, the absence of a king by the side of the

high-priost in the Priests' Code is an indication of the same senti-

ment. Why should not the "Moses" proclaimed in the Persian

age have a kingly ideal, as well as the "Moses" found in the
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days of Josiah? Thus, when Jesus counseled the payment of

taxes to Caesar and forbade his disciples to say that he was the

Messiah, it was because " the righteousness of the Kingdom of

Heaven " appeared to him vastly more important than the inde-

pendence of the state, and because in his ideal of society lords did

not exercise authority, but those who served were counted great.

'V\Tiere a state has for its rivals other states that are sub-

stantially its equals, it may depend upon its own resources. The
case becomes different when it seeks to maintain its independence
against a great conquering power. Then strength lies in com-
bination; while the interest of the conqueror is served by division.

Alliances are made for mutual protection. War may be staved

off and the inspirations for world-power checked by diplomacy.

Had Marduk-apal-iddin been successful in marshaling all the

forces of Eg}'pt and Ethiopia, Arabia and Syria, Armenia and
Susiana against Sin-achi-irba, Assyria would never have become
the power it was in the first half of the seventh century. With
the aid of Damascus Judah might reconquer Israel, or Israel

crush the Davidic kingdom. The Assyrians might prove valuable

allies against the Aramaans, or the Egyptians against Assyria.

A league with Alexandria or Eome might bring relief from
Seleucid tyranny. What could the little Judaea do alone against

the great powers of the world? The only question would be
with which power it would be wisest to ally one's self. Hence
we find two political parties in Samaria as well as in Jerusalem
at the time of Hosea and Isaiah; one leaning on Egypt, the

other on Assyria. But whatever the ally was, the political ideal

of strength through union was the same.

To these entangling alliances many great prophets and states-

men were opposed. They were dangerous politically. Had
Marduk-apal-iddin been able to realize his ideal, it would simply

have meant that the Chaldaean empire would have come a century

earlier. Aramaeans and Assyrians, Egyptians and Romans were

as willing to help the under dog in Syria as the capitalists of

Jerusalem in Nehemiah's time were to help the farmers by taking

mortgages on their lands and accepting the value of their

daughters in the slave market in lieu of interest on kind ad-

Tances. " Out of alliances grew rights "—that is, new demands

—

until the " helper " had helped himself to all there was. Another
objection to such alliances was that they drew the attention away
from the inner conditions, while rendering these worse

through the multiplication of horses and chariots and the in-

creased burdens of taxation. The rejoicing over some petty vic-

tories at Lodebar and Karnaim, says Amos, made men forget

that Israel was being ruined by the venality of judges, the cupid-

ity of the rich, and the superstition and immorality of the cult.

But the deepest cause of dissatisfaction with this foreign policy

was that it opened the door to foreign influences that threatened

to obliterate the national character with its religious and social
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peculiarities. Better to stand alone against the hosts of Assyria
and trust in Yahwe, better to carry a heavy tribute to Babylon or
Susa and live at home according to Yahwe's will, better to endure
the Roman taxgatherer and wait for the Kingdom of Heaven,
than to risk the most precious possessions of Israel at the game
of international politics!

Whether the state seeks to expand by conquest, maintain its

independence in single combat with its rivals, or guard its inter-

ests through offensive and defensive alliances, there must b»
war and preparation for war. But war is such a clumsy expres-

sion of tribal justice and such a fruitful source of corruption
that, in spite of its apparent necessity, the marked individualism
and the deep moral sense of the prophets of Israel could not
allow it a permanent place in their political ideal. Two ways
were thought of in which war could be abolished. One was
through war, the other through arbitration. In Isa. ix. 1-7

the idea is clearly that war will cease as a consequence of the
tremendous military power of the prince that has just been born.

A king who is not only skilled in statecraft, but a very god of a
fighter and has plenty of spoil to distribute, evidently establishes

peace and prosperity through the sword. It is the power of his

arms that extends the boundaries of his kingdom and causes the

former oppressors to give up a useless struggle and to burn in

fire their shields and lances, bows and arrows. The thought
that war might be made so terrible that it would destroy itself

is hinted at in this passage. Quite a different conception of the

manner in which war might be done away with is found in Isa.

ii. 2-4, a late passage also inserted in the Book of Micah. Here
all nations of the earth come up to the Yahwe-temple in Jeru-

salem to get legislation applicable to their international relations

and to have their difficulties arbitrated. This arbitration renders

unnecessary the resort to arms, and also the learning of the trade

of war which necessarily conduces to the practice of war. The
idea of international legislation, arbitration, and disarmament
is here plainly suggested, scarcely marred by such unessential

features as the location of the world's capital at Jerusalem and
the appointment of the oracle-givers of a single people as the

supreme court of mankind.
These political ideas of the Hebrew Bible should be studied

with a discriminating judgment as to the relative value of each

and of each group. When the alloy of what is only temporarily

and locally justifiable is gently removed, they may materially aid

in purifying our own ideals, whether these be the result of a

preponderatingly conservative, or a prcponderatingly progressive,

natural disposition.
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II. THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Address.

REV. L. W. BATTEN, PH. D., NEW YORK.

Judging from the inscription which was put upon the Cross to

signify the accusation upon which Jesus of Nazareth had been
convicted

—
" This is Jesus, the King of the Jews "—it would

seem that, at least in someone's mind, there was a political ideal

for which Jesus was responsible, and a political organization of

which He in some way claimed to be the head. As a matter of

fact we know that our Lord never plead guilty to that charge;
it was rather the result of desperation. Every sort of effort was
made to find some ground on which this man might with some
show of justice be put to death. I suppose that Pilate in his

despair was ready to catch hold of any utterance that would
answer at Eome. If the papers turned in to the Koman Empire
said that Jesus claimed to be a king, probably there would not
be any questions asked.

But nothing was further from the mind of Jesus than the
setting up of a political ideal. The very moment one turns to
the New Testament—I will not say the moment he turns to it,

but the moment he turns from it—he must reach this conclusion;
that there is no such thing there. The New Testament presents
absolutely no political ideals. I say that without hesitation, and
it is really the thesis that I wish to establish this afternoon. It

may be disappointing to some, but I cannot help that, because I
believe it to be the fact.

The question comes. Why is that so? And the answer seems
perfectly easy. We must not forget that when Jesus Christ
began to preach, that is, at the very beginning of what we call

the New Testament times, the Jewish nation had lost its politi-

cal independence, and that independence had been lost for six

hundred years. From 586 b. c, when Jerusalem fell, that inde-
pendence was never really regained. There were spasmodic
efforts to regain it, like that in the Maccabaean age, but the re-

sults were absolutely nothing, so far as anything permanent was
concerned. Think what that means! Six hundred years is a
long time. It does not look so when it is so far back and so far

away. But just think for a moment of our own national life..

For us everything seems to be as settled as the everlasting hills^

so far as our liberty and independence are concerned. We never
can think of anything else, and yet as a nation we are only a
little over a hundred years old. Now the effect of that century
of independence is felt everywhere; not only among students of
our political life, but every laboring man, every boy and girl on
our streets is full of it. The air we breathe is fiUl of it. Re-
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member that in the time of Christ the Jewish people for six

hundred years had had no political independence. Their political

ideals had been very largely crushed out. We could find them in

Jewish life here and there in a certain sort of way, but they were
not, as a matter of fact, very pronounced even in such cases.

The Jewish conception (to take now for a moment not the

New Testament conception, but the Jewish conception of the

New Testament time) was really that of the existence of a state

that was entirely outside of the Church. The great mass of

Jews had long ago given up the idea of developing a political

life. Of course there was a hope that survived, and will probably
survive as long as there is a faithful Jew on the face of the

globe, and that is likely to be for a very long time. But they
had long given their attention not to the development of the

Church along state lines, but to the development of religion along
lines not political.

So it was—we see the situation perfectly well—that when they

were determined to destroy Jesus, they came and demanded that

Pilate should be the executioner,—the appeal was not to the

Jewish, but to the Eoman state. By their own law he ought to

die. They didn't care anything about whether Pilate could find

a Eoman law by which he might die. They recognized the fact

that they had no power to put him to death, and considered that

the Eoman state, which was outside themselves and bostile to

themselves, should be the executioner. That is a conception of

things which has never been lost from that day to this.

I venture to think that that is the conception current in the

minds of most Christian people. I do not know of any better

illustration of that idea that the Church is something outside of

the state, than the recent occurrence in this city which has made
a great deal of comment and stir in political circles—Bishoji

Potter's letter to the Mayor. The Bishop called upon the Mayor
to remedy a certain condition of things. Nobody for a moment
believed that it was the Bishop's place to remedy the evils. It

was the Mayor's place. It was perfectly evident what the

Bishop's reply must be when the city authorities called u]ion liim

to turn prosecutor. The Bishop would undertake no such ofllce.

It did not belong to the Church, it belonged to the state.

That is the ideal conception of the relation between the

Church and the state that was held largely by the Jews in the

time of our Lord. Because it was so, because the idea of a politi-

cally independent power had been so long effaced, it was utterly

impossible nndor surli circumstances that tliovo should bo any
ideal.

For the ideal, after all, is based upon the actual. You can tell

to a certain extent what any people's ideals will be, by knowing
the real. An ideal can only be explained by knowing the real.

Now the great change that came about shows the truth of all

that I am saying. Think for a moment of the change that came
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about that led to such a great struggle when the Eoman Empire
became Christian. Then, once more, there seemed to be an
opportunity for the cropping out, or the taking on in a new form,

of the old Jewish ideal of a united church and state. So that

struggle went on for a long time, but it is not part of my subject

to dwell on that. It is true that in the time following the con-

version of Rome there was a great struggle going on which con-

tinued for many centuries. Attempts were made by a great many
men to try to build up a political ideal, or a political actuality,

founded upon the New Testament; but I do not know of any
place where one can find a stranger perversion and twisting of

a number of passages in the New Testament.
I want to say something in the way of facts to prove this state-

ment that I have made that there is no political ideal in the New
Testament. I want to examine in a hurried and imperfect way
the attitude our Lord takes toward the state. In the first place

it is recognized as a hostile force. That attitude Jesus shows
in a great many instances. It was shown, in fact, before He was
able to take any hand in the matter Himself. Think of the
meaning of the flight into Egypt. His parents were obliged to

take Him out of the land to which He belonged, in which He was
born, to save His life. This is typical of His attitude all through
His life. You remember that, when John the Baptist was seized

and put in prison, our Lord did not come out even with so much
as a letter to the powers that be, but retired into Galilee. He
realized perfectly well that the hostile hand might go out far

enough to include Him. When the time came. He was perfectly

willing to place Himself in its way, but when John the Baptist
was imprisoned that time was not yet come. He did not attempt
to beg the life of his forerunner, but simply retired into Galilee.

When the news came to Him some time later, that John the

Baptist had actually been beheaded, once more He took refuge
in flight, and retired into the desert.

He shows the same feeling toward the state again when,
in telling His disciples who were to carry on the work during
His lifetime and afterward what they were to expect. He told

them they would suffer persecution, not only at the hands of
family, friends, and the Jewish Church, but above all at the
hands of the Roman state. He shows from beginning to end a

clear knowledge that the state is a power that is hostile to

Him, and finally He simply surrenders Himself to that hostile

power.
The singular thing is, I think, that it is done without any great

protest. We speak a great deal in this day about living under a
bad government—and God knows no one can live where I do with-

out realizing how bad it is. We must not forget that Jesus lived

under a government that was just as bad as any American city

or State to-day. It was a mass of corruption from the top to the
bottom. What was Jesus' attitude toward all that? It is ex-
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traordinary,—this silence of Jesus about the corrupt political

life about Him. I have already alluded to the imprisonment of

John. You remember that when they brought the tidings to

Jesus that His faithful forerunner had died a martyr's death,

He turned to the people, and said, " What went ye out into the

wilderness to see?" He then goes on to bear high testimony to

the noble character and zealous work of John the Baptist, but
has not a single word in condemnation of that horrible, brutal

murder. He is absolutely silent in regard to that part of the
subject. There was one time when He does seem to have had
something very positive to say. You remember a message was
brought Him from Herod by those very willing messengers, the

Pharisees. They came and said, " You had better get out of

this country, because Herod is going to destroy you." They, no
doubt, were anxious to have Him go out of that country, be-

cause they thought He would be more likely to find the sort of

reception they hoped for Him in Judaea. Jesus answers with a

word usually represented as being essentially contemptuous:
'' Go tell that fox." I doubt very much if the idea is so much
contempt as cunning. He understands perfectly well the whole
significance of the trick, and says: "Tell him I have my work
to do to-day and to-morrow, and I shall stay here until that work
is done."

There are some striking instances of the doctrine of non-
resistance which our Lord preached. It takes a great deal of

ingenuity and interpretation to get as far rid of them as I am
afraid a great many are trying to do. All He has to say about
that applies just as much to the state as to the individual. There
was a time when He seemed to show that He might have moments
when He felt the need of dependence upon a strong arm in times

of danger. He advises His disciples to sell their coats to buy
swords, and they tell Him they have two swords, and He says

they are sufficient. Now it is evident that Jesus had no notion

at that moment of resistance, whatever He may have meant by
advising the disciples to trade their coats for swords. It is per-

fectly evident that He Himself was not counting very much on
defense, or He scarcely would have been content with two swords

in the hands of a dozen men. When one of them, quite misun-
standing his Master's meaning, started to use one of those

swords he was promptly rebuked, and told that that was not his

mission; that men who took the sword would die by it.

There is another case where Jesus shows His attitude. lie said

distinctly at the time of His trial that there might be certain

conditions upon which His disciples would fight. But those con-

ditions did not exist. He says, " If my kingdom were of this

world then would my servants fight." You remember the time

when some of the people, in one of the outbursts of political

ambition I have spoken of, supposed He was the proper person

to be the Messianic king, and proposed to force that position
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upon Him. He did not simply in so many words decline that

honor, but fearing that a verbal declination would not answer.

He even fled in order that there should be no possibility of their

€ven for a moment forcing Him into the position of a king.

This action was not accidental, because we see precisely the

same attitude of Jesus toward the state shown on the positive

side. In one of the temptations Satan is represented as taking

Him up to a high mountain and saying, " Here are the kingdoms
of the world. Worship me, and you shall have them all." And
Jesus' answer is, " My work is not in any way that of a state."

The reason for the position that Jesus takes has been alluded

to in what I have already said. Let me state it again. It comes
out very plainly in the words quoted above—" My kingdom is

not of this world." Jesus came into the world not to establish a

Messianic state, but the Kingdom of Heaven. His teaching shows
from beginning to end that the Kingdom of Heaven is not the

kingdom of this world. The Roman state had absolutely nothing

to do with it.

After His death and resurrection, you remember it is related

in the first chapter of Acts, the people came to Him and asked

Him if at last the kingdom was to be restored to Israel. His
answer seems to be a sort of non-committal answer on one side,

but it is certainly clear from what He does say that He has no
notion whatever of any attempt on His part or on that of His
followers or the Church they came to establish, to try to restore

the kingdom to Israel. The Kingdom of Heaven is something
entirely distinct from the state. It is something in the midst of

which the state shall exist; something that may have indirectly

a great influence upon the state, but something that is not the

state.

Jesus showed, on the other hand, that every citizen owes a duty

io the state. The case of rendering tribute to Caesar seems to

me an example of this. A certain great authority says He was
simply trying to evade the net spread for Him by the cunning
Jews. It does not seem to me that this interpretation is satis-

factory. " As the money is Roman money and belongs to

Caesar, pay it." He thus imposes upon them the obligation of

paying the Roman tax.

Jesus also shows as clearly as any of His apostles that He rec-

ognizes the worst government that was ever known, just in the

moment of taking His own life, as holding its position by virtue

of the power of God. When Pilate said to him, "Don't you
know that I have the power to crucify you? " Jesus said, " No;
you could have no power over Me at all except it were given you
from above." Of course He does not mean, " God commissions
you to execute me; " but, " You have no right to sit upon a

throne or to stand as judge of any man; you have no right to

assume the fate of a man's life, except by virtue of a position

that comes to you from God. You may abuse it, you may do
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great wrong, but you occupy that position, as you execute your
office, by virtue of the power of God." That is exactly the posi-

tion of the apostles. St. Paul and St. Peter exhort their con-
verts to a faithful obedience to civil power. That power was just

as hostile to them as to our Lord. It was hostile to Paul, to

Peter, and to the other disciples. It was hostile to every person
who had acknowledged allegiance to Jesus of Nazareth. lie
thereby made himself an object of suspicion, of hatred, to the
state. They were counseled, nevertheless, to go on in their
obedience.

This is not intended to mean that we can stand apart and
ignore the existence of the state. Jesus came to establish the
Kingdom of Heaven, and the Kingdom of Heaven was like leaven
put into the meal. I think the duty of the Christian is to go on
trying to establish that Kingdom of Heaven, and if we ever suc-

ceed in getting the Kingdom of Heaven just a little bit started,

for instance, in this city, there never will be occasion for such a

rebuke as that which was administered to our Mayor the other
day.

DISCUSSION.

REV. J. M. WHITON, PH. D., NEW YORK.

I fill this gap in an emergency. I wish to say that the reason wts

find an interest in inqniring" into the political ideals of the Bible is,

that we believe that we are responsible for the realization of politi-

cal ideals, and that this is a condition in which the early Christians
and the Jews of Jesus' time did not find themselves. Now it is

known to you, with reference to the feeling- of responsibility for the
realization of political ideals, that so great an authority as John
Stuart Mill has warned us that it is in vain to look to Christian
sources for ideals of civic virtue, since they are not there. He saj's

that for these ideals yo\i must refer to Athens and Rome, to Aristotle,

and the great masters of political science in pagan lands. I think
that Mr. Mill, and those who agree with him, have overlooked one
fact—two facts, rather. First, that there were very clear conceptions
of political responsibility for the realization of political ideals among
the prophets of Israel. Second, that Jesus in His ministry quietly
took over, adopted, and set His .seal to, all that the prophets had
advanced. The prophets, as you know, constituted, in the classical
times of prophecy, what we should now call " the opposition party,"
and what Macaulay says of the opposition party under the Stuart
kings, that they ran the risk of paying for their fidelity to the
kingdom with their heads, was true also of the prophets. They did
not mince matters in their opposition, as the first chapter of Isaiah
is witness: "Hear the word of the Ivord, ye rulers of Sodom; give
ear unto the law of our God, ye people of Gomorrah. To what per-
y)ose is the multitude of your sacrifices unt« me? saith the Lord.
Bring no more vain oblations unto me; incense is an abomination
unto me." These are ncathing words; the ideals of the prophets are
thus conspicuous in the pages of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and their com-
peers. They were the faithful gnardianK of the rights of the poor.
They upheld a just and equal ailniinistration of law. They stood
for the repression of greed, of extortion, of every form of monopoly
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which aims to deprive others of their rights. Witness those words
of Isaiah by which he denounces those who formed ^eat properties
which absorbed the houses and lands of the people, thus crowding
them out of the land. " Woe to them who join house to house, that
lay field to field, till there be no room." These, as well as other social

and ethical teachings of the prophets, Jesus quietly took over, when
He said that He came not to destroy, that is, to abolish, but to
fulfill—to round out, to complete, the teachings of the prophets.
Therefore He has quite estopped Mr. Mill from saying that for civic

virtues we have no Christian sources at all. Christian sources in that
respect are to be found in the Old Testament, not in the New.
Consider the reason for that. It has been well described in what

has been stated—the great contrast between the despotic state in
which Jesus and His disciples carried on their ministry, and the
comparatively free state in which His forerunners, the prophets,
whose work He built upon and adopted, carried on their ministry.
We can form some idea of it by supposing that a missionary goes
from this country to Austria, where there are some American mis-
sionaries laboring. Another goes to France; but in France the condi-
tions are comparatively free; in Austria they are just the reverse.

The missionary is hampered in the despotic country. He cannot open
his mouth on certain subjects without entailing the necessity of

being silenced altogether. That, I think, is sufiicdent reason for
the silence of Jesus and His apostles, under a government which
crucified the one and beheaded , the others., They were obliged to
confine themselves to those principles which would gradually under-
mine this despotic government; and at the consummation of the age
(not at the end of the world, as people sometimes misread it), in, the
fulfillment of the appointed time, the obstructions would' be swept
away, and a, condition of freedom w^ould be introduced, in which the
old prophetic voice could be heard as free as ever. The practical
consequence is that in this one particular we have a singular in-

stance in which, instead of a progress of doctrine, there is a regress
of doctrine. Christian writers are accustomed to speak of the
progress of doctrine from the Old Testament to the New Testament,
and it is well illustrated to anyone who will simply compare the
Decalogue with the Sermon on the Mount. There is a manifest
progress. But here we have just as manifest regress. Consequently,
it seems to me a great anachronism for any Christian man, any free
man, in a republic where every man is, in so far as one man can be, a
repository of sovereign power, to' content himself with referring to
those conditions in which the apostle said, " Let every soul be subject
unto the higher powers: he that resisteth the power, withstandeth
the ordinance of God." Remesmber that those last words were the
words employed by an apostate church, in the time of the Stuart
kings, to enforce the doctrine that whoever resisted the royal will
incurred the penalty of endless hell. It seems, then, that the old
Colony of New Haven, after all, when they adopted provisionally the
laws of Moses, as the laws of the State until a suitable code could
be enacted, showed the true historic spirit, although they did not
have a very correct perspective. It is to Israel, to the Holy Scriptures
of Israel, that we must go for our political ideals, and those are just
as truly Christian Scriptures as is the New Testament itself.

KEY. M. H. HARRIS, PH. D., NEW' YOBK.

One of the differences ' between the political ideals of the Old and
New Testament is the gfreat difference in those two literatures. We
cannot speak of them on entirely similar "lines. (I say Old Testament,
adopting the popular expression of contrast, though it is a term
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which the Jew never quite willingly uses. The Christian theory is

that by the coming- of the Messiah the old Mosaic law was abrogated,
and that, therefore, the Jewish teaching was " old " in the sense of
obsolete. You can understand that the Jew cannot quite hold that
position and continue to be a Jew. So we do not use the expression,
" Old Testament.") In the first place it is much more bulky. It
represents two or three groups of literature.

First, a historic literature. It is the history of a people for many,
many centuries. If we could summarize the political ideals of the
men whose writings reached the high-water mark of Jewish Scrip-
ture, the prophets, I think we would summarize them in this way:
First, democracy—the prophets all took the part of the people as
against royalty and nobility; secondly, an attempt (of course, within
the limitations of the times) to break down the barriers between the
Jews and other nations. You remember Amos said to Israel, to those
who thought themselves God's people to the exclusion of other peo-
ples, " I redeemed Israel " (the prophet always speaks in the name
of God), "I redeemed Israel from Egypt, but I also redeemed the
Philistines from Caphtor and the Syrians from Kir. And so far from
you Jews supposing that because you better understand God than
these other people, you will, therefore, be given greater considera-
tion and mercy; just because j^ou understand God better, will God all

the more strenuously visit upon you your sins."
Further, the Messiah doctrine shows the evolution of an idea

through the Jewish Scriptures. First, the idea is simply that of a
political head, a natural king. The word " Messiah " means " one
anointed," and the king was appointed by pouring the anointing oil

on his head. You remember David says of Saul, " Shall I put forth
mine hand against the Lord's anointed? " As time went on, and it

became less and less possible for the Jew to realize those ideals
politically, he came to hope that he might realize them religiously,
so that we see a gradual progression of the doctrine of the Messiah.
At first it was simply a political creed; it gradually became a re-
ligious creed. The Messiah was no longer a descendant of David,
who would simply restore Israel to its kingdom, but a religious
ruler, a man who would bring all people to a belief in God.

REV. LEIGHTON WILLIAMS, NEW YORK.

I want to put what I have to say into four propositions. By way
of preamble to these propositions, I assume the correctness of the
analysis of the Old and New Testament material given by the two
introductory addresses of the afternoon.

First, then, assuming that, the suggestion that I make by way of
the first proposition is that the Kingdom of God may be under-
stood to mean the right social order, and is the order which ought
to obtain among men.

Second. This ideal is not political in the sense that it is to be
realized through the state, conceived of as a government by force.

It is not political in the narrow sense of the word.
Third. It comes by voluntary acceptance brought about by spir-

itual influence.
Fourth. There is thus in the Kingdom of God the union of the

spiritual and social ideal.

There is no time to discuss these four propositions. I will simply
say that they are propositions toward which, I hope, all of us are
tending, and I hope tlioy are such as o])tain generally the assent of
careful students of tlie .\cw Testament as well as the Old Testament
Scriptures and of the |><)litioal, social, and ])hilosoj)hic tendencies of
our time. We think we have here the union of the spiritual and
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isocial ideal. No social order is ideal but that which is the natural
outcome of the spiritual aspirations of men. No spiritual aspirations
of the individual are satisfied that do not eventuate in right social
order.

VI. DEMANDS ON A NATION CONSCIOUS OF A MORAL
MISSION.

First Paper.

EEV. PERCY STICKNEY GEANT, NEW YORK.

The title of our subject lacks clearness. We have to read it

over a second time to know what it means. Then we try to re-

cast it. What are the demands upon a Nation which is conscious

of a moral mission? Possibly it was thought by the committee
which selected the topic that such a change in the phraseology

would imply that there were demands, when really there were
not, and that there was a moral mission when such a thing

could not exist. At any rate we have secured an impartial atti-

tude toward whatever the subject may be, almost equal to the

distribution of letters in a game of logomachy. We might spend
the entire time of the Conference on subjects made up out of

what has been put into our hands for a thirty-minute paper. Is

there such a thing as a moral mission? Does consciousness of

mission necessarily involve the truthfulness and value of the
objects aimed at? Can a nation have such a moral conscious-

ness? and what do you mean by nation, an organized govern-
ment or the people considered as a mass? If a people is conscious

of a beneficent purpose toward another race, must it act? If

popular moral enthusiasm felt by one race for the well-being of

another must express itself in action, what kind of action is

justifiable, what kind of action is possible, what kind of action

is effective?

Perhaps you perceive that I am finding a little fault with
the subject given to me, not merely out of respect to my old

teacher of rhetoric, who could not endure a subject which was
neither a question nor a positive nor a negative statement; but
more especially in my own behalf, to explain my utter inability

to deal adequately with this great theme in the few minutes
allowed me. I shall attempt to show that a people and that its

government may each have a sense of moral obligation to other

races and governments; that, moreover, there are scientific

standards by which the value of moral purposes may be correctly

estimated; that consciousness of moral mission does carry with it

responsibility for action; that this action, while often involving

force and governmental co-operation, is best carried out by means
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of reason and love as instruments in the hands of individuals
without official sanction.

I. A people and its government may each have a sense of moral
obligation to other races and governments. As a matter of fact,

tuch moral responsibility is felt among nations for each other.

"We cannot laugh the idea of " moral mission " out of court be-

cause the mere phrase suggests conscientious pretentiousness
and narrowness, and has been the watchword of cranks and
bigots. The European women in China thought they had a moral
mission to stop foot-binding. Accordingly they formed " an anti-

foot binding league." The Chinese women, not to be behindhand
in moral missions, started " an anti-waist binding league." We
laugh, but they were both right. The social nuisance, with his
" mission " to correct every abuse he can point out, must not be
driven away, but must be converted into a useful reformer.

Nations, too, have suffered in reputation because they alleged

moral causes for their public action. France calls England hypo-
critical. We, who understand the Anglo-Saxon conscience and its

taint of selfishness, are kinder to it. The Englishman's conscience
is all right; but he makes a bagman out of it to extend his trade.

England is not hypocritical, but economical and thrifty—she
likes to kill two birds with one Bible.

Governments sometimes have a quicker and keener sense of

international responsibility than the people, but usually it is the
other way. How magnificent was the martyrdom of the cotton

operatives in Lancashire, during our Civil War, who preferred to

starve because there was no cotton for them to work with, rather

than to have plenty when it could be purchased only by England's
recognition of the Southern Confederacy and slavery.

We feel, moreover, that the world is an organism and must de-

velop by the force of some unity of moral purpose. No nation
can live to itself successfully. It finds itself, as its strength in-

creases through commerce, to be in moral contact with those

nations, however remote and small, with which it trades. The
people feel this tie more individually. They call it brotherhood,

which implies the organism of the family. Our study of nature
and history, as well as our deeper moral perceptions, has taught
us this organic interdependence of human society. If the move-
ment of an atom in nature's laboratory thrills every other atom
in the universe, certainly we are compelled to think of moral
beings as having as intimate and as impressive a relationship.

That we have awakened to such moral responsibility through
trade as well as through the preaching of Christ's religion does

not condemn the result, but makes it a part of nature's teaching.

The needs of self-defense, even prior to the needs of producing
wealth, brought men together; and whatever brings men together

gives rise to a feeling of common dependence and responsibility.

When, as happens to be the case in America, a country is

founded upon great moral principles, then by the very terms of
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its birth, it is bound to have a sense of moral mission. Its very

existence is a mission to establish its ideas, which it has declared

to be more valuable than life itself.

II. There are, to-day, scientific standards by which the value

of moral purposes can be estimated. The weak point in a " moral

mission " has always been its individualism. The person who
had it, the nation who had it, insisted upon being Judge of its

truth and right. Every horror from the Inquisition to the

assassination of Humbert has been the result of an ex-cathedra

declaration of what constituted moral responsibility. A mob
thinks a negro ought to be lynched, and it lynches him. The
revolutionist thinks a king ought to be killed, and he kills him.

*A number of priests think a thinker ought to die, and they burn
him. "We declare that all these fanatics made ghastly mistakes.

A moral position to-day can be labeled good or bad with more
success than in the past. Our comparative study of institutions,

our knowledge of sociological principles, our general survey of

the whole field of material and social evolution, enable us to say

whether one institution is better than another—one principle

higher and more efficient, and what the general tendencies are

—

consequently, whether the given moral position is calculated to

help or harm, to forward or to put backward. I am inclined to

make much of our ability to gauge moral values by the aid of

evolutionary methods. This, you will say, gives relativity to

morals. Yes, it does. And the sooner we act in the mission field

and in the field of political reform upon that basis, the more ad-

vance we shall make. Our good is only bettering the past.

Not only have individual estimates of moral values produced
horrors of cruelty at the hands of those who were guided by
them, but a laissez-faire doctrine of indifference has been preached
from the text of the sufficiency of individual moral standards.
" Let the Chinese alone, they are sincere in their belief and are,

therefore, as good as we." Every grade of moral intelligence has
been defended upon this principle, that one man's moral standard
was as good as another's. At last we can answer any sort of

private ethics, w^hether of the individual, the Church, or the na-
tion, by pointing to the great methods of social progress and by
showing the effective springs of that progress. Everyone admits
that electric light is better to see by than a tallow dip. When
you produce your moral tallow dip, and I see beside it a moral
method a hundred times as luminious, I have an accurate standard
of choice.

"Wlien we look at moral values as relative, and when we see that

we have been taught them by their practical benefits, we find that
it is no argument against moral tuition that the instrument of

that tuition is imperfect. We are bade not to take pupils in

the art of government, or dare to coach Cuba, Hawaii, and the
Philippines until we have reformed and perfected our own.

government. All governors, teachers, spiritual pastors and
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masters are imperfect. Must the father wait to be what
he wants to be in personal and intellectual culture and moral-
ity before he can train his son? Must the teacher be a

Mommsen before he can have a class in Roman history?

Must the New York alderman be an Aristides or a George Wash-
ington before he can give us pure water and clean streets? Life
is ever3'where ruled by the imperfect. You can only ask it to be
wiser or better than what it rules.

III. Consciousness of moral mission carries with it the respon-
sibility for action. In the first place, any moral earnestness must
express itself in action or must eventually perish. Action, as a
moral method, keeps alive the fires of moral zeal, but it adds
also to moral enlightenment. Action has always a return gift to

tliought; for deeds enrich the mental states that produced
them. An act is not like fireworks, explosive and perhaps
beautiful, but perishing as it shows its heart. Action is a seed,

which produces a handful of seeds to put in place of the one
you plant. Besides this you think of morality in terms of con-
duct. Your mission is not moral unless it can extort action from
you, unless it can make your behavior according to the terms of
its desire.

No great thought can occupy you unless eventually it acts

itself out. By the laws of your nature your mission, if it con-
tinues to exist in your inner life, will eventually show itself in

action. I will not add that " the ought " in nature declares to

you and me that the end we see her striving for we should
actively forward.

IV. This action springing from moral earnestness, sanctioned
by a knowledge and comparison of moral values, while often in-

volving force and governmental co-operation, is best carried out
by that " sweet reasonableness " Matthew Arnold considered the
flower of Christianity, and which in our attitude describes the
blended use of reason and love.

I am well aware that in the arena of moral or political reforms
in Africa, in Luzon, in New York, we are dealing with men, not
alone with ideas.

"The moral question 's ollus plain enough;
It's jes the human natur' side that's tough.

Wut's best to think mayn't puzzle me nor you,

The pinch comes in decidin' wut to du.

Ef you read history, all runs smooth as grease,

Cos there the man aint nothin' more'n idees;

But come to make it, ez we must to-day.

The idees hev arms an' legs an' stop the way."

But we to-day ought to know all this, better than Lowell did

fifty years ago. Our scientific knowledge of the gradual

emergence of the higher out of the lower, step by step, makes
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even the idealist patient with slow methods of progress, if they

are grounded in a true psychology or soeiolog)'. The Bishop of

Kyoto does not tell me how many souls he has saved, but he de-

scribes the spiritual evolution of his yellow children in Christ,

touched with the living spirit in Christ's ministers. Father

Osborn is satisfied if this year his Kafifir has a chair for his wife

as well as one for himself, when last year the wife had to squat

on the floor.

I see that nature and man had to use force to secure higher

life and force to preserve it. I believe that everything that is, is

right,—until you can make it better. That is to say an idealism,

a goal beyond, must always mingle with your practical next step.

Your small step must still be in the right direction. In walking

from the Madison Square Garden to the Fifth Avenue Hotel,

you can only go a step at a time, but each step must be south-

west. There is your ideal and practical joined. So in all moral
progress you may be using force and not much sweet reasonable-

ness, but your force to be effective must be in the direction of

reason and love, and must sum up their protest that they are not

more regarded. Force and reason and love finally act by a

resultant blending of their powers. It is not crude force, it is

not sweet reasonableness, but a compromise, or a mixture con-

taining as much of each as will fuse.

I must say, then, that the methods by which we ourselves have

come into existence are good enough to bring further advantages

to other races. I must add, however, that methods, like races

themselves, are susceptible of improvement. I must include,

therefore, in my effective power even protests against that power,

were the protest left out. An opposition party is always a sharer

in the accomplishment of the party in power,—its criticism

modifies the policy of the majority.

But, after all, on which side would you pull to bring about these

resulting motions of force and of love blended with reasonable-

ness? The highest moral earnestness is ascribed generally to the

advocates of reason and love. A conference of religion will sympa-

thize with such a view. Our anti-imperialist friends take this

attitude. As a man a part of my time, I cannot sympathize with

those who will have nothing to do with force. I see that we live

by it. Force is behind every court and every law of the land; edu-

cation is compulsory (brute force is a schoolmaster to lead to

reason); by law a certain morality is compulsory; there are laws

fixing the number of hours of labor; regulating capital, regu-

lating commerce between States. All this means civilization

backed by force. But willingness to use reasonable force does

not logically land me in a Napoleonic crusade of military con-

quest, or with Torquemada by the stake.

I am sure you recollect in your logic that puzzle called

Sorites. Does a grain of sand make a pile? No. Two
grains? No. Three grains? No. But presently you see
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your pile, yet at each step you have said there was none. Throw
as much reason and love with each grain of force into your pile

as you can. There will then be no rule of force, but force will

keep its necessary place.

I will admit that when I was in the Orient last winter I had a

vision of what unaided love could do, that was very persuasive.

But unaided love must be willing to die without raising a

hand. Few can ask their fellows for such a sacrifice ^vithout

leading the way themselves. Our anti-imperialist friends, and
those diplomats who would have no gunboats sent to missionaries

in peril—perhaps will lead in the crusade of reason and love. I

am afraid they are not prepared for so stern a logic. Like Portia

they will say:

" If to do were as easy as to know what were good to do,

chapels had been churches, and poor men's cottages princes'

palaces. . . I can easier teach twenty what were good to do,

than be one of the twenty to follow mine own teaching."

At any rate let us not be " ashamed of our vision," or " seal

up vision and prophecy." I saw how much love there was in the

world—good human love—missionary for natives, natives for

missionaries. The children in the insurgent villages in Luzon
called out prettily to our officers: "Good day," "How
do." The " dear Boutans " as Mark Twain calls them,
smile at you out of their noble faces, high in the Hima-
laya. My vision was of an army of men matching that love

and utilizing it. Already much has been done by the repre-

sentatives of God's love, as understood through Christ. More
can be done. Why should not all kinds of knowledge be " sent,"

be missionized by laymen who have it? Half the missionaries to

Hawaii were teachers and printers. Why should not electricians,

like Dr. Hamlin, or physicists, or chemists, or botanists, or me-
chanics, or nurses, or kindergartners, live in the missionary com-
pound and work for the advancement of the order of life—first

the natural; afterward that which is spiritual. A hundred
thousand such missionaries could do what a million soldiers could
not do. The best Asia has received from Europe came from the
missionaries. If these thousands were to die, my vision saw others

taking their places, until the world should be won by gifts of
reason and love to the mind and love of God.

Second Paper.

PRESIDENT B. P. RAYMOND, D. D., LL. D., WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY.

If we are conscious of a moral mission, that consciousness is

our richest possession. What are ))roliric prairies, mountains of

copper, forests of timber, mines of coal and iron, of silver and
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^old compared to that treasure. All things we could possess are

not to be compared to this. But have we this consciousness of

a moral mission? In his " History of European Morals " Lecky
writes:

" The Christian civilizations are as inferior to the Pagan in

intellectual and civic virtues as they are superior to them in

humanity and chastity." In writing of France, Matthew Arnold
says: " If the dangerous moral disease goes on, whatever politi-

cal combinations may be tried, and whether France gets colonies

or not, and whether she allies herself with this nation or with
that, things will only go from bad to worse with her; she will

more and more lose her powers of soul and spirit, her intellectual

productiveness, her skill in counsel, her might for war, her for-

midableness as a foe, her value as an ally, and the life of that

famous state will be more and more impaired, until it perish.

And this is that hard but true doctrine of the sages and prophets,

of the inexorable fatality of operation, in moral failure of the

unsound majority, to impair and destroy states,"

In his lecture on Numbers, Mr. Arnold tells us that " in a

democratic community like this, with its newness, its magnitude,
its strength, its life of business, its sheer freedom and equality,

the danger is in the absence of the discipline of respect: in hard-
ness and materialism, exaggeration and boastfulness; in a false

smartness, a false audacity, a want of soul and delicacy. * What-
soever things are elevated—whatsoever things are nobly serious

have true elevation ',—that perhaps ... is the maxim which
points to where the failure of the unsound majority, in a great

democracy like yours, will probably lie."

Lecky's words point to a weakness which, in his opinion, is

characteristic of all the Christian civilizations. Arnold puts his

finger upon the sore spot in our civilization. It is in the un-
sound majority. It is in our failure to appreciate the things that
are elevated, the " things that are nobly serious."

How many of the fifteen million ballots cast in the last elec-

tion were vitalized with a moral purpose? We have a large venal
vote. It is a constant menace. We have a very large vote that
expresses little more than party loyalty or some vaguely con-
ceived personal advantage. And yet this class is not altogether
wanting in sensitiveness to the common weal, or in sensitiveness

to the obligation upon the nation to secure that weal. We have
the remnant sound and strong, that votes for righteousness.
Assyria, Eome, Athens, and Judah perished, although they had
their remnant, because the remnant was not equal to the task of
recovering the imsound majority. The implication of Mr.
Arnold's view is that we are quite likely to follow the same road,
and that because, "The Eternal has attached to certain moral
causes the safety or ruin of states."

If we are conscious of a moral mission it would seem to be the
first duty to instruct, to deepen and rationalize that moral con-
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sciousness. It is ;is yet superficial. The average citizen has a

very " feeble and lluctuating hold " upon the principles which
underlie the nation. That the nation is the form of a moral
order as surely as is the family or the Church; that conformity

to that moral order in a political act is just as binding as such

conformity in the family, has not been brought clearly to the

consciousness of the great body of the people. Why is it that

men, many of whom are honorable in their ordinary relations

with their fellow-men—they pay their grocer, they do a fair

day's work for their employer, they would help lift a neigh-

bor out of the slough at considerable self-sacrifice,—why is

it that many such men will sell their ballots to the highest

bidder?

They have no such sense of the moral order in the political

realm as they have of a moral order in other relations. Why is

it that men who are high-minded and true in every other rela-

tion connive at political corruption without compunction? Is

it because they think that success won even at such a cost is

better than failure? They do not feel that they are under the

stress of a moral order when they enter the field of politics. Why
is it that men who are punctilious in all other financial relations,

who, were it made to appear that they had knowingly defrauded
you of a dollar, would shun you upon the street, and hang their

heads in shame, will cheat the government out of hundreds of

thousands and suffer no twinge of conscience? It is because,

when they pass from the realm of business life into the realm of

the state, they assume either that the moral order does not hold
there, or, if it hold, it is of an entirely different character. But
if the nation have a moral mission it is because it is an expression

of a moral life, and because the moral order holds throughout
its realm. It is evident that we need a much more profound
philosophy of the state.

In order to get an insight into the national life we might ask:

Who is the citizen? What is the meaning of citizenship?
" All persons born and naturalized in the United States and

subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the States wherein they reside." But this definition

is about as near empty as it could possibly be. To be bom on
American soil is a privilege, and to have become an American
citizen by the magic of naturalization is also a privilege. But
neither the locality of one's birth, nor the process of naturaliza-

tion gives any clew to citizenship; the term is still meaningless

and empty. A well-built, black and shaggy Newfoundland might
almost fulfill the conditions thus far. Does the term stand then

for no national ideas or principles? Has it no spiritual content?

Is it good only for a certificate of birthplace, or a set of naturali-

zation papers? We must find a deeper meaning for citizenship;

otherwise it is worthless to the citizen and meaningless to the

nation. We need a profounder study of the nation of which the
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citizen becomes a member, and of the national life which flows

in his veins.

The nation is not simply a body of people living upon an

ample extent of otherwise unoccupied territory. If one hundred
thousand people were to take possession of some unknown island

and there begin to prey upon one another, and upon all adjacent

peoples, they would not constitute a nation. They would have a

national domain and numbers as well; but they would be only a

body of banditti, a nest of pirates, or a multitude of fragments;

they do not constitute a nation.

In his "International Law" President Woolsey tells us that:
*' A body of pirates may be organized under law, but is no state,

being associated for temporary purposes, and designing to act

unjustly by its very existence. A state might arise out of a nest

of pirates, but would not begin to be a state untU it laid aside

its piratical character. Thus it has been doubted whether the

Barbary powers were anything more than associations of pirates.

But having grown in the course of time more just and civilized,

they are now taken into the community of nations. Those pirates

of Cilicia and Isauria, on the other hand, whose powerful con-

federacy Pompey broke up, clearly formed no state, their settle-

ments being strongholds contrived to secure their families and
their plunder."

We must not allow our youth to form their conception of the

nation from what they hear at the caucus, or what they hear of

profanity and see of vulgarity and intemperance on election day.

These are but the eruptions which the bad blood brings to the

surface of the body politic. Temporary and local eruptions show
bad blood, but not the life blood of the nation. The national

life is sacred. More than thirty years ago I was startled by the

remark of an old man, who said, " Next to a man's love for his

God should be his love for his country." But those words were
big with the profoundest politico-ethical philosophy of the nine-

teenth century; for the nation is the institution of rights; like

the family, it is called of God in the interest of righteousness

among men. Hegel says: "There is one conception in religion

and the state and that is the highest of man." Milton -says: "A
nation ought to be but as one huge Christian personage—one
mighty growth and stature of an honest man, as big and com-
pact in virtue as in body; for look, what the ground and causes

are of single happiness to one man, the same ye shall find them
to a whole state."

The nation finds its characteristic expression in the national

will of the great people, as that will works along the lines of

moral law and in the interest of righteousness.

In the most humble court of justice, in the litigation of gigantic

corporations, what mean witnesses, advocates, jurists, and judges?

They are but the media through which the nation works for the

rights of men. Above the clamor of political strife, the conflict
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of ecclesiastical parties, and the war of sections, stands the

nation, Argus-eyed, vigilant of the rights and the interests of men.
Let this principle be forgotten, and fancy that the inspiring

spirit back of all is active in the interests of unrighteousness.

With that fancy, could it be realized, you lay a train of explosives

which would blow the fabric of society to atoms. Kemember
this principle well and the talent of every man finds opportunity,

every home security, and every citizen protection, as surely in

Valparaiso as in Brooklyn. There has been a kind of subcon-
sciousness of this truth among all the nations of histor}'. Mrs.
BrowTiing's words in " Mother and Poet " ring true both to the

heart of the mother and to the sacredness of the nation as she
sings:

" To teach them—It stings there! I made them indeed

Speak plain the word country. I taught them, no doubt,

That a country's a thing men should die for at need."

The nation thus conceived gives meaning to all the sacrifice

that has been made to preserve it. Conceive it to be but the

leproused thing indicated by the emptiness of an election day, and
why should a man die for it?

Who, then, are the citizens? In an empty and superficial

sense, the whole body of the people; to all born upon the soil,

and all naturalized citizens, the law guarantees rights and privi-

leges. But these guarantees are only forms which are supposed
to be filled up with a spiritual content; it is presupposed that the

child born on the soil will feel the throbbing life of the nation
in the swing of his cradle and learn it from his mother's songs;

it is presupposed that the alien, naturalized, will thereby be born
again, and that, as he swears allegiance to her laws and devotion

to her interests, he will feel the thrill of our national life. The
citizen must feel not only the impulse of our business life, not

alone the fierce passion of partisan politics, but also the breath

of that spirit of patriotism which should lead the German farmer
on the distant prairie, whenever he reads of national peril or

national dishonor from whatever quarter it may come, to look

to the condition of his fowling piece. He is the citizen, in fact,

who feels the national spirit. He and he alone knows the mean-
ing of citizenship. He who feels this spirit is a citizen, not only

by virtue of the external insignia of birth or of naturalization,

but by virtue of the fact that he fills out the otherwise empty
form of citizenship with an ethical content. The spell is upon
him, and with pride he says, " I am an American citizen."

This is the gospel that must be preached if we are to deepen

and conserve this moral consciousness. The nation is more tiian

a business convenience. Neither the family nor the Church can

take its place. The old Hebraic theocracy had to give way
to the demands of those forces that work eternally in man, and
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to grow those political forms which make possible the highest
life of the family, the Church, the school, and all other essential

forms of a progressive moral life. You may have observed that

there are men who take alarm at the suggestion of a moral mis-

sion for the nation. It is true that the moment you talk about
morals you introduce an autocrat. He must have right of way.
Perhaps they fear the autocrat. But are morals so dangerous in

politics? Or are politics a menace to the people when the moral
implications and the moral mission are eliminated? We may well

recall Arnold's language: " The Eternal has attached to certain

moral causes the safety or ruin of states."

But how are we to deepen and propagate this consciousness?
The answer is this: by the use of concrete arguments.

" In 1856 there was $148,473,154 of personal property over
and above the banking and trust corapany capital which paid
taxes in New York State. This had increased by $66,000,000 in

1896. Yet everybody knows that personal property in the State
of New York has increased enormously in the last forty years." A
few years ago a study was made of 107 estates, taken at random in

the State of New York and ranging from $54,559 to $3,319,500.
" These 107 estates disclosed personalty to the appraiser aggre-

gating $215,132,366, and yet the decedents, the year before their

respective deaths, had been assessed in the aggregate on personal

property to the amount of $3,819,412. Here is wholesale evasion

of taxation. Thirty-four of the estates escaped taxation

altogether, and the tax varied from two-tenths of one per cent,

to nearly nineteen per cent." (See article in the " Forum " for

May, 1897, by Comptroller Eoberts.) Charles Sumner has said

that " nothing is settled until it is settled right." This is not
right. What these men failed to pay other men were compelled
to pay. There is need of a deepening of the moral consciousness

of the citizen.

Another illustration, and that from one of the so-called trusts

of our time, will serve to raise another aspect of this question. I

assume that the following statements are essentially correct. The
Standard Oil Trust has a capital stock of $100,000,000; some
part of this is water; it pays about $48,000,000 this year in divi-

dends, and it is putting up the price of oil.

Two views may be taken of this situation. One is that 10 men
in a community of ten thousand people may get possession of gas,

water, oil, coal, or any other necessity and then raise the price

at will. This view is justified if it can be shown that the com-
mon weal is best secured in this way. If this be true, then we
must say to the state: "Hands off! " The highest interests ^vill

be secured by the collision of forces now at work, and the conflict

of minds in the field.

The second view is that there is an inequity in the distribution

of products which must be remedied by the action of the state.

It is in this view that the moral consciousness of the people is
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at work. The inequity appears in the fact that 10 families, con-
sisting of 40 persons, roll in luxury and waste millions, while
9960 persons, children of brains and promise, lack facilities for

the largest and best life. It cannot be claimed that any remedy
has been found. But there is widespread conviction that there is

inequity. It is in the system. Time and experiment must pro-
vide a remedy. A moral consciousness demands the best possible

conditions for every citizen. It is not claimed that these 10
men are " sinners above all that dwell at Jerusalem; " they are
often men of the highest character and greatest benevolence.
And so were many of the slave-holders of the South, but the
system worked iniquity, and the present system works an inequity
which must be remedied.

There are some encouraging signs in the utterances of thinkers
in various fields. The economist is far more responsive to moral
pressure than he was a few years ago. Caird writes on the
" Moral Aspects of the Economical Problem " in " Time" for

January, 1888. In his " Introduction to Social Philosophy," p.

8, Mackenzie calls attention to the fact that not only in actual
business competition are moral considerations forgotten, " but
even in the writings of theoretical economists." In his suggestive

little book entitled, " Growth of Nationality in the United
States," Dr. Bascom writes: " The moral element proved itself

from the economic, social, and civil elements involved in it

[slavery] and baffled us constantly in every effort to divide

them." Why? "You cannot circumscribe a moral principle."

Wherever two persons meet, the moral law is present and its

claims are imperious. We have passed the hour when men can
be classed as persons and chattels, or persons and things. The
impersonal relation is no longer tolerable. And it is intolerable

because of the worth of the individual, because of the genesis of

a social conscience. The moment you lift the individual above
the level of the thing or the chattel, that moment personal rela-

tions assert themselves and have rightful dominance everywhere,
and no law or custom can maintain rational footing that does
not recognize them.

This relation of economics to ethics, and the pressure of ethi-

cal considerations upon the theoretical economist, have vital re-

lations to the nation. How about the economic side of our civic

duties? May we not defraud a corporation? Only if we may de-

fraud the individuals concerned? The state is not a person, but

its citizens are, and the failure in obligations to the state always

results in injustice to men and women. A concrete case will make
this statement clear.

The moral purpose of the nation must make itself felt

in securing to the individual the right to work as well as the right

to strike. The violations of this right have been about as gross

as any that could be mentioned. Reason and persuasion are legit-

imate weapons, but not brickbats and clubs.
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In answer to the question whether the moral law is to be
brought into politics, we would say it is already there. The
theory that morals could be eliminated was exploded in 1861-65.

In his opinion on the Dred Scott case Judge Taney multiplied

facts to show that the negro neither had been nor could be con-

stitutionally recognized as a citizen. But a fact of tremendous
moral significance was in the scale against his decision. It was
an unrighteous decision. Its moral obliquity roused the right-

eous indignation of the nation. Whittier and Lowell, Parker and
Beecher, Phillips and Garrison re-enforced the voice of a thou-
sand pulpits, and made that obliquity conspicuous, deepened the
moral consciousness, and furnished the staying power which
carried the nation through the war. The Supreme Court de-

cisions and the debates of Congress, the amendments to the Con-
stitution show how the moral purpose of the nation gathered
momentum, broke down barriers, and made sure the result. We
shall not get on until the nation is put alongside of the family
and the Church, as an institution of rights, a form of the moral
life ordained of God in the interests of the highest in man. The
seminal mischief is in the implicit denial that the state is the

form of a moral order. The supreme demand is to deepen the
moral conscience and propagate the doctrine of Milton: " The
state ought to be but as one huge Christian personage as big
and compact in virtue as in body." Ought the United States to

have gone to Manila? Ought it to stay? Let these questions be
answered as they may, one thing is evident: go where it will, the
state carries in all its activities an immanent moral order.

DISCUSSION.

PROFESSOR HENRY RANDALL WAITE, NEW YORK.

I feel that I can add little to v^hat has been said that will be of

value or interest, and I will, therefore, content myself with an effort

to sum up, very briefly, the impressions produced by the very admira-
ble papers we have listened to. We find, in the first place, that the
responsibility of " a nation conscious of a moral mission " is to rec-

ognize and to fulfill that mission. This is a truth so evident that it

may be accepted as a principle. Beyond this we find some very forci-

ble suggestions as to the mission itself. In a very condensed way
the meaning of all we have listened to is simply this: that we are
called upon, first of all, to make the most of ourselves as individuals,

seeking to realize the highest manhood, the noblest qualities in our-
selves as men and women, and thus to make ourselves worthy and
useful constituents of our nation; and that we are also to seek to
realize that which is noblest and highest in the constitution, the laws,

the administration, and all of the concerns of the government under
which we live. We have some hints also as to how this may be done,
such as by the cultivation, during every period of his life, of the spirit

in every individual which underlies manhood, thus making individual
manhood the basis for the development of that which we desire to
realize in our nation, in our system of government, and in all the im-
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portant concerns of our social life. There was a time in our country
when the Church and the public school walked hand in hand; when
the schoolmaster gave to those who came under his tuition impres-
sions that were brought forth not only out of ordinary text-books,

books which are in use at all times, but great truths born of his own
deep study of the Word of God. Those were days when men were
made in our public schools who took positions of highest usefulness
in after-life because thej"^ were stalwart representatives of the noblest
qualities of manhood. There came another time when the public
school and religious teaching—I may go further and say, when the
public school and anything like effective and sufficient moral teach-

ing—were practically divorced; and the beginning of that time was
marked by a decadence in the moral life of the nation. I do not
hesitate to make this statement. Facts will vindicate its truth; and
we may here find a sufficient reason for what was aptly characterized
some years ago by a noble clergyman in this city as the " dry rot

"

in politics—the disappearance to so large an extent from our politi-

cal life of those high moral considerations which ought to govern
xnen when they cast their ballots, when they take their places in

official stations, and in the discharge of all of their obligations as
citizens. The spirit of mercenaryism, of mercantilism, the spirit

which forgets the high things in looking at the low things of life,

has entered into the politics of the nation to such an extent that
to-day we have the spectacle of communities throughout the country
struggling almost hopelessly in the toils of conditions which exist
solely as the result of a generation-long neglect of the highest
duties of citizenship. We cannot expect that the day will again
come when God-fearing teachers will unite religious with secular
instruction, and go among their pupils carrying with them in their
hearts and upon their lips the noble truths which are broiight forth
from the Word of God, in the same manner as they did of old. We
can hope, however, that there shall come once again into all of our
schools, and through our schools, into the life of the nation, more
of the spirit of moral nobility; that we shall regard the possession
of this spirit as one of the highest qualifications in those who tea<»h;

and that teachers thus qualified shall inspire our youth with the
same spirit. Not until our schools and our homes are pervaded with
such influences will the " dry rot " disappear from politics, and the
life of the nation be controlled by the high purpose which we long
to see triumphant. In place of the direct and forcible religious in-
fluence which is no longer possible, we can have suitable, siifficient,

and effective moral teaching in all of our schools; and this is one of
the things which seem to me to be most necessary in order that
our citizens may be equipped for the successful discharge of the
obligations and burdens which are to devolve upon them in the com-
ing days.
One thought more. The presence here of so many citizens, repre-

senting all sects and all creeds, is a hopeful sign. T believe that it

is out of the hearts, the lives, and the influence of those who repre-
sent the best growth of the conscience—the religious element in man,
that in human nature which is spiritually inclined and which reaches
after the things which are high and heavenly; it is out of the
influence of those who have some religious belief, faith, and high
aspiration, that we are to look for the regeneration of the nation.
Such gatherings as this encourage us to look for this result, as well
as for the day when

—

" In the unity of holy aims and noble deeds.
Men shall forget the very names of sects and creeds."
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ALL SOULS' UNITARIAN CHUKCH, WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 21.

The Conference reassembled at 7.45 p. m., under the presidency

of Rev. Josiah Strong, D. D., of New York.

VII. DANGEROUS CLASSES IN A REPUBLIC.

First Paper.

DR. FREDERICK HOWARD WIN1ES, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF THE
CENSUS, WASHINGTON, D. C.

I am not snre that I understand precisely what is meant by the

subject on which I have been asked to speak—" The Dangerous
Classes." I know no dangerous classes. Dangerous individuals

I know. A thief is dangerous to property. A pauper is a social

parasite. A man who is insane is often dangerous, though the

majority of the insane are personally harmless enough. If one
thief is dangerous, two thieves are more dangerous than one.

Have we any clearly defined notion in mind, when we speak of

social classes? Or does this expression as commonly used mean
anything more than a certain number of people who in certain

particulars resemble each other more or less?

We have probably a much more exact conception of the signifi-

cation of the phrase " social evil." A social evil is a social con-

dition which involves pain or loss or peril to the community.
Crime, pauperism, and insanity are social evils, the three great

social evils. These are, however, abstractions. They mean noth-
ing, except as they are embodied in individuals. Probably, when
we speak of " the dangerous classes," we have in mind those

groups of unfortunates who seem to our imagination to be the

concrete representatives of these evils, who are their immediate
victims, whose number is the measure of their extent, and by
whose agency the contagion of physical, intellectual, and moral
imbecility is propagated.

My life work has afforded me opportunities to see more of these

so-called classes, and to learn more about them, than most men
ever do. The more I know, the more I realize the truth of Solo-

mon^s saying, " He that increaseth knowledge, increaseth sor-

row." If I should attempt to describe to you their peculiarities

and habits, I should not know where to begin, and I fear that I

should not know when to leave off. The few minutes allotted ta

me do not admit of entering upon so large a theme, and it is
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doubtful whether information on this subject has much practical

value for a popular audience.

This much, however, may here be said, that crime, pauperism,
and insanity are so many different manifestations of human weak-
ness. The ranks of the great army enrolled beneath these ban-
ners are recruited from men and women of enfeebled body, mind,
and will. To this cause their failure in life is to be attributed.

Their lack of normal power to resist trial and temptation may be
congenital and due to heredity, or acquired and the result of

environment. What does it matter which? From the point of

view of practical Christian philanthropy, what an amazing
amount of breath is wasted in the controversy over the compara-
tive influence of environment and heredity in the production of
social types! This discussion is of importance principally on ac-

count of its relation to the prevention of the growth of social

evils and to the cure of their victims. We can change the environ-
ment of a child, but we cannot alter his heredity. Practical phi-

lanthropy, therefore, proceeds almost wholly by a change of en-

vironment; while there is a visionary philanthropy which dreams
of possible control of heredity, in the interest of posterity, by
state regulation of marriage, or by the extermination of de-

generates. A cruel use is made of the Darwinian hypothesis,

when it is sought to apply the doctrine of the destruction of the
unfit to human beings, and to justify neglect of the unfortunate
and miserable, on the ground that their preservation is a menace
to the race. I think that, if I had time, I could show this appli-

cation of the theories of evolution to be unscientific. It is cer-

tainly unchristian. The apostle Paul was a firm believer in the
solidarity of the race, but he said, " Much more those members of

the body, which seem to be more feeble, are necessary."

We all know from experience and observation the weakness of

the pauper. Let us draw a sharp line of distinction between the

pauper and the poor. Poverty is not a social evil. Wealth may
be. Poverty is no disgrace, if it be the result of adverse circum-
stances and not of indolence and lack of thrift. For our sakes the

Lord Jesus Christ became poor. But pauperism is something dif-

ferent. The pauper is an incompetent man or woman, and his

inability to do anything, or to do anything well, is the ultimate

cause of his misfortunes.

Most men do not come into close contact with criminals, and
therefore do not know that the great majority of prisoners are

unbalanced, if not imbecile, as many of them are. They are igno-

rant, especially deficient in the knowledge which enables a man to

earn his own living. They have distorted views of life, are un-

able to forecast the future, or to perceive the relation between
cause and effect, and their moral sensibilities are so blunted that

they apprehend but dimly, if at all, the distinction between right

and wrong.
The popular notion of insanity is that it is a furious madness,
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and that the lunatic is possessed by a perpetual, irresistible im-

pulse to kill somebody. It is true that some lunatics are homi-

cidal, and that without long and extensive familiarity with the

insane, and an intimate acquaintance with an individual patient,

it is often difficult or impossible to predict his actions, therefore

necessary, in dealing with him, to be upon one's guard. But the

great mass of patients in our hospitals and asylums for the insane

are no more capable of doing an injury to a man in ordinary

health and strength than an equal number of men and women in

this hall or upon the public streets. They are physically and men-
tally exhausted, their attitude and movements are pathetically

languid, they have no initiative, no power of consecutive thought
or continued action, especially no power to act in combination
with each other, and are troublesome, irritating, rather than
dangerous.

Now, does it not seem a trifle absurd for the strong to manifest

an excessive fear of the weak? If they get the best of us, whose
is the fault? Is it not our own? Eemember, too, in what a hope-

less minority they are. Where is the need for harshness and
severity in dealing with them? They live by our fears, they mul-
tiply and thrive on the unkindness which is bom of our cowardice.

Hostility to them merely begets hostility on their part to us, and
intensifies the evil which we combat, and for which love is the

only effectual remedy.
If these people are dangerous, it is in a negative rather than in

a positive sense. They are a drain upon the body politic. The
paupers and criminals, at least, are parasites, and many of the

insane are criminals or paupers. Crime, pauperism, and insanity

shade off into each other by imperceptible gradations, and either

of the three may in the next generation by natural descent be

transmuted into either one of the other two.

But who are the really dangerous? They are found, not in the

ranks of the weak, but of the strong. The strong are not neces-

sarily the rich. To be sure, our paupers and the mass of our

criminals lack the special power which attaches to the possession

of wealth, while some rich men and sons of rich men have the

pauper or criminal spirit and character. By the pauper spirit I

mean idleness and extravagance, the spirit which reconciles one

to living off the earnings of other people and contributing little

or nothing to the work of the world. Such men are fitly charac-

terized as parasites upon the body politic; but, if they live within

their incomes, they do not have to be carried, as the pauper must
be. By the criminal spirit I mean aggressiveness, appropriation,

disregard of the rights of others, abnormal selfishness, reckless-

ness of consequences. There are some men in business and in

public life with as perverted instincts, as blighted moral percep-

tions, as any penitentiary convict; but their superior intelligence

and their influential connections save them from the punishment
which they richly deserve. Fortunately for us all, such men are
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the exception, not the rule. They are not normal, but abnormal.
It is plain, however, that a social parasite in a fashionable club is.

more dangerous than if he were in an almshouse, because in an
almshouse the influence of his example would be eliminated; and
that an undetected thief, a thief at large, is more dangerous than
a thief in custody. The safety of the community is promoted by
locking up thieves, and keeping them locked up.

The really dangerous class is the criminal class. Its member-
ship is more highly organized than is commonly supposed. The
want of intelligence in its rank and file is supplemented by a very
high degree of intelligence in its leaders, and the lack of money
with which to carry on criminal enterprises is supplied by capi-
talists in league with crime. The most pitiful aspect of the situa-

tion is that these leaders and capitalists exploit their dependents
for their own profit, compelling them to assume the risks and bear
the consequences of misdeeds for which their employers are re-

sponsible. I have even known a man hired to serve a term in the
penitentiary in the place of his principal.

There is a class of crimes with which the criminal law has not
devised any successful methods of dealing, namely, corporate
crimes, the acts of no individual, but of a fictitious person created
by law, with powers, rights, and privileges not granted to indi-

viduals, but without correlative obligations; at least, they are not
enforced. Perhaps the time will come when corporations as such
will be held to criminal as well as civil account for the wrongs of
which they are sometimes guilty, and when the individuals com-
posing them will not be permitted to escape liability for their cor-

porate misdeeds. Perhaps, too, a time will come when the mutual
responsibilities of employers and employed, of capital and labor,

will be better defined and regulated by law than now, when one of

three things will take place. Either the right of capital to combine
will be restricted, or the right of labor to combine will be recog-

nized and protected, or capital and labor will be united in one
larger combination, on a democratic, not a tyrannical, basis.

Among the criminals of higher grade, who, if their number were
sufficiently great, would accomplish the overthrow of the republic,

are to be included all men who utilize the forces of evil for their

own aggrandizement, who seek to make their fortune by pander-
ing to vice in any of its multiplied forms, who seek to advance
their personal interests at the expense of the public service, or

who believe in carrying elections by bribery, and show their faith

by their works. In a republic, where the people are the fountain
of political power, the purchase and sale of votes is implicit trea-

son. With those just named wo must include such business men
as depend for their enrichment upon misrepresentation and fraud,

upon corrupt combinations, upon unjust and unequal charges for

goods furnished or services rendered, upon the evasion of legiti-

mate customs duties and real and personal taxes; also such em-
ployers of labor as take any unfair advantage of their employees.
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subject them to unnecessary hardships and risks, rob them of their

wages, or deprive them of the opportunity to work, when it is in

their power to give them remunerative employment. Dishonesty,

which is the willful failure to give an equivalent for all that one

gets, is the worm at the root of our national life. The men who
practice it sucessfully, without exposure and without punishment,
are the real enemies of the republic. They, if anyone, constitute

the class which we have most to fear.

I have no superstitious confidence in the efficacy of legislation

as a remedy for social evils. It has a certain educational value.

It is good, so far as it is rational and just, and so far as it is sup-

ported by public opinion and sentiment; but it is powerless to alter

human nature. I have less faith than I wish I had in spasmodic,

intermittent, occasional efforts to bring about social reforms.

They are too often followed by a severe reaction. Yet the on-

ward movement of the race toward higher ideals of life and their

fuller realization is rhythmical, and the tide of Christian civiliza-

tion rises, year by year, in spite of the recession of the successive

waves which beat upon the shore. But our hope is, after all, in

the slow growth of the sentiment of righteousness in the com-
munity at large. The spirit of righteousness is the spirit of jus-

tice and of love. " Love worketh no ill to his neighbor, therefore

love is the fulfilling of the law," Love is the essence of religion.

Love is the great moral force. Its presence or absence determines
the form of social organisms and regulates social customs. It is

not without significance that we speak of " the dangerous classes

in a republic," because we have been trained to conceive of the

Republic as a brotherhood, in which the equal manhood and equal

political rights of all its citizens are recognized in its fundamental
law. It is built upon the foundation of equity between man and
man, but equity is nothing but justice, and justice is but another
name for love. " The dangerous classes in a republic," is there-

fore an expression signifying all persons, of every rank, station,

and condition whatsoever, who sin against love; all who demand
or take by force from others that to which they have no equitable

claim; all men and women, the ruling spirit of whose life is selfish-

ness, whether that selfishness manifests itself in the relations of

business, of politics, of society, or even of the Church.
There are other speakers to follow, and I must not trespass

longer upon your time. The remedy for unrighteousness is right-

eousness; and for the want of love, it is love. The Church is the

custodian of moral and religious truth. It is, or should be, the

exemplar of righteous living, and a center of unselfish regard for

the rights and the needs of all men. We need not regret that it

has no political power. Its members have, and it is their duty to

make use of it. Its function is educational. It needs to culti-

vate an ideal and to uphold and insist upon it before the world.

If the ideals of Moses and Jesus are accepted by the American
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people, they have the practical genius which will enable them to

apply them to our social and political life.

He who loses his head in battle is unfit to be a soldier, or at sea,

a sailor. He who believes that the devil is stronger than God is

a moral coward and a traitor to the cause of righteousness. I be-

lieve, not in progressive degeneration and decay, but in the pro-

gressive betterment of individual character and social conditions.

Make your fight, and never despair of the republic! Trust in God
to redeem and regenerate even our municipal governments.

Second Paper.

PROFESSOB GEORGE A. GATES, D. D., IOWA COLLEGE.

As the race is constituted of different peoples, so society is made
up of classes. It is inevitable, perhaps not wholly deplorable,

that there are classes. Dift'erence of interests need not mean
opposition of interests. The advantages of variety are not de-

pendent on bellicose strife. It is not easy to see how there can be
progress without varieties of interest, differences of tempera-
ment, divergent purposes. Interesting emulation may realize

itself best not in inimical competition, but in some sort of real

co-operation. Classes may well be a relative necessity to progress.

They need never be hostile to each other, much less dangerous, in

any large social sense.

What do we mean by dangerous? Dangerous to what or whom?
The range of this discussion should be such that we mean dan-

gerous to the very stability of society, or more specifically for us
dangerous to the perpetuity of the Eepublic. Visiting a hospital

for the insane and noticing the large freedom from restraint and
the free intercourse of large bodies of men, I asked what hindered
their combining and organizing disastrous rebellions. The super-

intendent smiled at my innocence, saying: " Insane people are too

selfish and individualistic; i. e., too anti-social, to combine." In
other words, they are not a dangerous class because they are too

mean to be a class at all. Prerequisites to a dangerous class are

intelligence enough to organize wisely and powerfully; moral
character enough to sacrifice individual desires to a common end;
and a persisting loyalty to the organization. If that be true, we
are in position at once to consider a modification of the ordinary

conception of the content of the term, dangerous classes. As the

phrase is used its immediate suggestion is: the ignorant, the
vicious, the criminal, the utterly poor.

But the ignorant are not primarily dangerous, either as indi-

viduals or as a class. They are not really a class, but only a scat-

tered large number of people. They can be only secondarily dan-

gerous, in that they furnish the material with which danger may
be wrought by agencies outside themselves. Illiteracy or stu-
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pidity may be more easily influenced by exploiting shrewdness.

They furnish the bosses' material and opportunity. But then it

is the boss, not the ignorant mass, that is primarily dangerous.

And the boss is not yet a class, though he is becoming numerous
enough almost to constitute one. But even if one answer that a

powder storehouse be properly called dangerous, dangerous even

when no spark is imminent, yet general ignorance in any civilized

land at the dawn of the twentieth century, amid the universal

reign of common education, is not a large social danger. All

civilization is moving, open-eyed and with determination, toward
removing whatever danger lies in ignorance.

The vicious are not primarily dangerous, certainly not those

criminals " whose criminality is of so naive a type that they get

into our criminal courts and prisons." There are among crimi-

nals dangerous individuals. But dangerous to what? One robs

a bank now and then, but there is nothing seriously dangerous in

that. The bank can usually stand the loss. Another may
burglarize a house, but only such houses are disturbed as hardly

need mind the loss of a few jewels or a bit of plate, without which
the owners are just as well off. One of this sort now and then
kills somebody. That is serious, but not in any large sense dan-

gerous to general society. Seldom, if ever, have common crimi-

nals been even a little dangerous. They are only a bit annoying.

These, though somewhat organized for their work, never organize

nor are organized by others into a mob. They are, like the in-

sane, too stupidly anti-social. There is no class-danger in the

criminal classes, so far as the term class may, with half-propriety,

be applied to them.
Not the working classes. Of course not. Not a few of those

makers of public opinion, the editors of the public press, often

refer to the danger in the labor unions. Such editorials are more
organically dangerous than any supposed danger in labor unions.

The unions are not always wholly wise; who is? But the working-
men of any grade, from casual laborer to highest artisan, are too

economically worthy to be dangerous. They are too busy, with
the dignity of having something worth while to do, to be danger-

ous. With the poor and hard-working lies the safety, not the
danger, of a republic.

Not the poor. Shall one except the poorest of the poor, the

victims of the sweater, the helpless half-time-employed coal-

miners, ignorant, often degraded, utterly poor? These again are

not primarily dangerous; only secondarily so. They do furnish

the raw material out of which danger may be created, by those

shrewd enough and conscienceless enough to exploit them.

There is one glaringly apparent historic exception; the French
Revolution. Then the ignorant, poor, hard-working (note here,

not the criminal) did become dangerous in a profound sense. But
history is judging that picturesquely grewsome episode not so

much dangerous as salutary. In the climb upward of civilization
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that was an ugly passage in the trail, and some blood stains were
left there by wounded feet.^

But even grant that the French Revolution was a typically '"'dan-

gerous " event, wherein was the danger, and where is its analogy
in a republic? The answer leaps into the eyes. The danger is

in an oppressed class. If there be an oppressed class or oppressed
classes, there lurks danger, profound, far-reaching, fundamentally
real.

But that danger, again be it noted, is of secondary nature.
They are victims. They do not choose to be members of the op-
pressed class, to suffer dangerous injustice. The primary danger
must be sought elsewhere, viz., in the oppressing class. Here at

last we draw nearer the heart of the matter. The members of an
oppressing class are not the victims, but the authors of oppres-
sion. They do not suffer oppression, but create it. They have
not been put into an oppressing class. They choose it deliberately

and fiercely perpetuate it. The French Revolution was not
caused, but only occasioned, by those who made real its latent

power. The causative cause was the selfish and heartless ladies

and gentlemen who cumbered the ground and as parasites sucked
the blood of the people. It ought to be clear that it is oppression
that is the danger. The danger is that of explosion, sure to re-

sult from adequate oppression.

But in a democracy, where Demos votes and reigns, how can
oppression be, or being, how can it be carried far enough to make
imminent an explosion in revolution? Direct, naked, oppression
perhaps could not be. But something analogous may be. That
something is exploitation. A people nominally free, who could
not for a year be openly oppressed, may be indefinitely exploited,

if it be skillfully enough done. Exploitation in our modem com-
mercial order of soulless corporations is the successor in direct

line of Oriental and mediaeval tyranny. It is the most effec-

tive, secret, hence safe, tyranny that has ever yet appeared on
earth.

The very condition of freedom makes exploitation easy. For,

where all are free to do as they like, there is liberty too to exploit

the people, just as far and as long as the people will submit.

The most successful trick of the exploiter is to confuse or com-
plicate the issue. Demos imagines he votes as he pleases and
therefore reigns. He does no such thing. He is voted, and
therefore is ruled. The same old spirit that loves power and
luxury finds or makes a way, even in a nominal republic, to ex-

' What Illogical judpmcnts we have of violent death ! Three thousand
French aristocrats ; are they worth more than fifteen thousand American youth
dead in the Philippines ? The one has been the horror of the race for a liun-

dred years ; the other we are using (that's the word) to get—to—to purchase,

—

to—to—well, just what are we trying to win with these thousands of lives?

Those three thousand heads of French aristocrats that came off were
prominent ; they were not so very valuable.
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ploit, i. e., oppress, the people. Now, the only power that has

any permanent interest in using the people is the plutocratic

spirit. Not a word need be said against money; but every arraign-

ment may stand against the domination of money in public affairs.

" In God's great day that is coming we shall not use men to make
money; we shall use money to make men." The deliberate pur-

pose to use men to make money, that is, to exploit one's fellow-

men instead of to serve them, is in itself individual or social or

political or national or international damnation. Whoever does

it rejects Christ, denies the fatherhood of God, repudiates the

brotherhood of man. The only fundamentally dangerous class in

a republic is made up of those who have three qualities: intelli-

gence enough to unite their interests into a class; patience enough
and loyalty to each other to stay together; selfishness enough to

stifle the finer instincts of Christian manhood. Power, intelli-

gence, selfishness, may be named the trinity on the throne of dan-

ger in a republic.

So, then, even Professor Sumner of Yale, an ultra-conservative

touching all attempts at social reform, nevertheless says :
" The

-coming political struggle is to be between plutocracy and de-

mocracy."
A man of so conservative a temper as Albert Shaw, and one who

cultivates so restrained a use of language, puts his name to the

statement that men who bribe, directly or indirectly, the law-

makers of municipalities, or commonwealths, or the nation, in

order to obtain public franchises, are " the blackest criminals in

America."
Note that it is not the bribed, the conscienceless, or weak or

wicked councilman, State or na,tional legislator, who accepts the
bribe; it is the briber, to whom is applied that gentle phrase, " the

blackest criminal in America." We grow sober and horrified be-

yond words over the crime of the man who, to gratify a fierce pas-

sion, outrages, then murders that sweetest of all God's creatures,

a little maid child. We are stricken with a deeper horror at the
men who calmly stand around that criminal and burn him to slow
death, thus sinking themselves beneath any beast that flies, walks,

swims, or crawls. We are appalled at the long list of cruel and
awful crimes by which men repudiate all claim to the name of

human. But here stands up a man of sober, careful, educated,

trained mind and names a& " the blackest criminal in America "

the intelligent, persistent, selfish, respectable horror who deliber-

ately bribes the representative of " the people " to repudiate his

duty, break his oath, let go his civic honor, in order to enable the

briber to exploit " the people " to his own private end of putting

money into his pocket.

In order to get a judgment wider than my own, I wrote to

several men, asking their opinion as to who constitute the dan-

.gerous classes in a republic.
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So conservative a man as Dr. A. W. Small of Chicago University

says: " The most vicious type of dangerous person 1 could point

out is the man who has power in the industrial world, and uses it

in the spirit of ' The people be damned.' I do not personally

believe that the number of this class is great. But the present

conditions of competition are such that many who are not at heart

of this class, think themselves obliged to act as if they were, in

self-defense."

A strong preacher in the chief city of Wisconsin names
as a dangerous class: "The monopolistic class; men wha
are not only unscrupulous in regard to methods and means of ac-

quiring wealth, but aim to secure such an advantage over their

fellows as to prevent them from having an equal chance with

themselves."

President Northrup of Minnesota State University, after

referring to the ordinary use of the phrase, " dangerous
classes," says: "I am, however, quite aware that there may be
dangerous classes of intelligent and selfish people, whose greed

and power to feed their greed may make them in a far wider field

dangerous to the welfare of the people."

Professor Pearson of Carleton College, Minnesota, to whom I

wrote because he is ultra-conservative in every matter, says he
judges mea not in class or mass, but as individuals; then adds:
" He is a dangerous man who does not love his neighbor as him-
self. The selfish man or woman is dangerous." One would com-
ment: Yes, but dangerous in a large social sense in proportion to

intelligence and power, so that their selfishness is gratified in the

degree in which they efficiently combine into a " class." The
merely stupidly selfish small and mean man or woman is not so-

cially dangerous.

Dr. Graham Taylor, a man capable of giving expert judgment,
is neatly to the point: " Those who buy and sell special privileges

in the form of law are the dangerous classes par excellence. They
are pulling the very foundations out from under everything." It

is notable that this man, whose life is almost wholly given to

working in and with those who are commonly called the dangerous
classes, making his family home among them—does not even
mention them. It probably did not occur to him, it would be so

absurd.

All my notes of inquiry were answered with utmost courtesy,

except one. Mr. George Gunton of this city replies thus
graciously: " That is a subject that is discussed from time to time
in our magazine and lecture bulletins. I can hardly be expected

to take time to give a special discourse upon the subject for one
who does not take the trouble to read either."

Two men, Dr. Patrick, Professor of Philosophy in Towa State

University, and Mr. J. E. Faulkner, president of the Trades
Assembly of Denver, a good representative of the labor unions,

both emphasize the prnvc and wide danger in the editorial class^
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in partisan or class papers. We shall not overestimate the per-

meating influence of newspaper editors, from the great metro-

politan dailies—several times a day—to the remotest cross-roads

sheet. They have the privilege of distributing the world's infor-

mation. It is a great office. But when they lend themselves to

partisan ends, suppress important facts, disproportion and per-

vert others, there is no other such possibility of falsehood, mis-

leading the people. The somewhat consoling fact that such mis-

leading is always in the end sure of its reaction is precisely what
constitutes its danger.

It seems, then, not a private judgment, but a fair agreement
among students of these matters, and the thoughtful and unprej-

udiced, that the dangerous classes in a republic are not the

pauper and criminal class, who would die out in a generation or

two if not replenished from the other classes. The negroes may
constitute a problem, but not a heavy danger. The tramp, the

ignorant, the poor—all these are only secondarily dangerous, as

usable by the dangerous class.

But not quite yet have we put our finger upon the " spot that

ails." If, then, the one dangerous class is the exploiting class,

these are dangerous in a republic only because, and as far as.

Demos apathetically lets them be so. Now must we speak care-

fully, for the theme draws us on to rebuke and exhortation for

ourselves.

Who are teachers of the people, anywhere indeed, but most im-

portantly in a republic? School and Church and, one must add
most emphatically in these days, Public Press. Of these three

the greatest is the School. By School in this connection, where
we are thinking of that which forms opinions and verily creates

popular ideals, we must mean chiefly college and university.

Here are the ideals made which percolate down through all the

grades of all the schools. I doubt if any educator will differ

from that estimate of the relative importance of college and
university in the creation and fostering of regnant ideals among
the people. The Church largely is what the higher schools

—

college, university, and theological seminary—make it, touching
the ideals which the pulpit sets forth. " Qualis rex, talis grex."

Verily the churches are what the preachers and priests make
them. Similarly of the Public Press. A growing civilization,

will find the forces of higher education in its schools more and
more shaping the editors' views and forming their ideals. But
whatever their relative influence, in these three, School and
Church and Press, rests the responsibility of popular ideals. In
these three, as there is the greatest hope, so is there the greatest

danger, if for any price they sell their birthright, their right under
God to be, viz., their freedom of utterance.

The dangerous class in a republic is the responsible creators of

the ideals of the people, when teacher and preacher and editor
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refuse to put forth the very bottom truth they know. If these be

venal or timorous, then is the very perpetuity of the Eepublic in

danger. If this Eepublic ever does, temporarily or permanently,

go over into an empire, an aristocracy, an oligarchy, or a plutoc-

racy, it will be because imperialists or aristocrats or oligarchs or

plutocrats have bought or scared the teachers and preachers and
writers of the Republic. Here is our " dangerous " class, those

who dare to run the awful risk of holding back the truth that is

m them, or modifying it or coddling it. The truth and the whole

truth needs no defense; it only asks to be proclaimed. Much may
depend upon the manner of its proclamation. To " speak the

truth in love " is still a divine injunction. Even then it may be

costly to utter it. It always has been so. Most things cost that

are worth while. There is at the long last only one thing more
costly, not to tell the truth. Here, then, is the substance of the

matter. Nothing can in the end make or break the Eepublic but

apathy. Other forms of government may get on in the apathy

of the people; the government will run itself along, whatever the

people do or do not do or think or feel. Not so a republic. Cour-

age and high passion are in the last analysis one. Without cour-

age no republic can live. Apathy is the opposite of courage. If

the teachers are brave; and the preachers will preach true religion

and the relentless whole of it in full and fearless application of

it; and the editors will all speak their real minds, there will be a

spirit of courage engendered among the people that will make any

threatened danger to the Eepublic a passing triviality. So the

way is the same old way of the Cross; sacrifice for God and the

truth, and for the people that they may be saved.

My theme is an ungracious one; it was given me. It is a much
pleasanter task to set forth smooth things. One must not, how-
ever, shirk from voicing the truth. I have endeavored to keep

free from hateful personalities or objurgations toward any class.

Have I invited any into the confessional? I have gone in with

my own class before them.

It is a dreadfully ugly fact that it was not the mob that crucified

Jesus. They wanted to make Him King. They strewed llowers

and waved palm branches before Him. The mob never cried:
" Crucify him," till the Church's ecclesiastics, and Pilate's and
Herod's politicians, told the mob to do so.

God help us! but it may be we of the " respectable " classes who
are exposed to the danger of " crucifying Him afresh." The
police justices and highest politicians, successors to pretorium and

empire, who stand before the people as representatives of govern-

ment; ministers in churches and teachers in college and univer-

sity, successors to the function of scribe and Pharisee, we it is,

who, unless we are true and brave and fnitliful to all the people,

whose servants we are; unless we are ready for the great privilege

of sacrifice of ourselves or our class—not necessarilv the sacrifice
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of loss, which were easy, but even for the sacrifice of service and
use, which is immeasurably harder; unless we, set to save, can see

the power and the beauty and the glory of the Messianic attitude

toward our high calling under God; unless we are anointed, which
by interpretation is christened, Christ-ed,—we shall in the end
come to some judgment day when our shameful sin will stand dis-

closed. That day of revealing may not lie beyond this life, but

may speedily come.
But " Peace; come away! " Let us gird ourselves for our task

in hope; hope because God has never lacked those to join his

cause, even when that cause involved some Calvary, if only the

call be clear and high. We cannot but believe, as we look

broadly at the movements of thought and course of events, that

a republic is the ideal form of human society, because only so can
there be a realized familydom of God. Not God the King in a
kingdom, but God the father in a family constituted of the uni-

versal brotherhood of man, must be the social embodiment of the

Christian spirit.

It seems to me that Jesus sought to found the ideal condition of

human life, to be realized in an ideal state, infinitely more than to

found any church. Life he taught, larger concept than either

church or state, in a universal human society, in which the one
all-includiug law of love shall reign. This is for the Jew fulfill-

ment; of all religions and all religion goal; for the Christian reali-

zation. It is the dream of poets of every time and clime, the
vision of every seer; the actualization of every prophetic voice's

call—when
" Men, the world o'er.

Shall brothers be."

DISCUSSION.

MR. ERNEST H. CROSBY, NEW YORK.

1 am so accustomed on occasions of this kind not to have as much
time as I want that I was particularly careful in making preparation
for my extemporaneous remarks this evening", to have them occupy
the space of ten minutes, which I was told would be allotted to me.
Now I am told I have to speak twenty-five minutes, so if my remarks
are not quite as solemn as they might be, you will understand the
reason. I doubt my power to speak on the subject twenty-five min-
utes, having prepared only for ten minutes. It is still more difficult

because there is nothing really left for me to say, but " Amen " to
both the addresses you have listened to.

If I were a detective and were asked by my chief to apprehend
the ringleaders of the dangerous classes in the Republic, I would
not go to the Tenderloin district; I would not go to the Bowerj' or
the East Side; I w^ould not go to the almshouse or the insane asylum,
or Blackwell's Island. I would not even go to Police head-
quarters. I think I should station myself, or should have stationed
myself, at the door of the Chamber of Commerce dinner last night.
Or still better, I think I should have put myself on the curb-stone,
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two weeks ago, at the sound-money parade. I believe I should have
had an opportunity' there of finding- at least some of the men, who,
quite innocejitly and ignorantly, I assume, are really the leaders of
the classes that are most dangerous in a republic. I take it, as the
other speakers have this evening, that the dangerous classes in a
republic are those that are dangerous to the Republic. Lunatics and
paupers and ordinary criminals are dangerous in all kinds of nations,
and not very dangerous at that. I do not know whether it ever
occurred to you, but an ordinary crime is almost as good as a
sermon. It shocks everybody. It makes them really better. I know
when I see a man humpbacked and bent over, it always makes me
stand up straighter, take in a good breath, and try to have a better
figure than I had before. You read about an ordinary, vile murder.
It is the best kind of sermon against murder that could be preached.
The crimes dangerous to a republic or any other country are those
which the great mass of people applaud. Those are the dangerous
crimes.
Now what is the danger to the Republic? You have been told

already, in the words of that most conservative man, in many ways,
at any rate, Professor Sumner of Yale College. It is the conflict of
plutocracy with democracy. The danger to this country is plu-
tocracy. I do not think we feel that fact as deeply as we should.
I have got some figures here—only a few—from Dr. Spahr's
book on " The Distribution of Wealth." One per cent, of the families
in this country own more than half of the wealth. Suppose
Benjamin Franklin were here to-night, or Thomas Jefferson,
and he were told that. What would we expect to hear from him?
Is that no danger to the Republic? Seven-eighths of the families in
this country (think what a mass that is!)hold only one-eighth of the
wealth. And I know perfectly well that that condition of things is

getting more and more accentuated every year. The showing twenty
years ago would have been infinitely better. We know the accumu-
lation of wealth is going on by leaps and bounds. Every year it be-
comes concentrated in larger sums and in fewer hands. It is not
necessary to prove that the poor are growing poorer. I do not sup-
pose that is the fact. The fact is that an aristocracy of extremely
powerful and rich people is growing up. Do we want such an aris-

tocracy? Our ancestors did not. They fought in England and in
this country for hundreds of years, from the time of King John—
perhaps even before that—for the purpose of securing a certain
degree of liberty and power and equality for themselves and each
individual among themselves. I know some people who argue now
that all we want is prosperity. We do not care how it comes. We
would like to have it trickling down from the strong box of some-
body up above us. I do not believe in that kind of prosperity. I

would rather have a dollar a day as a freeman than five dollars a
day as anybody else's henchman. That is the true Anglo-Saxon
spirit.

Another strange idea that people have got into their minds is that
the Anglo-Saxons got their great fame and reputation by taking away
the rights of other people. This is not so. They got their gresit fame
by standing up for their own rights. It is only in this way that we
can keep up the reputation of the Anglo-Saxon race. As soon as

people begin to take away the rights of other people they begin to

lose their own. We are in very serious danger of being caught in this

vulgar kind of trap. I want to spend a little time to show you that
we have some rights that we do not enjoy, that we ought to stand
up for quite as vigorously as our ancestors did for theirs.

Let us study a little the methods by which these accumulations
of wealth are brought together. In almost every case you will see

that they arise from a monopoly created by law; that they are arti-
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ficial products. I am talking" now about perfectly legitimate and
successful business. Take the two greatest fortunes here in New
York. One is held by a gentleman who received in a single year (if

we are to believe an affidavit made by his partner in a suit in which
he was engaged) an income of twenty-five millions. There may be a
mistake about that, but it was reported by the papers as contained
in an affidavit in a suit brought against him by his partner. TTiat
fortune was built up almost entirely by the assistance of the pro-
tective tariff. If it had not been for that I doubt if there would be
very much fortune there. It is perfectly clear that we simply have
created that fortune ourselves b3^ our stupidity and folly.

Take the other greatest fortune here in New York, built up, I sup-
pose—we won't say in the first place—but partially, by the ability to
monopolize a natural product, oil. But I believe that was really a
minor consideration. I don't believe that was the principal part of
it. The real foundation of that fortune was the ability to manipulate
the railroad monopoly. You listened to an address last night by
Mr. Henry D. Lloyd, who has written a book called " Wealth against
Commonwealth," which ought to be read by every American citizen.

Every page has at the foot references to the testimony upon which
it is based. Either the Standard Oil Company or its predecessor,
which built up the original business in some wonderful manner
which I confess I do not understand at all, seemed to get complete
control of two or three railroads, including the Pennsylvania and
New York Central. At that time people went about saying what
great and powerful men the Vanderbilts were, and all the time they
w^ere completely in the hands of the great oil monopoly, which not
only got the railroads to carry their oil free, but made the railroads
divide what they received from their competitors and pay half to
them because they sent their oil over that road. So the Standard Oil
Company not only had its oil carried for nothing, but got one-half the
price its competitors paid. This may have been perfectly legal and
legitimate. I don't know anything about it. But if we had any
conception of our rights in railroads chartered by our legislatures,

over land which was bought by our authorization, such things would
not be possible.

Take the great number of fortunes made in real estate. John
Stuart Mill, who certainly was not a radical, called attention to the
evil of allowing private individuals to take the unearned increment
of land to themselves. It is my own belief that the land monopoly
is responsible for a great many of the iniquities in society to-day.
I am always being told that I am a great deal too progressive and
too radical, because I say that every child born into this country
ought to have some share in the land that God made. But I am only
going as far as Moses did. Moses provided that every Israelitish

child who was bom should have a right in the land in which he was
born. That seems to me a wise and sensible provision, and we ought
to find some way by which we could do the same thing ourselves.
If we did, people would not be in possession of large fortunes simply
because they happened to own a frog pond along Broadway or Fifth
Avenue. It seems a foolish way of accumulating wealth—foolish for
"those who don't do it.

Take the matter of breweries. All brewers are rich. None of thei»
ever fail. I believe that brewing differs from every other industry
in the country in that respect, and the reason is the internal revenue
law. They are hedged around by the expenses which have to be
incurred by any competitor for the purpose of competing with them
in the matter of internal revenue, which makes it impossible to com-
pete with them at all.

Take the matter of patents. In a certaiji way, the idea of patents
is a very good thing. There ought to be some way of rewarding
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the inventor, aiihoiif^h the patent law never does reward the in-

ventor; it rewards somebody who has already cleaned the inventor
out. Still the idea is a very good one. But how is it with the tele-

phone monopoly? It ought to have run out a year ago. Why didn't

it rvin out? NVhj' is it that it has some fifteen or twenty years more
to run? Because some compliant clerk in the Patent Otfice failed to
put some paper on record, so that the fifteen or twenty years never
began to run at all until about a year ago. The Bell Telephone
Company has got the monopoly now for a great many more years.

It is a fraud from the word go.

Take a familiar kind of land monopoly, which concerns the use of
our public streets. If I had the time I could spend a half hour on
that subject alone. The gas companies using our streets charge per-

fectly extortionate rates. Nobody can compet-e with them. It is the
same with the trolley lines,—with this Fourth Avenue trolley line

that goes by this door; for this part of the line it does not pay any-
thing to anybody under the sun, and for the rest of it very little. I

went with others to Albany a couple of years ago to work in favor
of the Corporation Franchise Act, which simply requires that these
corporations (including gas companies, trolley-line companies, and
others) that use our streets should pay on their watered stock—their
capital which they have never paid for—should pay the same tax
that you and I pay on our personal property. I had not the remotest
idea that the bill would ever pass. That is the kind of bill I gen-
erally go up about. But I went up to appear before the Senate
and the Assembly Committee, knowing they wouldn't pay any atten-
tion to me. The bill never would have passed, if it had not been for
Governor Eoosevelt. It was a piece of common decency and honesty,
but it never would have passed if it had not been for Governor Roose-
velt and Senator Ford, who took some interest in it. To my mind, it

was by far the finest thing that Governor Roosevelt ever did. I
wonder he never talks about it.

Our ancestors made a little trouble one hundred and twenty years
ago about a little tiny tuppenny tax on tea. I don't suppose anybody
would have ever felt it in the world. It was almost a ridiculous thing
to say anj'thing about. But they did not believe in the principle of
taxation without representation. I wonder how long Sam Adams or
Benjamin Franklin would have paid five cents for a three-cent ride
in one of our street cars, and hung on by the strap when they had
paid for a seat without trying to get up some kind of an unparlia-

mentary disturbance.
The Metropolitan Traction Company has at least eighty millions

of watered stock, on which I understand it pays seven per cent.; that
is, on a value which we have given them, and for which they never
paid a cent. Is not this taxation witliout representation? lit is the
same way with the gJis companies and other companies.

I remember some years ago looking into the Brooklyn Trolley Com-
pany. I am not very good on statistics, but you can take what I

say as being true in n. general way. which is more than you can say
of most people. It is not very fresli in my memory, but I think the
real value of this company's plant, sonic years ago, was $'.».onO,000,

though it was capitalized, I think, at $:.':).()6o,000. Then there was a
little, one-milc-loiig company in Mftntague Street, which was capi-

talized at $200,000. To this they Icascci the whole of the rest of the
system—I don't how many miles —but the little Montague Street
Company took the whole. Then tliey went down to West Virginia
and organized a coni])nny there, and that company bought these
nharefl, amounting to $200,000, of the Montague Street line, which had
already leased all the otlier trolley lines of Brooklyn. You don't un-
derstand it? I don't understand it myself. It is like the tlircc-oard

ZDonte game at Coney Island, " Now you see it, and now you don't."^
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You never put your fing-er on the right card. They wanted to mix
up the whole business so that nobody would know how much it cost,

in order that they might make 20, 50, 100 per cent, in dividends, and
nobody be the wiser. That gives you a little idea of how these
things are done. Water is a very pretty word. Watered stock.

Doesn't that sound nice? The only water about watered stock is th«
sweat of other people's brows. That is all there is of it. You cannot
get money without earning it, unless somebody else earns it without
getting it, and all of you pious people who get dividends in the
Metropolitan Company every three months or six months are simply,
in many cases, taking away the rewai-d of somebody else's labor.

You may say. What shall we do about it? But that is the fact. That
is the way in which the great monopolistic businesses of our country
are built up. For that reason I say the monopolists constitute the
really dangerous class in this country. I would like to tell a little

story about a trolley company, to show how great monopolists treat
the common laboring man. Laboring men have great confidence in
legislation. They got a bill passed that no railway company in New
York and Brooklyn should exact more than t€n hours' work a day
from its employees. The trolley lines in Brooklyn, like almost every
other line in the city, paid no attention to the law. The men had to
work for eleven hours or eleven hours and a half—it made no differ-

ence how long. The employees in Brooklyn determined to test that
question and have it perfectly clear. They went before Judge Moore
of the County Court in Brooklyn, and said, " See here, we want the
directors of this company arrested and fined, because the law says
they shan't exact more than ten hours' labor a day from their men,
and they are exacting eleven hours' labor from them." Judge Moore
rendered a decision in which he ruled the case out on the ground
that the company did not exact more than ten hours a day, because
the men were at liberty to go anywhere else to icork if they wanted to.

That was his decision. Do we wonder that there is some feeling
against courts and the directors of companies under such circum-
stances?
There is no end to this taking of the public resources of the State

and using them as private property. We have seen how the Eamapo
Company tried to get possession of all the rivers and lakes in this
State. We have seen a company, in fact, formed to take possession
of Niagara Falls, and use that tremendous power. Once get a cor-
poration to water its stock with Niagara Falls, and I don't exactly
know where the system is going to end.
How are we going to put an end to the existence of dangers of

this kind? Not by punishing people for doing what most of us
would do under the same circumstances, but bj"^ doing all we can to
put before the people a new ideal, and by legislation making it im-
possible for people to succeed in rolling up wealth in this way. If
we could tax the unearned increment out of the land, if we could tax
the water out of stock, it seems to me that would be a beginning in
the right direction. Far more important, if we could hold up the
ideal that to be honest and honorable a man must have only what he
earns, and nothing more. If we could once preach some such ideal
as that, I think we should find that we were advancing in the right
direction. Our business ideal now is, Get all you can for nothing.
The more you can get for nothing the more successful you are. That
should be replaced by the ideal of only getting what we are hon-
estly entitled to. If my work is worth $50,000 a year, let me have
it; but don't make it possible for me to succeed in getting anything
outside of that $50,000. As long as the Wall Street ideal, " Grab all

you can get," is the national ideal, just so long we are going to have
the great problem of the monopolist class and the pauper class. It
is not a mere coincidence that Wall Street and Tammany Hall are in
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the same city. The two things go together. Wall Street is the prin-
cipal seat of the disease of making money at the expense of other
people. Fourteenth Street is nothing but a boil on the surface. It
seems more unsightly, but it merely shows that the other thing exists
beneath the surface.
Let us do what we can to raise up another ideal. Most of us are

too old to undertake to apply it in our own lives; but let us show
that we think the proper thing for people to do is to confine them-
selves to their own earnings, and not make it the great object of
their lives to get away the earnings of other people.

VIII. RELIGION VITAL TO DEMOCRACY.

Paper.

EEV. WASHINGTON" GLADDEN, D. D., COLUMBUS, OHIO.

The opinion is not new that religion holds a vital relation to all

good government. The Hebrew Scriptures make this truth
central, but it is not peculiar to them. " A city," says Plutarch,
"might more easily be founded without territory than a state
without a belief in God." Memorable, also, are the first words of
Plato's great work upon " The Laws." They are spoken in dia-

logue by three men who are walking in Crete on a summer's day
to the cave and temple of Zeus:

" Athenian: Tell me, Stranger, is God or a man supposed to be
the author of your laws?

" Cleinias: God, Stranger; in the truest sense they may be said

to be the work of God; among us Cretans the author of them has
been supposed to be Zeus; but in Lacedsemon, as our Lacedae-
monian friend will tell you, they say that Apollo is their lawgiver.

" Athenian: And do you believe, as Homer says, that Minos
went, every ninth year, to converse with his Athenian sire, and
made laws for your cities in accordance with his sacred words?

" Cleinias: Yes, that is our tradition."

In " The Republic," also, it will be remembered that Plato,

while mercilessly wielding the scalpel of the higher criticism upon
the Homeric tales, yet strongly maintains that the true knowledge
of the true God is an essential element in the education by which
the citizen is prepared for the service of the state.

Whatever may be the fonn of the state, therefore, it has long
been assumed that religion lies at its foundation. "The powers
that be," says Paul, " arc ordained of God; there is no power but
of God." That was announced as the Christian doctrine of gov-
ernment in the days when Nero was Emperor at Rome.
"Man," said Aristotle, "is a political animal." The instincts

with which he is endowed create political society, and establish

some measure of order and subordination. In responding to

these natural impulses he is, in some dim way, obeying his Creator,
and there is, therefore, a religious element in the rudest and worst
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forms of human government. " The powers that be," whatever
they may be, so long as they stand for order and law, do represent

that Eternal Eeason who is the source of order and law.

According to the philosophy of Paul and of Aristotle, religion

is, therefore, a vital element in all forms of government. If de-

mocracy is a mode of government, if it secures a coherent social

order, it must do so by making use of those instincts and tend-

encies of human nature by which men are drawn into political

relations. Democracy can no more dispense with the divinely im-
planted social tendencies than the builder can dispense with gravi-

tation and cohesion.

It is true that there have been theories of political society in

ivhich these deep-lying principles of human nature are scarcely

recognized. The Social Contract theory, of which Eousseau is

chief sponsor, seems to find in the individual human will the

essential elements of government. According to this theory men
do not live in political society because " it is their nature to," but
because they have made up their minds that it is expedient to do
so; and government is a kind of pool to which each one contributes

a part of his selfhood. Whatever just power government pos-

sesses is the aggregate of these individual volitional contributions

of authority. Eousseau does not deny that God is over all, but
He is so far above us that we cannot be partners with Him in the

business of government; we must govern ourselves. " All justice

comes from God," he says, " He alone is its source; but if we knew
how to receive it from so exalted a source we would need neither

government nor law." Because we do not know how to receive it

from so exalted a source we must fashion it for ourselves. It is

purely a manufactured article; man made it, and is responsible for

it; of course he has a right to destroy the work of his hands when
it so pleases him. Says Bluntschli: " The main error [of this

theory] lies in representing individuals as contracting. If indi-

viduals make contracts, private rights are created, but not public

rights. What belongs to the individual as such is his private

property, his individual possession; with that he can deal; one,

like another, can make contracts about it. But contracts cannot
have a political character unless there is already a community
above the individuals; for a contract, if political, does not deal

with the private good of individuals, but with the public good of

the community.
" Thus neither a nation nor a state can arise out of contract

between individuals. A sum of individual wills does not produce
a common will. The renunciation of any number of private

rights does not produce any public right.
" For practical politics [says Bluntschli] this doctrine is in the

highest degree dangerous, since it makes the state and its insti-

tutions the product of individual caprice and declares it to be
•changeable according to the will of the individuals then living.

It destroys the conception of public law, instigates the citizens to
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unconstitutional movements, and exposes the state to the utter-

most insecurity and confusion. It is to he considered, therefore,

a theory of anarchy rather than a political doctrine."

It is thus evident that a purely man-made government, whether
it be monarchy or democracy, lacks the principle of imity and per-

manence. Something deeper and stronger than the human will

must hold the state together or it will soon fall into fragments.
AVe have had something too much of this atomistic philosophy in

all our national politics. While it was not the impelling cause of

the secession of the Southern States, it furnished the logical justi-

fication for that secession. It cost this nation a million lives and
several billions of treasure to stamp it out. The expenditure was
not extravagant if only we have learned that the bond of a nation's

life is something stronger than the consenting wills of its indi-

vidual citizens.

The recognition of this deeper relationship is essential to the

welfare of all forms of political society, but more imperative in a

democracy than in any other form of the state. Under a

monarchy the unity of the people is symbolized by a hereditary

dyna/sty; in a republic there is no such visible sign of the bond
that holds together the generations. The Queen of England
represents to all her subjects a thousand years of history; the
blood of Alfred and the Saxons, of William and the Normans, of

Plantagenet and Tudor and Stuart and Hanoverian is flowing in

her veins. The nation over which she rules is the same nation that

was ruled by Edward the Confessor and all the Edwards, by Henry
Beauclerc and all the Henrys; it is the England of Crecy and Poic-

tiers and Trafalgar and Waterloo, and the Queen is a living wit-

ness to its unity. No wonder that her personality is a spell to

conjure with; loyalty to her is a kind of religion.

In a democracy such symbols are absent, and there is all the
more need of the recognition of the deeper and more sacred bond
which binds all peoples together. For that bond exists; it is the
fundamental fact of our national life, and we ought to own it and
rejoice in it. We have not in America the living emblem of our
unity, but we have the spiritual fact, and it is needful that we
should get acquainted with that. There is no hereditary dynasty
to which our loyalty may cling, but there is an inner principle of

unity—a law written upon the heart of the nation whose authority

we must neither gainsay nor ignore. For Elisha Mulford's words
are true:

" The origin of the nation is not in the will of the individual,

nor in the will of the whole, but in the higher will without Avhich

the whole can have no being, and its continuity is not in the
changing interest of men, but in the vocation wliich in a widening
purpose from the fathers to the children joins the generations of
men, and its unity is not in the concurrent choice of a certain

number of men, but in the Divine purpose in history which brings
to one end the unnumbered deeds of unnumbered men."
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The evolutionary philosophy enables us to grasp and hold, as

never before, the truth of the Divine immanence. The fact that

God is in this world is becoming visible to many thoughtful men;
the vast significance which is thus given to the whole of nature

and life we are beginning dimly to discern. But the truth that

the constructive elements of political society are divine elements;

that the social order not less than the natural order is the out-

working of the Divine purpose; that in the state as well as in the

plant there is a stream of tendency by which it strives to fulfill

the law of its being—this is a truth of which we have not, as yet,

made much account. Our doctrine of political society is largely

deistical. Its God is wholly external to the machine—one who,
in Carlyle's phrase, having wound up the universe, contents Him-
self with sitting on the outside of it and seeing it go. That He
has any practical or vital relation to the affairs of human govern-

ment is not conceived by many Americans.
The monarch is apt at least to feign that he reigns by the will

of God. With some of them no doubt it is more than feigning;

the Emperor of Germany, erratic as his conduct often seems, is

clearly possessed by the conviction that he has no power that does

not come to him from God and that his business is to know God's

vsdll and do it. The only trouble in this case is a misgiving that

the organ of revelation may be defective; that there may be error

in discerning the will of God; that the royal interpreter of the

Divine decrees sometimes sees, as in a blurred mirror, dimly, the

purposes of the Most High. That difficulty always exists, under
all forms of government. Moses made mistakes—serious and
fatal ones—and so did Samuel and David—inspired interpreters

though they were supposed to be, of the Divine will. We have
no warrant for believing that any individual monarch or lawgiver

will be infallible. Yet it is the right thing for every man on
whom such responsibility falls to recognize the Source of all sov-

ereignty and righteous rule, and to seek to know His will and to

conform to it. The Emperor of Germany is perfectly right in

his theor}''; and while he may often blunder sadly in his attempts

to re-enact and enforce the law of God, yet there is more hope
for the government of a monarch who is actuated by this sincere

purpose than for that of a republic which has no sense of any
Divine vocation, and which assumes that there is no authority

save that which resides in individual human wills, and in such

compacts as they may choose to form. The people, like the

monarch, may err in their interpretation of the will of God, but it

is woe to them if they do not care to know it. For a devout

monarchy there is some hope; for an atheistic democracy there is

none.

Is it fair to speak of American democracy as atheistic? No
loyal American would make any such accusation. In their origin

our institutions were fundamentally religious; the Colonies, in

many cases, were theocracies, rather than democracies. Nor has
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the idea of some Divine supervision of our affairs ever wholly
forsaken the thoughts of the people. But the conception of the
relation of God to the concerns of the state has probably been
that of occasional or frequent interpositions to reward us for our
good deeds or to punish for our transgressions. The business of

government, like the greater part of our concerns, has been re-

garded as belonging in the secular realm; and tlio secular realm is

under the operation of natural law, that is,the law of competition,

the law of the strongest. Authority is derived from human voli-

tion, and where human wills do not agree, they must be counted,
and the authority given to the majority. This is the working
theory of our democracy; we do not, in practice, look beyond the
will of the individual voter; we assume that he is the final deposi-

tory of power. " Governments," we say, " derive their just

powers from the consent of the governed." This is our practical

interpretation of our political sovereignty and political obligation.

We are not theoretical atheists, but there is not much room for

God in our politics any more than in business. Indeed the preva-
lent notion is that politics and religion are separate realms, and
that it is not only unseemly, but positively mischievous, to try to

unite them. For any abiding sense of the presence of God in our
political life, or of the need of knowing His will and working with
Him, we search in vain through current politics. There is, there-

fore, we must sorrowfully confess, a great deal of practical atheism
in the prevailing conceptions of the American people respecting

their political affairs. Evidence of this may be seen:

(1) In the emphasis placed upon the suffrage and citizenship as

a right rather than a diity. That is the idea which is always
uppermost in all our political discussions. The suffrage is called

the elective franchise—and the thought is always fixed upon it as

a personal possession or privilege. What is mine by right I may
use as I please; if I fail to use it, it is nobody's concern but mine;
I may dispose of it for my own advantage; it is not far to the con-

clusion that I may sell it, if there is a market. Precisely the same
thing is true, of course, of official functions. The right to hold

office is easily interpreted as the right to use the power which the

office gives me for my own emolument. The emphasis placed

upon citizenship as a right thus leads by a straight ])ath to the

corruption and bribery by which our governments of all grades

are now so sadly vitiated.

The entire conception is fundamentally defective, and it arises,

as will be seen at once, from the failure to recognize the Divine

agency in the structure of the state. If God is the real l?uler of

all nations, if the first prin(i[)le of ])olitical wisdom is to find out

His will and do it. thou the suffrage is not ])riinarily a right, but
a duty, and citizenship is not a franchise, but a trust for the

exercise of which 1 am directly responsible to Him.
(2) Another evidence of this practical atheism is the growing

lack of respect for law. No one can deny that this is among the
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most dangerous tendencies of American society. The way in

which citizens and officers alike ignore and defy the laws of the

State or the city is a surprise to visitors from other countries and

a grief to all good men. Is it not due, at least in part, to the

entire secularization of our thought about government? Will the

law which derives all its authority from the consent of the gov-

erned, from the more or less casual agreement of human wills, ever

be invested with sacredness?

(3) The practical atheism of our politics is exhibited also in the

violence and recklessness of partisanship. If there were any

sense of the presence of God in human affairs, men could not be

such virulent partisans as they are—always bent on putting the

worst possible construction upon all the actions of their op-

ponents, and even determined to prevent them from doing right,

lest they may get credit for it. If we believed that God is really

ruling, not only in the armies of heaven, but also among the in-

habitants of the earth, we should be looking for signs of His

presence; and when we saw any wrong righted, or any movement
in progress which promised the increase of freedom or righteous-

ness, or any evidence whatever that any man in power was endeav-

oring to do right, we should hail it and praise it, whether it origi-

nated in our party or the other party. We can hardly be so in-

fatuated as to suppose that no signs of God's presence can be

visible in the national life except when our party is in power. If

He is getting His will done in earth, at all, it is probably done now
and then by those who are not of our party. The prevailing dis-

position to disparage or denounce everything that is done by

political opponents is a clear sign that there is no reverent recog-

nition of the presence of God in the affairs of the nation.

(4) More grave than all else is the tendency to set at naught

the fundamental principles of our democracy by permitting the

strong to oppress the weak. No one can fail to see that here is a

great danger. In this free country of ours have appeared the most
stupendous aggregations of power known to history. That they

may be able by corrupt means to pervert the government which

exists for the protection of the people and thus to despoil the

people for their own aggrandizement is certainly among the pos-

sible perils. Is not this, also, evidence of the failure to recognize

the presence of God in our national life? Belief in God as the

Father of all men is a belief that all men are brothers; and the

attempt of some to prosper at the expense of the rest is a violent

denial of the fundamental article of the Christian religion. It

was upon this belief that our democracy was founded in the be-

ginning, and not upon any theory about a consent of individual

wills. And I do not believe that our democracy can continue to

exist unless this great truth of the brotherhood of man is restored

and lifted up and emphasized as the constructive idea of all our

civil life. The idea of the liberty of the individual is not a sound

basis for a democratic government. " We cannot," says Pro-
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fessor Giddings, " begin with liberty, irrespective of fraternity,

and expect that liberty will then develop into fraternity and
equality. It is more likely to develop into the widest inequality

and burning hatreds. If, however, we first have fraternity, we
can also have liberty. Men who are like-minded can live to-

gether on a basis of mutual agreements without any coercive

power above them to keep them in order. Men of differing

nationalities and faiths, if also of discordant minds, can live and
work together for a common purpose only when a coercive power
maintains order among them. Fraternity, then, must be ante-

cedent to liberty and not liberty to fraternity, if liberty and fra-

ternity are to coexist."

Now it is manifest that the growth of monopoly is the denial

of fraternity; and those who have ceased to believe in the brother-

hood of man give the clearest evidence that they do not believe

in the fatherhood of God. " He that loveth not his brother whom
he hath seen cannot love God whom he hath not seen."

The tendencies which I have pointed out show us what losses a

democracy suffers and to what dangers it exposes itself when it

fails to recognize in its practical affairs the religious truths on
which its life is founded. And they also suggest to us by con-

trast what gains might come to this nation if only the great

truths of religion were recognized as vital elements of its life.

What a change would pass upon all our civic life if through the

recognition of God in the national life we should come to think
of citizenship and office-holder, not as personal rights, but as

duties owed by us to God in the building up of His Kmgdom on
the earth! And what a sense of the sacredness of law would take

possession of the hearts of the people, if legislators understood
that their business was to discern God's purposes and shape their

statutes, as nearly as they could, in accordance with them; and if

the people felt that these laws were attempts to express, however
imperfectly, in human words the Eternal Reason! And what a
great peace would fall upon the stormy deep of partisan politics

if men only felt that God is here, fulfilling His great purposes in

the ongoings of our political life, even making the wrath of man
to praise Him, and using now, as He has always used, imperfect

men to accomplish His great designs! Above all, what a new
sense of the essential significance of democratic government would
take possession of the minds of the people, if they could see that

it is simply the logical expression of the doctrine of the Divine
Fatherhood and the human brotherhood; and that thus the very

corner stone of democracy is religion!

If, as Professor Giddings so strongly says, fraternity rather

than liberty is the primary fact of democracy, then democracy
must have its basis in religion; for it is absurd to talk about
brotherhood where there is no Fatherhood. How can all men be
brothers unless they have a common Father, and how can they

separate their fraternal love from their filial reverence? All talk
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of fraternity which denies or ignores the Eternal Fatherhood is

cant or hypocrisy. If love is not the heart of the universe, all

such terms are meaningless.

It is evident that the recognition of these truths as funda-

mental in governmental science would result in revolutionizing

our customary ways of thinking about political affairs. And it

is not less evident that such a radical change of thought is needed

if democracy is to be saved from disintegration. The atomistic

philosophy has introduced into our political life the seeds of dis-

solution; it is time that we were seeking for conceptions more
constructive.

It may be asked whether the traditional dread of the union of

church and state is a groundless fear; if there is not danger here

against which we should be on our guard. Yes, there is danger in

all alliances between political and ecclesiastical institutions.

AVhat might be true if the Church were one, I cannot tell, but

there is no ecclesiasticism on earth to-day which is not a mere
fragment—a sect; none which represents the spiritual side of the

Kingdom of God. And it is evident that the state can have noth-

ing to do with any of these contending sects. They make for

division rather than unity; the state cannot recognize any of

them. It is not ecclesiasticism or sectarianism which is vital to

the state; it is religion—the spiritual facts which underlie all the

•creeds.
" As a mere economic formula," says Eichard Whiting, " de-

mocracy must ever fade off into Bellamy visions of a glorified

Poughkeepsie with superior drains. The underground system of

the human being is the thing that we must first set right. With-
out religion, how is man, the essentially religious animal, to face

the most tremendous of all problems—social justice? Eeligion

—

Guyau's natural internal energy for all good coming straight

from the heart of all being and translating itself into action by its

own exuberance of vitality—is his breath of life. Such progress

as he has made has ever been in accordance with such religion as

he has had. Poor as they may have been, they have been ade-

quate in their hour, and this science moves by experiment, like the

rest. What is essential in it is what has least changed: Love,

justice, brotherhood—ever the voice has whispered these or pro-

claimed them in trumpet tones. Only the systems are the things

that have had their day."

It is my profound belief that nothing but the recognition of

these truths, with the change of mind which they must bring, will

save our democracy from decay. Some power is needed to front

and overcome the influences which are now assailing the very

foundations of the state. I do not believe that any help can come
from the economic motives to which we are wont to make appeal,

or from the theories which make individual rights and interests

the source of social justice. There is nothing in all this to call

iorth enthusiasm or to warrant sacrifice. There is nothing here
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worth fighting and dying for. Something there must be in the
appeal that the deiuocracv makes to its citizens which is deeper
than self-interest, and diviner than the will of the majority. If

we can believe that in the nation, not less truly than in the indi-

vidual, it is God that worketh; that there is a Power not ourselves,

that makes for righteousness in the ongoings of the state; that

there is a moral ideal toward which He is leading us and which it

is our business to discern and realize; that thus, if we are humble
and reverent and obedient to the Light that lighteth every man,
we may be co-workers with God in the building of His Kingdom
in the world, then there are motives to be drawn from the life of

the state that are higher than mere expediency, that appeal to

faith and imagination and self-devotion,—to all the nobler pos-

sibilities of the soul,—and are able to make men heroes, patriots,

martyrs for the commonwealth. For such a nation, surely, some
would even dare to die—not merely on the battlefield fighting

against an invading enemy, but in the lists of civic duty resisting

the far more dangerous foes that lurk within the household.

Until reform takes on the essential characteristics of religion

—

in its recognition of a " mystery in the affairs of state," deeper
than the consent of individual wills; in its devotion to a moral
ideal, as supreme above all momentary choices, and in its willing-

ness to sacrifice present gains for future well-being—there can

be no clear assurance of saving health to the nation.
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ASSEMBLY HALL, UNITED CHAEITIES' BUILDING,
THUESDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

The Conference reassembled at 9.45 a. m., under the presidency

of Rev. E. S. Tipple, Ph. D., of New York.

IX. RELIGIOUS EDUCATION IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

Letter.

eev. lyman abbott, d. d., new tore.

My Dear Dr. Whiton:
Unable to be present Thursday morning, owing to sickness in

my family, I will not undertake to furnish a paper to be read,

since my impression is that papers written by one and read by
another rarely add to the interest and value of such a Confer-
ence; but I will put in as concise form as possible certain theses

for which I should contend, and which may perhaps serve as

subjects for discussion by others.

(1) In a democratic state public education is a function which
belongs primarily to the State; only secondarily, and in so far as

it is neglected by the state, to the Church.

(2) The object of this education must be to make men and
women who shall be good citizens. The state has, therefore, the
right and the duty to furnish all the education necessary to

make good citizens. Beyond this it need not go.

(3) To make good citizens our children must be taught to sup-
port themselves. He who cannot support himself lacks the first

quality of good citizenship in a republic. Therefore, so much
of professional and trade education as is necessary to self-support

should be furnished by the public schools.

(4) To make good citizens, boys and girls must not only be
informed of facts and instructed in principles; they must be
trained to think for themselves. Democracy is impossible unless
the people who constitute the democracy are thinking people.

Therefore the object of the public school should be to develop
intellectual power.

(5) But intellectual power does not itself make a good citizen.

He who would take part in governing his neighbor must first

of all learn how to govern himself. Morality is the basis of the
state. Therefore the public school must train boys and girls to

be moral persons. The conscience must be made strong as well
as the intellect active.
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(6) The foundation of any true morality is the recognition of
the reality of moral laws which man has not made and cannot
unmake, which are superior to and independent of the human
will. Divine laws^, I call them. The public school, if it is to make
good citizens, must train boys and girls to be loyal to these divine
laws.

These are the principles for which I should contend if it were
possible for me to be present with you on Thursday morning.
As it is, I simply throw them out in concrete and concise form
for free discussion.

With sincere regret that I am prevented from taking part in
that discussion myself, believe me.

Yours very truly,

Lyman Abbott.

X. EDUCATION BY CHUECH AND SCHOOL IN SOCIAL
EIGHTEOUSNESS.

Paper.

HON. SIMEON E. BALDWIN, LL. D., NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The subject on which I have been asked to address you is one
that seems to invite some inquiry into the fundamental notions

of conduct.

Social Righteousness? Is there, then, a righteousness which
is not social? I think we must admit that the Church, at least,

of a former generation might have declared that there was. It

was righteousness toward God at which men were to aim—to

aim, though it was hopeless of attainment. It was a personal,

individual thing; an affair largely of the mind and heart.

Modern theology, if I mistake not, looks upon righteousness

toward God as involving, perhaps as being, righteousness toward
our neighbor, and this neighbor is everyone with whom we come
into relation.

Social righteousness is not the righteousness of society, but
this righteousness of its members toward each other.

It is the more important, as a subject of inquiry, and of prac-

tice, because society itself proceeds on a different principle.

Every political community, every organized governmental
society, is organized selfishness. It looks out for its own in-

terests first. It puts them above everything else.

You owe your neighbor a just debt. You owe the state, the

county, the city, also a tax. This tax must be paid first. If you
do not pay it, you may be sent to jail, like a criminal. You must
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pay it, to the last dollar, though it exhausts your entire means,
and leaves you with nothing to meet your other obligations. If

you are thrown into bankruptcy, the same result follows. The
bankrupt court will order the tax paid, whatever other obligations

may go unpaid.

You have a house, dear as the residence of your father before

you. The state thinks that a street could be improved by sweeping
your house away. It must go. You vsdll get what it considers its

money value, indeed; but part with it you must. There is no
room for choice on your part; no right of yours to make a price.

The government is looking out for its own interest, and that

only.

This attitude of society toward its members is right. But it

is right only because society is something which exists for the

good of all its members, and it is selfish in their behalf. If it

were to show favor to one, it would wrong the rest. If it waives
a right, as to one, it waives that in the enforcement of which all

the others have an interest. It is a trustee; and trustees cannot
be generous with trust funds.

I regard this state selfishness as inherent, and properly in-

herent, in the very idea of free government. It is the condition

of the only co-operation between its members which is practi-

cally possible.

Whatever industries may be "nationalized," to use the phrase
of the day, must be directed and conducted, says Socialism, by the

rule of monopoly. The government has long nationalized the
mail service, and to do it effectively it has made competition by
private enterprise a criminal offense. It has long assumed the
care and maintenance of highways, but the public complain, and
justly, if it pays its laborers more than such men can earn in

other employments. If railroads are to be nationalized, competi-
tion must be excluded and the direction vested in a few strong
hands, with high wages for the men that run the business, and
low wages, comparatively, for the men that run the trains.

Frederick Denison Maurice was the head of the little band of

true-hearted Englishmen who, fifty years ago, set out to reconsti-

tute human society on the basis and in the name of Christian

Socialism. But what did he mean by it? To make co-operation,

in any new sense, a fundamental law? Far from it. He was
seeking to Christianize socialism; to dig down beneath the sur-

face, and find its roots. The friends and foes, he said, of existing

political society were at war because they started from the same
vicious premises; because they tacitly assumed it to be based on
what was connected with land, goods, money, labor—on subjects

of possession. Was it so? No, he insisted. Human relations

not only should be, but do lie, beneath all these. It was substi-

tuting property relations for human relations as the foundations

of society that made it weak, and by glorifying things struck at

the dignity of man.
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There is much in this criticism of Maurice on modern politics.

Patriarchal society, feudal society, the social constitution of

Japan down to our own generation, avoided any such error. The
personal relation was the controlling one. But was this principle

adequate to respond to the demands of advancing civilization?

Civilization makes property. It creates new property relations:

new affections, therefore; new motives, new ideals. Loyalty to

a chief gives way to obedience to law. Is the new sentiment,

after all, less noble than the old?

But, be this as it may, this quality of the modern state, this

organized selfishness of human government, which is as absolute

in a republic as under a despotism, is one which no individual, no
man acting for himself can safely share.

It was a saying of the Hopkinsians of the last century, that all

sin is selfishness. Whatever other points they may have been
mistaken in, there they were right. Society, as to those who
compose it, involves self-sacrifice. No member of it can live

unto himself, or die unto himself. Each is in some sort dependent
on every other.

In the beginnings of society, when the family has grown into

a tribe, the tie of blood still binds all together. In the society

of modern civilization this has disappeared, and some other mo-
tive to mutual good offices must be supplied. There is the more
need for it, also, because now the laws of political science and
political economy are better understood. They are pitiless laws.

Inexorably, silently, irresistibly, they drag down the weak and
ignorant, and elevate the wise and prudent. Inexorably, silently,

irresistibly, they concentrate power and wealth in comparatively

few hands, and divide the community into a small number of

employers and a large number of laborers.

It is not impossible that the day may come when what is now
the dream of Socialism may be accomplished, and the state be-

tcome again, what the patriarchal chief once was, the sole em-
ployer and distributer of capital. If so, the state will still be

'organized selfishness, for on no other basis could it exist. It

must treat all with an equal hand, and so to do it must show
favor, be generous, to none.

But as things are and will remain, in our day, knowledge and
wealth and power will be in each community the possession of a

few individuals, free, in most respects, to enjoy them at their

pleasure, and to abuse them at their pleasure.

Social righteousness demands of these men to hold themselves

trustees of what God has thus given them—to recognize duties

owed to their fellow-citizens beyond such as may be prescribed

by law.

It equally demands of the mass of the people a loyal exercise

of their powers, such as they are, in the same spirit as a public

trust.
" Every man's life," said Dr. Bushnell, " is a plan of God for
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him." He must be taught to pursue it, as God would have him. He
must be taught it by the Church. He may be taught it by the

school. The one will teach it as a Divine law. The other can

teach it as a social law.

I speak here of the school in a broad sense—as the voice of

the state exerted in public instruction.

In primary education, a state which has no religious establish-

ment can do little in this direction. Small children can be led

to morality by home influences, but hardly by school instruction,

unless it comes with the sanction and authority of religion. It

,1s not until history and ethics can be understood that a boy can

see the force of arguments for social unselfishness.

Nor, indeed, at any stage of scholastic education, be it private

or public, can social righteousness be easily taught by way of

lesson from a book or by any kind of talk or lecture to a class.

It is too largely a matter of feeling and conscience.

Matthew Arnold said of religion that it is " ethics heightened,

•enkindled, lit up, by feeling." He would have said a truer thing

had he affirmed this of social righteousness.

It must be the main office of school and college to teach facts

and processes—the main outward office, I mean—that which
curriculums and catalogues can lay dovm. As we go forward in

our course toward the point where the real education of the world
'is to begin for us, a certain ethical standard indeed is more
clearly seen as the ultimate governor of social life. A light from
moral science shines through the higher studies, involving and
demanding the consideration of the relations of man to man.
Political economy, it has been said, is the morality of industry;

social science the morality of history and human goverment. So
international law is the morality of nations. But these vague
statements mean nothing to the uncultivated or half-cultivated

mind. They are never really appreciated until one has passed

out of the drill of the barrack-yard into the open field of service.

They are hardly the subjects of positive instruction.

Here, as in most things, the best work of a teacher may be the

personal influence and inspiration that goes out from him, un-

consciously given and unconsciously received. As part of this,

the spirit of social righteousness may be breathed out and
breathed in, from day to day. Who that has taught others in

their youth has known a higher pleasure than to be told by one
and another, years afterward, that he gave them impulses

and set in their hearts ideals that have shaped their lives?

But what the teacher can do by conscious effort in these direc-

tions must largely come from suggestions to individual students,

or suggestions that may chance to be taken up by individual

students for voluntary work. It is in recommending this book
or that; this course of reading or that; this end to keep in view,

rather than another; that the capable teacher will often do his

best service.
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To one who would thus bring social righteousness before his^

pupOs, next to the New Testament, biography will, I think, be
the main reliance; poetry following closely after.

For the New Testament must come always first; and of the
New Testament, the Four Gospels, which give the story for which
the rest is little but a gloss.

He who spake as never man spake knew how to teach. He
knew how to frame the simple parable that, with a few strong
touches, gives in a sentence what a volume of elaborate moral
science could not adequately express. Who can ever forget the
story of the Good Samaritan, and the lesson for hhn that stands
out in every line of it. He has been the priest; he has been the
Levite; he perhaps has been the robber; but when, when can he
say that he was the Samaritan, doing good to those who de-

spised him, and doing it on the natural impulse of unstudied
philanthropy?
We may not be able to teach the New Testament in our public

schools. In some States their Constitutions forbid it. In all

there will always be scholars who would receive any instruction

from that source with dislike and suspicion. To give it would
strengthen also the movement toward special parochial schools;

that is, toward separating one large class of American youth
from the rest.

But teachers can refer to it and to its place in the literature

of the world, in a way that will send the intelligent boy to look

at it for himself.

In the higher stages of public education, when freedom of elec-

tion has been reached, it is, of course, easy to form classes for

definite investigation into the character and history of Christian

doctrine.

But it is time to turn to what the Church, one of whose special

functions it is to give such teaching, can best do to make it

effective in the promotion of social righteousness.

And here we strike an element of weakness not met with in the •

school.

The school, and by the school I mean all that stands for gen-

eral public education, is familiar with the true principles—or

what the times accept as the true principles—of political science

and political economy. The pulpit—and by this I mean the gen-

eral body of ministers of religion, of all denominations—the

pulpit is not.

The training of the ministry until recent years has been away
from such fields of study, and even in recent years the courses

in those subjects given or attempted in our theological seminaries

have been treated, and perhaps justly, as of comparatively slight

importance.

It may be that our Protestant churches are in fault for not

having taken up earlier this work of giving instruction in social'

science and social ethics.
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1 regard it as by no means impossible that social righteousness,

on the basis of Christ's teachings, may be a leading subject of

study in the Sunday-schools of the coming century. Many of

you, no doubt, have seen the thoughtful paper of Professor

Butler of Columbia on " Religious Instruction and its Relation

to Education,^' read in this city last year, under the auspices of

the Sunday-school Commission of the Episcopal diocese of New
York. Recognizing the inability of the American state to teach
religion in its schools, he insists that the churches must teach it

in theirs, and that the Sunday school must be transformed into

something larger, with salaried teachers, and thorough courses

of education in subjects outside of those to which it now confines

its attention, but hardly less important than they, to one who
would be a Christian citizen, that is, a Christian able to perform
his civic duties as a Christian should.

But, let us to-day look at things as they are, and ministers as

they are, and congregations as they are.

No topic should be the subject of pulpit teaching, upon which
the preacher is not well informed. No propositions, I will ven-

ture to affirm, should be announced from the pulpit, as scientific

truth, to which all intelligent and candid men in the audience
cannot be expected to give their assent.

To apply this to the case in hand, let us take the law of wages.
What regulates the rate to be paid by each employer? Is it the
cost of subsistence? Is it the amount of the wages fund, at the
time? Is it the law of supply and demand? Is it to be fixed in

bad times by each employer for himself, according to his means,
at the cost of his accumulated capital; or in view of what others
pay, or sales will justify?

These are not new problems. It was John the Baptist's first

business to advise the soldiers of Herod whether to be content
with their wages. He took up the question from the moral rather

than the economic side. It was the side he knew most about.

The pulpit always will know more of moral laws than of

economic laws. It does its best work, it seems to me, when it fol-

lows the example of Christ as a teacher,—and He had the teacher's

art as no man has had it before or since,—and lays down general

principles of righteousness, rather than precise rules of conduct
in particular cases.

Let the preacher, as the teacher in school and college, strive

to throw what is best in him into his people. Part of his oppor-

tunity lies in the pulpit—during an hour, or half an hour a week.

Part of it is in the long stretch of time between Sundays; under
no church roof; in the familiar intercourse of man and man.
Which is the greater part? Which is the better part? I do not
know. For some men probably one; for others, another. But
this I know. No man can inculcate social righteousness to any
purpose, or with any practical effect, who does not keep within

the bounds of his knowledge. He cannot build vrithout founda-
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tions. He cannot influence unless he deserves to influence. If

he talks to business men about their business duties, to profes-

sional men about their professional duties, he speaks of subjects

of which he knows much less than they, save from a single point
of view—the moral point—the Christian point. The closer he
keeps to that, the surer he will be to hit the mark.

In a word, the principles of social righteousness can be taught,
must ever be taught by the Church. Their particular application
may be made the subject of pastoral advice and counsel in par-
ticular cases; but rarely, if ever, of pulpit discourse.

These principles may be taught also in our schools, but it must
be then with reference to the ethical rather than the Christian
standpoint, and they will seldom be effectively taught except
through the personal influence of an inspiring teacher, exerted
less in the classroom than through the classroom, less in what he
says to all than in what here one and there one hears between
the spoken words; less in the cold work of formal recitation or

lecture, than in the freer intercourse of one of those chance con-
versations in street or house or playground, which often serve to

shape a human life. Chance, shall we call them? Eather let us
humbly own that do what man will to shape the times and seasons
to his ends, what he does best is often (may we not say always?)
done when he does not know it; done because it is the time and
season appointed to that end by an all-knowing God.

Address.

PRESIDENT JAMES M. TAYLOR, D. D., LL. D., VASSAR COLLEGE.

I must say with Judge Baldwin that I have had some difficulty

in telling just what phase of this many-sided subject to consider,

and I may say to you that I think I have prepared three different

addresses upon this topic, and was only saved from presenting to

you a consideration of the possibilities of teaching religion in the
state schools, or rather of teaching morals in the state schools

without a definitely religious basis, by observing at a late mo-
ment that the programme committee had prepared another topic

for that very discussion. However, I am sure about certain

phases of this question, and upon those I shall proceed to speak.

The duty is perfectly clear,—the duty of the Church to teach
and insist upon the principles of its faith; the duty of the Chris-
tian school to emphasize the teachings of the Church, and the
duty of the state school to insist upon those principles of con-
duct which, however ultimately grounded upon religious bases,

have still a sufficiently proximate basis in the experience and re-

quirements of society. Whatever the Church and school succeed
in giving of training to the young, intellectual or religious, they
fail in their high mission if they do not succeed in cultivating a
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etrenuous, earnest, insistent righteousness. But righteousness is

a broad word. What do we mean by it when we think of it in its

social aspect? Truth, which is the answer of the personal life in

all its relations to fact. Fair dealing, which is the recognition

of the rights of others equally with our own. Fraternity, which
is the spirit of helpfulness, of service, of common kindness and
courtesy. Purity, which is the keeping of thought, word, and
life in cleanness and wholesomeness. " What doth the Lord re-

quire of thee, but to do justly and to love mercy and to walk
humbly with thy God? " " Pure religion and undefiled before our

God and Father is this, to visit the fatherless and widows in their

affliction, and to keep himself unspotted from the world."

How can the Church and the school, the two great educative

forces of our civilization^, succeed in cultivating this social right-

eousness, not merely in preaching and teaching it, but in so

preaching and teaching as to produce effective moral life? The
detailed answer is not an easy one. Judge Baldwin has Just

suggested several of the most valuable possible details in con-

nection with the subject, but there is always the danger which
he has just referred to, that in any detailed system of the teach-

ing of righteousness, wherever we find it, whether in the Catholic

teaching of casuistry, in the great Jesuit systems, or in the teach-

ing of that mild, serene, and admirable man of the English

Church, Jeremy Taylor, in his " Ductor Dubitantium," there will

be a tendency to formalism rather than to righteousness.

Wherever casuistry is cultivated, not as a means of establishing

moral principles, but as a means of laying down laws of moral
life, it becomes a danger to righteousness. It is, then, upon great

general principles that our lines of thought must run and our

methods of teaching be based^ and it is to two or three of these

general principles that I wish to call attention.

The first absolute necessity for instruction in social righteous-

ness is respect for law. However we may draw back from the

inferences which Kant drew from his great principle in his Second
Critique, there can be no doubt that when he laid down the law
that the only moral motive is respect for the law for the law's

own sake, he advanced a principle which would enable those who
accepted it, not only to stamp under foot the passions of life, but

to meet its defeats and wring from them victory. Strong life has

come always in the history of this world out of the upholding of

law, out of the insistence upon duty, and it is one of the dangers
of our own generation that in our reaction against the over-

emphasis upon law, because of the under-emphasis of other prin-

ciples, we have tended to the neglect of the cultivation in the

young of this principle of duty and this insistence upon the

majesty of law. Certainly we have not been prone to put a strong

emphasis upon this side of our thinking and our living. I know
how dangerous it is to generalize about the principles that rule

the conduct of a generation; how easily it may be replied to by
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citing examples in this direction and that, that seem to overthrow
the special point one may make in a broad generalization. Yet
I venture to say that the more we examine the spirit of our
generation, the more we shall come to feel that this iron in the

blood has been lacking, that this insistence upon downright law
and duty has been wanting. In one of his last essays Emerson
said that this is an ungirt generation, and said it, I think, with
truth. We have been seeking for happiness. We have been mak-
ing pleasure the great aim of life. We must, forsooth, make life

agreeable, as if it were not the teaching of science and religion

and experience that the best life does not come out of easy

drifting with events. We must make education pleasant to the
young, and while doubtless there has always been the necessity

of doing just that, we have been in danger, and are to-day in

danger, of taking out the very core of its strength by striving

to make everything so simple that the strength which is cultivated

by overcoming difficulties is lost. Our literature and our art like-

wise are adapted too often to the same receptive state of a mind
that is easily appealed to by the natural presentation of passion

or the passionate presentation of nature, and we fail to culti-

vate the positive, aspiring spirit which demands in its literature

virility, and in its art, soul, and which seeks the deeper truths

which shall be a blessed tax upon its powers to discover and
enjoy. In our very religious life, even, we have become easy, and
the power of a congregation that can listen for more than half

an hour to an intellectual presentation of the basal truths of its

faith is unusual. We need law in life. Life without it is inverte-

brate, and social righteousness but a chance impulse. The
growth of moral forces in this world has been a gradual emerg-
ence from impulse, a gradual overcoming of instinct, the mastery
of Nature instead of the following of Nature. No social right-

eousness was ever long maintained on a theory of utilitarianism,

or by any theory of life which makes happiness its chief aim,

and none ever will be saved by an emphatic teaching of the

majesty of duty and the inevitability of moral law.

I wish to make a single application of that truth before I

pass to another principle. Social unrighteousness in our own day
has been largely cultivated—social unrighteousness, mark you

—

by the sort of literature and art that we have fostered, and by the

cultivation of a liberty, so-called, of the press, in regard to the

general publication of all the vilest facts of the world's whole
life. It is all along this line of least resistance, the expression of

the abounding lawlessness. If we are ready to bring up our chil-

dren in acquaintance with every form of vice, if we choose to

give to them a literature that familiarizes them with every kind

of human passion, if we wish to cultivate in their minds the idea

that human life is mostly lived along the lines of the basal

temptations, if we encourage an art which appeals to every sen-

suous feeling in the name of realism, if we welcome into our
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homes and to the reading of our households the newspapers

which abound in the record of foulest crimes, and in the fullest

description of all these vilest passions of the time—then we need

not expect to advance our generation in social righteousness. I

am aware that much may be said for the newspapers of America.

I read the other day in a newspaper a defense of itself for pub-

lishing the shocking details of one of the most shocking crimes

of recent weeks, and it was a defense. I do not say a sufficient de-

fense, nor do I think it. But it was a defense by a man, I believe,

who meant to do the best toward his generation, from the point

of view of the newspaper. But in the last thirty years the re-

straints have been swept away—swept away from our households,

swept away from the offices of the press, swept away from our

literature in very large measure—until upon the tables of our

homes, in the hands of our young men and young women, are

found books from which we would have turned away a generation

ago, or which we would never have dared to have openly in our

possession. Now, this is one of the most serious dangers to our

youth, and it bears out what I have just said regarding the relaxa-

tion of this respect for law. We cannot bring up our children in

familiarity with such things and have growth in social right-

eousness. The first demand, therefore, in the cultivation of social

righteousness by church and state is the growth of that old spirit

of respect for law, and the growth in our households of the belief

that we are bound to watch over the reading of the young, and
the art which appeals to them, and even, if need be, to forbid

their indulgence in certain literature. I think most of us have

come to feel that it is rather dangerous interfering with the

liberty of children, but I believe that even here there may come a

reaction and we may have a duty.

It may be but an extension of this that I cite as a

second general principle, with which I must deal very

briefly, the necessity of maintaining one moral life, one ethics

for public and private life. To my own mind this seems
extremely important. One may illustrate easily from any
conventional standard, social, professional, commercial, political.

We all know that there are certain standards, for example, in

regard to minor matters in business life that business men would
hardly venture to apply to their private dealings. We know that

is true of professional standards very often. The instance that

stirs us all continually is, of course, the political standard—the

standard, that is, which men take in relation to the state. If

we talk with " practical politicians,"—and they are not so bad as

we often picture them, but are men with conventional standards

on political matters,—they answer your challenge as to lying or

stealing (they are not called by those names, of course), or libelous

assertions regarding opponents, with the statement that " practi-

cal politics " must move along these lines, and we are dealing

with simple, actual facts, and must deal with them as they are.
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Now, to my own mind it seems clear that, if we are to develop

social righteousness, there must be a return in school and church
to a firmer insistence upon the single ethical code for private

and public life, and that we shall do a large service in this di-

rection if we can say that a thief is a thief, whether he steals

money for himself or whether he steals a State for his party, and a

liar is a liar, whether he lies individually to an individual, or

for the sake of his party to the country. Cato said it many,
many centuries ago, " The burgess who steals a loaf is sent to

jail, and the burgess who steals a state gets glory and renown."
And there is nothing new under the sun! The same fact ex-

plains both,—the possibility of a double conscience, of two codes

of conduct, of two moral standards; and if we are to advance
the cultivation of social righteousness we must unify these two.

We must bring men to face the fact that there is only one moral
law, one righteousness, and one conscience.

I pass to a third principle. As I have just remarked, we are

all familiar with the conventions of life. If we examine ourselves

carefully, we find that we all come within the circle of one or

another convention, commercial, political, social, professional. It

is very hard to break through them by reiison, especially as life

becomes maturer, for what prejudice has fixed reason unfixes

with great difficulty. Nor is denunciation very potent. I doubt
whether we accomplish much by denunciation of current unright-

eousness. Unquestionably it is necessary, but not half so useful

as we sometimes think. There is a better way.

Nothing so stimulates men to do their best, or so arouses them
to put under their feet the mean, unworthy, and sinful as the
pressing on the heart of a high ideal. There is a generous,

broad, optimistic side to the life of this generation, and the ideal

finds it. That has been the strength, after all, of every great

moral movement and every great religious movement. The
Christian religion has owed its power always and everywhere to

this exaltation of a personal ideal, never to its creeds, never to

its articles, never to its formularies, never to its organized

churches, but to its power to hold up a life, absolutely human, yet

fleckless, flawless, sinless—that has been the power of the Chris-

tian faith. That is the power of every church to-day. Living
Christianity is its best message to the world. It is men and
women rather than their theories of education, the men and
women who use the enginery of education, who leave their stamp
upon the characters of the coming men and women. It is the

ideal of a personal righteousness, pressed upon men's hearts until

they feel their own unrighteousness, that lifts them and exalts

them, that makes them worthier to meet the demands of a
higher life, that crushes in them meanness and unworthiness. I

know of no better illustration in history of that trutli than the

events which took place in England a century and a half ago.

You remember those conditions in the middle of the eighteenth
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century, when Walpole expressed its political ideals in saying

that every man had his price, and men were brought and sold

every day, until Parliament was a body of hirelings. You re-

member its social ideals, when those vilest of all Chesterfield's

letters to his son could express one considerable side of the social

life of England; when Fox and the Duke of Grafton represented

the common life, and George the Second was a fair model of

social and domestic life; when philanthropy was lost sight of, when
the Church was lifeless, and when the poor had not the Gospel
preached unto them. What was the cause of the great revolution

that made England a new country within a few years? It was a
religious revival. Now, I am not here to say a word for revivals,

as we have come to talk of them. I am only using this as an
illustration of the source of moral enthusiasm. As Lecky said

in discussing this question, " The least of all the products of the

great Methodist revival was Methodism." It was a new birth

of the country, a new politics, a new domestic life, a new social

life, a new philanthropy, a new church, until the state church
itself rose out of its deadness, out of its coldness, and became a

preaching and leading power in England, and England was re-

generated. Social righteousness became widespread, not because
of the preaching of a doctrine—this doctrine or that doctrine

—

but because social righteousness rests, after all, in the creation

of moral enthusiasm, and because men went far and wide with a

new message of the truth, and rebuked the outrageous sin and
rottenness of social and political life in England. It was that

that brought about a new social righteousness, and perhaps over

and over again in our own communities we have seen the same
thing true—that out of moral enthusiasm has come the develop-

ment of social righteousness that no mere teaching could ever

bring about.

Here, then, are the lessons for church and school: law is

fundamental; we must teach one ethics and never two; and
back of all these and under all these, there must be the impelling

force of affection for a personal righteousness. To create that

enthusiasm is the Church's most solemn duty and the teacher's

Bupremest privilege.

DISCUSSION.

BEV. J. M. WHITON, PH. D., NEW YORK.

The peroration of the noble address to which we have just listened
reminded me of the words of the author of " Ecce Homo," " No
morality is pure that is not passionate; no virtue safe that is not
enthusiastic." And it is only religion which, as Huxley himself said,

can supply the moral enthusiasm necessary for the generation of an
enthusiastic virtue and a passionate morality.
Let me also refer to what Judge Baldwin very justly observed, that

the main reliance for education in social righteousness must be.
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after the New Testament, first biography, and then poetry. That
reminds me of a remark of the great Master of Balliol, who said that
the time was coming when ethics would be chiefly taught by
biography. And no one can question the justice of that observation
who remembers what he has read of the moral enthusiasm, the
moral inspiration, generated bj- that noble book of the ancient world,
that classic still read among us, " Plutarch's Lives." That is a
model that we need to copy with such emendations and enlargements
as this century' requires.

With reference to one or two observations in the address of Dr.
Taylor, I wish to relate an incident. The dual standard of morality
he justly animadverted on. I have a shameful as well as a conspicu-
ous illustration of that afforded by a conversation, several years ago,
which a Senator of the State of New York had with Kev. Dr. Park-
hurst of this city. The Senator said to Dr. Parkhurst (and I wish to
say, before I relate the conversation, that I referred the printed report
to Dr. Parkhurst, and asked him to correct it where it was incorrect;
I speak, therefore, from Dr. Parkhurst's own revision of the conversa-
tion), " Well, the first question that arises in my mind, when any
bill comes up for consideration in the Senate—and I suppose it is

the same with all the rest of us in the Senate—is. How will my atti-

tude to this bill affect my political prospects? " Now the naivete
with which such a confession was made to such a man as Dr. Park-
hurst is a sufficient illustration of the seared conscience which this
double standard of morality produces. The Senator did not reflect
that he took precisely the same ground that Benedict Arnold took
in 1777, when he went as far up the North River as there was at that
time any good position, and took the best that offered on the river
at West Point. The question that presented itself before his mind
was, how his handling of that post of trust might affect him—might
affect his own material advancement. He acted accordingly—ac-
cording to the views of the base traitor—and sold his country for
gold. The same treason for which the American people have coupled
the name of Benedict Arnold with the name of Judas, is committed
by every man in public life who acts upon the principle which the
Senator confessed to Dr. Parkhurst was his principle of action.

REV. JOHN L. SCUDDER, JERSEY CITY, N. J.

No one can look at our industrial system to-day without realizing
that there are many forms of social unrighteousness. All the in-

dustrial problems of the age have a moral bearing; therefore, every
social problem has a right to be discussed from the pulpit. I have
briefly jotted down here a few of these social problems, and will very
briefly indicate their moral bearing.
You are all aware that a new human right has come into the world,

or is just emerging upon the horizon of human consciousness;
namely, the right to labor. The man who has no opportunity to
labor becomes despondent, sometimes indefinitely la/y, and sometimes
plunges into dissipation. It is certain that every man in this woi'ld

has the right to gain a living; or if he ha.s not this right to-day, he
will have it in the near future. One reason why he does not have it

to-day is that the wealthier class have acquired largely the machinery
of the country, and the use of this miichinery inures to their benefit.

A manufacturer, for example, has five hundred hands. He introduces
machines into his fac^tory that throw out of employment a large
numVjer of these hands. They go to another factory to find work,
but cannot get it, becanse other macliinory has been introduced there.

They necessarily fall into tlie vast army of the unemployed. Now
the Government ought fo give every man an opportunity to work at
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a minimum wage of at least $1.50 a day. If that were done, we
would have no more of this patronage that comes in the form of
charity from the rich, whose wealth is acquired by securing a dis-
proportionate share of the profits of labor. But how shall these
governmental employees be paid? Let the Government tax the rich
men, and gather funds wherewith to pay the poor men. If the rich
men are taking more than their share of the profit they should
be more heavily taxed.
But I have not time to discuss this interesting and urgent question.

Suppose we look at another social problem. Those who are so fortu-
nate as to have something to do are nowadays working too long. I

read only a short time ago that the Bohemian cigar-makers in this
city were working seventeen hours a day. What opportunity has a
man working at that rate for self-improvement? The natural result
of such a life is gravitation to the saloon. How many children are
working to-day who ought to be in school?
Then, there is the evil of overcrowding. It is well-nigh impossible

to bring up people with good morals in crowded tenements. How
shall we stop this nuisance? There is only one way. Make rapid
transit cheap. There is only one way to get that, and that is to put it

in the hands of the Government. Make land cheaper, so that a man.
can get out of the city, and buy a lot upon which he can put a little

house and enjoy himself. I believe the Government will do this in
the near future.
Another burning question is governmental repression or control

of all trusts. This is not only an economic question, but a moral
question, and it is rapidly coming to the front in this rapid age we
live in.

These are very briefly a few of the problems. Now a word in re-

gard to the enlarged opportunity of the ministry to discuss these
various problems. We stand in a new era to-day, and are allowed
to discuss these matters from the pulpit. We have been suffering
for a long time from the theory that ministers should not preach
anything but the " simple " Gospel. Custom prevented the clergy
from applying the Gospel to many of the burning problems of the
age. They were compelled to deal with things evangelical and
evangelistic. I am glad to say that the people who hold this narrow
idea are growing fewer. To-day in place of the simple Gospel we
have applied Christianity. The " simple Gospel " man is like a
flounder, with two eyes on top of his head, enabling him to look up,
but not down. Now, the time has come when we are going to look
up and down at the same time. We heard too much in the past about
the hereafter, and not enough about the " here." Formerly ministers
were like horses with blinders on. They could see neither to the
right nor to the left—only straight ahead, yea, even to eternity.
Now^ the blinders have come off, and they can look around them as
well as in front. The people who occupy our pews are more inter-
ested in the present than in the distant future. I heard of a Sunday-
school teacher, who said to one of her boys, " Now, Johnnie, if you
-will be a good boy you will go to Heaven and have a mansion in the
skies." And Johnnie said, " I've had all of that kind of mansion I
want. I live in the top storj^ of a tenement house." In this age it

is idle for us to say to intelligent men, " There is compensation in
Heaven for all the trials and tribulations and injustice of this mortal
life." They will say to you, " Why don't you try to diminish some
of these trials and make the world better for us to live in?" Our
churches are largely attended by the middle classes, and ministers
have lost their fear of rich men, for which I devoutly thank God.
In this age there is a rising tide of socialistic sentiment both outside
and inside the Church. Ministers are not reading theology so much
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to-day as they are studying sociology. They are thinking more and
more about these things, and preaching about them. In days past

the workingman reminds me of the poor fellow who went down from
Jerusalem to Jericho and fell among thieves, who wounded him and
stripped him of his garments and left him half-dead. The Priest and
the Levite looked at him, sympathized with him, but went on their

way. The Samaritan not only sympathized, but helped the poor fel-

low, bound up his wounds, put him on his own beast, and carried

him to the inn. The Samaritan to-day is the labor union. I am sorry

to say that in times past ministers have been too timid to advocate

openly the cause of the industrially down-trodden. They sympa-
thized, but they passed on. I believe the time has come for the
Church of God to take the position of the labor union and become
the champion of the oppressed, who, in our civilization, are very
numerous.
One word in regard to the conception of the ministry. It has

largely changed. The priestly idea is very rapidly dying out in the

world, for which we are all profoundly thankful. There is another

conception of the minister, namely, that of the " prophet-preacher,"

the man who fears nobody, who has the courage of his convictions,

and will speak out upon all these great social problems, which are
agitating the breasts of all thinking people the world over. Clergy-

men to-day are no longer pretty ornaments for an afternoon tea,

favored guests at the ladies' sewing-circle, holy bric-a-brac, innocent

little kittens with their eyes yet glued together, and unable to see

the light of day. The minister of the twentieth century will be the

colonel of a regiment, with an enthusiastic people to follow where
he leads. You remember Dr. Bentley, the minister of Salem, who,
when Old Ironsides was driven into Marblehead Bay by three British

frigates, said, as he dismissed his congregation for the day,
" Brethren, we have served the Lord in the forenoon. This afternoon

we will seiTe our country." He took up his musket, his congregation
followed him, and they went to war. I would like to see a little more
of that martial spirit in the ministry to-day. I believe it is coming
because the people who attend our churches demand it. I believe

the time will come when the churches will sustain the same relation

to these great problems that they did to the question of slavery.

Abraham Lincoln said that the buttress of the anti-slavery cause was
the churches of America, especially the churches of the North. There
is a new anti-slavery movement in this world, and the churches are

gradually lining up upon the proper side. When they all move
together, as they will in the coming century, then we can sing in

deed and truth, that song which we now sing by way of prophecy:

" Like a mighty army moves the Church of God;
We are not divided, all one body we."

When that time comes, when we stand side by side, and shoulder-

to shoulder, then I believe the Kingdom of Heaven we speak so

much about will be established here upon earth.

Question asked, " How can we teach regard for the principle of

law when children cannot but detect unrighteousness in our partic-

lar laws?"
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HON, SIMEON E. BALDWIN, LL. D.

I should say that there was something a little doubtful in the
premises upon which that question rests. No doubt there are par-
ticular laws in every political community in which injustice may be
detected, but how large a proportion do they bear to the whole body
of legislation? Anyone who takes the trouble to look over the annual
session laws passed by one of our State legislatures or by Congress,
will find very few indeed against which a complaint of injustice can
be clearly made out. Some may proceed on false economic theories,
but they are theories honestly held and honestly maintained. Almost
never will a statute passed by a legislative body protect that which
is commonly considered by the nation to be unjust and unfair. I
should say, then, that the competent teacher or educated preacher
would have no trouble in convincing those to whom he spoke that in
the main, and with very few exceptions, our laws are fair and
reasonable; and I venture to add this: that the fundamental laws of
our people, expressed in our written constitutions, are as fair as
human legislation can be; and absolutely flawless on this point of
injustice. Our constitutions, our fundamental laws, have always
stood for principles, and for principles of fairness and righteousness.

KEV. C. F. DOLE, JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS.

We must not suppose that religion is not in the schools, simply be-
cause it is not always so labeled. We are told, for example, that the
human system must have so ranch water every day. It is not abso-
lutely necessary that water should come in a single form. It may
come in milk, in soup, in bread, in numberless ways. The form in
which it comes is not of very much importance. It might come in
the form of water and be full of germs of typhoid fever. The essen-
tial thing is that we get a pure supply in some form. So in regard
to religion. I believe it is the common thing in the Empire of Ger-
many to have a certain amount of what is labeled " religious in-
struction." It is a common impression that the result of the
system is not very successful in producing religious men. A large
proportion of the Germans who go through that system are said
not to believe in any religion at all.

I went into a school some time ago where the master was reading a
chapter from the Bible. What was he reading? He was reading, of
all things in the world, to that class of boys, the passage where God
is said to have made woman out of the rib of a man! Now, some of
you may think that that is religion. I think there could not have
been more unassimilable material given to boys. On the other hand,,
I went into a kindergarten class, where the teacher was giving the
little ones, with pictures, the story of Grace Darling. Was she not
teaching them religion? Or don't we believe what that unknown
master said a long time ago in the Old Testament, " What doth the
Lord require of thee, but to do justly and to love mercy, and to walk
humbly vdth thy God? " Every one of those little children was being-
unconsciously taught in that story told by the sweet kindergartner tO'

love mercy, and so to love God.
President Eliot was present with a company of ministers the other

day in Massachusetts, and spoke about religious education. He said
some things that I wish everyone in the land might read. He was
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laying down what seems to me the simplest principle of common
sense—that there was no way in which children insensibly, but
effectively, get the teachings of religion better than through the
committing of beautiful Psalms, verses, and hj^mns. President Eliot

mentioned, for instance, Longfellow's " Village Blacksmith," where,
as he said, there is the distinct teaching of certain elements of re-

ligion. It is not labeled as such, but the child gets the pure essence

of religion. One of my boys came home some time ago, and said he
had been set to learn Longfellow's, " Building of the Ship." There
again was high, ennobling teaching in verses that he might carry
with him as long as he lived—civic teaching and religious, too. It

was all the better that he did not know it by that name. The fact

is, the amount of really religious material that we have in our schools

is more than I believe anyone realizes. In the best schools with the

best teachers, they are constantly using material that is full of the
spirit of religion. Why, there is no modern literature of the best

class that is not suffused with the spirit of religion! There are mercy,
pity, peace, and love in such high teaching as the great masters in

literature give us, and these masters are constantly used in our
public schools in brief selections. Is not this, in the highest sense
of the word, Bible? It is that which characterizes the Bible; it is

that which contains the spirit of the Bible; and does anj^one in this

room doubt that in these best selections such as command the in-

terest of the boys and girls, there is much more religion than there
would be in reading passages of the same length from the Book of
Chronicles or the Song of Solomon?

I might go further. This Conference, through its " Book of Common
Worship," gives you a little suggestion of how we might perhaps
prepare for use in the schools certain excellent common material,

in which all the various elements of our population that are repre-

sented in the public schools could unite. If we can do this for a Con-
ference of various Religions, I do not see why we might not, and may
not, do it for our children.

I want especially to point out to you that religion is in the

schools in a very signal way, very effectively, through the presence

of religious-minded men and vv'omen who are teachers. There is just

as much religion in the schools (and no more) as there is of religion

in the minds of the teachers w'ho have the care of the schools.

Have these teachers the great essential principles of religion? Have
they the spirit of justice, kindliness, mercy, humility, modesty? Have
they trust? Have they the hopeful temperament? Give us no pessi-

mists in our schools, and least of all things, to read selections

from the Bible! Give us the teachers who have the atmosphere of

hope and good-will. Such teachers only can carry to the children

the spirit of religion. There are multitudes of such teachers in the
public schools. I spoke the other day in Boston to a group of the
sub-masters of the city. It was interesting to watch those men; to

see their response to everj-^thing which appealed to the nobleness in

them. Many of them were men who had the highest aims in their

teaching, who were in their schools for the service of their scholars.

Now let us see what teachers with just that sort of spirit of which
we have spoken, the religious spirit, the will to serve and help, with
faith and hope and love in their hearts—what they will do with the
material which they have. In the first place, there are all the time
opportunities and occasions in which the highest teachings of justice

and fidelity and truth and the idea of service can be inculcated. I

remember some years ago talking with a man who said that his

whole life had been influenced and ennobled by the work of such a
teacher, the rather famous Master Sherwin of the Boston High
School. Some of you may have studied Sherwin's Arithmetic. Mas-
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ter Sherwin was always on the watch, this man said, for opportuni-
ties to get in his high-minded work, and he was constantly training

his boys in goodness. I have heard of another man who would stop

a recitation for half an hour or an hour at a time, to talk over some
principle of justice that had arisen; sometimes about what had
occurred in the lesson; sometimes about some happening in the
school. These occasions are constantly occurring. The boys will throw
stones and break the street lamps. Here is the opportunity for the
master who is on the watch for it, to teach the boys that they are
breaking their own lamps; that the lamps are common property.
Why should any boy, who is not a traitor to the good of his city,

break his own street lamps? The good master is all the time using
such occasions as this.

Then, again, take the habitual temper and attitude of a teacher.

I never shall forget, as long- as I live, the kindness of the high-
school master who fitted me for college. Though he was never paid
for it, he used constantly to return for an hour at a time after school

in order to help a little class of two or three boys to do the work
for which he had no leisure in school hours. There was an object-

lesson, to last as long as I live, of generous, faithful, unpaid, friendly
service. Was not that religion? I remember the opposite kind of
object-lesson in the college tutor, who obviously was using his posi-

tion simply as what they call a " pot-boiler," to enable himself to
get an education in law. He clearly was not teaching for our sakea.

Take again the use which teachers are making of the different

school studies. A teacher who not only is a good chemist, but who
is a religious man,—I mean, who has a sense of the wonder and
marvel and beauty of the laws through which the crystals are
made—is unconsciously and surely pointing the way of the pupils,
not simply to learning the chemical formulas, but to the beauty and
the goodness in the works of God. So with the teacher who takes up
botany. She is not simply analyzing flowers. That would mean but
little; but she uses the opportunity, without teaching one sectarian
word, to give the great thought of the unity of law, through which
all things are bound together; she communicates her sense of the
beauty and wonder of that law of unity in the large and in the small.
Now, take the study of history and the use of books upon civic

education. Here is an opportunity for the teacher who has " rever-
ence for law " to give it to his children. He cannot give it unless he
has it. No one can ever give religion in any of its forms unless he
has it. Suppose, then, he has reverence for law. Is this reverence
merely for human law? Our American history as a nation began
with disrespect for such law. Our forefathers in Boston had no re-
spect whatever for the law that imposed the tea tax upon them. Be-
cause they had no respect whatever for that kind of law, but had
respect for justice and right, the nation was born. Now you have
constantly to guard children in showing them the difference between
respect for law as man made it, and law as justice and right—that
is, as divine. This distinction ought to enter into the discipline of
every school. You know there are schools in which the experiment
has been made of allowing the scholars to make their own laws. The
teacher will refer questions to his scholars and say, " What do you
think of that rule? Do you want it? Do you think it fair and
just? Let us talk it over and see if it is fair, and if so we will all

obey it. Or, if there is anything unfair or unrighteous about it, then
we do not want it." Is not this a teaching of religion?
Take again the idea of the state. I was much interested in what

the first speaker said this morning. I think I agree with him entirely
in what he seems to me to mean to say; as regards the inability of
the state to do " generous " things for its people. He said that the
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state must be a sort of selfish org-anization. I rather wish he had
not used the word " selfish." I do not think that was necessary to
his meaning. The state stands for justice surely; but it stands also,

does it not, for the highest and most efficient social—that is, mutual
—service? It stands also for a thoroughly generous spirit, even in
doing justice. The ideal of the democracy is that state where we are
all bound together in relations of serving and of being served.
Sometimes we are being served, and sometimes we have to serve.
When we pay our taxes we have to serve. When the city men sweep
our streets or carry away our ashes, then we see the other side of
the relation. The state exists for both things. What is the difference
between the selfish state and the Christian—if you want to use the
word " Christian "—commonwealth? The difference is in the atti-

tude. The attitude of every person in the truly civilized state is that
of one who wants to give the utmost possible service. He is going to
be just, but even when he pays his just dues and taxes he always
keeps the attitude of one who does it willingly, of one who pays
into his own exchequer; he always keeps the temper of good-will
and cheerfulness. This is essentially the spirit of democracy. Let
that temper possess the men of the state, and it will be a thoroughly
civilized commonwealth, in which no injustice anywhere can be done.
So far as the schools are in the hands of men and women who have

caught this idea, who have come, to use the old words, "Not to be
ministered unto, but to minister," who find the development and
realization of their own as well as of the social life in obeying the
law of good-will, the boys and girls in the schools will be possessed
with the same spirit, as fire catches from fire. As these boys and
girls grow up and take hold of the management of the state, as they
vote and are voted for, as they serve in office in behalf of their
fellows, being men and women who wish " not to be ministered
unto, but to minister," we shall have religion in the schools, and
religion also in the state; we shall have what used to be called " the
Kingdom of God," the age of righteousness and good-will.

PROFESSOK NATHANIEL SCHMIDT, CORNELL UNIVERSITY.

The evils against which it is proposed to introduce into our public
schools religious education are these:

In the first place, there is a wide-spread ignorance concerning the
Hebrew and Christian Scriptures on the part of those who go through
our public schools.

In the second place, there is a laxity of moral conduct, a loosening
of moral sanctions also seen among those who have come through
our public schools.

In the third place, there is a manifest lack of reverence for God and
holy things.

Now, on the first point, I think that no one will dispute with me
that there is a tremendous ignorance abroad. College graduates are

perhaps as intelligent as any other class in a community; but out of

one hundred college graduates I do not think you could pick out five

that would be able to tell what are the distinctive messages of those

three epoch-making utterances in ancient Israel—the prophecy of

Amos, the prophecy of Deutcro-Isaiah, and the Epistle of Paul to the
Galatians. Now, it is possible for men to go through our schools

and be regarded as liberally educated, who know practically nothing
about the very foundations upon which our Western civilization rests.

This is certainly a very deplorable fact.
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It is possible that some of us would not look upon the lessening

hold of moral sanctions as a sign of degeneracy, but perhaps rather as

a condition which always precedes the coming in of internal sanctions

in the place of external ones. But, however this be, the fact that

many an author does not know that there is such a thing as an
ethics of quotation, or a scholar's decalogue, illustrates the absence
of moral perception even among the educated.
On the third point I believe that the apologetics of all religions

is largely responsible for the lack of reverence that is shown. How
are you going to preserve reverence for religion if you demand the

same reverence for absurd and false statements that you expect for

things that really inspire reverence? How are you going to expect
permanence of a reverent attitude when you demand reverence only
for your own religion, but continue to heap ridicule upon all other
religions? A new reverence, deeper than any that the world has
known before, is going to come from a new and larger outlook upon
life that will reveal the great and permanent truths in all religions
and look with kindly judgment upon even the antiquated forms of

thought.
I think that much lack of reverence for religion is due to another

source, and that is the source which was indicated by President
Taylor, the attitude on the part of our young people toward their

elders. This lack of reverence in social and domestic life creates
lack of reverence in religious life.

Now, what would I do? I would do all that Mr. Dole proposes to

do; I would have religion steal in surreptitiously through the back
door, and would open more and more of those back doors. I would
do more. As a citizen I would object as strenuously as Judge Bald-
win to having my money used for teaching a certain type of theology
to little children, partly on the ground that he intimated, that it

would tend simply to increase parochial schools, and partly for other
reasons which the five minutes remaining to me do not permit me
to state. I certainly would, as a citizen, object just as strenuously
against having the state use my money to teach a truncated history.
I mean by that a history out of which the heart has been cut. I

mean a history out of which the history of Israel and of the Chris-
tian Church and the religious life of man have been removed, as if

"they were not a part of the world's history. I object against having
my money used by the state to teach a history that is truncated by
presenting as ideals, to my children and yours, the Alexanders and
the Caesars and the Napoleons, but saying nothing about the Christs
and the Buddhas and the Isaiahs.
How would I attempt to remedy this? I do not think for a

moment myself that the state can teach religion. I do not think that
anyone in this room can teach religion. I do not believe religion can
t»e taught. I do not think anybody can teach morals. I do not be-
lieve morals can be taught. I believe that morals and religion grow
into the soul of a man through impact, through contact, through
influence, through soul touching soul, and through domestic and
social relations. But I do think that theology, which is the science
of religion, that ethics, which is the science of morals, can be taught.
But the place to teach theology and ethics is not the primary school.
I do believe, however, that there is one thing that can be taught and
should be taught, and that is biography. I mean by this not merely
the biography of purely selfish men that cut out empires for them-
selves; but also the biography of the men we revere most as the
pathfinders in the spiritual life, as the leaders of mankind in moral
progress. I would like to have appended to every schoolhouse a
library in which the religious classics of mankind, the biographies
of the religious heroes of mankind, were easily accessible to students.
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I Tvould like to have text-books, in which brief references were given
to larger works, so that those who were curious might know. But I
do object against having children grow up, as often they do, having
no instruction but that given by untrained Sunday-school teachers^
forced to teach what they themselves do not know, and prevented by
the system from imparting that which they know better.

MRS. GEORGE E. SPENCER, NEW YORK.

I look upon this gathering as the most magnificent fruit of the
nineteenth century. It is with the teachers that the responsibility
lies. Perhaps I had better announce myself as a teacher of the de-
velopment of thought and of concentration of the mind, and my
pupils are grown people. Being a species of specialist, I have t&
descend to minutiae in the things I teach, and I take no money unless
I produce results. The things I teach are simply the keys which
open other people's thoughts, and I have something to say.

First of all I have been delighted with everything that has been
said, and particularly with the thoughts of Dr. Lyman Abbott. I

have also been delighted with the earnestness and enthusiasm of the
speakers, particularly the gentleman who was so deeply interested
in the present subject, or the subject of the present time. Socialism,
and with the enthusiasm of the last speaker. But I disagree with
the last speaker. I believe religion can be taught and has a right
to be taught and should be taught, and should be among the classes
of the public schools, and my belief is founded not in my own
thought so much as in my practical experience among the class to
which I am devoting my leisure, the criminal class. I find men who
are criminals who have never heard of this idea. A man going up
for his fourth term said, " I will have to take my medicine." He
looked a manly fellow. I said, " What is the cause of it, John? "^

" Oh, I just went wrong and fell into the Avay of it. The last time I
thought I would never do it again, but I could get no work to do." I
said, " I make a law for you and make a law for myself. I could
starve, but I could not steal. What would you do if your room-mate
should take something from your pocket? " " I would strike him.'*^
*' That is what the law has done to you." He said, " I never thought
of that before."

I find among liberal thinkers men who believe in doing that which
is best for themselves as it is best for those aboiit them. They are
fine fellows. They believe in self-development. They decry Christ
because they associate the name of Christ with dogmas, and not with
the finest principle of government upon which a government could
ever be founded. For Christ has initiated the broad principle of
government that philanthropy is forcing the world to take up now—the principle of brotherhood. I believe also in the responsibility of
teachers just as Alfred the Great did. He never troubled himself with
criminals, but he hung twelve unjust judges, and there never was
such a political revolution.
Just one word more, because, having spoken of the condition, I

must say what I believe to be, and what my own experience teaches
me to be the remedy for that condition. As the state will not teach
religion, I believe that we should have teachers who will give due
value to the teaching of Buddha, Confucius, and the highest teacher,
Christ; showing what a fine thing it is not to do to another what
you would not have that other do to you, but how much finer, how
much more God-like to do to others what you would have them do
to you, as the afiirmative is always finer than the negative. So let
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Christ's life and teaching be held up as the finest principle of govern-
ment, and teach children reverence for a law which is founded upon
the holiest law of Nature.

REV. J. B. GREENE, NEWBURGH, N. Y.

If these meetings should continue much longer I am afraid all my
thunder would be stolen. I thought I had something to say until

Brother Dole spoke. I want to reaffirm just one point. There was a
rugged Scotch saint and profound philosopher, Thomas Carlyle,

who said, " Religion can no more be taught to men than it can be
inherited by them," and I think he was right from his standpoint
and definition of religion. It depends entirely upon what you define
religion to be. If religion be what it has been assumed to be in this

meeting, "the life of God (consciously) in the soul of man " (I do not
think the word " consciously " was used, but I want to emphasize
it), you cannot teach that to men. Eeligion is begotten in the human
soul by a religious soul, whether it be by the soul of man, or whether
it be by God. If you only hold up a sufficiently high moral ideal to
human souls (such an ideal as Jesus made a reality), in the light of

that ideal they vrill see how far short they come of the ideal, and
they will begin to hunger and thirst for it. That is natural. If you
can only create the hunger for diviner things, the Divine Spirit vsrill

assuage that hunger, and you have a religious soul.

It is entirely true that religion in the common schools is vastly
coDttmoner than you have any idea, and you can only get religion
into the schools by having religious teachers. The difficulty I find is

that the men who look after the teachers are simply practical poli-

ticians. The schools of this State are largely managed by little

peddling politicians in the cities and towns. I want a revolution in
that direction. I was marvelously inspired by the speech of Dr.
Taylor. I think it is something for every one of us to take home
and meditate on.

REV. J. M. WHITON, PH. D., NEW YORK.

I wish to take this half-dollar for my text. I suppose that any-
thing that is issued by the Government with the Government stamp
is a legitimate subject of explanation in the public schools. We find
that there are thirteen stars on this bit of silver. I can imagine the
pupils asking the teacher what those thirteen stars mean. Of course
he tells them. I find also an effigy of a winged creature supposed to
represent an eagle, but which, perhaps, looks more like a turkey
being prepared for the Thanksgiving feast, and in its talons it carries
what has been interpreted to mean an olive branch, and also a sheaf
of arrows. I suppose it would be legitimate for the teacher to explain
that. Then there is the legend, " E Pluribus Unum," which the eagle
is carrying up to the empyrean. That must be explained. I suppose,
also, when the boys and girls are beginning to read in monosyllables,
and spell out, "In God we t r u s t," they might ask the teacher
what that means. But the teacher's mouth is sealed—that is, by
those who say that religion must not be taught in the public schools.
The teacher, I should suppose, was logically bound to follow up the
explanations previously given by telling them who God is, and
whether other folks, as well as we, may trust in him, and why we
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may trust, and on what conditions we may trust, etc. But no; that
would be teaching religion. Such is the futility to which those who
say religion cannot be, and must not be taught are reduced by the
argument of every half-dollar that they handle. Now, if it is said
that religious teaching has failed in Germany, I say it has not. It
is taught as Lutheranism, which is not the same as religion. I would
also say that, although ethics has much to do with religion, and
there is nothing of value in religion that is not ethical, yet ethics is
not so completely and wholly identical with religion that there is no
difference between them. We must go beyond ethics to teach re-
ligion, in order that we may have an ethics that will stand. The
difficulty, it seems to me, by the argument of the silver half-dollar,
is not whether religion should be taught in the public schools, but
how you can get it taught in the public schools. Here history comes
to our aid. When the Reformation in England began in the sixteenth
century, preaching was introduced into the churches, but the clergy
were woefully ignorant, and could neither pray nor preach; so a
Book of Prayer was made for them to supply the inability to pray;
and a Book of Homilies was prepared for them, so that they might
read the religious instruction furnished by competent men. We
have done that same sort of thing here. I venture to say, what
what has been done here in preparing a Book of Common Worship
can be done by those who wish to prepare a text-book for religious
teaching in the public schools. While I agree with those who say that
religion is spirit and not form, that there is but one religion, though
many religfions, and that religion, as spirit, is incapable of being
communicated except by spiritual contact; yet religion can certainly
be interpreted, and must be interpreted, if it is not to remain a
vague and nebulous something that nobody can define in forms of
intelligent language. Thus our Master, the supreme religious
Teacher, was not content with simply living religion, but he also
taught it, so far as his disciples were able to receive it. Therefore,
I say, religion can be taught in the public schools. Unless we are
prepared to go back on our present silver coinage, it must be
taught, and nobody will object, except some people like those in
Chicago, who, we have lately been informed, have thrown out of the
schools a book of religious teaching agreed upon by men like Cardinal
Gibbons and the late Professor Swing.

BEV. FRANCIS J. CLAY MORAN, B. D., NEW YORK.

There are two points only which I wish to discuss.
The first is an evil that every man or woman who goes about the

streets of the cities and villages of this broad land must recognize.
It is the growing increase of vile profanity and indecent language
among the children. Only last Sunday morning I was on my way to
preach—not in this city—and I passed six or seven nice boys from ten
to fourteen years of age, and I think I never heard in my life such
filth and such profanity as came from those boys' lips. I could not
stop, for I was due to preach. All over the cities, all over the villages,
this is growing. I wrote, only a few days ago, to a prominent
ofBcial, to call his attention to this question of reform in the city,
and I said that one thing should be brought back in the regulations
of this city of New York. In lfi3r> the first burgher guard or police
guard was appointed, and in the regulations of his appointment, the
first clause read: " No burgher guard shall use profane language
to citizens when he is on duty." Now T have heard a policeman swear
at a poor man on the Bowery, who was asking a question that any
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man might ask—the direction to a certain street, or something- of

that kind. I want to show the need in this direction, though I do

not know how it is to be met.
The last point is what Dr. Whiton has just referred to. I was

brought up to believe that it is possible to have daily religious in-

struction in every school. A certain city in England, Birmingham,
over which Mr. Joe Chamberlain was the presiding genius, determined
that they would not have religious t-eaching in the schools, and re-

ligious education was eliminated from the schools. After eight

years they met in council and said, " We have made a mistake. We
must have daily religious education in the schools." The question

then came up. How are we going to meet the differences in all these

people, all these denominations? As a result the book known as the

Birmingham Bible was compiled, and that is the religious text-book
to-day in the City of Birmingham in every public school. I have seen
that there are only one hundred schools in all England where there is

not daily religious education, some denominational, some undenomi-
national.

REV. LEIGHTON WILLIAMS, NEW YORK.

L think the points that I wanted to make have now been
brought pretty well before us. What I felt in the earlier part of the

discussion was that the practical reason why the topic was on our

programme was left out of the discussion. Now we have under dis-

-cussion this question of religious education in the public schools

because it is a very pressing, burning, and practical one. What can

we do? The reason why we have this difficulty, I suppose, is that

just as, in the Civil War, the question of the Union and the question

of slavery were both involved with one another, and the question

was, therefore, complicated, so we have here an involved question.

We have taken the position in this countiy of the separation of the

church and state. Under the union of the church and state we could

have full dogmatic, religious instruction by the Church, which is also

the state. But when we have arrived at the idea of the total separa-

tion of church and state, we seem to be forced to the necessary
corollary that there should be no religious instruction in the public

schools. We have gone on that theory until we are all becoming
sick of it. We find growing up among the youth of our country a

secular and unmoral, if not a distinctly immoral spirit. How can
we get back? We cannot if the idea of the total separation of the
church and state prevails. But there are not two spheres of life

which can be separated as secular and religious. Men are working
under the false idea that politics and business belong to the secular
sphere, and worship belongs to the religious sphere, and that only
one day in the week is a holy daj'. Therefore, we have men who
ought to be ashamed of such slipshod opinions, who pass as edu-
cated men, preaching the doctrine that " business is business,"
meaning thereby, leave morality out of it, leave justice out of it; make
it a question of selfish interest only. That is the doctrine of many
leading business men, and it is bad, immoral teaching, and we are
responsible for it when we have allowed them to grow up under the
idea of the total separation of church and state pressed to such an
extreme that it has meant to them the separation of the spheres
of secular and religious ideas.

This Conference seems to suggest that there are two possible lines

of advance. We might be able to carry the idea of the Book of

Common Worship a little further and get something that the Roman
Catholic clergy and the Jewish clergy and the Protestant clergy
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would all agree they could thoroughly support. We might get the
ethical and spiritual element into the schools somewhat in that way.
We have also tried to point out in this Conference that there is a

social religion in which we are all agreed theoretically, yet it is not
being preached in the public schools. The social righteousness
preached this morning in the first two addresses is the social right-
eousness that ought to be actively preached in the public schools.
No right-thinking man, whether Koman Catholic, Jew, or Protestant
would dissent from that.
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ASSEMBLY HALL, UNITED CHARITIES' BUILDING,
NEW YORK, NOVEMBER 22,

The Conference reassembled at 2.45 p. m., under the presidency

of Rev. J. K. Allen, D. D., of Tarrytown, N. Y.

XL THE UNORGANIZED RELIGIOUS FORCES.

Paper.

EEV. CHARLES F. DOLE, JAMAICA PLAIN, MASS.

I cannot really find any unorganized forces of religion. Force

is a form of life; and it seems to be everywhere the nature of force

to move in the lines of order, to construct, to work out organiza-

tion. Here, for example, is the vast and mysterious force of

electricity. Do we think of it as an amorphous mass, a mere
reservoir from which we draw supplies for our dynamos? No.

It exists in orderly motion. Gravitation itself is not more truly

involved in the very organization of the universe. I shall assume,

then, that when we speak of the unorganized forces of religion,

we really mean those religious forces which we do not happen to

have installed upon our various ecclesiastical dynamos. They
are the forces which exist apart from or outside of churches; they

simply do not fall under the conventional or traditional names
of religion.

This will be clearer when we state what we understand religion

to be. May we not call it the highest form of the life of God,
as this life shows itself in the souls of men? It is in man's sense

of trust; it is in reverence and in admiration for all beautiful

things; it is in an infinite faith in human progress; it is in justice,

faithfulness, and the marvelous pressure of conscience; it is the

zest for truth, the hunger for righteousness, the enthusiasm for

humanity, the sight of gleaming ideals, the deathless hope; it is

whatever binds us together and constitutes us of one nature with

God. It is that which gives us moral and spiritual growth and
development. Its highest name is the name of God—Love or

Good Will. Where love is, there God must be, and the life-forces

of religion therefore are present.

Let me illustrate what I mean. Abraham Lincoln, Mazzini,

Garibaldi—all had superabundant humanity, faith, idealism.

Shall we call Pope Pio Nono, or Leo XIIL, or Emperor William
(either the grandson or the grandfather), or the Russian Czar—all
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heads of great churches—religious, and not much more call the
three patriots, lovers of liberty, and lovers of goodness men of re-

ligion? A busy man of affairs told me that, happening to be in

Chicago and going to hear Mr. Salter, the Lecturer to the Society

of Ethical Culture, he was moved even to tears by the lofty spirit

of the address. Could any Lord Bishop's sermon in a cathedral
more truly convey the power of religion?

We know certain people who are extremely religious in con-
ventional ways, who frequent churches, enter into the emotional
side of a communion service, and perhaps experience there trans-

ports of feeling. A woman once told me that she never wanted
anyone to come into her pew at this service. There is a type of

religion which may exist, almost devoid of human sympathy.
Which, now, is the higher religion—that which lingers in the
childish beginnings of fetichism and superstition, or again is satis-

fied with personal ecstasies, or that which, as a New Testament
writer says, consists in visiting the fatherless and widows in their

affliction, and in keeping one's self unspotted from the world?
I said that religion, being a life-force, is always organizing itself

and building up society. Thus, there is the religion of the home.
It is not without significance that in the old days it had its cult.

What else is it except the life of God in the soul of man that

builds up the primal organism of the family? What is it but the
religion of the home which commands men to toil and women to

suffer for love's sake, and children's children to defy temptation
rather than soil an honorable name? Faith, hope, and love are

in the religion of the home, forever building and binding
together.

There is a religion of the commune, the village, or the neighbor-
hood. It organizes men for defense and mutual support. Its

priests and ministers, whether baptized or not, will watch night
after night in the houses of the sick and share in the support
of orphan children.

There is a religion of the club, the mutual benefit society, the
Masonic lodges, and the numerous orders which characterize

civilized society everywhere. Men will often tell you that their

lodge is their church. Often there is a simple ritual. What is

more than the ritual—men are pledged to help one another. You
will hear it said that there is more helpfulness among the mem-
bers of the lodge, or club, than in the Church. What if the club

(for example, the Reform club) exists for public service, and the
Church exists for itself? What if the lodge or order develops

unselfishness, and the Church leaves men content to be selfish?

Here, again are the labor unions. Grant that they make many
mistakes. But they doubtless at times exhibit the spirit of the
martyrs, who also made frequent mistakes. Krapotkin tells us

that he knew bodies of French Socialists who were denying them-
selves their customary cheap wine in order to serve the brother-

hood with their savings. It is religion that binds the multitude as
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one man at the elevation of the Host, and is it not also religion

that fills the souls of workingmen and organizes them together

with a sense of devotion to their common humanity?

There is even a religion of trade and business. It will be said

that a man's business is his religion. This may mean what is

worthy of our reverence. What is it that binds the world to-

gether in the vast manifestations of commerce? Spiritual force

is the secret of this colossal industrial organization of society. I

mean the integrity of men whose word is as good as a bond; I

mean the utter loyalty to duty on the part of thousands, some of

whom command and some only obey; I mean the courage and
faithfulness of sailors, engineers, and brakemen, standing at their

posts and facing the risks of violent death. These men may or

may not habitually pray, but they have a simple sense that it is

infinitely well to go the way of duty; they have a ritual, doubtless

pleasing to God, of daily fidelity. On this religion of faithful-

ness all money values and the exchanges of the world rest.

There can be no doubt that there is a religion of science. It is

in an uncompromising love of truth; it is in the ready willingness

to help and to be helped, making a league for truth's sake, wher-

ever sound learning is among men of every nation and language.

It is in modesty, giving credit where credit is due and welcoming

every new truth. It is in a quite wonderful faith that truth is

good, and all truth is one and harmonious. Men used to say that

Darwin was not religious, but I for one learned more religion

from Darwin's " Origin of Species " than I ever learned from all

the lectures of my professor of theology. The one taught his

pupils to make special pleas for religion, as if it needed defense

against its foes. The other taught the world a beautiful object-

lesson that the man of truth fears nothing in the universe. The
next necessary step of my faith was that Truth and God are one,

and the man of truth is therefore the child of God. Shall we call

our theological school then an embodiment of organized religious

force, and not call every laboratory and every university lecture

room, wherever the pure love of truth is, also an embodiment of

religion? Is not the higher life of God there present in the soul

of truth-loving and truth-telling men?
I spoke of Lincoln and Mazzini as men of religion. It was the

religion of the statesman. What is it but a religion, when men
give their lives for the welfare of their people, for the winning of

liberty, for the building of the institutions which safeguard not

property merely, but all human rights, for carrying out necessary

reforms, for the widening of the bounds of the realm of peace in

the world? This is the religion of the statesman, badly needed

to-day among the nations of Christendom, consecrated by illus-

trious names—Moses the Lawgiver, Isaiah the prophet, Alfred

the good king, WiUiam of Orange, Washington, and countless

humbler men and women, no less true-hearted, who put personal

ambition under their feet for the good of their people. Is the
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secret of Christianity anything other than this consummate re-

ligion of the high-minded citizen and the statesman?
I have only been able to hint at the forms—moral, spiritual,

invisible, but most real and eternal—in which the very life of God
manifest in the soul of man moves, works, builds up, and
organizes itself all around us in our modern life. It was never

60 active or intense, it was never so intelligently constructive, for

the reason that it never before had so much intelligent human
material, endowed with the heritage of generations of experience,

through which to play. It is the universal religion of humanity.
It is the divine force which constructs the temple of civilization.

All that is worthy to last in the walls of the structure is of re-

ligion. Where religion—I mean, conscience, faith, hope, good
will—goes out, disintegration begins. Is not the whole garnered
lesson of the century that religion is not in a closet, a cloister,

or a sanctuary; it is not for one day of the week only; it is not for

a priestly class or a moiety of those who profess its names; it is

not a meager segment of life, adjoining the land of the shadow
of death; but it rules all life and constitutes life; it is that which
makes health and manhood, both for the individual and for all

men; it is that which raises human society into what Felix Adler
calls the " City of Light," or, as his own forefathers called it,

The Kingdom of God.
I have tried so far to class together some of the great uncon-

ventional forces of religion, outside ecclesiastical limits, and to

interpret their significance. This wealth of religious force has

hardly yet been recognized, much less estimated and developed.

It might now be asked very pertinently, What use is there for

churches any longer? I believe there was never such genuine

and crying need for the right kind of church.

In the first place, men need the Church in order fairly to de-

velop and to bring to consciousness the real religiousness which

is in them. Everywhere are men and women who think that they

have no religion, and even perhaps account themselves infidels.

Have they then no fidelity, no trust in the laws of the universe,

no devotion to their duties, no warm humanity? We want to

show the tired mother and housekeeper that it is her religion,

born of God, which keeps her brave and cheerful for the sake of

her husband and children. We want to show the skillful railroad

engineer, or the pilot who guides the great ocean liner through

the fogs, that it is veritable religion that bids him be prompt,

faithful, and sober, as a man under bonds for human lives in-

trusted to his charge. We want men to know that every throb of

human sympathy in their souls is the call of God, sacred as that

which the prophet was once supposed to hear in the mystic dark-

ness of a shrine. The religion of the home, of the shop or trade,

of the order, the brotherhood or the union, of the teacher and the

man of science, of the reformer or the statesman, is indeed an

arc of the Divine circle. The Church must show each man how
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his little arc fits into the majestic whole. It must show each

private life in what a royal universe it holds citizenship. Every

soul of us needs at times to be heartened and comforted by the

profounder sense of the universal relations. It is as if we re-

freshed ourselves at the fountains of being. The religion of the

home, the shop, our chosen profession, the neighborhood, the city,

the nation, blazes more effectively in our hearts for our catching

sight of the whole which all the parts go to create.

" It fortifies my soul to know
That, though I perish. Truth is so;

That howsoe'er I stray and range,

Whate'er I do. Thou dost not change.

I steadier step when I recall

That if I slip. Thou dost not fall."

In tact all our private and lesser ideals need to be renewed and
invigorated by the sight of the universal ideals which we all share.

Secondly, the Church exists, or ought to exist, for the union of

all classes and conditions of men. Do not tell us that sectarianism

is a good and ideal thing. The Church is the last place where we
<;ome to emphasize our differences of thought. It is not well for

Baptists and Presbyterians, for Trinitarians or non-Trinitarians

always to flock by themselves. Neither is this well for prohibi-

tionists, single taxers or socialists. Men thus become narrow,

intolerant, and dogmatic. Cannot their truth bear fresh air?

Least of all is it well for the rich and poor to flock apart. There

is need of one place where men may meet upon the ground of cer-

tain grand common faiths, hopes, and ideals. My neighbor and I

may not vote alike, but it is none the less good for us both to take

once in a while the highest attitude, together. It is the hospita-

ble attitude, it is the attitude of modesty, it is the attitude of

those who wish to be shown what is right. We may not think

alike about the mighty problem of human destiny. But it is need-

ful for us to be filled with the same spirit; I mean the spirit

of reverence, of trust, of hope, of humanity. We may not express

our individualistic ideals in the same formulas. It is good for

each and all to be set to look the way of our highest ideals, and to

refresh our souls with a common inspiration. The Church should

dissolve all bitterness or suspicion, and lift us for a little while

above our differences in contemplation of the things which all

men at their best believe—at least hope. It is not a good church

unless it does this.

" The tidal wave of deeper souls

Into our inmost being rolls.

And lifts us unawares
Out of all meaner cares."
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Thirdly, the Church exists to interpret life and its hard mys-
teries. Who is not at times overpowered with the brooding sense-

of the unknown and illimitable ocean of being. Is it a mystery

of darkness or of light, of final death or life eternal? How is it

that man asks these wondering questions? All the history of re-

ligion is the story of man's successive steps toward answering these-

questions in the terms of a Divine universe. The Hebrew Psalms—" Eest in the Lord, Wait patiently on him," " The Lord is my
Light and my Salvation "—are the early prophetic utterances of

the soul of man in its splendid quest to know God. Never, I be-

lieve, at any time, had the Church such beautifid and reasonable

words of harmony, reconciliation, and interpretation of the mys-
teries of life.

In short, the Church is, or ought to be, in reality the people's

university. It takes all the detached fragments of human life

and experience and translates them together into unity. This

is the highest oflfice of a university. The Church should perform
the office of teaching grown men, parents, and teachers the-

science of the things which abide, " the things that are more
excellent."

Fourthly, the Church exists to minister comfort to the lonely

and sorrowful. What is her secret? She lifts men out of their

isolation and the selfishness of grief. She relates them together

in a broad fellowship or brotherhood, wherein all are called both
to suffer and to rejoice. She sets forth the ideal of a life in which
the highest joy and the most serene content dwell in harmony
with strenuous endeavor, warm sympathy, and the courageous
overcoming of disappointment and pain.

Again, the Church exists to give the youth a new, higher, and
more effective training in all the ideal things. There was never
such a demand and never so splendid material for this kind of

service. Our present Sunday-school methods are but a feeble

beginning of the true task of the ethical and religious education

of the young. All the best educators agree that education is

futile which does not rear the youth to be sincere, honorable,

high-minded, public-spirited, reverent, lovers of men, earnest and
devoted, the children of the light.

Once more, the Church exists for a common worship, much
needed by busy and weary people. What do we mean by worship?
Not a conventional reiteration of pious and decorous words, nor
the singing of hymns of adoration to God. These forms may or
may not be the means of worship. We mean something far deeper
and more practical than what is usually called worship. We
mean that higher temperature of man's spirit in which he rises tO'

say " Thy kingdom come; Thy will bo done "; or, to paraphrase,

"May justice be done, the truth bo spoken; the good will bo done
in this world, here and now, and through us." Stern is the test of

all worship. Does the good will possess and rule us? Do we go
forth from the church door with friendly intent toward every soul
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of man? Then we are in unison with one another and with the

Power that guides the stars. Nothing else is worship.

We do not need to ask now what the Church shall do. Its

function in human society is not to build houses, to carry on

distinctive reforms, to run the government of cities and nations.

But the Church ought to be rather the power house on whose

spiritual forces men draw perennial inspiration to do their daily

tasks like children of God; where brave men are heartened to do

their business as trustees and ministers in behalf of our common
humanity, where men are stirred to noble discontent with all

oppression and injustice, at their own gates or in the islands of

the sea. It is the place where our ideals shine forth like beautiful

paintings. We go to admire and worship, but we come away to

do and be what the ideals command.
The Church of the past has largely separated itself from the

vital interests of mankind. It has misnamed these interests

secular; it has not even recognized the immense latent forces

of religion which reside in all men's souls. The call of the world

to the Church of the twentieth century is to be universal. It

must serve the whole man. It must be the more divine for being

a humanitarian church. In some respects it must doubtless begin

anew and widely alter its methods to meet the pressure of newly

felt obligations. It must be served by more genuine devotion on
the part of its ministers. It must conceive that its people are

also truly its ministers, with no high-church line to separate

priests and laity. What else are we all here for except to serve

and love one another? It must be the Church of humanity. No
one who does not love is worthy to serve it. All this and more
grows out of our fundamental conviction, that religion is the

highest form of the life of God manifest and incarnate in the soul

of man.

Address.

KEY. ALGERNON S. CRAPSEY, D. D., ROCHESTER, N. Y.

[Dr. Crapsey addressed the Conference, speaking without
written notes, of which address the following is the substance.]

In common with all the speakers and writers who have made
this first Conference of Eeligion of the State of New York a land-

mark in the history of religious progress, I have found the subject

assigned to me so general in its nature and so abstract in its terms
that it is difficult to make it either interesting or instructive.

And since we have just had it so ably treated from an abstract

point of view I am, with your permission, about to treat it more
concretely; to use, if you please, the kindergarten method and
as, in the words of Tennyson, " Things seen are mightier than
things heard," I will endeavor to make my appeal to the eye as

well as to the ear.
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To this end I have brought my notes in visible form, which I

now beg to lay before you. First, I call your attention to a

plucked and fading flower, picked up from where it had been

thrown to be trodden under the passing feet of men. Next, I

show you a growing plant, in all the strength and beauty of its

life, and after that I ask you to look upon a handful of seed, all

that remains of an apple that has been eaten for food; and last and
most precious, and, because most precious, wrapped in the cleanest

linen that wifely providence could furnish, I hold before your

eyes a glass containing the first note of the discourse of the after-

noon.
The contents of this glass were taken from the gutters of

your streets last night when the rain was falling—all except

the top dressing of it, which is a handful of soil rescued from
under the broom of the sweeper, who was sweeping it away. This

which you now see is the most precious of all the things which I

have shown you, because in it lies the possibility of all the others;

in it is the possibility of the seed, of the plant, and of the flower.

It is the richest form of inorganic or unorganized matter, and is

the primal source of all organized vegetable life; and as all animal

life is sustained and nourished by the herb of the field and the

fruit of the ground, this which you now see is indirectly the source

of all animal as well as of all vegetable existence.

This powerful unorganized force of nature needs the protection

of the glass and the covering of linen, because it is unclean to the

touch and unpleasant to the eye; it is, moreover, unsavory to the

taste and offensive to the smell. So vile is it to every sense of

man that he cannot abide its presence; he tries in every way to rid

himself of it because, in the form in which you see it, it is not only

offensive, but dangerous. If it is left in the street it breeds

disease and death. Consequently, its removal is a work of neces-

sity, which has from the first employed the energies and con-

sumed the wealth of your cities. Here, in New York, millions of

dollars are spent in an effort to destroy it.

But there is just one thing you can never do with it. You can

never suppress nor destroy one particle of it. This matter, vile

as it is, has one attribute in common with the holy God. Like

Him it is indestructible, having the gift of eternal existence.

In his efforts to dispose of this refuse of the street man has been

guilty of a lack of wisdom that is sad and appalling. Here, in

this great city of New York, the authorities thought to rid them-

selves of it by throwing it into the waters of the lower bay, until

your wise men found that, instead of disposing of it, it was dispos-

ing of them. The heavier parts were forming a bar or bank under

the waters of the bay, dangerous to every ship going out or com-

ing into the harbor, while the lighter parts, being washed ashore,

littered the beach and made the finest bathing places near the

city unfit for use. After all their efforts men had not destroyed

nor suppressed one particle of this refuse from the street. They
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had only changed its place and made it more dangerous to the life

and prosperity of the city than it had ever heen hefore.

It was not until comparatively recent times that the great

cities of the world began to discover the true nature and use of

these sweepings from the street. What is the source of disease

and death in one place is the cause of health and life in another.

This vile, noxious element which I hold up to your gaze—so use-

less and so dangerous in the street—when spread upon the field

will give new greenness to the grass, clothe the earth with flowers,

and enrich the trees so that they will bring forth fruit abundantly.

Thus we see that while we cannot suppress or destroy one particle

of this refuse we can convert it, and make it the source of life and
beauty to all the world. If we sow in this the seed of the higher

life, we will have the fruit of the higher life. It is the unorgan-

ized force of life, needing only to be touched by the organizing

power of the seed or the root to take on itself every form of glory

and of beauty of which the world of plant and of tree is capable.

Now this is a parable of that moral refuse which is to be found
in every place where men are gathered together, and which is the

source of moral and spiritual disease and death. I have in the

past few days gone about the streets of this great city of New
York and have visited its various haunts of vice, and in them,
strange to say, I have found the richest and most powerful form
of unorganized religious force in the world. Here are those great

primal human passions which lie at the base of all human and Di-

vine life. This vice is for the most part unorganized virtue.

These men and women are the stuff, vile though they be, out of

which saints and heroes are made.
The nature and use of this element of human life has all along

been strangely misunderstood. The leaders of church and state

have thought to suppress it by violence and have gone out against

it with fire and sword. Even to-day you are in this city engaged
in one of those spasmodic virtuous attempts to get rid of it. You
are organizing a crusade against vice and are seeking its de-

struction. The present effort at suppression is foredoomed to

failure. The method of violence has been tried for ages with-

out success. This element has resisted the destructive forces of

society and is all around us to-day. We can shut it up in prisons,

we can drive it from one place to another, but we cannot sup-

press it.

The one wise word which I have heard lately was in the letter

of a policeman written to one of the newspapers. He said in

effect, " Why, this which you good people are making such a fuss

about has been in the world ever since the Book of Deuteronomy^
was written." Why, bless his soul! these primal unorganized
passions of the human soul were in existence ages before the lan-

guage in which the Book of Deuteronomy is written was in exist-

ence. The same wise man says, " If we drive this from the
streets, we drive it into the houses," which is very true. Vice
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under such circumstances is not destroyed; it is only concealed.

A city may appear beautiful outwardly and at the same time be
" full of dead men's bones and all uncleanness."

These great primal passions, which in their unorganized form
are so dangerous to our peace and prosperity, are in reality the

source of all life. They are the basic forces of the world in which
we live. Without these terrible forces, as in their wild state they
seem to be, we ourselves would not be here. We are born of them
and live by them.
The Divine will concerning them is that they shall be not de-

stroyed, but, as far as possible, converted. We see to-night some
poor woman flitting about the streets of our city, or some man
prowling after his pre}^ and we send after these the officer of

the law with his club. They mean to us simply a menace to our
civilization, but to One who could see better than we these had
in them the possibility of the highest and most beautiful spiritual

life. Of the flitting woman He made the Magdalene, last at the

cross and first at the sepulcher, and of the prowling man the

penitent thief, first of Christian saints to enter the Paradise of

God.
Here we have the secret of the whole matter. We cannot

suppress nor destroy this unorganized form or force of life, but we
can convert it. We can sow in it the seed of the higher life, and
that seed will lay hold of these base elements and by the organiz-

ing power of its root will re-create them and form them in its own
likeness of life and health and beauty.

This is exactly what the great Master of the spiritual life, the

Lord Christ, did. When He came to set up the Kingdom of God
in the world He found the strongest forces of that kingdom not

among those who thought themselves righteous, and who were so

considered by the world, but among the social outcasts, the so-

called vicious elements of society. He became the Friend of

publicans and sinners, and of such as these made the Kingdom of

Heaven.
It seems strange that at this late day we should still be ignorant

of the fact sin is in the world not to be punished, but to be
forgiven; and vice is here not to be suppressed, but to be con-

verted. This is the fundamental doctrine of the religion which
we profess. Jesus came not to call the righteous, but sinners to

repentance. And His method of conversion was the simple one
of planting in the heart the seed of the higher life, sending down
into it the roots of a transforming love. He Himself was that

seed and root. He went where the sinners were and, sitting in

their midst as their friend. He transformed them by His presence.

He did not preach them sermons telling them how vile they were.

He simply loved them, and by loving purified them. He gave
them the seed and the root of the new life.

And every great religious movement has followed this method.
It has gone down first into the lowest places of the world, into
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the lair of the harlot and the den of the thief, and of these it has

made its first converts, and by these has generated the force that

has overcome the world. St. Francis of Assisi, St. Vincent de

Paul, John Wesley, and General Booth were men whose spiritual

genius enabled them to divine this great spiritual truth and sent

them to seek for the children of God among those who were called

the children of the devil.

The weakness of much of our modern religion is that it does

not know how to get at and use these primal forces of the religious

life. It does not plant itself deep in the soil of humanity, and

hence it is not nourished by the richness of that soil.

This is especially true of organized Protestantism, which sows

its seed and has its root in the more arid soil of respectability. It

seems incapable of laying hold of and assimilating the viler,

grosser elements of human nature. Against these it preaches its

•crusades and sends out its agents of suppression and destruction.

During the past two generations the Christian world has wit-

nessed the strange phenomenon of various Christian churches

withdrawing themselves from all contact with the poor and the

-outcast. When the neighborhood of a church became the haunt

of the criminal and the vicious, then that church, instead of en-

deavoring to convert these elements to its own high uses, with-

drew from them and moved away into some region where the poor

had no home and the sinner could not come, and has gone on its

quiet, easy, respectable life to its quiet, easy, respectable death.

In view of this terrible failure to do the work of a Christian

•church the various Protestant organizations are estopped from
making any loud outcry against a condition of corruption which

their own neglect has largely occasioned. Had the spiritual

leaders of the last generation been men of vision, they would have

thrown the whole force and wealth and power of Christianity

into the slums, so called, of the great cities and would have used

•every means to convert those slums, and the people who live in

them, to higher, better ways of life. But to-day vengeance has

come and the fashionable church is doomed. Only the Church
that does and can reach the poor and the outcast will survive in

the day of the Lord.

The great trouble with our religion, in its organized forms, is

that it is afraid it will soil itself by contact with the vileness of

the world. We dare not associate with the thief for fear that we
will share in his condemnation, nor with the harlot lest we should

become partaker of her sins. Until this fear is dismissed there is

no hope that our religion will flourish in the world. Xot untU,

we are ready to risk our property to save the soul of the thief, and
•our good name to save the soul of the harlot, can we hope to reach

these souls and give to them the organizing power of the seed and
the root.

We cry out against the vileness of our cities, but our cry is

Tain, and will be vain, as long as virtue is timid. As soon as we
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show in our religious life the same courage which the soldier

manifests on the field of battle, the same daring which the
financier exhibits in every great speculation, so soon will we be
able to gain the victories of war and finance in the region of morals
and religion. And unless they can do this, present organizations
are doomed. A church that is converting no sinners is making no
saints. A tree that draws nothing from the vileness of earth has
no power to draw life and beauty from the air.

Let us remember that the first great unorganized force of re-

ligion is human nature; its sins, its sorrows, its passions, its

failures, its fears, its ignorance, those are the basic source of all

the religious life that ever has been or ever will be in the world.
These, vile in themselves, enrich the root of the tree of life

that it may bear its twelve manner of fruits, and that its leaves
may be for the healing of the nations. Now, leaving the root of
religion hidden in the ground that it may do its work there of

organizing the basal elements of human life into its higher forms,
let us turn our attention to this growing plant, for it also tells of
a great unorganized force of religion.

The salient feature of the plant is not its root, but its leaf.

After the root is once firmly fixed in the earth and enriched by the
soil it sends its stem out into the light, and the stem buds and
breaks forth into the leaf, and the leaf lays hold of the great un-
organized forces of the air and makes use of them for the perfect-
ing of its life. The organizing power of the leaf is as necessary as
the organizing power of the root; the one draws up from the
earth, the other draws down from heaven. The one feeds upon
the primal, basic passions of man, the other upon his divine aspi-

rations. The leaf seeks for light as surely as the root seeks for
darkness, and upon the free play of the leaf depend the health and
life of the plant.

The leaf of the spiritual plant organizes spiritual truth into

literature, creeds, liturgies, forms of thought and forms of wor-
ship that act most powerfully upon the spiritual life and are

necessary to that life. Without this organizing power of the leaf

there would be no spiritual life whatever. The leaf and the root

act together to produce the great tree. All that we see of the
immense variety of spiritual life in the world—Gods and god-
desses, forms of faith and modes of worship, churches and denomi-
nations, sects and heresies—are the outcome of the combined
work of the root and leaf organizing the earth and the air into

the organic forms of the religious or spiritual life of man. And
it is no more necessary that the root should be in the soil than
that the leaf should be in the air. It must be ever breathing in

new life from heaven. Shut the leaf from the air, or cut it away,
and the tree languishes and dies. Every tree has its yearly gene-

ration of leaves, and each generation adds to the strength, the

form, and the beauty of the tree. To say that a tree shall be no
greater than it is, that no new branches shall shoot forth from its
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stem, that it shall clothe itself with no new beauty, is to deny the

organizing power of the leaf and to condemn the tree to stagna-

tion and to death. And this failure to recognize the imorganized

forces of the air, and the organizing power of the leaf, is one great

reason of the decay and death of religious organizations. When
an organization can no longer live in the great out-of-doors and

can no longer breathe in that wonderful air of truth in which the

soul of man lives, then that organization is doomed. Nothing

can save it from death. This is the reason of the gradual failure

of that great organization known among men as the Catholic

Church. It is the glory and the strength of Catholicism that it

has kept its roots down deep in the soil of humanity. It has its

home with the poor and the outcast and the sinner. It knows
how to deal with these as no other religious organization has ever

known. In this it is divine. The failure of Catholicism is not the

failure of the root, but the failure of the leaf. It has gone down
into primitive catacombs and shut itself in mediasval cloisters and
denied itself to the spirit of truth, and so has cast itself off from
the great life of the air which humanity is breathing, and with-

out which humanity cannot live. The great intellectual life

which is ours to-day has been compelled to take organic form out-

side of Catholicism. The science and the literature in which the

modem world finds the highest expression of its religious life

owe little or nothing to the Catholic Church, and that Church is

compelled to seek its knowledge at the lips of those whom it

called unholy and profane.

And alas! ecclesiastical Protestantism, not content with losing

the organizing power of the root, is striving to get rid of the

organizing power of the leaf as well. It is forbidding its children

to breathe the fresh, pure air of heaven. " Breathe," it cries,

" the air of the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, but never the

air of the nineteenth or twentieth. Feed on the dogmatics of

Luther and Calvin, but not on the science of Newton, Humboldt,
and Darwin." This effort of ecclesiastical Protestantism to shut

itself up in its own formularies means its speedy extinction.

Ecclesiastical Protestantism has no deep root in the soil of hu-

manity to prolong its days, as has Catholicism. It was born of

the air, and in the air it must live. When it ceases to be free,

it ceases to be.

As modern religion is afraid of the earth, so it seems to dread

the air. It says to the eager mind of youth, " Do not think, be-

cause you are pretty sure to think wrongly." And then the

eager mind of youth irreverently calls it a fossil and goes on
thinking just the same, and the great ecclesiastical organizations,

bereft of their leaves, began to wither and to die.

Now I think we have glanced at the two great unorganized re-

ligious forces, the one to be found in the passions and the other

in the aspirations of men, and for each of these we have an or-

ganizing power—the organizing power of the root and the organ-
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izing principle of the leaf; the one drawing up from the soil and
the other drawing in from the air, and we have seen that if we
are to have a perfect organization it must be by having the roots

deep and the leaves broad and wide. When that day comes, as it

is coming, when we shall have our roots down, our branches up-

ward and outward, and our leaves full and fresh, then shall we
have a process by which we can re-create and regenerate mankind.
It is a process that is going on all the time: it never has ceased and
it never can cease. We can only hinder it a little bit; we cannot
put an end to it.

Time would fail me to tell of the flower that blooms for a

while and then fades and falls away. It is the product and the

glory of the plant, and has in it the promise of other plants that

are to come after. I can only say in passing that every living

organism must bring forth the beauty of the flower and the power
of the seed. When it ceases to flower and does not nourish its

seed, then it has ceased to serve its purpose and merely cumbers
the ground until it is cut down and cast away. But this has to

do with another subject than that which now engages our
attention. I only mention it that we may follow the lowest form
of unorganized religious force up to its highest form of organized

beauty, that we may follow it from the filth of the street to the

loveliness of the rose, from the slime of sin to the beauty of holi-

ness.

Perhaps, in closing, you will let me illustrate the progress of

my own spiritual life by tracing the process backward. We have
here the flower picked up from the street, worn last night, per-

haps, by some beauty who added beauty to beauty by placing this

in her bodice. It begins to fall and to fade. Its life is nearly

over. To-morrow it will be thrown aside and cast out. It will go
back again to become a part of the basal principle of existence;

but here it is, and it came from a plant, and the plant from the

seed, and the seed was nourished by the soil. My own spiritual

life was awakened by the flower. Born in the dust of arid

Protestantism, I came in contact with Catholic devotion, and saw
the beauty and glory of it. It was a marvelous thing. I remem-
ber the very first time that I entered into a church where rever-

ence prevailed, and where the Holy Scriptures were read as if they
were indeed a revelation from Almighty God, and it was a reve-

lation to the soul of a boy. It was tbe beauty of expression that

first charmed the youthful mind, and led it to love beauty of ex-

pression, and to find in it the manifestation of the Divine Life.

And then was I bom of the straitest sect of our religion, a High
Church ritualist. But as the boy went on, he followed the flower

to its source in the plant, and he began to love the great plant

that bore the flower, and that sustained it with its great and al-

most eternal life. Tbon be followed the plant down until he
came to the seed of the truth, and be began to love the seed of the
truth more than he loved the plant that sprang from the seed.
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But at last, and after thirty years' experience in dealing with the

spiritual needs of men, he came to love best of all that which is

represented by this glass of soil from the street, that primal hu-

man nature with its sins and its sorrows, its hopes and its fears

—

for in this is the great power of God. Here is the source of all

the spiritual life that ever has been or ever will be in the world.

Give a man this substance of human nature and a seed of truth,

and he can grow what organizations he will. Take away this

primal soil, and all organization is forever impossible.

DISCUSSION.

BEV. SAMUEL ZANE BATTEN, MORRISTOWN, N. J.

Some years ago it was my privilege to look upon the Falls of

Niagara for the first time. The impression was strange and bewilder-
ing. I confess that I had no clear and coherent thoughts—only some
general sentiments of power, greatness, eternity, God. But as l^went
from place to place, and as the water kept running on, by and by
some practical thoughts came to me. Finally one thought took
shape—I suppose such a thought is inevitable in this practical age

—

here is a wonderful spectacle, but here is tremendous force running
to waste. Some practical genius has estimated that all the coal
mined in the world in one year is not sufficient to raise back to its

level the water going over the Falls in one day.
We look upon the various armies of the Living God as they come

marching down the centuries, gaining new recruits and winning
new victories. As we contemplate the sight, as we read its deeper
meaning, our hearts are filled with awe and wonder. But practical

thoughts arise; we estimate the numbers, the powers, the means
of this vast host; we calculate the results that are gained; we look
around the world of which the major part yet lieth in wickedness.
And we cannot evade the impression that these religious forces are
not producing more than a fraction of possible results.

Our topic assumes that there are religious forces in the world, and
that these forces are not fully organized. Let me briefly name the
religious forces that are here and that are to be organized.

1. There is the force of numbers. In this world of statistics and
census reports numbers count for much. The number of men
who are religious is immeasurably greater than the number of men
who are not religious. A man may not profess my particular shade
and color of religion; but he may be more truly religious than I.

The number of people in our land who are irreligious, who have no
belief in God, no longing to know and to do His will, no sense of
accountability to Him, is comparatively small. It is not too much
to say that three-fourths of the people of America are what may be
denominated religious. There are certainly as many as thirty
millions of people in our land who are members of some religious
organization, Jewish or Protestant or Catholic.

2. There is the force of conscience. Every little while we hear some
mournful soul bewailing the decay of conscience in the American
people. The conscience of the people is not as acute and discerning
as it might be, or as it may be; but the average man has a con-
science, and the average conscience is imperative in its demands and
supreme in its command. I have mingled with the men of the world
for the years of a short lifetime, and I have yet to find a man who
did not have some trace of conscience in his being. The great ma-
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jority of men, as I have said, have a keen and inexorable con-
science, and up to the measure of their light are seeking to t»e true.

;Men are devoted to the truth; they are consecrated to God; they
want to live as ever in the Great Taskmaster's eye. But, alas! this
force of conscience is unorganized and indefinite; this great force
of conscience is never massed and brought to bear upon any great
problem of society or need of humanity. You have all watched the
lightning on a summer's night, as it played over the face of the
whole skj'. It was only sheet-lightning, too diffused to do much
damage. But let that diffused electricity gather itself up into a thun-
derbolt—now it has Titanic power and will tear the oak or rend
the rock. The world is full of electricity, and the whole universe is

tremulous with power. But not until this electricity is concen-
trated and harnessed will it transmit man's thought and light his
dwelling. The force of conscience is diffused all over our land, but
much of it is sheet-lightning, diffused, vague, resultless. There is

enough conscience and consecration in the various religious bodies
in our land to turn the world upside down and right side up. But
it is diffused and unorganized; it does not gather itself up into
spiritual thunderbolts.

3. There is also the force of individuality. Infinite wisdom never
duplicates in nature or in man. Every man is a peculiar creature, a
species all his own. We are all odd numbers. " How many
members have you in your church? " inquired one pastor of another.
"Two hundred and some odd; but how many have you?" "Oh, I

have two hundred—and all odd." Each of you can interpret the
parable for himself. There are diversities of gifts, but the same
Spirit. I am, as you may know, a member of a religious body, and
believe, of course, that all who agree with me are just a little nearer
the absolute truth than the men who do not agree with me. But
at the same time, I rejoice that we are not all Baptists. For the
needs of men are manifold; the tastes and aptitudes of men are
varied. That all men may be reached and won, that the whole truth
may be revealed, that the full-orbed Kingdom may be sought, it is

necessary that there be diversities of gifts and differences of admin-
istration. The most unfortunate thing that could be devised in our
day would be a uniform creed for all men, a set form of worship
for all congregations, a prescribed organization for all bodies. All
this might be the perfection of mechanism, but it would be the end
of all life and spontaneity.

4. There is the force of organization itself. In America alone there
are some one hundred and ninety thousand religious organizations of
one faith and another. Each organization is more or less complete
within itself, with its own machine)*y and method. Each organiza-
tion commands the allegiance of a number of adherents. Suppose
that there could be a correlation of organizations in behalf of the
Kingdom of God!
The need of a closer organization of all religious bodies is too

obvious to require any extended comment. It is too late in the day
to question the necessity and the advantage of such organization.
Numbers, conscience, individuality, and means alone count for little.

What is the difference between an army and a mob? An army is an
organized mob; and a mob is an unorganized army. A mob may win
in a skirmish, but it takes an army to win in a campaign. What is

the secret of England's success in India? Organization. After all

organization is but the methodical arrangements for seciiring definite
results. Two men working in harmony can accomplish far more
than the same two men working in isolation. In the divine arithmetic
it is declared that one shall chase a thousand, and two shall put ten
thousand to flight. " Twice one," according to the divine arithmetic,
" equals ten." One thing is certain beyond peradventure: The un-
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org'anized religious forces of our land are not producing more than a
fraction of possible results. The evils of division are seen most
markedly in our cities. Thus far in the history of religion suspicion
rather than co-operation, jealousy rather than love, have marked the
relations between the different religious bodies. As a consequence
€ach religious body has its own constituency, and all beyond this

charmed circle are forgotten. Beyond the little circles of our differ-

ent bodies there lies the great world that somehow is neglected.
Each body regards its parish as conterminous with its congregation,
and it hardly dares to go beyond for fear of being accused of
proselyting. Beyond these congregations there lies a great section
of humanity that is unreached and unchurched. The churches be-
come rivals for the possession of coveted fields, and they cultivate

those portions of the community that yield the largest financial re-

turns. This harlotry of the churches with the money classes is one
of the most ominous and brazen effronteries of the present time.
Under our present unorganized, wasteful, competitive system the
cities of America are slowly, but surely, going to the devil.

The work to be done in our world, in order to prepare for the
coming of God's Kingdom, is very great. Nothing but a union of all

the religious forces can ever bring in that Kingdom. To-day we are
confronted with all kinds of evils, social, industrial, political, inter-

national. Most necessary is it that there be a union of all who
love in behalf of all who suffer. The weekly day of rest is being
undermined; the saloon power is becoming more firmly intrenched
every year; political corruption is most flagrant and shameless; great
industrial wrongs cry unto Heaven for redress. The forces of re-

ligion and righteousness present a broken and uncertain front to the
enemies of society. Suppose that there could be an organization of
the religious forces of America in behalf of certain righteous and
progressive measures. In one year's time they could accomplish
wonders beyond our dreams. Some years ago when the Christian
Endeavor Convention met in Montreal, the Mayor of the city, a Eoman
Catholic, welcomed the delegates. He said: "The time is coming
when the battle must be between all religions and no religion."
These words of the good Mayor are worthy of being made the
watchword of this Conference. The time has come when the battle
is between all religions and no religion. What can we do in order to
laring to pass a better state of things?

1. The first thing is to uphold every such effort and movement as
this Conference of Religion. The things that unite us are more and
mightier than the things that separate us. The first thing is for
us to learn to respect the other man's belief, and to call him brother.
Aristotle used to say: Hear the other side. Much of our opposition
grows out of our ignorance. Faith in God is a principle of union
and not a principle of division. Unless we can come together in this
way and confer, we had better stop calling ourselves believers in God
at all. Coming together in this way we will seek to emphasize points
of agreement rather than points of difference.

2. Then we must come back to first principles and learn anew
what is the work given us to do. The Church, any church, is but a
m.eans to an end; the Church that becomes an end in itself has ceased
to be true. The business of the Church is not to make and defend
creeds; it is not to maintain and advance certain ordinances; no, its

first and only business is to build men up in righteousness, and to
bring in the Kingdom of God. I like that definition of the Church
given us by Thomas Arnold: " The true and grand idea of a church
is that of a society for making men like Christ, earth like Heaven,
and the kingdoms of this world the Kingdom of our God." And I
like also that definition of John Ruskin: " There is a true church
wherever one hand meets another helpfully; and that is the only
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Holy Mother Church which ever was or ever shall be." In behalf of
some creed or some form of worship we never can unite; but in be-
half of the Kingdom of God, the Kingdom of Righteousness and Peace
and Gladness in the Holy Spirit we can unite, we must unite.

3. We must seek a closer co-operation of all the religious bodies in
behalf of the Kingdom of God. We must first of all diminish the
wicked waste of men and money in the present competition of the
churches. There will be time enough for us to talk over our differ-

ences of creed when the Kingdom of God is come. Until that time
let a man believe in his own creed with all his heart; but let him.
know that his creed is a false and harmful one if it keeps him from
loving his brothers and co-operating with them. You may recall
the story that is told of Dr. Rodgers of London, " Hang Theology
Rodgers," as he was called. One day he attended a conference of
workers, called to consider the needs of a section of the city. When-
ever some plan of work was proposed some person at once raised an
objection, theological or economical. Rodgers stood it as long as he
could and then said: "Hang theology; hang economics; let us get
to work." In the great things we are one; we must not allow
the little things to divide us any longer. When the Kingdom of God is

fully come it will be time for us to settle all such minor questions
as apostolic succession, forms of ordinances, and statements nf
doctrine.

REV. WALTER LAIDLAW, PH. D.. NEW YORK,

Secretary of the Federation of Churches and Christian Workers in
New York City.

The catalogue of unorganized religious forces has been enlarged
this afternoon in a way which everyone who accepts the theology
of the divine immanence must approve. Phillips Brooks said that
the Church was like many mediaeval cities inclosed by walls. When
one endeavored to state the population of any of those cities he
was confined, strictly speaking, to the population within the walls.
But many of those cities overflowed their stony boundaries, and the
true population of them was more than the official population. Sim-
ilarly, Phillips Brooks said, " is the real Church larger than the
registered Church; " and it is true that the unorganized religious
forces include many organizations other than churches strictly so-
called.

Nevertheless, I believe, as the last speaker has said, that the great
need of our time, and the first work to be done, following the
common-sense order, is to take the organizations which are pro-
fessedly religious and endeavor to organize them; and I believe that
it is also true that that ought to be attempted along the lines of
least resistance; that, in other words, it is the most priident thing,
when such organization is attempted,—while never inimical to any
other forms of faith,—first of all to attempt, in a city like New
York, to produce among its Protestant organizations that co-opera-
tion which can be produced, I am glad to say, along the lines of
little resistance.
The catalogue of those unorganized religious forces in New York,

I am sorry to say, is growing every j'ear. Within the nineteenth
century forty types of Protestantism began work in New York City.

Before that time there were only ten. We have had four times as
manj' kinds of Protestantism introduced in this city in the century
which is closing as in the two preceding centuries of New York life.

Professor Giddings has shown us the profound truth that " conscious-
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ness of kind " is the organizing principle of society, and in all prac-

tical work I believe that we do well to take note of that principle

in trying to bring about the organization of religious forces. Apply
it first of all to circles homogeneous in content, then enlarge the
radius of consciousness of kind. To-day, in New York, the Protestant
clergj'men who are inimical to organized co-operation can be counted,
I am sure, on the fingers of my two hands. Those who are indiffer-

ent are a very much diminished number when compared with four
years ago, and New York to-day has a plan of organization and of
co-operation which I believe would satisfy even the most aggressive,

if they were thoroughly familiar with it, of the members of this Con-
ference. It is a plan of organization, which, as I have hinted, is not
inimical to anything, but which, for practical ends, seeks to move
along the lines of least resistance; a plan whereby every form of re-

ligions worship in this city becomes aware of the whereabouts of its people;
a plan whereby Protestantism commits itself to that mode of work
and cordially indorses it. By Assembly districts our city is being
carefully organized, and every form of religious worship will be
directed to the doors of its people through the co-operative parish
system which is being gradually applied to it, and which, during the
last two months, has been applied to two hundred thousand of its

popiilation. Within each Assembly district, moreover, the Churches
are getting together to effect those social, sanitary, educational, and
economic ends which are coupled with the teaching function in any
true estimate of the mission of the Church. In that work all creeds
are co-operating.

I will close with a poem written by Sidney Lanier for the opening
of the Centennial in Philadelphia:

" Long as thine Art shall love true love,

Long as thy Science truth shall know;
Long as thine Eagle harms no dove,
Long as thy Law by law shall grow;
Long as thy God is God above.
Thy brother every man below;
So long, dear Land of all our love.

Thy name shall shine, thy fame shall grow."

And we can bring about a transfiguration of this Republic, whose
whiteness shall exceed the work of any philosopher-fuller, by
organizing its religious forces in such a way that the light of re-

ligion, in all forms recognizing the need of the life of God in the soul
of man, shall enter and irradiate every home of our country.

REV. HERBERT SYMONDS,

First President of the Canadian Society of Christian Unity.

I think that I ought to offer just a word of explanation to say
why I am here with you this afternoon, and I think that will be
quite sufficient. It will not be necessary for me to add any other
word. I saw, some time ago, in one of the New York papers, an
announcement of this meeting. I happened at that time to be very
much interested in what is known as the Canadian Society of Chris-

tian Unity, and it seemed to me that this was the kind of meeting
from which our youthful society, just beginning to feel its way,
might learn a good deal. I suggested to a meeting of the Council of
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that Society, that a representative should be sent from us, if possible,
for this society to receive such a representative or delegate. The
Secretary, Mr. Leighton Williams, very kindly indeed brought the
matter before the Committee, and we were invited. We elected as
delegate, our President, Dr. Chown, who consented at first to go, but
afterward found that a pressing engagement of another kind would
prevent him from going. I regret very much that he is not with you,
for he is a most admirable speaker, and much better able than myself
to bring to you words of cheer and welcome.

I should like to make one remark with regard to something said
by Mr. Batten, which struck a sympathetic chord in my breast. It
was this: that we need to emphasize at the present time—I suppose
all here present are doing so—we must emphasize agreements, and
lay aside, as much as we can, our differences. The circle of our
agreements, I believe (and I suppose there are large differences of
opinion among those here represented), is very much larger than the
circle of disagreements. So we must emphasize those agreements
to the utmost of our power. I am reminded of a story about Dr.
Pusey, the great leader of the High Church movement in England,
and Dean Stanley. Dr. Pusey said of Dean Stanley, that he was able
to see agreements, but was not able to see disagreements. When
the remark was repeated to Dean Stanley, he said it was the greatest
compliment that ever had been paid him.

XII. THE IDEAL COMMONWEALTH AS THE KINGDOM
OF GOD.*

First Paper.

MR. EDWIN MARKHAM, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

We have been taught to look for a heaven afar in some
spiritual space in the universe, and to expect it as something to

which we are going. There is doubtless such a heaven, but this

is not the heaven that is the burden of Jesus' words. He looked

for a Fraternal Commonwealth that should be the political

realization of the Sermon on the Mount.
He told not of a kingdom to which we are to go, but of a

kingdom that is to come to us. " Thy Kingdom come, thy will

be done on earth "—this is the prayer. We are told to pray for

the Kingdom on earth, and, of course, this means to work for it.

For if a man does not work for what he prays for, he affronts

God.
But where are the elements of this kingdom. They are al-

ready here—all around us. Now, this very hour, we are in the

midst of the raw materials of heaven. We are daily trampling

them under our feet. We are walking right over the shining

walls of the New Jerusalem; we are casting to the right hand
and to the left the pillars and the paving stones of the Holy
City.

All the materials of heaven are here, or they are nowhere,

Copyrighted for Edwin Markham, and all rights reserved.
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Every day we are casting away the pearls of the heavenly gate.

Those pearls are love and affectionate justice. They are the

Oolden Rule and " the economics of the Kingdom of Heaven."

All we need to do is to dramatize love; put it into expression;

let it speak; let it move. We have committed the Golden Rule

to memory; we now need to commit it to life.

Was Christ philosophical in demanding that the Kingdom
should be built on earth? Indeed He was; Christ proves Himself

in this to be the supreme philosopher and statesman of the world.

He saw the shaping force of social conditions. He saw that the

human babe, for instance, is dependent on its social environment
for the evolution of the human quality.

One proof of this is found in the fact that if a boy infant is

stolen by wolves, and adopted by a female wolf as one of her

cubs, he will learn to suck from her breast; he will grow up with

the young wolves as brothers and sisters; he will run on all fours;

he will whine, bark, and growl for a language—the slum babies

grow like the dump piles they live among: the angels grow white

looking on the Throne.
The state is the fabric of the moral order of the world. It is

the organ through which, in a large way, we are to express the

will of God, which is affectionate Justice or righteousness. The
will of God is the will of the Common Welfare.

God wishes to express the Divine order in the total of human
life. But " the state is the total of human life as organized in

time and space."

The Righteousness of God is secular. Pure religion is not

cause nor end; it is means. Its cause is God, its end is God in

play—God active in factory and clearing house. True religion

never rests until it makes the Secular its goal.

We have talked of Brotherhood for centuries. But mere senti-

ment is not enough. We cannot hold God with a dream. The
supreme need of the world is to find a material basis for Brother-

hood. Government must be made the organ of Fraternity.

The study of the social order, then, should be the chief con-

cern of the religious man. For what is religion? Religion is, at

bottom, a social bond—a bond that binds all men into one Prac-

tical Brotherhood in God. A man becomes religious only when
he comes into brotherly relations with his fellows, not forgetting

his hairy and feathered kinsfolks of the field and sky.

All Christ's words have reference to this social ideal that

should end in the Kingdom that is to come on earth. This is the

meaning of the New Birth—^that we must strive to be born out

of our brute individualism into the social spirit—out of our

brute inheritance into our Divine inheritance—out of Satan-

service into people-service—out of selfhood into otherhood. And
only the Kingdom, the Fraternal Commonwealth, furnishes an
organ for this new spirit—furnishes a proper organ for the ex-

pression of the Christ spirit in things.
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Nothing short of this will answer. We have tried substitutes,,

but they fail. We have tried eharity-giving, but, worthy as this

work is, it is not the one thing needful. The world needs justice^

affectionate justice. It needs the extinction of all private

monopolies and special privilege.

We have tried the churchification of the world, but despite

the service rendered by the Church in the past, it is not the ideal

of Christ. Saint John, looking into the great future, saw the
Kingdom on earth, the New Jerusalem, and he says that he saw
no temple there. Yea, the public order needs to be transformed into

a co-operative or Fraternal Commonwealth, wherein every hearth

shall be an altar and every labor a sacrament.

No, verily; mere philanthropy, noble as it is, is not the thing

which Christ lived to reveal and died to vindicate. Philanthropy

is but the hyssop on the sponge lifted to the lips of humanity on
the cross. But Christ comes to take humanity down from the

cross.

Now, men everywhere are asking, " Where is God? " They see

no God because they see no social providence. Millions and gen-

erations go down in squalor, disease, poverty, and misery. So
men are asking, '' Where is God? " The answer is, " God is where-

men find Him." His providence is where men organize provi-

dence. God is in the world in the natural materials of providence;

in the essences and properties and potencies of providence. But
there is no providence ready-made for men. Let men find provi-

dence where men found the steam engine and the telegraph;

where they found the reaper and the printing press. Let men
organize providence in society, and the world will have a provi-

dence. Providence is latent: let us bring it forth by evolution.

Providence on earth has to conquer its own ground. Let men-
co-operate with God and the kingdom of order will descend. A
man must co-operate with God if he wishes an answer to his own'

prayer. The institutions around us speak the will of the race.
" By their fruits ye shall know them." Men need a new will

—

the will of the Social Conscience.

So I prophesy the coming of the Social Man to build the social

kingdom. He will be a practical Christian—the one who really

does the will of the Father. He will be the divine flower of the

ages. He will move in the power of the social passion. He will

reject self-riches, self-distinction, self-dominion, in his pursuit

of the common good. He will recognize the people as the exten-

sion of his own body. He will recognize God and so will recognize

the all. There will be no favoritism. If a man should say " Now
I will be just; now I will be benevolent" ; and should thereupon
f^ed all the worthy in a city, all but one—in that rejected one God
is rejected. He did Ihe deed in his own name, and not in the

name of the Father of All.

This practical Christian is coming—he is coming to do the

Father's will, to build the social kingdom. And we are told that
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*' of that kingdom there shall be no end." It will stand because

built upon the rock of affectionate justice.

All other kingdoms are built upon the sand. They will perish

—they are perishing.

All the records of the past bear witness that whatever is cruel

or selfish is ephemeral and insecure.

Voices are crying from the dust of Tyre,

From Karnak and the stones of Babylon

—

" We raised our pillars upon self-desire,

And perished from the large gaze of the sun."

A grandeur looked down from the pyramid,

A glory came on Greece, a light on Eome;
But in them all the ancient Traitor hid,

And so they passed like momentary foam.

There was no substance in their soaring hopes:

The voice of Thebes is now a desert cry;

A spider bars the road with filmy ropes.

Where once the feet of Carthage thundered by.

A bittern cries where once Queen Dido laughed;

A thistle nods where once the Forum poured;

A lizard lifts and listens on a shaft.

Where once of old the Coliseum roared.

There is a Vision waiting and aware;

And you must draw it down, men of worth;

Draw down the New Eepublic held in air.

And make for it foundations on the Earth.

St. John beheld it as a great white throne

Above the ages wondrous and afar;

Mazzini heard it as a bugle blown.

And Shelley saw it as a steadfast star.
;

Address.

PEOPESSOE THOMAS C. HALL, D. D., ISTEV? TOEK.

The word commonwealth in this connection binds us to no

opinion regarding an outward form of government. We may be-

lieve in the commonwealth while advocating various particular

changes, more or less radical, in the management of its affairs.

Shakspere uses the word as he uses " commonweal," to signify not

a form of government, but the social whole. At the same time
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any just appreciation of the spirit out of which the word grows

must lead us to take definite positions in regard to some theories

of government. The very conception of a commonwealth, or
" common welfare," involves emphasis upon the value of the in-

dividual. No true conviction of the reality of a commonwealth
can underestimate the duties, rights, and responsibilities of each

individual soul. If, then, an aristocracy duly takes true account of

these rights and responsibilities, if it exists not because of simple

superior force, whether physical or intellectual, but by innate

superior goodness, there is in theory an aristocratic commonwealth
that deserves examination as a possible ideal.

Such, however, have not been the aristocracies submitted to our

criticism as ideals, and far less have the actual aristocracies of

history in any measure fulfilled these conditions. Brutal con-

ceptions of government, as resting on sheer force, have found

their advocate in Thomas Hobbes. He expected out of the mire

of war, ignorance, passion, and jealousy to evolve peace, good will,

and essential justice by the establishment of an absolute tyranny

that would exchange these things for humble submission to the

tyrant. Hobbes did not deny ethical and ideal elements as aims

of society; he did, however, practically deny them as elements in

the human life out of which society grows. Plato's aristocracy in

"The Republic" as frankly treats human beings as means to ends,

not in or of themselves, as does Thomas Hobbes. This is what

no honest believer in a commonwealth can do. For Plato the

slave and lower-class worker exist that an order may be upheld

from which professedly they reap no joy. The philosopher is

also a servant of the social whole, but he obtains the highest re-

wards of life even while he serves. The cardinal weakness, alike

in Plato and in Aristotle, is this treatment of men as means to

ends apart from themselves, and in which ends they have no lot.

Commercial aristocracy or plutocracy has no supreme exposi-

tor such as intellectual aristocracy has in Plato, or military aris-

tocracy has in Thomas Hobbes. Its substantial faith has, however,

been frankly and clearly set forth by Nitzsche in his philosophy

of power. According to much popular thought to-day about the

dinner-tables of the comfortable, and in the smoking-rooms of

men's clubs, the average individual is thought of as a poor, ineffi-

cient person, whose only use is to build up the commercial struct-

ure in whose supremacy consists the national glory. If little boys

must toil in dark mines, hungry in body for food, in mind for in-

struction, and in soul for God, that we may triumph in our con-

tracts to build the bridges of the Soudan, the fault is with God
who did not make men equal, and not with our ambitions or our

ideals. These relatively helpless thousands must perish to enable

the clever and the capable to build up a commercial structure

such as the world must envy and admire. According to this phi-

losophy the many exist, not as immortal ends in themselves, not

as individuals with divine possibilities and divine responsibilities.
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"but as means to the ends of the few highly gifted and largely

endowed whose conquest in a fierce battle constitutes their patent

of nobility. The King is the man who can (Carlyle), and capacity

constitutes its own morality (Nitzsche § 61, "Jenseits von Gut und
Bose "). It is no hypocrisy for real capacity to be a demagogue
at a political mass meeting,—to talk of patriotism, the flag, and

duty—if only, when it comes to real action, capacity is ever found

true to the fundamental faith of commercial supremacy at any
cost of tradition, faith, truth, principle, and right as the stupid

leaderless mob regard these things. According to this philosophy

capacity has certain duties. These are mainly to self, but loyalty

to those who are in the way of advancing that self belongs to en-

lightened self-interest. Even a show of pity and a certain real

tenderness to those once hopelessly out of the way as competitors

belongs to the " morals of an aristocracy "
(§ 263 Nitzsche, " Jen-

seits von Gut und Bose "), but it must be watched or it will lead

to "pauperization of the many," or, worse yet, to softening that

soul-fiber of the few needed in the ruthless conflict of the morrow
(loc. cit.). According to this teaching all the institutions of the

day may be used as means to the supreme end which this main
philosophy sets forth.

This philosophy is fearfully afraid of socialism, and pretends

that its dread is founded upon respect for the individual. Its

constant warning is against "paternalism" in government. Its

instinctive fear is not, however, of " paternalism "; for the one

lesson it is forever dinning into men's ears is faith in the capable

few, and it is never weary of pointing to the successes gained

when that faith has been yielded. Its real struggle will be with

an organized self-conscious fraternity that will refuse to bow to

the false gods of commercial triumphs and will steadily maintain

the faith that men are ends in themselves, and that to use them
as means is blasphemy against God. It is quite impossible to

say what will be the outward forms of government when frater-

nalism comes to its inheritance. We can only be sure that the

new wine will not be poured into old bottles, and that the com-
monwealth will in its triumphs mock the objections of the unbe-
lieving, and outdo the daydreams of the faithful.

So far as aristocracy means the subjection of the ends of many
to the ends of few, or of even some to others, so far the ideal com-
monwealth cannot be an aristocracy. So far as democracy means
unorganized and selfish individualism, so long it is and will be the
helpless prey of a bastard aristocracy.

Jesus came proclaiming neither socialism nor individualism.

His faith was based upon a sure hope of the ultimate supremacy of

God our Fatlier. It was this conception of God, neither as an
omnipotent sovereign nor yet as abstract law; neither as supreme
Ruler nor yet as a " Power not ourselves that makes for right-

eousness," but as a personal and tenderly attached father to a

weak and erring race of children, that gives color and character
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to all the thought of Jesus. It is the substitution of other and
pagan thoughts of God that has corrupted and debased our so-

called Christian philosophies, social economics, and theologies.

The Kingdom of God, as Jesus understood it, cannot be

divorced from this fundamental thought of God. The supremacy
of the Divine life in the affairs of men, not as a supremacy of

power or of judgment, but of healing love, lies at the very root of

the teachings of the early Gospels. That commonwealth, then, is

alone ideal in which this redemptive fatherly love finds fullest and
freest expression. Paternalism is out of place if by that we mean
that any small portion of the community, however selected, is to

take God's place, and lord it over God's heritage. The phi-

losophy of commercial supremacy is truly paternal when at its

best. It really hopes to use a part of what it has wrung from
man as machines to raise men up socially as dependent children.

Not 80, however, would we read Jesus Christ. Only that social

organization will give largest expression to the Kingdom of God
in which the only inequality will be that of older and wiser

brothers to younger and less gifted members of a family. To our

great shame the beautiful word " charity " has been so hopelessly

degraded by the intrusion of false conceptions of human relations

that we must seek for some other term to describe active love and
sympathy. Real charity has still to busy itself with the wounded,
the bruised, and the fallen in life's hard battle, but its chief task

to-day ought to be the seeking out and removing the causes of our

social sickness. The disasters that chiefly interest a teacher of

morals are not simply the physical discomforts of our unorganized
commercial life. These press heavily on all classes. The ugli-

ness of our streets, the disorder in our municipal affairs, the petty

tyrannies from which not even the most powerful wholly escape

—

these things are but signs of how far off is yet the Kingdom of

God. What, however, most should weigh on us is the debauchery
and moral insolence of those whom our existing social confusion

leaves vrithout the normal restraints of an associated life. Great
power and great poverty render men irresponsible. Fierce and
rapacious fish are now known to live and hunt at great ocean

depths. The enormous weight of water makes a pressure on all

sides which holds them compact and active as they pursue their

life. When, however, that pressure is removed, and they are

brought near the surface of the water, they become so expanded
and the tissue so soft that any scientific examination is well-nigh

impossible. The fearful extremes of our existing, and indeed of

nearly all existing, social states produce a like effect. Nero
might easily have had the moral fiber to be a useful Roman citizen

in its better days, but he was hopelessly corrupted by irresponsible

power. To-day the enormous wealth gathered in the hands of a

few does but little harm to those who toiled for it. The acquire-

ment of it has given a certain moral discipline of no ordinary

kind. The danger of irresponBible power is seen in the second,
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third, or fourth generation. The divorce courts of our country-

are already eloquent upon the subject. In the same way, poverty

has its moral discipline. So long as opportunity to work is

freely aft'orded. poverty compels to useful and educative effort.

Only when that extreme of poverty is reached when large num-
bers of our brothers can only exist on earth on the sufferance of

the few does the moral irresponsibility of poverty assert itself.

The man has nothing to lose, no stake in the family heritage; he

has been perhaps either incapable or unfortunate, and is now a

menace to the whole brotherhood. These detached and irre-

sponsible elements are with us in ever increasing numbers. The
next wave of commercial depression, a wave surely coming, will

compel us to face in more and more frightful forms the hideous

monsters of social revolution. The temptation, then, to the

strong and capable to enthrone brute force, and do away with
'even the semblance of a democracy, will be well-nigh irresistible.

Then farewell to the dream of the fathers and the bright visions

of the prophetic past!

The Kingdom of God pleads, then, -n-ith men while there is

time to consider our social state, and to labor for an ideal com-
monwealth.

Jesus committed the Kingdom of God to no school of economic
theory. Indeed economic theory might reach splendid triumphs,
and the Kingdom remain afar off. Mexico is said to have a far

more democratic theory of government than even the United
States of America, but its real government is a despotism. The
Kingdom of God is not the dream of a Bellamy, any more than it

is the Eepublic of Plato. The first necessity is that we have the
Kingdom of God among us, and then that we seek it and its

•righteousness.

This is the task committed to capable men in the Kingdom of

God. Seek out the forms of it^ righteousness or loving justice.

The question Jesus would surely put to us to-day is: Does any
particular social form promote holy brotherhood? If it does not,

then, no matter what its legal sanctions, no matter what its

apparent economic advantages, no matter what its traditional

sanctity, it is not really righteous, it ought to have no place

among us. To this standard we must bring our theories of taxa-

tion, our notions of private property, our traditions of personal

rights. The ideal commonwealth will perhaps achieve no such
commercial triumphs or military successes as history' records.

These are not the notes of the Kingdom of God. Surely, how-
ever, it will bring peace and joy, and enough of these things will

be added unto it to render it safe in God Almighty. This is the

sure promise of Jesus founded in divine faith in the goodness of

a revealed Father.

The appeal Jesus made was first to the strong, the leaders of

liis nation. He went first to the religious elements of His com-
munity and plead with them for the acceptance of the kingdom.
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He strove with the capable and the powerful. They rejected Him,
and fishermen were installed in their places. Will the strong and
capable, will the religious leadership in pew and pulpit forever

repeat the mistakes of nineteen hundred years ago? Will we
ever go on tithing mint and anise and cummin, and leave imdone
the weightier matters of the law, Judgment, justice, and faith?

Organized charity has its place, but it is the mint and anise and
cummin. We will always have the blind, the helpless, the hope-
lessly dependent with us, but the main duty of to-day is to stop
making by the wholesale blindness, helplessness, and hopeless

dependency.
Men in the Middle Ages discovered the great truth that power

and comfort could be a menace to their souls, and they stripped

themselves of these with an often splendid heroism. We need to

learn to-day that power and comfort and unchecked capacity may
menace the souls of the community, and we must be ready for any
sacrifice of apparent self-interest if thereby there is a reasonable

hope of bringing in the Kingdom.
The cry of God Almighty now to this our beloved Republic is

to seek out the forms of loving justice at any cost of self-sacrifice,

and to make them the forms of an ideal commonwealth. Mistakes
we will make. Losses we will endure, but the search is life

eternal, and the refusal is sure death. What must we do to be
saved?

Let powerful, experienced, railroad men really discuss the

question of private or public ownership of railroads, not on per-

sonal or economic grounds, but on the high moral ground
which form of ownership will most promote or make possible a

holy brotherhood.

Let skillful and far-sighted manufacturers debate free trade

and the tariff, not on the basis of self-interest, however enlight-

ened, but on the basis of its moral effect. Were holy brotherhood
and political purity advanced by the discussions at Washington?
Let shrewd financiers really weigh the questions of our currency

from the standpoint of loving righteousness, apart from class

interest and temporary conditions.

Let lawyers treat the bar as the vestibule of the Holiest of

Holies and make their legal work the search after forms of true

righteousness.

Let theologians turn from the catch-words of sect and party,

and consider, independently of denominational advantage, the
fundamental questions of holy brotherhood with Jesus Christ.

We look for guidance from the strong and clear-sighted on these

and kindred topics. At the same time those of us who are look-

ing for tlie glorious appearance of Our Tjord and Saviour in the

affairs of men cannot, dare not accept conclusions confessedly

based on so-called economic, business, or practical reasonings and
which exclude our deepest faith. We try at least to make our
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main business the establishment of God's Kingdom, and are sure

that, if we find it, all these things will be added unto us.

Again and again the seemingly natural leaders of society have

betrayed us. Nay, they have crucified our Lord of Glory and put

him to an open shame. Yet God has not abandoned His King-
dom. It is coming. Out of the stones He raises up children to

faithful Abraham. The weak things of this world have again

and again confounded the mighty. Wesley, pitted against the

whole Established Church, changed the face of English life.

Luther dared Leo X. and the princes of Europe. Paul with-

stood Nero, and Jesus braved the world. The heralds of that

coming Kingdom are sounding the message in our ears. The
call is now as ever to the strong and capable to spring to their

natural leadership in righteousness and true holiness. God will

raise us up leaders. For us it is to work, to labor, and to pray in

sure faith and in abounding joy. The Kingdom is among us.

The Kingdom has come nigh unto us. The ideal commonwealth
will yet incarnate God in the associated life as completely as Jesus
incarnated the divine in the single human life.

The greatest step in advance taken for generations by churchly

thought is the movement toward a social Christianity. The
proclamation of a Kingdom of God on earth was the main procla-

mation of Jesus. We have, for the most part, confined ourselves

to telling men how they may save their souls. Jesus said that

he who lost his soul for His sake would find it. The communal
life offers the widest opportunity for the real salvation of men

—

body, mind, and soul. The ideal commonwealth will make visible

the salvation of God in his supremacy in the affairs of men.
This is the only Imperialism in which the followers of Jesus or

the believer in Jehovah or the Son of our common Father should
have any interest. The triumph of a God-fearing democracy will

only be complete when its life reflects the indwelling of the

Divine Spirit, when its streets are the highways of God, and its

institutions are the humble expressions of the eternal laws of

God's righteousness.

Slowly the democracy is coming to self-consciousness. The
birth pangs of the French Revolution and the Civil War mark but
stages in its self-manifestation. It is for all of us who profess to

have ideals, and who pretend to be religious teachers, to make the

Kingdom of God the proclamation of hope and warning. That
Kingdom has not been vainly prayed for by thousands of genera-

tions of them that love God, both Jew and Gentile. It is

coming in its Imperial beauty of Holiness. It is for us to make
its paths straight, and to prepare the way of Jehovah.
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DISCUSSION.

PROFESSOR WALTER RAUSCHENBUSCH, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The question has just been handed up to the Chairman: "What
is the Kingdom of God? " After all the discussions we have had, we
still raise the question, " What is it? " I do not wonder that that
question is raised. The conception of the Kingdom of God is baffling
on account of its size. It is the largest and most comprehensive con-
ception in all our religious life and terminology. On that account
v\^e find so many different interpretations of it, and all of them are
right to some extent and all wrong by defect; they leave out
some element. Allow me very briefly to outline to you some of the
definitions given in history.
One great definition has been that the Kingdom of God is the

organized Church. That is the definition given by the great Catholic
Church—that the great organized Church is the Kingdom of God,
and contains in itself all the redemptive will of God. That conception
has, I believe, been rejected by history. W^e are moving away from
it faster and faster. We know that every institution is at times
apostate from its ideals—in fact, may become hostile to the ideals
which first formed it. But that conception exercised tremendous sway
in history since Augustine. It fashioned the history of the Middle
Ages, and is still actively at work.
The second conception of the Kingdom of God is that of evangeli-

cal Protestantism, namely, that the Kingdom of God is the Invisi-

ble Church; not any outward organization, but the great communion
of all spirits who believe in God and have something of the life of
Jesus Christ in them. This idea has an immense amount of truth in
it, yet it errs, for one thing, by being individualistic. It has regard
mainly to the individual soul and its salvation. To-day we insist
that the Kingdom of God is a social conception, and we insist truly.
Another thing which is defective in this definition is that it em-
phasizes merely the spiritual life of man, while the Kingdom of
God, according to its historic definition, is largely ethical. In the
conception conveyed by the teaching of the prophets and of Jesus,
we find the emphasis placed on righteousness. That ethical element
is omitted from this definition. A third defect is that it hallows
only a part of our life, and leaves large portions of our life un-
touched by the religious ideal. This is what I would call the " com-
partment theory " of life. It is built up like a chest of drawers,
where you have each element of life in its separate drawer and pull
it out as it is needed. Here is your religious life; yonder your
political ideals. You act according to one theory as a citizen, and
according to another as a Christian. We must not, dare not, have that
division of life any longer. There is one great Christian ideal; it is

one and indivisible, like God. Let us have a conception of the King-
dom of God which embraces all our life.

The third conception is the eschatological idea, the apocalyptic
idea, the idea of the '* second coming." It postpones the Kingdom
of God to the future. It is the idea that we are now living in the
period of the Church, and some time or other we shall enter into the
period of the Kingdom of God. I sliould call that the " postpone-
ment theory." That is also defective for various reasons. For one
thing it contradicts the teaching of Jesus Christ. I am convinced
that He oj)j)osed the catastroj)hic idea of tiie Kingdom of GfHl wliicli

the Jews held. It also contradicts the great tendency of modern
thought, which insists on organic development. These nineteen
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centuries that have elapsed since the days of the apostles surely
have a message for us. They tell us that we are here to stay for a
while, and have got to transform this world according to the will

of God. We are not going to be snatched away very soon. We are
not living in a hotel, but in a home, and have got to fix the defective
flues, remedy the conditions that are about us, and approximate to
the Kingdom.
The fourth idea is the humanitarian and political idea, which is

coming to the front so largely to-day. It has an immense amount of
truth in it, but it also seems to me defective. It emphasizes largely
the political, social, humanitarian element. But the state does not
comprehend the whole life of man. It was so expressed by one of the
previous speakers, but I do not think it is true. The political and
social life does not comprehend all.

In short, let us have the lenities. The Kingdom of God is individual,
but it is also social; it is religious, but it is also ethical; it is future,
but it is also present.

REV. G. A. CARSTENSEN, NEW YORK.

There is an incident related somewhere by Euskin which shows the
difference between the true and the false idea of the Kingdom of

God. He relates listening to a sermon once in an English pulpit where
the preacher told his hearers that morals were getting to be very bad
in England, and that they ought to be very thankful that life was a
brief sojourn so that they could get away from England into the King-
dom of Heaven. Euskin said, " It never seems to have occurred to him
that the only chance of getting into the Kingdom of Heaven was that

they improve morals here and now."
There have been three ideals of the Kingdom of God, or three ideals

of a commonwealth, which have failed. The first was the idea of the
Eepublic of Plato, where every magistrate was to be a philosopher.

That idea passed away, and is now only a memory of academic in-

terest. Then came the magnificent conception of St. Augustine, the
glorious City of God, where all rulers should be ecclesiastics. That
also faded, and scarcely affected the thought of St. Augnstine's time.
Then came the combined idea of Dante—a commonwealth where all

leaders were to be ecclesiastics as well as magistrates, which was to
rise upon the crumbling remains of the old Eoman Empire. That
idea also faded, and scarcely affected the thought even of Dante's
time. But there is an idea which is persistent, which re-

mains, and which is the idea under which we are working to-

day, and that is the idea which our fathers graved upon
Plymouth Eock, and have written deep upon every foot of American
soil—that w^e have a royal priesthood of believers, a heavenly king-
hood in which everyone may share. That is the idea which led an
American Churchman to say, " Not the Kingdom of God, but the Ee-
public of God." I sometimes wonder what the early conception of
Christianity would have been if Eome had been a republic instead of
an empire when Christ came. He had to suit himself to the limited
conception of the people to whom he spoke. Their idea of authority,
of mastership, of leadership, was always kinghood. So, I say, when
the American Churchman came, he gave the truer idea, " Not the King-
dom of God, but the Eepublic of God "—its leader, Christ, the one
true aristocrat, because he was the one perfect democrat.

If I have only one minute more to say something, it shall be this. It
was said not long ago that this century opened with about four million
Americans who loved liberty; it is going to close with seventj-five
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millions who love money. Do you think that is true? Is that the
material conception which we have to-day? Is not this Conference at
least a humble protest against it? Does it not raise a doubt as to
whether that is true? This material conception is at once the peril
and the glorj^ of the coming century, but one who will throw himself
into it, with the idea that our kingdom is a theocracy as well as a
republic, will find the way back to his Father's house, in which there
is boundless opportunity for endless service.
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BKICK PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, NEW YORK, THURS-
DAY, NOVEMBER 22.

The Conference reassembled at 7.45 p. m., under the presidency

of Rev. M. H. Harris, Ph. D., of New York.

XIII. THE UNUSED POWER OF THE CHURCHES IN
POLITICS.

First Paper.

HON. BIED S. COLEK, COMPTROLLER OF NEW YORK CITY.

The Church should work to save men as well as souls. This

great moral force must be broad enough to work for humanity,

to civilize, to educate, to strive for better civic and material con-

ditions. It should be a fortress for the protection of all material

good on earth as well as the gate through which we must pass

to a better existence. The world is cold, calculating, practical,

unsentimental, and the creed that promises so much after death
should produce something tangible and substantial in life.

There is a place for the Church in politics and public affairs.

That fact will not be denied except by those politicians who fear

that good influences would crowd them out before they could

reform. Therefore, the only question undetermined and open
to argument is :

" Where and how can the Church influence be

applied to accomplish the greatest good? "

In my opinion, the place for the Church as an organized force

in temporal affairs is not in the ward meeting, the political con-

vention, or the party council. Its influence should be exerted

beneath and beyond those partisan and factional units in our

political system. In our rush and struggle for material advance-

ment in this country we have become a people of action rather

than a thinking people. We are prone to hasty criticism and con-

demnation of that which displeases us. We judge results instead

of seeking causes, therefore our public judgments are often

erroneous. When we conclude that our national government is

unsatisfactory we condemn the policy of the party in power. If

our city governments become immoral and corrupt, all wrongdo-
ing is promptly charged against the alleged, or visibly responsi-

ble person, party, or faction. When conditions become unbeara-

ble we have in the past followed the simple rule of turning out

one party and putting in another—merely changing servants

without cleaning house.

This method has never reformed a party or a politician, and it
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never will produce permanent good government in city, nation,,

or State. Under our political system government cannot long
remain better or worse than the power, the citizenship, that creates

it. When our political conditions are bad and our public service

corrupt or incompetent, the real fault lies beyond partisan policy

or factional organization, deep-rooted in untaught and misguided
public sentiment. In that broad, neglected field of public opin-

ion, perverted by false teaching, or its moral sense blunted by
precept and example—there is the place for Church influence

in politics. There, at the very foundation of civic and political

conditions upon which the leaders in public affairs must build a

reign of honesty or a ruin of corruption, the righteous man of

the Church and the honest man of politics may go forth together,

and sow the seeds of morality and intelligence with confidence

that the ultimate harvest will be good government.
A citizenship in which honesty and intelligence predominated,

when aroused and wisely led, never yet placed in olSce or long
endured a corrupt administration. To better a bad political con-

dition in a city or state it is only necessary to unite all the decent

and honest people in a common cause. In Christian countries

there are neither cities nor states, kingdoms nor principalities,

where the bad men outnumber the good; and when bad govern-

ment prevails it is because the so-called good and intelligent citi-

zens are negligent of their rights and their power, and the influ-

ence of the Church is dormant or misdirected.

To improve civic and political conditions the Church must
reach the masses, and reach them in the guise of a patient, prac-

tical agency for material improvement. I intend no disrespect

or levity when I say that I do not believe you can win one vote
for good government by telling a man his chances of going to
Heaven will be improved if he votes a certain ticket on election

day. But you can in time win unlimited thousands of votes

when you convince the masses of the people that honest and in-

telligent city government means better material conditions for

them; better education and opportunity for their children; better

associations and surroundings, greater cleanliness, better health,

more parks, more libraries, and all the other public improvements
that will make the city a brighter and better place in which to

live. To make them believe all this you must first teach them a

better understanding of their duties, rights, and powers as citi-

zens. Teach them that they are entitled to the same honesty and
industry in the public service that is exacted of them in private

employment. Make them understand that so long as they vote

ignorant and dishonest men into office, the irresponsible appoint-

ment of extraordinary committees will neither regenerate public

morals nor punish official corruption. Honesty alone accom-
plishes little in governmental affairs; intelligence must be com-
iDined with honesty.

I have heard it asserted that social, moral, and political con-
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ditions in New York are growing steadily worse. That assertion

is not true, and it is a libel on the splendid, public-spirited Chris-

tian citizenship that sustains the most munificent charities,

churches, and educational facilities in all the world.

Crime and immorality may strut a little while in the full

glare of inadvertent or injudicious publicity, but for every sore left

by the spasmodic irruptions of our vices we have a thousand
enduring monuments of the virtuous citizenship that will ulti-

mately triumph over all inferior influences, to create and main-

tain honest, intelligent local government that will grow stronger

as the city grows in material greatness.

The work of the Church in politics and public affairs, in order
to be helpful and of permanent benefit, must be along very prac-

tical lines. The Church cannot compromise with wrong, but it

can aid and encourage wherever it condemns. It seems to me
that the true and helpful application of Christianity or Christian

methods to public affairs would be for the Church, when it con-

demns a social or political condition, to lead the way to some-
thing better.

When you find a citizen who is morally or politically bad, do
not give him up as a hopeless case or dismiss him with a sermon
or prayer for the salvation of his soul. Try to make him a better

citizen and a better politician. Where the chances are equal, the

average man will be a good citizen rather than a bad one. Fairly

honest men sometimes excuse or indorse dishonest politics in

order to obtain temporary material benefits. If once convinced
that greater benefits will come to them through honest and intel-

ligent government they will support the latter with loyalty and
enthusiasm.

There are district leaders in New York who know more of,

and do more for, the material welfare of the people in the dis-

trict than is accomplished by more than one-half of the churches
in New York. They understand the social conditions of the dis-

trict and make themselves necessary to it.

The Church in theory, and largely so in practice, is a mis-

sionary body. Its work is to teach and to save. When it enters

the field of politics and public affairs it cannot do better than
apply the methods of the missionary. Get close to the masses
of the people. They are the strength and the sustaining power
of enduring temporal government. This wonderful teaching, civ-

ilizing force that has spread over the world should be able to

reach all the people of our great cities in their homes, in their

own social circles, in the shops where they toil, in the places

where they seek rest and recreation, and, approaching them gently

and kindly, compel their attention and interest to the end that

they may be first taught the civic virtues and then the higher
lessons of religion. Make a man a good citizen and you have
brought him halfway into the Church.
The social and business conditions that inevitably develop in
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the construction of great cities in this country tend to create

the people into classes. In one class we find the men of wealth,
property, and education; in another, we have the so-called " mid-
dle class '' upon whom the foundation of our government rests,

and then we have the poorer class—those whose opportunities
have been limited, whose environments have been such as to deny
them the advantages of a common-school or supplemental educa-
tion, and whose religious welfare has also been neglected. These
are the ones that we should reach out to help to educate and
make better citizens; but all of our bad citizens are not
among the uneducated classes; in fact, the most dangerous per-

son in the community is the highly educated man of great ability

who uses his talents not for the good of the community as a
whole, but to advance the private interests of himself and those
he represents, at the cost of the public rights of the people.

What organization in any community is better prepared to un-
dertake that important work than the Church? What organized
force can exert a greater influence? Out of this chaos of class in

the great cities we must develop and maintain a reasoning,

thinking, conservative medium, if our system of government is

to endure. Nations and cities cannot stand still. They must go
forward or backward, develop or decay. It is the history of na-

tions and governments, we might say the fate of humanity, that

decline begins with division of the people into unchangeable
classes. W^hen property, virtue, and intelligence are monopolized
by the few, revolution and destruction are in sight. The blight

of decay fell upon ancient Rome with the disappearance of the

middle class. With the division of the population into nobles

and serfs, came the decline of the Empire. Christian civilization

should not forget the lessons of Pagan empires and republics.

In maintaining relations and understandings between the

classes that will forever safeguard our cherished civil institutions,

there is a field for the Church in American politics second in

importance only to the eternal salvation of the human race.

There is no other organized force so well equipped for the work.
When the Church enters politics, let it study the methods of the
practical politicians and imitate that which is good and servicea-

ble. The politician begins down among the people in a bare room
or the open air and works up to a clul). The Church too often

begins with a club and works down to a failure. ]iegin at the

bottom, like the ])ractical man of ])olitics. luring the man of

property and education and the man of toil together somewhere,
somehow, not as representatives of antagonistic classes, but as

citizens and voters whose interests in public affairs are identical.

Let them meet as man and man, and when they know and under-

stand each other the one will be a better citizen and the other a

better Christian, because of tho new acijuaintance.

Tx't tlio Church and tli(> Churcli influence extend a friendly help-

ful hand to the level of the masses, to lift them up a little by the
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ladder of practical ways and material things, and when you have

made them better citizens they will save you from bad govern-

ment, and you will find it much easier to save their souls.

Second Paper.

EEV. ALFRED WESLEY WISHAET, TRENTON, N, J,

The purification of politics is an organic part of the general

progress of civilization. It is not a definite problem which society

can solve and then go to sleep. Good government is a progressive

ideal. The standard of justice and of righteousness changes

from century to century, keeping step with the march of con-

science and intelligence. If the churches wish to aid in this pro-

gressive social movement they must prepare for a long, arduous

struggle, the end of which no man can see. Temporary defeats

and bitter disappointments attend the work to be done.

There is no short cut to the complete realization of the King-

dom of God on earth. Glittering panaceas that promise so much
and perform so little must be cast aside. Grand-stand plays,

rhetorical pyrotechnics, partisan harangues on the Sunday before

election in which the terms " hell " and " the devil " are much in

evidence, ministerial resolutions unanimously carried and unan-

imously forgottten ten minutes after—all these substitutes for

genuine, self-denying toil should be spurned as unworthy of

serious men.
Organized Christianity has no consistent and intelligent prin-

ciple of fostering good citizenship. Valuable time and strength

are wasted in trjdng to get the name of God into the Constitu-

tion, when there are multitudes who need the life of God in their

souls. Catchy and popular reform movements stampede Chris-

tian people in one direction to-day, only to find them shamefully

divided on a more vital issue to-morrow. They rush into the

soup-kitchen business in hard times, but they do not grapple with
the problem of industrial justice which is with us all the time.

They are generous supporters of slum missions and of a gospel

that ignores the influences of heredity and environment. But
the social settlement, with its residents a vital part of the com-
munity, entering into the joys and sorrows of the poor, and
creating spheres of righteous influence—that receives scant

courtesy, and its claims are dismissed with the sneer, " Soup,

Soap, and Salvation."

The Church fights the saloon, but she fails to provide a substi-

tute which will have its helpful features and none of its de-

structive ones. It goes further, and refuses to believe that the

saloon has any social function whatever. Mass meetings are held

at critical points in political activities. There is a great and
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spontaneous outburst of righteous wrath, and a sweeping victory

for the moral forces is gained. The defeated politicians, expect-

ing such incidents occasionally, crawl into their cyclone cellars,

until the storm passes over. It is sure to do so.

A great work done, the good citizens fold their hands in bliss-

ful slumber. One by one the corrupt politicians with cautious

step tip-toe their way back to power and to spoil. The good citi-

zens never gave thought to the conditions which brought on the

crisis. They were goaded by the blustering tyranny of the bosses

into doing something. But that done, they ignored the state of

social morals and public opinion which makes corruption possible,

and which continued to exist after the spasmodic reform move-
ment had spent its force.

In New Jersey, twelve years ago, the moral forces united upon
a local option bill. It was passed by a Eepublican legislature.

The liquor element forthwith joined hands with the Democratic
party. The temperance man returned unto his political party

or fell back into his old habit of indifference to good govern-

ment. The moral forces that pleaded with a political party to

pass its measure straightway deserted that party and divided.

The result was a Democratic majority in the legislature and a

repeal of the local-option law one year after its passage.

Therefore must we recognize the fact that religious people

have much to learn before they can utilize effectively the tre-

mendous power dormant in the churches. Yet it is not strange

that this is true. Christian men have to learn, like other men.
Their desire to be useful does not involve the intelligence

requisite to true service. We have made too much of mere feel-

ing, which tells us nothing about the facts of life or how we can
do the most good. There is no greater need to-day than patient

and thoughtful investigation into the facts of social and political

life. We inherit the prejudices and the ignorance of the past.

Mediaeval dogmas still enslave many a useful man. The obliga-

tions of social service and the social significance of the Gospel

are far from being generally understood, much less acknowledged
in the conduct of men. There is much division of opinion as to

the functions of the Church. We must feel our way along. Time
and experiment are necessary here, as in all progress.

There is another reason why clnirches should not be discour-

aged. The purification of politics is but the problem of human
redemption in its political aspects, and that problem no sane man
expects to solve quickly or easily. The real evils of the present

day are not the product of this century; they are the survivals

of past ages. They are here because we have not outgrown them.

They are not the creation of political bosses intent on destroying

our republic. They are primarily traceable to the fact that

human nature is still so much under the dominion of selfishness

and of ignorance. The jnorc this is true, the less have we cause

for despair, the less should we pin our faith to panaceas. The
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discontent of our time is in many respect a desirable kind—the

sort that makes for progress.
" It is nothing that those who fail are discontented," says

Charles Ferguson in that rather remarkable book, " The Religion

of Democracy," "they always, alas! were discontented. But now
those also that can move things and prevail, are smitten at the

heart, and restless; the successful are discontented with their

success. That is the great omen." Yes, and a most favorable

omen it is!

It is not within the scope of this address to dwell upon the in-

fluence which the churches are exercising upon citizenship. Our
task is to show that there is unused power that should be em-
ployed in the furtherance of social justice and civic righteous-

ness. But in doing this we do not wish to be understood as

underestimating that noble, formative work which is carried on
quietly from day to day by preachers, Sunday-school teachers,

and others engaged in specific church work. Nor do we forget

the training in many homes, where, as Mazzini says, " between
the mother's kiss and the father's caress the child's first lesson

in citizenship is learnt." " One former is worth a thousand re-

formers." All that this significant quotation suggests we must
assume to be mutually recognized. With this understanding let

us inquire in what respects the churches may increase their in-

fluence over political conditions.

No general rule can be laid down in advance that may serve

as an infallible guide to ministers and churches. All preachers
are not fitted for close contact with a live world. Some had bet-

ter leave politics alone altogether. They lack the power to han-
dle thorny subjects with discrimination and large-mindedness.
They were made to run in grooves, and in grooves they had better

stay. Others are so unworldly that they easily take offense at

the coarse things they encounter in the real, hard world in which
most men live and labor. They resent the plain speech, the
almost brutal frankness, and the passion for facts which the
common man often displays. Such men, accustomed to the
touch of silk and the ways of gentle, aged sisters, are deplorably
out of place amid a rough-and-ready, good-natured, but terribly

in earnest, crowd of workingmen. These also had better stick to
the silk and to the sisters.

The churches' chief work lies in the fostering of right civic

impulses. Economic conditions vary and political issues change.
Good men and true principles are never all on one side. There
is always some truth in each platform and no one party contains
a monopoly of all the rascals. I have known reform trains to
start on with a motley throng of passengers. There were lawyers
in search of clients, politicians seeking office, contractors looking
for jobs, and various unreliable and disappointed followers whom
none would care to trust.

These facts do not necessitate the conclusion that churches
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must wait until the reform ranks contain only honest, intelligent,

and good men before a reform movement should be supported.
But they do argue that it is unwise for churches to sanction a
political movement simply because it is labeled " reform." They
also raise a practical and a serious question, viz.. Is it in the in-

terests of good government, even under the most extraordinary
circumstances, for churches to take the field for or against any
candidate for political office?

Nothing should be permitted to obscure the real issue. Our
warfare is not against political candidates, but against a low state

of social and political morals exi^ressed in a corrupt political

system. The overthrow of Croker in New York and Ashbridge
in Philadelphia will be followed by the rise of other bosses just

as bad, or worse, if that is possible, unless we go to the root of

the difficulty.

For the churches to mistake the vital issue, by taking sides in

a quarrel of bosses for political patronage and power, is to invite

confusion, distrust, and a positive loss of influence.

In some respects, in the cities at least, there are not two great
parties. There is only one—the American Masquerading Party.
This party is composed of so-called good citizens, blinded by parti-

sanship, and marching shoulder to shoulder with the most vulgar
rascals in the community. They deride reform and independence
in politics. They object to their dear pastor meddling in politics

as beneath the dignity of his sacred office. Their professions of

love for the flag and for the Constitution are merely hypocritical

pretenses, to disguise their cowardly connivance at the crime of

others or their own participation in the spoils. This system of

political debauchery that threatens political freedom and civic

righteousness must be destroyed. This type of political life, this

sordid, selfish, and cowardly spirit is our real foe.

A wise man once said, when there was talk of war between
England and America, that the security of Boston against the

British navy lay in the fact that Boston, was not a locality, but
a state of mind. With equal truth it may be urged that the

highest efficiency of the churches in politics lies not in machinery,
either ecclesiastical or political, but in a state of mind. Good
and intelligent men may safely be left to find ways and means to

fight political corruption, provided that the proper state of mind
has been developed.

This proper state of mind involves a broader view of the Gospel

than that generally taught. No minister who has it will boast,

;)S some do, that he knows nothing about politics, and ])ride him-
self in his holy isolation from the filth of politics. It involves a

])elief in the actual and potential goodness of the common peo-

ple. It is based on the conviciion that this is God's world, no
part of it belonging to the devil as his exclusive and permanent
possession. The greatest unused force in the churches to-day is

the power of Christian ministers who possess tlie capacity for
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social service, who are respected and loved by their people, but
who confine themselves within dogmatic barriers and leave de-

mocracy to find its way along as best it may. If they had the

proper state of mind the world and the Church would soon,

feel the pulsations of the new life, and the common people would
welcome with joy friends of progress, so worthy of confidence,

so unselfish in motive, and so competent to lead the forces of

social and political reform.

Jacob A. Kiis says the reform work must begin at the top.

Mr. Bird S. Coler thinks we must begin at the bottom. Neither

of these views is true to the exclusion of the other. Most
preachers would not begin at all if they waited to begin at the

top, for they minister to the bottom. Others have a splendid

opportunity to reach the top, but utilize it in growling at the

bottom. We shall speak of each of these methods later, but now
we wish to emphasize the necessity of beginning with one's self.

Is it not true that the culpable neglect of social and political

problems by ministers, their individualistic gospel, their lack of

sympathy with the great social movement, does more to delay the

triumph of social righteousness than the positive transgressions

of many rascals? How often in history have morbid pietists and
fossilized ecclesiastics stood before the gateway of a new era, re-

fusing to enter themselves and keeping others out? How often

have churches taken the side of absolutism against the people,

and befriended intellectual and political slavery?

Anyone who has mingled much with the common people

knows that the average minister has little influence over the
average voter. Notwithstanding the heroic labors of many min~
isters and churches to improve social conditions in the great

cities, an impression exists that organized Christianity is not de-

termined at all hazards to take the side of equal justice and civic

righteousness in matters political. A& Professor Walter Kausch-
enbusch puts it: "Men feel that the Church by inefficiency and
cowardice is responsible for the social ills under which they suffer.

That is a tribute to the latent moral power of the Church. There
is no such feeling toward any other organization." There is

much to be said on the other side of that question, but the point
is that multitudes of men outside the Church cherish that feeling.

One reason for this attitude is that the common man has moved
amid shadows and abstractions long enough. He is weary of

glittering generalities and turns away hungry from a repast of

dry theological bones. He wants a gospel that touches his daily

life, that takes cognizance of sweat shops, dirty streets, and ex-

cessive hours of labor. He demands that the watchwords of
modern civilization, " Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity," be
translated into terms of life, and that they be made the working
principles of industrial and political relationships. He wants
the Church to be his friend, to realize his burdens, and to help
him in his struggles. He is not altogether a wise, fair, discrimi-
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nating, and righteous individual—this common man. All the

more reason why the followers of Jesus should help him.

The first duty of the churches is to banish the false impres-

sions cherished by the great mass of voters, and to show them
that the churches believe in the Gospel of Jesus, and mean to

practice it. We can wield no influence over the common people

until we convince them that we love them. AVhen we condemn
political abuses we must convince the voters that we are ready

to take as much interest in their daily lives, for unselfish reasons,

as politicians do for party purposes. To accomplish all this there

is nothing so effective as the exhibition of the Christ-life, which

is the self-denying life, the life of brave devotion to the common
good. " The man who is willing to die becomes the master of

the world."

Important as clubs and societies are, they pale into insignifi-

cance compared with the power of consecrated individuality.

The man of unfaltering allegiance to truth, of intelligent sympa-

thy, of sincere and earnest spirit, who rejoices in tribulation and
never shirks responsibility—he is the man of power, the man the

Church needs. Be that man before you try to organize reform

movements of any kind.

What are some of the things that ministers with the right

state of mind can do?

First, attack the double standard of ethics which is the curse

of the country. As a rule people recognize and defend the right

in social matters non-political. It is not difficult to procure the

condemnation of men who do wrong in such affairs. But this is

not true in social matters political. Another standard of morals

prevails here. The application of the Gospel to politics is prac-

tically denied by the conduct and moral judgments of men who
in other circles are really good and honest men. It is not easy

to secure the public condemnation of political rascals, unless

their offenses smell rank to Heaven, and even then it is no easy

task—witness New York City and Philadelphia. That baneful

distinction between the sacred and the secular is partly responsi-

ble for this state of affairs. The position of many ministers, that

politics and religion are to be kept distinct, is another cause.

The idea prevails that the Christian may divide his life into two

parts, in one of which he is bound to obey God, and in the other

he may obey the devil if he only keeps out of jail. The greatest

obstacle I have encountered in my efforts to get men to respect

the Christian ideal in politics is the corrupt political life of

prominent church members. These men by virtue of their intel-

ligence, wealth, and social position are far more dangerous to

American institutions than coarse and commonplace politicians.

It is within the power of the churches to change this state of

affairs. Plain, vigorous, and practical preaching will do much to

arouse the conscience and force corrupt church members to quit

their wickedness or get out of the churches. It is not enough
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to reiterate the cry " Be good! " The preacher must lay bare the

facts of political life. He must be a prophet, proclaiming the

truth in no uncertain tones. Political essays and partisan

harangues will not serve the purpose. Nothing but an ethical

gospel that demands political righteousness of all men, especially

of those in the household of faith, will do.

The best reform schemes break down before individual wrong-
doing. There is no hope for permanent, radical, and substantial

reform until we thoroughly Christianize Christian men. If

Christ was right these men are the salt of the earth, the light of

the world. If they fail there is no hope for society. Mere politi-

cal education will not reach the disease. Freedom is no remedy.
As Amiel says :

" A free mind is a great thing, no doubt, but
loftiness of heart, belief in goodness, capacity for enthusiasm
-and devotion, the thirst after perfection and holiness are greater
things still."

Secondly, the churches should create a yearning for good
government. When men want good government as badly as they
want food, shelter, and a bank account they will get it. Politi-

cal conditions reflect the thought and ideals of the people.

Every office-holder, no matter how bad he is, represents the peo-
ple. Good government, therefore, will never laecome bad until the
people consciously and deliberately choose to have it. The
churches can do a vast amount of work in this field by preaching
and by a vital co-operation with every movement looking toward
social betterment.

Clubs should be formed in every community for the discussion

of social and political questions. Practical politicians and busi-

ness and professional men shoidd be invited to speak and to

participate in discussions. Every encouragement should be given

to free debate. I have found this plan helpful in developing the

civic spirit and in fostering that personal courage and enthusiastic

devotion to the public weal which are so much needed to-day.

The sincere and earnest men throughout each State, the men
of liberal thought and moral quality, should be brought into

contact and fellowship. It is not necessary, in my judgment, to

create a machine that will repress individuality. No other plat-

form is needed than the common desire to understand the social

and political needs and to aid in the work of educating the common
people so that they will grasp the underlying principles and the
true nature of honest and intelligent government. Such a move-
ment is now in progress in New Jersey. Three of the leading de-

nominations have appointed State committees on Applied Chris-

tianity. The ultimate object of this organization of interest and
-effort is to bring the churches of the State into such correspond-
ence on matters of public interest to all good citizens that it may
be possible at length to concentrate the moral force of all the
churches in any issue that involves the overthrow of iniquity and
the triumph of righteousness in our State.
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Thirdly, the churches should lead the way in movements that

minister to the material welfare of the working classes. The
people are receiving many valuable lessons in good citizenship

in the struggle for clean homes and streets, parks, playgrounds,

and public schools. A powerful bond of fellowship between the

churches and the masses can be created through a display of gen-
uine interest by the churches in the living and working condi-

tions of the common people. Here is a field in which no charge
of partisan politics can be made against the churches. The
modern man has no use for a church that cares nothing about
his home, the education of his children, and his daily labor. Get
close to the common people by co-operating with them in every

honest struggle to improve the environment in which they live

and labor.

Fourthly, a magnificent but practically unoccupied field lies open
to ministers and Christian laymen in the various labor organiza-

tions. It is not in the least necessary that one should believe in all

the principles and methods of trades unions before he can be of

service to workingmen in civic affairs. The fact is that the ma-
jority of men in the common walks of life are beyond our reach
unless we go to them. I have found them hungry for instruc-

tion. They do not want to be flattered, they welcome honest
and manly criticism. They are eager for the friendship and the
sympathy of the Christian clergy. It will be an education to any
minister to frequent their gatherings and to speak words of coun-
sel to them. The importance of this work can hardly be unduly
magnified.

These men are the commanding power at the polls. They
need kindly, intelligent, and brave counsel. We can never move
with power until they march with us. Go to them!

Fifthly, cultivate the friendship of the newspaper fraternity.

The pulpit is too prone to condemn bad journalism and to ignore

the good that newspapers are doing. There are brave, alert,

large-minded journalists, men of genuine sympathy and vital, if

not ecclesiastical, faith in God and in the possibilities of human
nature. The Church should seek an alliance with the press. We
should have conferences like this one, with newspaper men on
the programme. Many ministers have a low opinion of news-
paper men, but I doubt if it is any lower than the journalists*

regard for the average minister. We may resent this statement,

and, perhaps, my own observations and experience do not warrant
so broad a declaration. But nevertheless I believe it to be an
unfortunate fact. It sliould not be so. The tremendous influence

of the press as a liberalizing and guiding agency is one of the

most notable features of modern society. It can be a powerful
ally to every clergyman who wishes to speak to thousands instead

of hundreds.

I^t the minister believe in the essential manhood and high

principles of the newspaper reporter and editor. It is true that
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there is not much churchly piety or mediEeval faith among these

men, but perhaps they have something better. At all events seek

out these men. Appeal to the best side of their natures. Foster

in their souls a desire to use their intelligence and their broad

experience for the uplifting of humanity. The tendency of a

reporter's life is to make a machine of him. His personality is

sunk in the printed page. Give him the benefit of your loving

Bympathy and your own zeal for social betterment. I believe

that you will be surprised at the response his soul will make to

your manly appeal.

After all, there is nothing mysterious or supernatural about

the power of Christians in a community. It is merely Joyous,

sympathetic, honest comradeship. Form filaments of personal

friendship, bonds of tender and faithful fellowship, that make
for social unity and power, that bridge the gulf between classes,

that make the counsel and the leadership of good men and women
respected and followed. Christ set us the great example. His

power over human hearts is not the power of organizations or

creeds or theologies. It is the power of an honest, loving, brave,

and pure soul. The world believes His spirit was genuine—there-

fore His hold on the conscience and the intelligence of mankind
is vital. That is the only real power. It is futile to seek the

control of human society in any other way.

DISCUSSION.

KEV. LEIGHTON WILLIAMS, NEW TORK.

I did not expect to speak at this time, but the Chairman has asked
me to do so—I suppose in reference to some experience I have had
along this line. I am willing to speak, just to add testimony of a

little personal experience.
Quite a number of years ago a young Englishman entirely unknown

in this city, whose acquaintance I had made in a little group of those

interested in social questions at the Cooper Union, came to see me as

to the possibility of getting up some conferences in the interest of
good government. The result was that this man, Mr. Scudamore,
better known since to us all here in New York, and Dr. Tolman, Dr.

Strong's associate, a brother minister, and myself, formed a small
committee, and some conferences were held in our Amity Hall, the
basal idea of which was, Measures rather than Men; Positive Progress
rather than Negative Eeform. We started out on this broader line of
sympathy, determined we would not be anti-Tammany, nor anti-

anything else. The first thing we did was to go to the Tammany
club across the way and ask their leader to support our conferences.

He did so with a delegation of about fifty men, who attend regu-

larly, and who gave us the support of their presence for one thing,

and the support of concurrence and good faith all through. We made
it our business to discuss every form of positive good in the public

sphere in this city, bringing on our platform men who were repre-

sentatives of all parties—men in office as well as out of office. It

was fashionable at that time for reformers to select to speak on
public questions men who had had no experience, who knew nothing
about these matters except in theory, but who perhaps had written
pamphlets or papers upon them. It was an innovation to ask men
holding public office to speak at such conferences. But we broke
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through that idea, and pointed out that many of the best things
that had happened to our city had happened under administrations
not considered ideal, and that many undesirable things had hap-
pened under administrations supposed to be reform administrations,
and that the results we were seeking were positive results. For
instance, take the building of the great Brooklyn Bridge. It doesn't
matter to-day under what administration that bridge was built,

perhaps we do not remember; but the bridge itself is something we
glory in, and which those who will come after us will glory in.

So we set before us the idea of positive progress rather than
negative reform. You have heard our Comptroller state it for us
again to-night. My own experience heartily bore out his words,
when he said that some of the district leaders in this city were really
better citizens, better known by the people in their districts, and
actually accomplished more than half the churches. He might have
put the proportion higher. Some of those men whose names are
not mentioned usually in an audience like this, except by way of
abuse, have actually done for the city—no matter what may be some
of the corrupt elements in their characters—have actually achieved
for this city of ours benefits in which we are all participants, for
which we never thank them nor credit them. Some time ago, on a
cable car, I had a conversation with a Senator who is best known by
some elements in his career that might not be pleasant to this
audience. But in talking of his own career in a thoroughly open way,
and speaking of it with some gratification, he told what he had
accomplished for our part of the city, and the things he could point
to that he had done for our part of the City of New York were
results in which any man might glory. I suppose very few men,
very few members of this church, perhaps, could have run over such
a catalogue as he was able to recall in a conversation in a few min-
utes on a street car. Before we can get what we ought to have in
the politics of New York City, we must get over that class feeling and
caste feeling and party feeling that so proscribe men whose hearts
are as white as we would dare to hope ours might be.
Another point to which I would like to refer is my experience with

labor organizations. I here also heartily concur in the statement of
the Comptroller that some of the wisest and most unselfish men are
to be found among the working classes. I believe that you will find
that among the poor people, as the Comptroller said, so far from
their being all evil, are to be found some of the best qualities of
humanity. The workingman, who is the self-supporting man, who
believes in an honest livelihood, has the least desire to take what
does not belong to him; has the least desire to profit by mere specu-
lation, adding nothing to values, which is another name for robbery.
Perhaps that sounds like an extreme statement, b\it there is not a
man present here to-night, I venture to affirm, who can define the
difference between speculation and gambling. I am afraid that is a
very positive statement, but is there one of you who would like me
to take it back? We believe in making an honest living. The work-
ingman believes in it, too. The better-class workingman is a man
who believes in honestly doing something that is worth something
to the world, and for which the world, therefore, is willing to pay
him a modest livelihood. Therefore, we ought to consider what is

good for the workingman to be good for all. We ought to come
together with this faith, expressed so abundantly during the sessions
of yesterday and to-day, that a ro[)ublic or a itemocracy—call it by
either name—is a brothcrliood, and that fraternity is the biusal feel-

ing; so that anything tliat divides us either on party lines, or class
lines, or on industrial lines, is something we have first got to get rid
of before we ran get this unused power out of the Church and into
the life of the city and State.
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XIV. THE MESSAGE OF THIS CONFERENCE TO THE
CHURCHES.

Paper.

REV. E. S. TIPPLE, PH. D., NEW YORK.

I am asked to give some expression to the spirit of this Con-
ference that the wider audience of the churches may feel it; to

phrase its utterances so that those who have not heard them may
sense them. I want at once to disclaim the right to make any
authoritative announcement. No man, nor any denomination, nor
any conference, has any patent rights on " Thus saith the Lord."
Ehud once said to Eglon, when he found him sitting alone in his

summer parlor, " I have a message from God unto thee," and then
stabbed him. The purpose of this Conference is not destructive.

It has no thought of asking for a surrender of central truths, it

does not even urge a compromise of beliefs. It does not advo-
cate an outward organic unity of the churches. It makes no war
on opinions, except such as are hostile to the verities of religion.

Its attitude in this respect is that of John Wesley, who said, " As
to all opinions which do not strike at the root of Christianity, we
think and let think."

This Conference simply asks the churches and individuals to

study the laws of perspective. We have not always seen things

in just proportion. There has not been an appropriate relation

of parts to one another and to the whole vast outlook. The nine-

teenth century has placed denominationalism above Christianity.

A sectarian spirit has been cultivated at the expense of catholicity.

Dogma has taken the place of an universal faith. Bigotry has
crowded tolerance from its kingly seat. The Emperor Julian de-

clared he had found no wild beasts so cruel to men as most Chris-

tians were to each other. Denominational jealousy and rivalry

have struggled for the souls of men, as hungry dogs fight for a

bone. It has been the Church rather than the Kingdom. Let
me illustrate. You will recall that on the Michigan Central Rail-

road, just beyond Clifton on the Canada side, there is a place

called Falls View, where the train stops for a few minutes to give

the passengers an opportunity to look upon that marvel of this

continent, Niagara Falls. On one occasion I stood with many
other passengers looking at the rushing, roaring, falling splendor.
It was in the early morning and the sun was just rising. The
beauty and the glory were as of the Mount of Transfiguration,
when suddenly my attention was arrested by the chatter of a
woman near me, who, pointing to a small pool just below us, be-
tween us and the mighty flood, a pool on which were a half dozen
ducks, more or less, splashing and spluttering, and near which
iwere a few trees in decaying autumnal foliage, said, " Oh, isn't
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that pretty? Pretty? Of course it was pretty; but how in the
world could anyone see that when Niagara, supernally majestic,

was scarce a stone's throw beyond. Some souls are adjusted only

for the mediocre, the commonplace, "" having eyes they see not."

They can see a penny, but they fail to see the bush that burns and
yet is not consumed. They can see a jot or a tittle of the law,

but they have no eyes for the weightier matters. This is the
microscopic vision or the near-sightedness of the flesh, and it is

just this sort of a vision which most of the churches have had.

We have been content to see only what was near at hand, our own
theology, our own form of worship, our own successes, when the
vast opportunities of the ELingdom of Heaven should have filled

our vision, or when the vast evils of society should liave summoned
to Christian co-operation. How like a Chinese painting much of

our work must look to those who know something about relative

values, there has been so little sense of perspective in our best en-

deavors. To use the words of Lowell, we have not been able to
distinguish between the blaze of a burning tar-barrel and the final

conflagration of all things. The results of this lack of ecclesi-

astical and spiritual perspective are all too apparent. So the first

word of this Conference to the churches is, to see things in the
Kingdom of God upon the earth as they really are.

The next suggestion which I would make to the churches is as

to attitude. The reformation under Luther was a reformation of

doctrines. The reformation under Savonarola was a reforma-

tion of morals and doctrines, as was the evangelical revival of the
eighteenth century. The reformation of the present century has
been a revival of interest in the Bible and of the study of the con-

tents of the Book. The reformation of the twentieth century will

be a revival of interest in each other. Why not? We have
much in common. As Schiller says in his " William Tell,"

" Tho' mountain ridge and lake divide our bounds
And every canton's ruled by its own laws,

Yet are we but one race, born of one blood.

And all are children of a common home."

I want to express my profound conviction that spiritual unity of

believers already exists. In the Talmud is the story of many pil-

grims who came to the gate of a great city. Each was hungry and
thirsty, each spoke in a different language, and said one word.

They looked angrily at one another, and it seemed as if they were
coming to blows. Hastily the keeper of the gate sent for an
interpreter. He listened to each one, smiled, and said: "Give
them grapes; each in his own tongue has asked for them." The
language of this Conforfiioc is an universal language. True, as at

Pentecost, every man licurs in his own tongue, wherein ho was
bom. " Parthians, and Mcdes, and Klamites. and the dwellers in

Mesopotamia, and in Judiea, and Cappadocia, in Pontus, and
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Asia, Phrygia, and Pamphylia, in Egypt, and in the parts of Libya

about Cyrene, and strangers of Rome, Jews and proselytes, Cretes

and Arabians, we do hear them speak in our tongues the wonder-

ful works of God." This is the test and measure of spiritual

unity, hearing every man in his own tongue the voice of the Spirit

of God. Trained in different schools, speaking perhaps a differ-

ent theological language, or using different theological termina-

tions, the members of the great Christian bodies, swayed by similar

motives, their hearts thrilled by the same pervasive, regnant love,

are waking to the blessed consciousness of spiritual fraternity.

This is the only possible ground of Christian union at the present

hour. It surely cannot be posited in liturgy or in any form of

church government. Xor can the basis of union be in Credos or

Ave Marias. How can we make the Bible, even, the ground of

union, when almost any doctrine can be read into the Bible and
then out of it, as Swift so forcefully shows in his " Tale of a Tub."
There will never be unity of theological opinion while this world
stands. Why should we desire it? The only unity worthy of

God or man, as Phillips Brooks once said, is another sort. These
are his words: "The real unity of Christendom is not to be found at

last in identity of organization, nor in identity of dogma—both
of these have been dreamed of, and have failed—but in the unity

of spiritual consecration to a common Lord." I believe the

greatest contribution which this Conference can make to the

churches is not a theory of church union, but the witness of a

fraternal spirit. " This is the message that ye heard from the

beginning, that we should love one another " (1 John iii. 11).

The third word to the churches is that of practice, or of rela-

tion to each other. "We must get together. In the presence of a

common menacing foe we are to unite ourselves for effective at-

tack. The forces of evil are united against the forces of good.

Why should not the one question which we ask of any church or

individual be the question which Jehu asked that old Arab chief,

Jehonadab, whose services he desired, " Is thine heart right as my
heart is with thy heart? If it be, give me thine hand." On the
day before the battle of Trafalgar Kelson took Collingwood and
Eotherdam, who were at variance, to the spot where they could see

the fleet opposed to them. " Yonder," said the admiral, " are

your enemies. Shake hands and be good friends." Charles

Kingsley once wrote to a Baptist, " My dear friend, go on and do
that, nameh', talking to men of their sins, and whether you call

yourself Baptist or Buddhist, I shall welcome you as one who is

doing the work of God and fighting in the battle of the Lord, who
makes war in righteousness." One of the words with which we
enter the twentieth century is federation. Federation is meant
to be a working union of Christian forces, arrayed against a com-
mon foe. It differs from church unity in this: Church unity has
to do with principles; church federation with practice; the one
with belief, the other with behavior; the one is a bond on paper
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and in theological statement, the other is the leaguing of Chris-

tian people of all shades of religious belief against an arrogant

and wily foe. As Dean Hodges says, " Effective blows are struck

not with extended fingers, but with the good, hard, solid fist. The
divided church threatens the devil with the Eoman Catholic fin-

ger and the Congregational finger and the Baptist finger and the

Methodist finger and the Episcopal thumb, and he faces the assault

with great serenity. He knows by long experience that that blow
will not hurt. When the united Church assails him he will be-

gin to meditate retreat." Brethren, " all your strength is in your
union; all your danger is in discord."

The Church of God on earth is the Church Militant. We are

waging a holy war, as John Bunyan says. We have no right to

exist unless we exist as an aggressive force. " Is not my word
like as a fire, saith the Lord, like a hammer, which breaketh the

rock in pieces." The Prince of Israel said to His disciples, that

He had not come to bring peace upon the earth, but a sword.

And as He was about to leave those chosen to carry on his work.

He said to them that, if they were without a sword, they were to

sell their outer garments and get swords. The stirring hymns of

the Christian Church are its war songs. They tell of armor, of

conflict, of victory. We are to destroy the works of the devil,

utterly destroy them. As when the sacred banner of France,—the
great scarlet flag, embroidered with golden lilies, called the Ori-

flamme, was hoisted, as when the green standard of the Prophet in

the Turkish Empire was raised, it was a declaration that the war
was to be a war of extermination, so federation means that we are

united in a war which is to be unto the death. Sir Walter
Ealeigh said when but a lad, " If there are any good wars I will go
to them." There are plenty of them these glorious days. The
saloon presents a solid front. Why should not the Church?
Political corruption exists as a menace to good government.
Why should not the Church, as one man, strike against it? Every
interest of the Kingdom of God upon earth demands that we
shall get together. I have said that I believe spiritual unity al-

ready exists. Now let us show the world and the enemies of right-

eousness upon the earth that we are one in faith; and that we are
one without compromise of opinions, without sacrifice of essen-

tial beliefs, without doing violence to our distinct opinions or
churr.hly practices; we are one in the face of a common danger,
one in line of battle, one in persistent efi'ort to make the city a

safe place in which to live, one in desire to cause the waste places

of our villages and country districts to blossom as the rose, one
in supreme desire to bring this world to God,

In a book by a Frencli writer publishofl some time ago there is a
striking passage in which is dos(Ti])ed Die tlirill which swe})t

through a group of French prisoners in tliat terrible Septonib(>r of

1870, when from the endless lines of camp-fires which mnrl<<Ml tlie

bivouac of hundreds of thousands of men in the valley of the
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Moselle, " a mighty voice arose—one single voice issuing from
those hundred thousand throats. It was Luther's choral. The
majestic prayer seemed to fill the heavens; it spread o'er the hori-

zon so far as there were German camp-fires and German men. . .

We recognized at that moment [says the writer] the power which
had vanquished us: it was not the superior force of regiments, but

that one soul, made up of so many souls, tempered in faith,

national and divine, and firmly persuaded that its God marched
by its side to victory."

There is triumphing power in the leaguing of Christian hearts.

We must get together. In the old college days there was an ex-

pression which was often heard when the game seemed to be going
against a team. It was, " Get together there." I remember one
day when some of us were trying worthily to represent our uni-

versity in a tug of war; under a long strain we found we were each
pulling a little out of right movement. Our work was becoming
ragged. The battle was going against us. It was a critical mo-
ment. When suddenly from the crowd of anxious onlookers came
the importunate cry, " Get together there; get together there!

"

We caught the rhythm of the cry, and steadying ourselves to its

measured cadences pulled victory out of apparent defeat. This
then is our message to the churches, men and brethren. Get' to-

gether, in perspective vision, in attitude and in practice, for this

Conference—to use in a wider sense the language of the episcopal

address of the bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church read at

the General Conference in Chicago last May—this Conference
" proclaims one common and impartial Lord, Eedeemer and
Judge; one supreme relation among men, which is Brotherhood;
one transcendent good, which is Character; one all-inclusive duty,

which is Love."

Address.

REV. JOSIAH STEONG, D. D., NEW YORK.

There is time to give you only an outline of the points I have
noted. A two-days' religious gathering of Hebrews and of Chris-

tians of a dozen different names is a phenomenon which could

have occurred, doubtless, at no time in the previous history of the

world,—at no time until the closing years of the nineteenth cen-

tury,—and may well call for explanation or interpretation. In
attempting to blend the various messages of the several speakers

into the message of the Conference, I must needs deal in generali-

ties. You observe this is not a Parliament of Eeligions. It is not
a Comparative Study of Religions in a friendly spirit, but a Con-
ference of Religion. The word, like the thing itself, is singular.

This Conference, if I interpret it aright, does not signify that in

the alembic of modern thought theological differences have been
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eliminated, and that there is beginning to emerge one great world
religion. It does not sig-nify that the intellectual camera has lost

its focus and truths are blurred. It does not mean that theo-

logical systems have lost form and definite outline and are being
blended into one another; that there are no longer sharp, well-

defined diflierences. I suppose that the brethren who have par-

ticipated in this Conference see as distinctly the diflierences be-

tween various and opposing systems of theology and of religion

as do our friends who perhaps would have deemed themselves
compromised by participating in this Conference. Nor does this

Conference mean, if I interpret it correctly, that the brethren
who have participated in it hold the truth lightly, that they are

in any measure disloyal to the truth as they see it. I imagine
that we are as loyal to the truth as were our ecclesiastical fore-

fathers, who loved the truth, as they saw it, well enough to suffer

for it and to make other people sufl'er for it.

"What, then, is the true interpretation of the Conference?

What is its message? It means, not a belittling of truth, but
rather a larger and more worthy conception of truth. I believe it

means we are beginning to see that the truth is so vast that no
one man, no one church, can grasp it all. I remember a few years

ago in Chicago, in a church of a denomination represented in this

Conference, I heard the officers of the denominational City Mis-

sionary Society make a plea for their treasury; and one of them
said, " Brethren, we, and we alone [referring to their own denomi-
nation] have the truth and the whole truth." What a delightful

frame of mind! What sublime self-satisfaction! What intoler-

ant—and I may add intolerable—intellectual peace! I do not
believe that the members of this Conference have any sympathy
with such self-satisfaction, with the belief that we have grasped

all truth, I think we sympathize rather with Dr. Butler of

Trinity College in the advice he gave to his students when he
said, " Young men, let us not be dogmatic. We are none of us

infallible, not even the youngest." We are discovering that great

truths are spheres, the whole of which cannot be seen at one time
from one point. Moreover, every man is only a fraction of a man.
It requires many minds to encircle a great truth and to see it on
all sides. Differences of view may result from differences in the

point of view. ]\Iany theological diffcronccs are not necessarily

conflicting; they may supplement one another. I would not

imply that all creeds are equally true. Of two contradictory

propositions one must be false. But though I believe a man's
theology is mistaken and dangerous, that does not preclude co-

operation for the general good, or even fellowship. 1 lielievc this

Conference signifies tliat, important as is truth, life is more than

belief. I think we are coming to see that conduct inteqircts

character more truly than creed, and character is, after all. tlie

only true basis of fellowsliip. 1 think we may more confidently

infer correct belief from a correct life than we can infer correct
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life from a correct belief. If I hold in my hand a fig, I may be

quite sure that it sprang from a fig tree; but if I sec yonder a fig

tree, I cannot be quite sure that it will produce figs. It may be

barren.

We are also coming to appreciate the fact that uniformity of

belief is not necessary—indeed, is not possible, and has not been

possible since the race arrived at its intellectual majority. If

men really think, they think differently. Indeed, not only is

imiformity of belief impossible, I go so far as to say it is unde-

sirable. We must not forget that Western civilization, with its

incomparable superiority, was evolved or differentiated from
Eastern through the development and conflict of different ideas

and ideals. I would not have everybody believe as I believe, if I

could. I might be easily reconciled to having a majority agree

with me, but I would not have everyone think as I do, if I could,

for I should be very confident that there would be no more
progress of thought in the world until there had been developed a

difference of belief.

This Conference, if I interpret its message correctly, signifies

that we are getting a larger, better, truer basis of fellowship than

that of creed. The basis to which I refer is two thousand years

old. For He whom many of us delight to call Master said,

" Whosoever "—and that is one of the great circles of truth which

is all-inclusive; which embraces every century, every race, and, let

me add, every religion
—" whosoever doeth the will of my Father

which is in Heaven, the same is my brother." There, it seems to

me, is the true basis of fellowship and of co-operation. Jesus

Christ gave in one word the basis of fraternity: " Whosoever doeth

the will of my Father which is in Heaven." Whether he belong

to my particular sect or not; whether he be Protestant, orthodox,

or unorthodox; whether he be Catholic, Jew, Zoroastrian, Brah-

min, Buddhist, or Confucian; whatever, whoever, he may be, if he

does the will of my Father which is in Heaven, the same is my
brother. No man needs a broader basis of fellowship than that;

and, good friends, I do not dare to make a narrower basis of fel-

lowship than that. To refuse fellowship to one whom Christ ac-

cepts is to disfellowship Christ Himself.

Again, it seems to me that this Conference signifies a somewhat
different and more worthy conception of the meaning of life; that

life is not a journey through a wilderness, the great object being

to reach one's destination in safety. I for one believe that Bun-
yan's conception of life, as illustrated by the " Pilgrim's Prog-
ress," was radically wrong, was radically unchristian. The world
is getting a new social ideal. We are beginning to see visions of

a perfected civilization—far away, to be sure, but ever drawing
nearer. The Kingdom of God fully come in the earth was the

social ideal of Jesus. He said in the Universal Prayer, " Thy
Kingdom come," and then added immediately, " Thy will be done
in earth as it is in heaven." The latter sentence interprets the
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former. The Kingdom of God will be fully come in the earth

when God's will is perfectly done in the earth as it is in heaven.

God's will is law. That will cannot be perfectly done until all the

laws of body, of mind, of the spiritual life, and of the social life

are obeyed on earth as God's will is obeyed in heaven, i. e., per-

fectly. That will be the realization, the full coming, of the King-
dom of God in the earth, the realization of Jesus' social ideal, the

crown and consummation of a perfected civilization. I think this

is to be the new conception of life; and he is an unworthy man
with an unworthy conception of life who is indifferent to condi-

tions around him, who is intent, as a pilgrim, on fleeing from the

City of Destruction and gaining his own personal destination in

safety.

Lord Shaftesbury was once talking with Frances Power Cobbe
in regard to the wrongs of working girls. With tears in his eyes

and with a trembling voice, he said to her, " When 1 think that I

am growing old and that I have not long to live, I hope it is not
wrong, but I cannot bear to die and leave the world with so much
wretchedness in it." The wretchedness from which so many
would fain flee was precisely that which held him to the earth.

He would fain stay so long as he could relieve any measure of the

world's woe. That, to my mind, is a far nobler conception of life

than that which is presented in Bunyan's " Pilgrim's Progress."

Let us not be impatient for heaven. " He that believeth shall

not make haste." Heaven Avill keep. The longer I live the more
I see in life worth living for.

Just one word in conclusion. This is a Conference of l\eligion

—a Conference of men who believe in the religious life, who be-

lieve in the spiritual element which is the basis of all religion.

It is a Conference of men who believe that God is in the world,
that He is in the world transforming it that His own ideal may
be realized,

" That one far-off divine event.

To which the whole creation moves,"

" the new heavens and the new earth," which are the King-
dom fully come. It is a Conference of men, if I mistake not,

who hold that God is the most tremendous fact in the universe;

that God is the greatest fact in every life, whether of individual

or of state, and therefore that to ignore this greatest factor in fhe

plan of life is unscientific and wrong. It is fhereforo a Con-

ference of Religion, seeking to bring tlie great fundamental truth

of all religion to a reality at work among men, to apply it not
simply to individuals, ])ut to society, to government, to all insti-

tutions, to all human relationships. And do we not in this coun-

try particularly need to have emphasis laid ujion this fact, because

with us, as nowhere else, have men emphasized the separation
y

church and state, and been led into the error of thinking that th "^
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separation is the same as the separation of religion from the state?

I cannot, I think, better sum up in one sentence the message of

this Conference to the churches and the world than by reading the

concluding sentence on the fourth page of our programme: "Its

purpose is to promote the largest practicable junction of re-

ligious forces for the furtherance of these fundamental religious,

moral, and social interests which are vital to the stability of the

commonwealth."

Address.

BEV. THOMAS B. SLICEB, NEW YOBK.

As I went out of the Conference this afternoon, a man for whose
religious sincerity I have entire respect, said to me in rather a rough-
and-tumble way as I went by, " I suppose if a man were to come
into your Conference and say, ' What think ye of Christ? Whose Son
is He? ' it would break up the meeting'." I said, " It would be a
very improper question for you to ask in the Conference, because it

would be a question of speculative theology, and the Conference is

not convened for the purpose of discussing speculative theology. It

is convened for the unity of religious faith based in religious con-
viction. If you should be so unfortunate," I said to him, " as to
propose that question before the Conference, each man would answer
it according to his light and deepest convictions, amiably and
pleasantly, and let you go your way. That would be the result."

I want to emphasize the fact that this is a Conference of Religion,
not of religions nor of creeds, nor of speculative propositions. It is

like a great mountain range which is absolutely solid at the base,
and runs up in peaks of differing heights toward the sun. We do
not plow the peaks; we plow the valleys that lie between the hills.

We raise the food of the future, the nourishment of the present in
the great meadow lands and valleys rich with what is filtered down
from the peaks through the ages by the rain that falls upon them,
and which Jesus expressed so well as the figure of the liberality of
God when He said, " He sendeth rain on the ju.st and the unjust." So
these peaks, rising separately, are in this Conference not so far apart
but that we can call to each other across the valleys, saying our " All
hail! " The fact that one of us has climbed to any peak he has called
his own is proof positive that there is a trail that leads up to that
height, and if any man would follow on that trail, he may see what
that brother sees, look in his face for a moment—thovigh the brother
were Christ himself—look in his face for a moment for verj^ joy that
he has climbed by the same trail to the same altitude and sees what
his brother sees as the vision opens up before him. We are busy in
the valleys, at the bases of the hills. We wonder what mines of
treasure the high hills hide; what gold, what silver, what alloy also
of gold and silver; what great dense growths have been upon these
mountain sides of dim forests of thought and mysterious glooms of
feeling. These we also recognize; but from every excursion, even
to the peak that catches the light earliest and upon which it lingers
latest toward night—from every such excursion into the speculative
uplands of philosophic opinion, this Conference calls us back to where
we can, not only call to each other and see each other, but grasp the
hands of each other as we bow together in the conviction that " One

"^ our Father, even God, and all we are brethren."

k
in
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Address.

REV. M. n. HARRIS, PII. D., NEW YORK.

What I would gather from Dr. Strong's fine inspiring message is

this: That this Conference Avoukl not be significant if it simply
were a kindly union of people of dilferent Cliristinn and Jewish
denominations who do not care very much about religion anyway,
who do not believe profoundly in their own or in other creeds. 1

do not care very much for the liberality of a man who does not be-
lieve much in his own faith. He may call that " liberal." It deserves
a less worthy name. This union is valuable only if it is a union of
people to vvhom religion isi vital. If, then, tin's Conference means a
clo.ser fellowsliip between very Christians and very Jews, who in

their diflferent ways believe profoundly in their professed Faiths,
then is this Conference magnificent.
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Two months after the meeting of the Conference an article

referring to it appeared in the editorial pages of the " Outlook "

for January 19, 1901. The argument it presents, more clearly

than any that has been noted in the press elsewhere, for religious

co-operation as comprehensive as that of the Conference seems

to justify its reproduction here. The disappointment, caused by

a mischance which prevented Dr. Abbott from appearing, as

expected, upon the platform of the Conference, finds partial

compensation in the opportunity to subjoin to its Proceedings

this contribution from his pen:

THE LIMITS OF RELIGIOUS CO-OPERATION".

Affirmations of the unity of the religious spirit under all di-

versities of religious form have become increasingly frequent

since the historic occasion on which it found impressive utterance

in the Parliament of Religions. Such affirmations, however, do

not seem likely to take much hold of the public mind, unless they

result in something more practical than an interchange of fra-

ternal addresses, or even a participation in the common worship

which is the natural utterance of a common religious life. Cer-

tain it is, that the active co-operation manifested in mission

fields has demonstrated the unity of Christian denominations

more convincingly than all the fraternity exhibited on home

platforms.

In this point of view, two recent conventions have not only

strikingly illustrated the real spiritual unity which underlies

different denominations of the Christian Church, and even differ-

ent religions, including some not avowedly Christian, but they

have also done much more than conventions avowedly designed

for the purpose of promoting unity by discussing it, both to

exemplify the unity which already exists and to strengthen and

develop it without discussing it. The first of these conventions
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was the Ecumetiical Missionary Council held last spring; the

second was the New York State Conference of Religion held a

few weeks ago. The first was distinctively Protestant and
evangelical; the latter was not even exclusively Christian. And
the contrast between these two assemblies illustrates also the

limits within which Christianity not only may but must be ex-

clusive, and the field in which it not only may but ought to be

co-operative with other religions.

The inspiration which comes from faith in a personal God
cannot be given by a pantheistic faith. The definiteness of faith

which comes from belief in the historical manifestation of God
in Jesus Christ cannot be furnished by a religion which is purely

rationalistic or purely mystical. The vigor and vividness of hope

which belongs to a faith in immortality historically attested by

the resurrection of Jesus Christ cannot be furnished by a religion

which has no faith in immortality, or no other faith than such

as is born of the intolerable sorrow of a life without anticipations

beyond the grave. In preaching the Gospel, therefore—that is,

in telling the glad tidings that God has made himself known to

men, and in so doing has brought life and immortality to light

—

the Christian cannot, in the nature of the case, co-operate with

those who have no such glad tidings to give to others. He must

be exclusive in his ministry because, much to his regret, he is

exclusive in his possession. He has a joyous faith to give which

others have not; therefore they cannot join with him in giving

it. This is what is meant by the oft-misunderstood declaration

that there is, " none other name under Heaven given among men
whereby we may be saved." Christian faith does, in fact, give a

succor from present loneliness which untheistic faith cannot give;

a hope in sorrow which neither rationalism nor mysticism has

ever given or can ever give, and both an ideal of life and an in-

spiration to life which the conscience alone cannot give.

But there is a large realm of moral life in which all religions

may co-operate. This is the truth exemplified by the New York

State Conference of Religion. Like its predecessor the Parlia-

ment of Religions, it strongly affirmed the oneness of the re-

ligious spirit, and still more exemplified it impressively with its

Book of Common Worship. This, however, only as the necessary

basis for something further—namely, a oneness of religious

action, co-operunt for practical ends in social life, tliruugh a

deepening of moral consciousness and a revival of moral earnest-
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ness. A better life, both personal and social, with its motor-force

in religious zeal for the promotion of every desirable reform re-

ceived the main emphasis from its spokesmen. Nor this in

merely generalized statements, but with much plain speaking as

to the weak points to be strengthened and the sore spots to be

healed. It cannot be doubted by those who take cognizance of

the work to be done for the moral preservation and elevation of

the community, and of the varieties of faith both within and

without the Christian Church, that it is very desirable, and indeed

is almost essential, that in this work not only all Christian de-

nominations, but also all religious men^, should co-operate. As a

sign of the tendency toward such co-operation for social, politi-

cal, and moral reform, in efforts transcending and in some sense

disregarding all theological lines, all catholic spirits may well

welcome such a gathering as this Convention. There is nothing

disloyal to Christianity in co-operating with men of other re-

ligions in work in which all can co-operate, any more than there

is disloyalty to one's own denomination in co-operating with men
of other denominations in work in Avhich all Christians can co-

operate. There is one very simple rule for determining what

are the limits of religious co-operation: Always be ready to co-

operate with anyone who honestly seeks the end you are seeking

and is willing to co-operate with you in its accomplishment.
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CONTENTS

I. Scripture Readings. 2. Prayers.
A. Hebrew and Christian Scriptures. A. Collects of Catholicity.

a. Catholicity in Religion. B. Collects of Ethical and Spiritual

h. Ethical and Spiritual Religion. Religion.

c. Religion in Society and the State. C. Collects of Religion—Society and
d. Responsive Readings. the State.

B. Ethnic Scriptures (Hindu, Per- D. Benedictions.

sian, Chinese, Egyptian, Buddhist, 3. Hymns.
(irecian, Roman, Mohammedan). A. Hymns of Catholicity.

a. Catholicity in Religion. B. Hymns of Natural, Ethical, and
b. Ethical and .Spiritual Religion. Spiritual Religion.

c. Religion in Society and the State. C. Hymns of Religion—Society and
the State.

"We thank the committee for a noble piece of work that must bear fruit in one
way or another. Wc thank the G. P. Putnam house foi its characteristic energy,
artistic skill, mental hospitality, and higher rcligous zchI, for putting this book into

worthy type, a book which belongs to no denomination, but which commends itself

to the ministers and congregations of all denominations and of oil confessions of

religion.
' '— Unity,
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